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Our emphasis in exploring creative design has been on exploratory, brainstorming processes
that allow solutions to be cornposed from several old solutions and that allow a problem
specification to be elaborated and restructured. In exploratory reasoning, the reasoner starts
with a partial , incomplete problem specification, and through a series of example retrievals
and evaluations, eventually both defines the problem more clearly and creates a solution.
Several solutions are considered, and the final one has elements of many -considered before
it.
In the past year, we have analyzed several instances of creativity in the domains of meal
planning, architecture, and lesson planning. Our focus has been on problem framing, control
of memory search, and the incremental nature of creative problem solving. In addition,
we have begun to build several aiding systems that use what we know about creativity to
help people solve problems creatively. \Ne have begun some experiments with one of those
systems, and we will be using another this summer for some experimentation. Our aim is
to use these systems to collect protocols of creative problem solving for further analysis. In
the coming year, we will be building an automated system to test those analyses, analyzing
the protocols we are collecting, and augmenting the aiding systems we have begun to build.
vVe briefly describe our efforts below.
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Problem Framing
Fran1ing a problem or solution n1eans designating which of the many constraints on a solution
are the most in1portant ones and creating a framework for a solution from those. This
framework provides connections between the pieces of the solution and provides a certain
an1ount of stability to the process of synthesizing a solution.
There are two issues to address with respect to fran1ing: creation of the frame and use of
the frame.
Framing can be sirnple. or it can be complex. JCLIA, our meal planner. frames its problerns
b.Y recalling prototypical cases and using their solutions as the frame. Once it decides to
serve an Italian meal, for example~ it recalls its prototypical Italian meal and uses it for the
frame. \Vhile this is very simple framing, analysis of several architectural cases shows that
framing often is a con1plicated process. One framing example we've looked at is the design
of a long-terrn care hospital for cancer patients. Of all the specifications for the hospital, the
architect chose first to focus on the needs of the patients. He noticed that they \-Vere going to
be there for long amounts of tirne with nothing to do, and wondered if he could alleviate their
boredom. He conjectured that one way he could do that was to provide them with beautiful
views. He therefore derived a framework that provided all patients with beautiful views he made the building long and narrow with all patient rooms facing the woods behind the
building. He created the rest of the design within that framev,:ork.
\\·e have also learned some things about what a frame is used for. In general, the framework
for a solution is used as if it is cast is stone and immutable for as long as it supports the
goals of the problern. However, when it is found to be inadequate, it is changed in whatever
ways are necessary. Problem solving continues by considering the new frame immutable also.
Both creation of a frame itself and flexible use of a frame contribute to the creativity of
solutions . .JCLIA, for example, is able to come up with creative solutions despite the fact
that its frame creation method is quite simple. This is because its design process is able
to use the frame flexibly, as described above. In the hospital example, on the other hand,
creation of the frame itself was a big part of the creativity in the solution.
One of the big issues in flexibly using a frarne is determining which pieces of it can be changed
and which can't. At some point, for example, the Italian meal frame might be changed so
much that the solution no longer looks like an Italian meal. Or, the needs of the functional
units in the hospital might seem to require changing the shape of the hospital and therefore
the placement of the hospital rooms vis a vis the woods, destroying the piece of the solution
that we recognize as being a major consideration in its design. vVe have no solution to this
problem yet, but believe the solution has something to do with the relative status of the
many contributing goals in a design and the minimum support necessary to maintain the
integrity of the solution to any goal.
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Navigation around memory
Brainstorming activity· has as a major step the retrieval of old solutions from memory. Recall
and evaluation of some old solution leads to a new set of recall cues being available~ which
leads to additional recall.
One of the issues we have addressed is ho\v to help people do a better job of brainstorming.
\Vhat kinds of tools can we provide to help people navigate around the set of things in their
own or in an external men1ory?
The tools we have been developing aid navigation by suggesting to a user the kinds of related
items they n1ight want to recall. That is~ given an itern a person is considering, the tools
suggest other kinds of ittms that rnight provide additional guidance to reasoning activities.
Suggestions are of two different sorts. One set centers on the artifact being reasoned about
and the other centers on related thematic issues (and is borro\ved from Schank's ASK systems). The interface screens on the attached pages show how we"ve begun to address this
problem. \Ve will be evaluating our designs and their effectiveness and writing several papers
about this work in the next year.

The incremental nature of creative problem solving
The incrernenta.l nature of creative problem solving has become quite apparent to us in
the past year, though we have not yet begun to explore it in detail. One of the creative
exan1ples that I have been trying to explain for sorne time is Frank Lloyd \Vright 's Falling
\Vaters house. It is a house with a waterfall and boulder built into the house.
Originally, I had explained this as use of a novel adaptation strategy. Rather than using
the strategy ''move the obstacle" or ''avoid the obstacle'', a strategy of ''incorporate the
obstacle" had been used. But I had never been able to explain where that strategy came
from. Engineers had told me it was common in engineering design and that Wright may have
adopted it from there. A better explanation, perhaps, comes from a discussion I was having
recently with a colleague. He said to me that ;.after all, \Vright made a lot of mistakes before
building falling waters." The proble1ns we encounter and the explanations that we compose
in response to those problems often guide us in making later decisions. Wright already had
a design philosophy that asserted that human-made designs should blend with their natural
surroundings. He designed buildings to blend with their landscapes. Perhaps he felt that
one of them would have been better had it actually been integrated with the landscape (e.g.,
built into the mountain or hill rather than built beside it). This would have left him with
the goal of exploring the ways nature could be incorporated into buildings, leading him to
incorporate the waterfall into the house he designed. \Vhile this may or may not have been
the way \Vright can1e up with the idea, it is consistent with views of knowledge acquisition
recently put forth by researchers like Ram and Hunter. l\1ore investigation is obviously
needed here.
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Computer Programs
\\/e ·ve been building two programs. both to help people do novel design. ARCHIE-2 is in the
domain of architecture: SCI-ED will help elementary school teachers put together science
lessons. The attached figures show examples oftheir screens.
The idea in both of these systems is to provide to users knowledge and cases they need to
make creative decisions. vVe try to provide them both with what they want and with what
our theories of design and creativity tell us they need.

Related news
We have two middle school teachers joining us for the summer to work on this project, both
funded by the NSF GIFT Grant to Georgia Tech. vVe will be watching their brainstorming
as they put science lessons together. asking the1n to analyze what they do as they design
science lessons, and looking at the wa;·s collaboration effects creative processes.
vVe are applying the things we are finding out about design and creativity to another education project: the teaching of design at the college level. Several disciplines get students
ready for design careers, but most don't teach design at all. In i\1arch , we held a workshop
at Georgia Tech on teaching design across the curriculum. Our goal was to find out what
aspects of design: in general, are important ones for designers in different disciplines to know.
vVe are following that workshop up with a proposal to the NSF SCCCEED program.
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Stairways and elevators are not marked on signs
Signs in the Bristol County Courthouse clearly state where each destination is located,
and each sign is accompanied by a map of the building. Unfortunately, the signs do not
include any information on where the staircases and elevators are to be found, so visitors
who may know where they want to go, end up searching for the way to get there.
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Courthouse Entrance Segregation
Juveniles, accused persons, and witnesses prefer to be secluded from public viewing.
Isolating these groups also decrease the amount of confusion created by interactions of
people with different goals. Juveniles, accused persons and material witnesses should
have their own entrances to the courthouse that are separate from the main public
entrance.
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Our emphasis in exploring creative design has been on exploratory, brainstorming processes
that allow solutions to be composed from several old solutions and that allow a problem
specification to be elaborated and restructured. In exploratory reasoning, the reasoner starts
with a partial, incomplete problem specification, and through a series of example retrievals
and evaluations, eventually both defines the problem more clearly and creates a solution.
Several solutions are considered, and the final one has elements of many considered before
it. The process we have proposed for exploration and elaboration has the following steps:

• Retrieve a set of cases (initially, use the original problem specification as a guide)
• For each case:

- Evaluate the solution proposed by the case for its applicability to the new problem

·

- Evaluate the solution proposed by the case for its adaptability to the new problem
- Based on evaluations, update the problem solution and

- update the problem specification appropriately
• Repeat until a satisfactory solution is created or found
1

Preliminary versions of these processes have been implemented in a program called CREATIVE JULIA.

This process extends routine case-based reasoning processes in several ways:
1. Many cases are considered; many solutions are proposed, and solutions are often made

up of combinations of features from several cases.
2. Evaluation of proposed solutions is a primary process.
3. Problem solving is incremental; problem solutions as well as descriptions are updated
based on evaluations.
4. Evaluation includes willingness to accept what might not be "right;" odd proposals
are considered for what they can contribute rather than being disregarded outright
because they won't work.

Our explorations this year have touched on each of these extensions and have run in two
directions. First, we are investigating processes for evaluation. Second, we are investigating
navigation through a library or memory of cases.
Evaluation:
evaluated for
the reasoner
applicable to
or some part

Solutions to problems that are remembered during exploratory reasoning are
their applicability and adaptability to the problem at hand. When evaluating,
must ask several questions: whether the old solution or some part of it is
the new solution, whether it or some part is obviously inapplicable, whether it
could be adapted to fit the new situation; etc.

Evaluation of an old solution might cause the reasoner to add additional constraints to the
problem description. This is because some piece of an old solution might be desirable in the
new one but might not have been considered previously, or the old solution might point out
potential pitfalls.
The problem is that any solution that is remembered could be quite large, and any part of
it might be evaluated. There are also many different dimensions along which an old solution
can be evaluated for applicability to a new situation. One big issue is how to provide focus
to evaluation procedures so that they can ask appropriate questions of a proposed solution
and consider appropriate pieces of it. We propose several different means of focus:
• Function-directed evaluation asks whether the old solution fulfills the function required
in the new problem. Focus is on those parts of the old solution that address its function
or the one being sought function.
• Constraint-related evaluation asks whether the proposed solution fits the new problem
specification, i.e., whether constraints are fulfilled. Available constraints focus this
evaluation.
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• Derivation-driven evaluation uses questions asked while deriving an old solution to
direct evaluation of its applicability in the new situation. For example, if in the old
solution tofu had been substituted for cheese and questions regarding its texture, taste,
etc., had been asked while doing that substitution, those same questions would be asked
of that solution again, but this time evaluating their answers in the context of the new
problem. What was an appropriate texture, taste, etc., in an old situation might or
might not be satisfactory in the new one.
• Outcome-related evaluation projects the outcome of the old solution in the context of
the new situation and asks whether the projected outcome fulfills constraints.
We have been investigating these questions in the context of JULIA, our meal-planning
program. Now that we have an understanding of these issues, we intend to apply them in
two other domains: architectural design (facilities layout) and lesson planning.
Another evaluation issue is the evaluation of a design in progress. That is, are we finished
with the design, or is there still more work to be done? Evaluation is especially difficult when
problems are under-specified, as often happens in design. It is also hard when problems are
over-specified and can only be solved partially. Which partial answer is better? The problem
becomes even more difficult when in the course of design the problem specs get changed.
How, then, can one evaluate how good a solution is?
These characteristics of design problems suggest that evaluating designs based only on
whether or not they fulfill constraints is inadequate. In his work in the meal planning
domain, Tom Hinrichs, a Ph.D. student, suggests that the solution has two parts: (1) the
acceptability of a solution is determined with respect to the known alternatives, and (2) designs are evaluated at two levels - (a) the degree to which the artifact achieves its intended
function and (b) the sufficiency of the design as an operational description. He concentrates
on the second of these, defining a process for evaluation that has three components: evaluation of design decisions, maintenance of design integrity, and assessment of the completeness
of a solution. The attached paper gives the details of the approach.

Case-library navigation: While the meal planning domain has been a good one for investigating a variety of issues related to both routine and creative design, its one drawback
has been the size of its cases: they are relatively small. Thus, in exploring case-library
navigation, we have been investigating architectural design, focussing on facilities layout.
We begin by observing that the case libraries explored by the designers we have talked to
are composed of a combination of internal (remembered) and external (e.g., in books) cases.
The architect remembers both cases he has been involved in designing or learned about in
classes or meetings and also spends considerable time with books and other files of cases.
Designers report that they get started by flipping through books of designs or files of designs
in order to get ideas.
We've tried to get some idea of how the designer focuses as he is "flipping".
discovered four dimensions to that focus:
3

We have

• The structure of the artifact being designed provides the first dimension of focus. For
example, one might focus on the outside of the building, core areas (e.g., elevators),
work-areas or suites, rooms of particular types (e.g., individual offices or workspaces,
conference rooms, bathrooms). Some pieces of structure are contained within other
ones. In considering a design, the designer's thought often moves from larger pieces
of a structure to smaller ones it contains, between sibling pieces of the structure, and
back out to structures a piece is contained in.
• Functional systems that cut across the structure of an artifact provide a second dimension of focus. Buildings, for example, have electrical systems, lighting systems, heating
and air conditioning systems, etc. These systems are described across the structure of
the artifact. For example, when one considers the lighting in a suite, one concentrates
on different of its attributes than when considering the lighting in a particular office
in that suite. The interactions between this dimension and the first as the designer
is "flipping" through possibilities seems well-circumscribed: he usually remains with
one function and considers it across several different pieces of the structure of a design or concentrates on some piece of the structure and considers each of the different
functional systems that are applied to that structure. Alternatively, when functional
systems are tightly coupled, focus might be on two or more at the same time.
• Perspectives of designers, builders, and users of the artifact provide the third dimension of focus. Will it be easy to build? Will people be able to find their way around
in the building? Will interactions between people in the building be facilitated appropriately? Will people be comfortable? Are the surroundings pleasant? Will people
be able to get their jobs done easily? These are some of the questions one asks of a
building. Each derives from a different perspective or point of view on the building. In
general, there are many different points of view one might take on any artifact being
designed. A designer has some idea of what attributes of a design influence each of
these perspectives, and depending on the perspective being addressed, the designer
will focus on different attributes of the old design, looking at how well they worked in
providing the necessary functionality.
• Finally, the designer may choose to focus on some set of issues within a single case or
he could decide to look across several cases at the same set of issues.
What is interesting about the list above is that it provides predictions of where a designer
will look next as he is exploring possibilities. While it is hard to predict globally how a
designer will navigate a case library in search of ideas, given that we know where he is in
the case library, the set of next places he will look is pretty well constrained.
There are several things the list above does for us in our investigation of processes for
creative reasoning. First, it tells us something about how to represent large cases - it gives
us dimensions for breaking them into smaller pieces. Second, it tells us how to build caselibrary navigation systems that can be part of an automated system for creative reasoning.
4

Third~

it provides inspiration for building library browsing systems that will allow a designer
and computer to work together at creative design. We will be following each of these paths in
the next year as we continue this investigation. We will also be integrating another domain
into the project in the next year: lesson planning.
We have not published any articles during the first 9 months of the granting period. We
expect to begin publishing conference articles in the next year. In addition, Tom Hinrichs
will be finishing his thesis in the next few weeks, and it contains a chapter on evaluation that
he will eventually publish. Three talks have been given reporting on this work, one to the
Ohio State cognitive science group and another at a workshop pub on by Lindley Darden on
Cognitive Science Opportunities for Women, also held at Ohio State~ focused on processes for
creative design. The third talk, at the DARPA Case-Based Reasoning Workshop, focused on
case-library navigation. Several demos of CREATIVE JULIA have been done at Georgia Tech~
including one during Educom and another during the College of Computing Convocation.
Demos were well-received. I expect to give several talks on this work in Spain this summer.
In addition, since NSF gave me only a portion of the funding I requested for this work, I have
applied to ONR for additional funding. If that funding comes, we will be adding additional
students and a post-doctoral research scientist to the project.
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CHAPTER 4
EVALUATING SOLUTIONS

l¥hich dessert would you prefer, bread or dairy-product?

JULIA, 1/25/89
Design problems typically have many possible solutions that vary in adequacy and desirability.

Producing a good design requires critically evaluating proposed solutions to

determine how they can be improved and when they are good enough. Often, a human
designer will know intuitively when a design is adequate or inadequate, based on common
sense, physical laws, practicality; or purely aesthetic criteria. A program, on the other
hand, must be given its evaluation criteria either as part of the problem specification or as
background knowledge.
Evaluation can be especially difficult for problems that are

under-spec~{ied,

because there

may be no systematic way to decide when a proposed solution is acceptable. A classic
example of an under-specified problem is planning a meal. Given a description of a meaL
there is no way to match the description to a goal state, or to play twenty questions in order
to establish that it is 'correct' or 'optimal'. To see this, consider the following scenario:
Example: Compromise
You are planning a Thanksgiving dinner for a family of four, one of whom is
trying to lose weight. You decide to serve a complete Thanksgiving dinner, but
compromise by preparing low-calorie versions of traditional recipes.
Is this the right answer? Would it be better to plan a minimal diet meal and spruce it
up a bit to include some turkey? In general, there is no way to prove that a solution will be
acceptable. Design evaluation is ultimately a matter of judgement about which goals are
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most important, what criteria can be relaxed, and how complete the solution must be. The
difficulty of evaluation stems from two additional characteristics of design:
• Design characteristic #6: Design goals may be partially satisfiable. In other words,
there may be no definite criterion to indicate when they have been achieved. In early
theories of Artificial Intelligence, goals were seen as 'destinations' to be arrived at or
as propositions to be proven. However, people often have goals that can be satisfied to
different degrees, and even some goals that can never be fully satisfied. For example,
goals to minimi::c cost or minimize calories can be open ended, since there is no such
thing as a free lunch or a zero-calorie meal. Goals such as this are not so much states
to be achieved as tendencies toward ideals [Barsalou, 1985].
• Design characteristic #7: Design goals may conflict. \Vhen goals conflict, either
one goal must be sacrificed, or the solution must be a compromise between them.
For example, how often have you heard someone say "I'll start my diet the day after
Thanksgiving"? Evaluating such a tradeoff requires knowing which goals are most
important. These preferences may be idiosyncratic and subjective.
These characteristics are critical factors in evaluating designs and design decisions. They
suggest that constraint satisfaction by itself is an inadequate metric. Our solution to this
has two parts: First, decision making is a competitive process in which the acceptability of
a solution is determined with respect to the known alternatives, without assuming a closed
world. Second, designs are evaluated at two levels: (a) the degree to which the artifact
or process achieves its intended function, and (b) the sufficiency of the design itself as an
operational description. The latter criterion is expressed in terms of the integrity of the
design and its completeness. In our model, the need to make design decisions is triggered
by integrity violations and by incompleteness .
In this chapter, we first clarify and elaborate the problems of evaluation in an open
world. We then present the three components of our model of evaluation: evaluating design
decisions, maintaining design integrity, and assessing the completeness of a solution. Last,
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we illustrate these methods with an extended example from JULIA.

4.1

Evaluation In an Open World

Given a problem with partially satisfiable and conflicting goals, one technique for evaluating alternatives is to use mu.lti-attributc utility theory [Keeney and Raiffa, 1976). In tills
approach, a decision maker's preferences are quantified in terms of a multi-attribute utility
function. This utility function describes how the contributions of different attributes can
be combined in order to calculate the expected utility of an alternative. Alternatives are
ranked by their expected utility in order to reach an optimal decision.
But utility theory makes a number of assumptions that are not tenable in an open world.
First, it requires that all alternative decisions be known in advance. Tills is only reasonable
for decisions among small enumerable choice sets, and is therefore not generalizable to
evaluation of complete designs. Second, it is necessary to know all the relevant attributes
ahead of time. Often, however, these attributes are only partially known beforehand. Tillrd,
it must be possible to qu.antify the decision maker's preferences. While it is reasonable to
expect a decision maker to have preferences, it is unlikely that these preferences can always
be known quantitatively. Fourth, utility theory assumes that there really is an optimal
decision. For the sorts of tasks we are concerned with, such decisions are the exception, not
the rule.
Nevertheless, the idea of using preferences to evaluate alternatives is compelling. If we
forsake the optimality criterion in return for fewer assumptions about the completeness of
knowledge, then evaluation can be decomposed into two sub-problems: how to compare the
relative merits of alternative solutions and how to determine when an alternative is good
enough. We define the first problem as follows:

Preference Utility Proble1n: By what criteria can one alternative be deemed
preferable to another?
To compare alternatives in an open world, a problem solver must be able to identify
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which criteria best distinguish them. This problem is manifested in three ways:
• Relative iluportance: Which goals and constraints are more important than others?

The primary criteria for evaluating designs are the goals of the designer and the logical
and physical constraints of the domain. vVhen these criteria conflict, the designer must
make tradeoffs and compromises between them. To do this, the designer must know
or infer their relative importance. For example, it is not possible to both maintain a
diet and enjoy Thanksgiving, one of these goals must at least partially defer to the
other.
• Goal relevance: What goals and constraints shou.ld a problem solver have? Just

as alternatives may be imperfectly known, so may the criteria by which they are
compared. A problem solver may adopt new goals as a result of evaluating possible
alternatives.

For example, if a meal planner considers serving caviar, the natural

question to ask is 'will it be too expensive?', or if very spicy chili is planned, 'will it be
too spicy?' New goals are identified and become relevant as a side effect of evaluation.
• Context effects: In what ways are preferences sensitive to context? The desirability

of different alternatives may depend on the decision-making context, such as where the
alternatives come from, the history of previous decisions, and certainty or confidence
in their appropriateness. For example, everything else being equal, one dish might
be preferred over another because it was suggested by the client, or by a previous
successful meal.
Our solution to the preference utility problem is to treat comparison as a problem-solving
task. Problematic comparisons are reduced to simpler comparisons using an explicit representation of the designer's qualitative preferences between alternatives and between attributes of alternatives. Potentially relevant goals are inferred from previous design failures,
and contextual factors are represented as attributes within the structure of the designer's
preferences.
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By itself, however, comparison is not a sufficient method of evaluation. In an Open
\Vorld, a problem solver does not necessarily know all possible alternatives. Consequently,
even if the known alternatives were to be exhaustively compared, there is no guarantee that
the solution chosen would be the 'best', or even a particularly good result.
Another problem with comparing alternatives solely on the basis of binary qualitative
preferences is that if attributes are open-ended, then the most important attribute may
'trump' all the others. For example, if cost were more important than calories, then evaluation would always reduce to picking the cheapest solution, without considering calories
at all. A more realistic evaluation process must identify some threshold of adequacy for a
goal such that further comparison is irrelevant.
Therefore, the evaluation of designs incorporates both the comparison of alternatives
and criteria for assessing the adequacy of proposed solutions. Identifying these criteria is
the other main subproblem of evaluation:
Adequacy Problem: What constitutes a sufficient answer to a problem?

Because design problems can be solved to varying degrees of adequacy, a problem solver
must be able to translate open-ended criteria into thresholds that can be objectively measured. In design, this problem takes three forms:
• Partial goal satisfaction: How closely must a design satisfy its specified goals? One

way that a problem can be under-specified is by not providing thresholds and tolerances
on solution parameters to indicate when a design is adequate. The problem solver may
need to establish appropriate thresholds for the given problem. For example, if a design
goal is to minimize cost, then the designer must decide how cheap is cheap enough.
• Integrity maintenance: Which relationships can and cannot be relaxed in the pur-

suit of a design solution? A problem .solver must be able to infer rules and strategies for
resolving contradictions and goal conflicts. For example, in planning a diet Thanksgiving, it is acceptable to compromise by relaxing constraints against serving side dishes,
but it would usually be unacceptable to serve Chinese food for Thanksgiving. The
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relationships that are critical to design integrity are predicated on the goals of the
designer and the available alternatives.
• Completeness evaluation: How complete must a design be to suffice as a description

of an artifact or process? A problem solver must be able to infer what scope and level
of detail are relevant for a given design problem. For example, in planning a meal
it may be sufficient to simply list a menu, or it may be important to specify exactly
what utensils will be required, where the food will be purchased, and how it will be
prepared. In engineering design, it is sometimes sufficient to produce a blueprint for a
device, and other times it is necessary to specify how to construct, operate, maintain,
and repair the device. The appropriate degree of completeness of a design must be
evaluated with respect to the goals of the designer.
Our solution to the adequacy problem entails translating open-ended design criteria
into thresholds of evaluation. These thresholds are used not only to reject unacceptable
solutions, but also to facilitate comparison among satisficing solutions. Design integrity is
maintained by propagating invariant relationships and deciding among plausible strategies
for relaxing constraints. The completeness of a design is inferred with respect to the goals
of the designer and criteria for evaluating the specificity, depth, and breadth of a design
description.
Preference and adequacy are the central problems of evaluation. Our model of design
in an open world addresses these problems both in the context of decision making and as
part of the general task of evaluating design decisions. Only by reasoning about preference
and adequacy is it possible to devise acceptable compromise solutions to under-specified
problems like diet Thanksgiving.

4.2

Evaluating Design Decisions

A major part of the design task can be characterized as making intelligent design decisions.
Evaluating alternative decisions is therefore a critical aspect of evaluating designs. In an
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open world, a decision maker must be able to compare alternatives and assess their adequacy without completely enumerating all possible alternatives, evaluation criteria, and
quantitative importances of those criteria. To permit this, our model of decision making
has the following components:
1. The problem is formulated by translating open-ended goals into systems of constraints.

2. Comparisons between alternatives are reduced to primitive comparisons using explicit
utilities of attributes.
3. The decision maker's utilities are represented as qualitative binary preferences.

In this section, we describe how decisions are made in the context of our design model,
and how the preferences of the designer affect its decision-making behavior.

4.2.1

Problen1 Forn1ulation

vVhen a problem is presented to a designer, it is often informal and relies on the designer
to interpret the requirements according to his knowledge of the domain and convention.
For example, if someone tells you they want a diet meal, you know what they mean. A
diet meal does not have zero calories, but instead has generally 'low' calories, measured in
terms of the number of dishes, types of food, and method of preparation. You bring some
expectations to the problem.

Problem formulation is the task of using these expectations to establish criteria for
adequacy. It entails identifying appropriate thresholds for open-ended design goals. These
thresholds are represented as constraints similar to the physical and logical constraints of
the domain. Whereas goals may be partially satisfiable, constraints are essentially binary
criteria; they are either satisfied or they are not.
In our model, the task of problem formulation relies on the existence of stereotypical
sets of constraints associated with goals and situations. These goals package default plans,
which in turn provide constraints on features. The constraints propagate to the design
problem, where they participate in the evaluation of design decisions.
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For example, a goal to preserve a diet, P-DIET, suggests a default plan, M-DIET-MEAL.
The diet meal provides constraints on the structure of the meal (two courses), the preparation method (no fried foods), and the calories of dishes (must be low).
However, problem formulation is not solely a matter of inheriting and propagating constraints. If there are multiple goals in a problem, it may be necessary to adjust the constraints to accommodate interactions between goals. For example, dieting on Thanksgiving
may not mean precisely the same thing as dieting the day after.
V·le adjust constraints by relaxing them. When contradictions or impasses are detected,
constraints are weakened as described in the previous chapter. Although not implemented,
another way to adjust constraints would be to tighten their criterion.

For example, a

constraint that calories be low might be tightened into a constraint that calories be very
low. This could help the comparison process to differentiate alternatives that are otherwise
similar.

4.2.2

The Con1parison Algorithm

The comparison process compares two alternatives in the context of the designer's preferences . The algorithm takes as input two alternative decisions and a (cyclical) network of
preference utilities. It returns a conclusion either that one alternative is 'better than' the
other, or that they are equivalent under the given preferences .
In the simplest case, one alternative may be better than another because it is directly
represented in the preference utilities, either in a table, or through calculation. For instance,
in JULIA, the constraint importance REQUIRED is preferred over RELAXABLE, because it
is explicitly ranked that way in the utility U-CONSTRAINT-IMPORTANCE.
Such clirect comparison is not always possible. There cannot be preferences stored for
every alternative and decision that will ever arise. Therefore, arbitrary comparisons are
reduced to simpler comparisons by decomposing them into attributes. An attribute need
not be a slot in a frame, but can be any criterion that could be used for evaluation, such
as the justifications for an alternative, or its source.
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The preference utility is used to decompose an alternative into attributes. It does this by
representing preferences between attributes, rather than preferences between alternatives.
This permits alternatives to be compared with respect to their most important attributes
first, then with respect to less important attributes, until one alternabve emerges as clearly
superior. For example, in comparing dishes, it might ask "Are they both cheap enough?",
and if so, then "Are they both low calorie?"
Sometimes, even the values of attributes cannot be directly compared. For example,
one attribute of an alternative is its justifications. Determining whether one justification
is better than another is itself a comparison problem that can be decomposed to subattributes, such as the constraint that contributed to the inference and the arguments to
the constraint.
This approach assumes that attributes can be ranked by relative importance. However,
sometimes attributes may be equally important, such as the justifications for and against
an alternative. In this case, a special type of preference utility, a multi-attribute. utility,
both decomposes the comparison to sub-attributes and also runs a tournament to identify
the most important sub-attribute. For example, to identify the strongest justification for
or against an alternative, it first chooses the strongest justification for the alternative, then
chooses the strongest justification against the alternative, and finally compares the two
against each other.
This comparison algorithm is more concisely described in Figure 4.1. In the figure, the
preference relation is denoted with the symbol

'>- ', and the utility of an alternative x is

denoted as U( x ). The algorithm dispatches on three types of preference utility: calculated,
enumerated, and multi-attribute.
A calculated utility represents the preference order with a function, F( u). For example,
the goal-subsumption utility is a calculated utility in which the function checks whether
one goal is a subgoal of the other.
An enumerated utility represents the preference order as an explicit list. In this case,
the utility of an alternative, U( x), is the most preferred element of the utility order that
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Input: Two alternative candidates, x and y, to be compared under utility
Output: T, NIL, or EQUIVALENT.

procedure
if ;l.' =
then
elseif u
then
elseif u
then
if

11.

compare (x y u)
y
return EQUIVALENT.
is a calculated u.tility
directly compare x and y with F( u)
is an enumerated utility
U (X)

>- U ( y)

then return T.
else if U ( y) >- U ( x)
then return NIL.
elseif U( x) =
U(y)

and

U(x) is a preference utility

then compare ( x y U( J'))
else return EQUIVALENT.
fi

elseif u zs a multi-attribute utility
then xr ,____ choose best attribute of x
yr +--- choose best attribute of y
compare ( xr yr U( x))

fi

end compare .

Figure 4.1: The comparison algorithm.

matches x. This may be a primitive value, such as the importance of a constraint, or it
may be another preference utility. \Vhen both alternatives match the same sub-utility, the
algorithm breaks the tie by comparing them recursively under the sub-utility.
A multi-attribute utility bases preferences on several attributes. It compares alternatives
by first choosing the most important attribute of each, and then comparing them to each
other.
The representation of a preference utility is shown in Figure 4.2. The preferences are
maintained on a list in the ORDER slot.

The remaining slots contain functions which
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(defframe 'u-candidate
(isa preference-utility)
(predicate candidate-p)
; Applicability filter.
(calc-fn compare-enumerated-utilities) ; Function to compare elements .
(test has-utility-p)
; Match function.
(key identity)
; Key function for test.
(invert nil)
; Non-nil if negative preference.
(order
; The preference order it self.
(u-candidate-justifications u-candidate source u-candidate-feature)))

Figure 4.2: The representation of a preference utility.

partly implement the comparison algorithm in data-driven fashion. In the remainder of this
section, we describe the content of the preference utilities.

4.2.3

Preference Utilities

Preference utilities capture the prioritized reasons why, everything else being equal, one
alternative is better than another. They are the premises by which decisions are made . A
decision maker's preferences may range from very general domain-independent guidelines
to specific, icliosyncratic preferences of the individual. There is no strong division between
the preferences shared by all problem solvers and those that are unique to inclividuals. In
the cliscussion that follows , we describe the content of preferences in JULIA.
JULIA's preference utilities are summarized in Figure 4.3. In the figure, the ' >- 'symbol
stands for the preference relation.

These preferences form a network of partial orders

of comparison criteria. The root of this network contains criteria for clirectly comparing
alternatives or candidate decisions. These criteria fall into three categories: the justifications
for and against a value, the source of the canclidate value (i.e., where it came from or how
it was generated), and the feature for which the alternative is a value.
Justifications are the 'auclit trail' left by the problem solver. A justification records both
a constraint and its arguments, which are in turn other canclidate decisions. The utility of
a justification is a function of both the importance of the constraint and the importance
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Justification

~

Required

>-

>-

Source

constraint

>- candidate

>- Relaxable

>- Preferred

Feature

Source
utilities

User

>-
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>-

Indexed
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>-

Default

Feature
utilities

Goal

>-
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primary >- secondary

>-

A ~
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Goal
utilities

Goal Subsumption

>-

Goal Type

Celebrate >- Preserve >- Satisfy >- Achieve

Figure 4.3: JULIA's preference structure.

Component
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of its arguments. Individual constraints can be compared directly because they explicitly
record their importance in terms of a three-valued scale of REQUIRED , RELAXABLE, and

PREFERRED .
If the preferability of a candidate cannot be established on the basis of its justifications ,
the next attribute considered is the source of the alternatives. The source of an alternative
is important because it indicates what domain theory is responsible for it, and consequently,
how likely the alternative is to be adequate or necessary. For instance, in an interactive
system, suggestions from the user are given high credence, since a user suggestion may represent part of the problem specification, or simply be helpful advice. Next in priority are
values that are inferred directly from constrai!-1-t propagation, since constraint relationships
are assumed to be one of the more plausible inferences in JULIA . Constraints represent
background knowledge about meal planning (i.e., the domain theory). The next attributes
that are considered are values that are generated from cases and other indexed forms of
knowledge. Indexed sources are typically less plausible than direct constraint inferences , because indices themselves are generated automatically without intervention by a knowledge
engineer, and because indexed retrieval uses partial matching that can produce suggestions
of varying adequacy. However, alternatives from indexed sources have typically been successful in some previous episode, whereas values generated from adaptation transformations
are created from-scratch, and so may be less plausible or reliable. Formulated (i .e., inherited) constraints and default values may be highly reliable, but typically don't participate
in comparisons unless they are inadequate in some way, so they are the least credible source
utilities.
Feature utilities encode the relative salience of slots in the feature hierarchy, such as the
idea the 'main' ingredients are more important than 'secondary' ingredients. These utilities
are usually only consulted in the service of comparing justifications, because alternatives
for a particular decision typically compete as values for the same feature. However, justifications may have antecedents from different features. For instance, roast turkey might
be preferred to meatloaf because it is justified by the goal to celebrate thanksgiving, while
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meatloaf might be justified simply because it is compatible with side dishes chosen so far.
Goals themselves have a preference structure that permits different goals to be compared
to each other. First, high level goals are preferred over their instrumental sub-goals, because
a decision that achieves a high level goal automatically renders the sub goals moot. If two
goals cannot be compared on this basis, they are compared based on what type of goal
they are. Domain goals are classified according to the taxonomy developed by Schank and
Abelson [Schank and Abelson, 1977] . Specifically, goals are divided into preservation goals
(e.g., preserve-diet), cyclical satisfaction goals (e.g. satisfy-hunger), long-term achievement
goals, and enjoyment goals.
Beyond this decomposition of utilities, preferences can become arbitrarily domain dependent and ultimately idiosyncratic to the decision maker. For example, in the meal-planning
domain, one subtype of enjoyment goal, celebration goals, are especially important. vVhile
preferring celebration goals over preservation goals. is usually reasonable in this domain, it
could lead to some bizarre behavior in other situations. For example, to avoid celebrating at
the expense of health and happiness, the preference structure would have to be elaborated
even further.
The goal-type preferences provide an explanation for some of the more interesting aspects
of JULIA :s decision-making behavior . For instance, because celebration goals are preferred
over preservation goals, JULIA considers celebrating Thanksgiving to be more important
than preserving a diet (One could almost say that JULIA is a party animal). Also, because
preservation goals are preferred over achievement goals, JULIA could be characterized as

loss averse.

4.3

Maintaining Design Integrity

One of the critical properties of design in an open world is that new information can arrive
at any time throughout the design process. In spite of this, some of the relationships in a
design are expected to remain valid. The design must be logically consistent, it must adhere
to physical and social laws, and it must satisfy its functional requirements. In this section,
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we present a process by which a problem solver can detect and resolve violations of these

relationships. This process is called integrity maintenance
Integrity maintenance is responsible for automatically inferring the consequences of
changes to a design. In our model of design, these changes can take several forms: values may be assigned to variables or retracted, constraints may be formulated or relaxed,
variables themselves may be ruled in or out, and problem solver goals may be posted or
abandoned. Changes of one form can affect the integrity of relationships in another.
Thus, in the simplest case, adding a new constraint may render a value inconsistent. For
example, if a vegetarian constraint is added late to the specification of a meal, it may be
violated by a prior decision to serve lasagne. An inconsistency can be resolved either by
adapting the value or by relaxing a constraint. For example, although birthday cake may
be inconsistent with Greek cuisine, it can be resolved by relaxing the cuisine constraint on
the dessert.
Integrity maintenance must detect such inconsistencies and determine the most parsimonious way to resolve them. For constraint violations like those above, this resolution is a
decision-making process. Since specifications and domain constraints may represent defeasible relationships, there may be several ways to resolve an inconsistency. The criteria and
preferences for selecting a resolution are part of the content theory of integrity maintenance.
In addition to the integrity of constraints and values, the consequences of a design decision may also affect the representation of the design and the

goaL~

of the designer. For

example, if a meal planner decides to serve Italian cuisine, then this usually means that
the meal will include an antipasto followed by a pasta course. The structure of the representation is therefore modified to add variables denoting a pasta course and its constituent
features. When the pasta course is added, a new problem-solver goal must be posted to
ensure that the description of the course is refined. Thus, new beliefs may give rise to new
representational structures, and new structures can initiate new goals. If, at some later
time, the decision to serve Italian cuisine is retracted, then so must the variables, the goals,
and all the subgoals that ensued from the original decision.
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For relationships such as these, integrity is maintained not by deciding how to resolve
inconsistencies, but by propagating the relationships.

Therefore, the content theory of

representational and goal integrity consists of the invariant relationships between variables
and goals.
Integrity maintenance is a facet of evaluation because it controls which relationships can
be relaxed and which cannot. Thus, integrity ultimately determines the degree to which a
design meets its objectives. In the remainder of this section, we describe in more detail the
three types of integrity: constraint, representational, and goal integrity.

4.3.1

Constraint Integrity

Throughout the process of design, values and constraints may be added or deleted. IV1aintaining constraint integrity entails determining which constraints are to be satisfied, to what
degree they are satisfied, and what must be changed to resolve integrity violations.

4.3.1.1

Where do constraints come from?

Constraints can be added to a design in several ways. Part of the general task of problem
formulation is the elaboration of constraints that are missing.

This aspect of problem

formulation, called constraint formulation [Stefik, 1981b], permits new constraints to be
generated as partial commitments in a design solution. In our model, constraints can be
derived from three sources:
• Problem statement. Many constraints are explicit in the original problem specifi-

cation. For example, a typical problem that JULIA might solve is: "Plan a vegetarian
Greek birthday dinner that contains eggplant." Additional problem constraints may
be added by a client at any time.
• Domain knowledge. Some constraints are imported from general schematic knowl-

edge of partial solutions. For instance, individual meals in JULIA inherit the constraint
that side dishes should be compatible with the main dish. Such constraints comprise
JULIA's domain theory of meal planning.
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• Other constraints. Some constraints are inferred by way of second order constraints,
which propagate other constraints rather than values.

For example, JULIA has a

constraint that says that the eating constraints and food preferences of individual
people should be propagated to the meal being planned.
The ability to accept and/or infer new problem constraints at any time makes design a
dynamic process. Managing change in a dynamic process is the responsibility of integrity
maintenance.

4.3.1.2

Strategies for evaluating constraints

One of the factors that makes integrity maintenance difficult is the need to evaluate partial

solutions. When a design is only partly refined, missing information may make constraints
appear violated when they are not. For example, a global constraint that a meal must
contain eggplant may appear to be violated until a main dish is chosen.

Alternatively,

missing information may camouflage an actual inconsistency. For example, caviar may not
appear inconsistent with a tight budget if the rest of the menu is not yet specified. In order
to evaluate partial solutions, a problem solver must explicitly take into account information
that is missing.
To address this problem, constraints employ a three-valued logic in which their status
may be either satisfied, violated, or unknown.

By interpreting the 'unknown' status as

acceptable or unacceptable, different evaluation policies are possible:
• Optimistic evaluation. Design constraints can be evaluated optimistically by accepting solutions for which constraints are not explicitly violated because some of
their arguments are unknown. JULIA adopts this policy when generating potential
solutions.
• Pessimistic evaluation. Alternatively, potential solutions can be rejected whenever
information with which to evaluate a constraint is missing. JULIA uses pessimistic
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evaluation when comparing two potential solutions, in order to determine which alternative satisfies constraints 'better'.
Thus, the question "What constitutes an inconsistency?" is context dependent.

"W~hen

evaluating a partial solution, an optimistic policy will avoid reporting false inconsistencies.
When evaluating a complete solution, a pessimistic policy will be more critical in order
to facilitate comparison. These policies amount to a controlled application of the Closed
World Assumption .

4.3.1.3

Strategies for resolving inconsistency

In adclition to evaluating partial solutions, another factor that hinders integrity maintenance
is the need to decide hmv to resolve a constraint violation once it is detected. There are three
basic ways to respond to a constraint violation: change the solution somehow, change the
problem, or ignore the inconsistency. Since some strategies may be more drastic than others,
the resolution chosen can ultimately affect the adequacy of the result and the efficiency of
the design process.
The routine to resolve a contradiction takes as input four types of information: 1) the
contradictory assertion, 2) the justifications for and against it, 3) the source of the assertion,
and 4) the previous state of the assertion (i.e., believed or disbelieved). The latter two
provide the context for the decision.
The contradiction resolution process is depicted in Figure 4.4. In this process, the first
step is to determine whether or not the contradiction can be ignored.

For example, a

client may change his mind about a decision, perhaps by rejecting a clish to which he had
earlier agreed. In this case the most recent decision is accepted, in spite of the apparent
contradiction.

This is a history-dependent decision in which the previous status of the

assertion serves as context.
Even without a fickle client, a design system must be able to accommodate some inconsistencies. Whenever a constraint violation is resolved by retracting the constraint, a second
violation may ensue because the constraint may be a consequence of still other constraints.
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Figure 4.4: Contradiction Resolution Strategies

For example, to permit birthday cake at a Greek birthday, it is necessary to relax the cuisine constraint on the dessert. The cuisine constraint on the dessert is in turn justified by
the cuisine constraint on the meal. Rather than chain back and retract all constraints on
cuisine, the most parsimonious resolution is to treat the dessert as an exception and mark
the ruled out constraint as an acceptable inconsistency. When the contradiction resolution
process chooses a constraint to retract, the constraint is ruled out. If it remains inconsistent,
then it is explicitly mar ked as 'relaxed '.
The next step in resolving a contradiction is to determine if the inconsistent decision
can be adapted. If the contradiction involves a design component (i.e., a concept with
internal structure and / or has specializations) , then the adaptation process described in the
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previous chapter is applied in order to try to substitute an alternative value that will satisfy
constraints.
If the decision cannot be adapted, then the problem may be simplified by retracting or

relaxing something. To do this, the reasons for and against the contradictory decision are
collected. Then, the appropriate status of the decision is chosen by comparing the strongest
arguments for and against it (based on JULIA's preference utilities), and retracting the
weakest argument on the losing side. This is an application of comparative decision-making,
as described in the previous section.
This process of resolving contradictions is one of the main ways that decisions are triggered in JULIA. It is implemented by a combination of a Constraint Poster that is built on
top of a Reason lVIaintenance System [Doyle, 1979], an Adaptation Engine that implements
the process described in the previous chapter, and a decision-making module as described
in the previous section. Details of the Constraint Poster and Reason Maintenance System
are presented in Chapter 6.

4.3.2

Representational Integrity

Just as values and constraints may be added or deleted from the representation of a design,
so may the variables that comprise its structure. Representational integrity restricts the
ways in which the structure of a design may evolve by enforcing a set of invariant relationships. These relationships define both the mapping from values and constraints onto
variables, and the internal consistency of a representation, in terms of relationships between
variables in the design problem.

4.3.2.1

Mapping between Assertions and Variables

Whenever a problem solver makes a commitment in a design, it must ensure that the
assertion makes sense with respect to the variables in the design representation.

Two

problems that can arise are that the mapping between assertions and variables may be
ambig11.ous, or it may be over-subscribed.
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An assertion can be ambiguous with respect to the design variables if it does not clearly
specify what variable is to be bound or constrained. For example, a constraint may require
a meal to include a particular dish, or the client may suggest a dish. The suggested dish
is an assertion that is ambiguous with respect to its role in the structure of the meal (e.g.,
should it be an appetizer or a side dish?) To maintain representational integrity, JULIA
must make an educated guess about the role that the dish is to play in the meal. It does
this using some of the same criteria for establishing correspondence between a case and the
problem (e.g., functional information and constraint satisfaction).
The other problem of mapping from assertions to variables is the possibility of conflict, or
over-subscription. Over- subscription means that there are more values bound to a variable
than the cardinality of the variable will permit. For example, when JULIA asks a client
to choose between two dishes, the client may answer 'both'. In this case, the structural
representation assumes that there will be a unique dish in the role.
JULIA has two strategies for dealing with over-subscription.

The first is to try to

consolidate values by checking to see if one value is a specialization of the other and retaining
the more specific value. For example, if the main dish already has the value 'lasagne', then
a new decision to serve spinach lasagne is treated as a refinement of the previous decision,
rather than as an additional dish.
The second strategy for resolving over-subscription is to search for alternative roles for
values. For example, the default meal structure assumes there will be two side dishes: a
green vegetable and a starch dish. If an additional green vegetable is to be served, the
assumption can be overridden by generalizing the role of the dish and adding it to the set
of side dishes.
JULIA represents assertions in the form of reason-maintenance nodes, and structure in
the form of frames and slots. Communication between these two representations is mediated
through a module called the Structure M aintena.nce System, or SMS, which is responsible for
maintaining representational integrity. The SMS is described in more detail in Chapter 6.
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4.3.2.2

Maintaining Internal Structural Consistency

The other type of representational integrity specifies hml\' the assertion or retraction of one
variable entails the assertion or retraction of others. One way this can happen is if one
variable represents a subset or a member of the other. For example, side-dishes are a subset
of the dishes in a meal. vVhile it is possible to have dishes without having side-dishes, it is
not possible to have side dishes without dishes.
Such subset relationships are ubiquitous in our representation. Variables are represented
as slots in a frame structure in a manner similar to that used in Roy Turner's representation
language FRAMEWORK [Turner, 1989]. Each slot is either declared as a defined slot or
it is a subslot of another slot. Since a slot inherits constraints from its superslot, it is both
a subset and a range restriction of the superslot. Slots that satisfy this condition are called
proper slots. The first integrity rule defines proper slots in terms of an invariant relationship.

This invariant is presented both in informal English and in a pseudo-lisp notation: 1

Integrity Rule 1: A slot is proper iff it is

a

defined slot or

a

subs lot of a defined

slot.

(xor (not (proper-slot ?slot))
(defined-slot ?slot)
(proper-slot (superslot ?slot)))
By this rule, whenever a slot is ruled out of the representation, so are all of its subslots.
For example, it is not possible to have a side-dishes slot if there is no dishes slot. Thus
the rule preserves hierarchical structure. The importance of making this explicit is that by
ruling out slots, it is possible to maintain justifications or reasons for the absence of a slot.
Later inferences cannot automatically reinstate the slot without explicitly over-riding the
earlier inference.
The other half of maintaining internal structural consistency is the need to protect salient
features. The design representation labels one feature, the maincon, as critical to a concept.
For example, the maincon of a meal is its main course . This simple indication of salience
1

xor stands for "exclusive-or''.
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provides a way to avoid vacuous designs, such as a meal without a main course or a main
course without a main dish. The second integrity rule enforces this criterion by restricting
the variables that may be retracted from a design representation:

Integrity Rule 2: The maincon of the value of a proper slot must be proper.
(or (proper-slot (maincon ?concept))
(not (proper-slot (role ?concept))))
For example, a meal planner may decide not to serve side dishes, because ?side-dishes
Is not the maincon of a main course. However, it may not delete the main dishes, because ?main-dishes is the maincon of a main course, and the role of a main course is
?main-course, which is the maincon of a meal. Consequently, eliminating the main dishes
would entail eliminating the meal.
Enforcing representational invariants is the responsibility of the Structure Maintenance
System, which is described in Chapter 6.

4.3.3

Goal Integrity

As representational structures are added and deleted from a problem description, the designer's goals must reflect these changes . The goals of a designer represent intentions to
refine parts of a design and to select values for variables. In our model of design, some
aspects of a design are more important than others . Thus, it is possible to abandon some
subgoals and still solve the overall design. Goal integrity restricts the ways in which goals
may be posted or abandoned.
The first premise of goal integrity is that a designer's goals may take on different states.
The state of a goal indicates whether it represents an intention to perform an action or
a previous intention that is no longer relevant, either because it has been accomplished,
failed, or become unnecessary.
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Integrity Rule 3: A goal may be: zn one of three states: active, achieved. or
abandoned.

(xor (active ?goal)
(achieved ?goal)
(abandoned ?goal))
Goal integrity relates the states of the designer's goals to the state of the design and to
other goals. Like representational integrity, the criteria for goal integrity can be divided
into the mapping of variables onto goals, and the internal consistency of a system of goals.

4.3.3.1

Mapping between Structure and Goals

Changes to the structure of a design may entail changes to the intentions of the designer.
The mapping between structure and goals requires that any change to the designer's goals
must preserve representational integrity. For instance, whenever a course is ruled out of the
representation of the problem, the problem solver must abandon all goals that correspond to
that course and to components of that course. The integrity rule that enforces this ensures
that goals obey the hierarchical structure of the representation:

Integrity Rule 4: A goal may not be acti'ue unless its objectivE is a proper slot.

(or (not (active ?goal))
(proper-slot (objective ?goal)))
Consequently, when a variable is retracted, so are all goals to find values for that variable.

In addition, although not strictly entailed by this rule, the assertion of a new variable results
in a new goal being posted to select a value or to instantiate and design a component. For
example, when a pasta course is added, a new goal is posted to design the course.
The problem solver must also decide when the lack of a value can legitimately imply the
abandonment of a goal. For instance, if the generation process fails to prop use an acceptable
side dish, when does that mean that the design of a main course has failed, and when does
it mean that the goal to choose a side dish can simply be abandoned? The integrity rule
that determines this protects salient features:
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Integrity Rule 5: A goal pertaining to the most salient feature of a concept may
not be abandoned unless the superior goal to refine the concept is also abandoned.

(or (not (abandoned ?subgoal))
(not (= (objective ?subgoal)
(maincon (objective ?supergoal))))
(abandoned ?supergoal))
By this rule, if the problem solver decides not to serve an appetizer dish, it automatically
abandons the appetizer course and its refinement goal.
The rules for maintaining integrity between structure and goals are directly analogous
to the rules for maintaining internal structural consistency. Integrity Rule 4 complements
Integrity Rule 1, and Integrity Rule 5 complements Integrity Rule 2.

4.3.3.2

Maintaining Internal Goal Consistency

The other type of goal integrity concerns relationships between goals. For instance, goalsubgoal relationships determine how the abandonment of one goal affects other goals. When
a goal is abandoned, its subgoals are also abandoned.

Integrity Rule 6: Prohibit orphan goals.

(or (not (active ?goal))
(not (abandoned (supergoal ?goal))))
This rule preserves the hierarchical structure of goals. For example, when a goal to refine
a pasta course is abandoned, so is the goal to choose a pasta dish.
Another situation in which a goal may be abandoned is when the problem solver fails to
achieve the goal and reaches an impasse:

Integrity Rule 7: A goal may not be active if there are no methods to achieve
it.

(or (exists (method ?goal))
(not (active ?goal)))
This rule, In combination with Integrity Rule 5, provides the criterion for success or
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failure of the overall design problem. When these two goals chain, the problem solver can
abandon progressively higher goals until it abandons its top-level goal. For example, if
JULIA is unable to find a main dish, it abandons that goal, then abandons the goal to
refine the main course and the rest of its subgoals, and finally abandons the goal to refine
the meal.
Goal integrity is critical for design evaluation because the problem-solver's goals determine the criteria for completeness as described in the next section. Most AI models of
planning and design do not address this issue because they do not allow goals to be abandoned. In JULIA, goal integrity is the responsibility of a goal scheduler that maintains an
agenda and a network of goals. The goal scheduler is described in Chapter 6.
Integrity maintenance, as we have defined it, is a strange sort of process because it
crosses levels of description. It encompasses the maintenance of relationships in the target
design, the description of the design, and the state of the designer. However, what it lacks
in conceptual clarity, it makes up for in parsimony.

4.4

Evaluating Design Completeness

Another criterion for evaluating designs is completeness. How complete must a design be
in order to be acceptable? The appropriate degree of completeness may vary for the same
problem in different contexts. For example, generating a shopping list for a meal requires
a more specific menu than deciding whether that same meal will appeal to guests.

How complete a design must be depends on the purpose of the design itself, as well
as the requirements of the artifact to be designed.

Previous models of design have referred to stopping rules that terminate design refinement (e.g.,

[Byrne, 1977; Goel and Pirolli, 1989]), but they have not provided a content

theory for these rules. On the other hand, expert systems for design have typically assumed that there is a vocabulary of primitive design components, such as a catalog of
parts. A design would be considered complete if it achieved the specified function and were
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described in terms of the prii:Illtive vocabulary. However, since the appropriate vocabulary
for a design may depend on its purpose, stopping rules are necessarily context sensitive. In
order to differentiate the ways in which stopping rules may differ, we identify dimensions of
completeness which broadly distinguish between the specificity of designs and their scope.
A design can be evaluated both in terms of the specificity of its components and in
terms of the adequacy of its structure, or its scope. The scope of a design defines the set
of variables the designer must solve. Some problems, such as parametric design problems,
have fixed scope. Many design problems, however, do not have a fixed solution structure
and require the designer to evaluate the scope of proposed solutions. The scope of a design
can be further decomposed into its depth and breadth, which more precisely characterize its
structure.
Some evidence for the distinction between specificity and scope can be observed in published design protocols. For instance, in [Byrne, 1977] and [Kant and Newell, 1982], the
experimenters had to occasionally prompt their subjects to be more specific. However, there
is no evidence of subjects being confused about the scope of their task. This suggests that
the evaluation criteria for design scope and specificity are different and may be a function
of different types of knowledge.

4.4.1

Criteria for Specificity

The specificity of a design indicates the level of abstraction of the components of the design.
For example, sometimes it is sufficient to indicate a hot soup, while at other times, it is
necessary to specify 'Camp bells tomato soup.' Criteria for determining the appropriate
level of specificity include:

• Convention. Solutions should be of approximately the same level of specificity as
previous similar designs. This criterion can be measured by reference to some level in
a taxonomy, such as a top level, a teri:Illnallevel, or a designated basic level.

• Determining constraint satisfaction. Solutions should be specific enough that
their constraints are explicitly satisfied. This criterion can be measured by the infor-
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mation content of the representation. For example, a requirement on the specificity of
a dish might say that it must specify its ingredients. Under this rule, 'soup' would be
inadequate, but 'tomato-soup' would suffice.
• Cognitive load.

Solutions should be general enough to nun1m1ze the number of

alternatives to be maintained in working memory, or to be communicated to a client.
This can be measured by a bound on the size of the contrast set. For example, a
meal might be described at the level of 'clear soup' vs 'cream soup' simply because the
number of alternatives is small.
JULIA actually considers all three measures of specificity when assessing adequacy. The
taxonomic level is considered because design values are required to be at least as specific

as a prototype or an individual, as opposed to an abstract class. The information content
is considered because goals to choose a design component inclicate how specific it must
be in terms of the features of the component that must have a value.

For example, a

goal to choose a clish may require that it specify ingreclients. The number of alternatives
to be considered determines whether they should be generalized to reduce the number of
alternatives presented to the user. JULIA has a parameter that determines the maximum
number of alternatives that will be presented to the user at one time. This parameter is
usually set to three, so that, for instance, a choice between a bordeax, beaujolais, claret or
riesling would collapse to a choice between red wine or white wine. Once that decision is
made, the particular wine could be further specialized if necessary.

4.4.2

Criteria for Depth

The depth of a design describes how finely it is decomposed into constituent parts. For a
meal-planner, a shallow design might designate what courses are in a meal, or what clishes
will be served in a course. A very deep design might decompose into cliscrete actions, such as
going up to a buffet table, serving, eating, and so forth. In engineering domains, designs can
also be arbitrarily decomposed. Although detailed design usually bottoms out at catalog
parts, systems design is typically defined in terms of modules and block cliagrams. Since
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block diagrams can be arbitrarily refined, it is necessary to infer how much to decompose a
design before it is adequate for its purpose. Some criteria for determining the appropriate
level of granularity of a design or plan are:

• Sin1ulation. If there are constraints on the behavior of an artifact, then evaluation may involve simulating its operation. Simulation may require the design to be
decomposed to a certain uniform depth.

• Explanation. In order to answer questions about a design, it may be necessary to
decompose it to finer granularity. For example, to explain why a previous design failed,
it may be necessary to simulate it.

• Convention. In the absence of other criteria, decompose a solution to some standardized level, based on similar designs or on generic design plans.
JULIA does not simulate or explain designs. Decomposition is instead driven by refinement plans, previous cases, and adaptation transformations.

4.4.3

Criteria for Breadth

The breadth of a design characterizes the range of considerations subsumed nnder the design
problem. For example, the breadth of a design for an artifact ma:y range from a simple
structural description, all the way to an account of how it will be manufactured, the tools
required to build it, and the procedures needed to operate and repair it. These peripheral
aspects of a design provide constraints on the more central structure of the design. Criteria
for determining the required breadth of a design include:

• Standardized checklist. Design tasks that are routine or well-understood often have
explicit criteria for completeness in the form of standardized checklists. These serve
as external aids to memory.

• Avoiding failure. One criterion for the breadth of a design is that it be broad enough
to anticipate possible failure modes. To determine this, feedback from previous failed
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designs can be used to indicate peripheral features that led to goal failures.

For

example, a design that was impossible to maintain or test should clue the designer to
consider these features in the future.
• Detennined by oracle.

An external agent, such as the client, may ask specific

questions about peripheral aspects of a design, which would drive the designer to
refine these features.
Evaluating completeness is an important problem for many types of design. For instance,
in engineering domains, the breadth of a design corresponds to its peripheral aspects, known
as -ilities, such as ma.n'ufa.cturability, usability, and testability. These are concerns that may
routine~

they

tend to be brought in earlier, when basic functionality issues are well-understood.

For

be raised at any time in the design process. For design problems that are

problems that are novel, achieving desired functions tends to be the ma1n concern, and
other considerations are often an afterthought.
Completeness has been an issue in Artificial Intelligence in a variety of forms. For example, in knowledge acquisition, completeness was addressed with respect to rule antecedents
in Randall Davis' TIERESIAS program [Davis, 1977), The rule templates of TIERESIAS
determined the completeness of rules by checking that they had the same number and type
of clauses as similar rules in its knowledge base. Thus, completeness was determined on the
basis of convention.
Completeness of maps was identified as a problem by Ernest Davis. In (Davis, 1 986], he
points out that maps only express the presence of objects, not their absence. Davis proposed
completeness statements of the sort "All objects with property P larger then grain size g
inside region R have a corresponding clump on the map."
Adelson and Soloway have developed a model of design based on protocol studies in the
domain of software engineering [Adelson and Soloway, 1985; Adelson and Soloway, 1986].
Their model includes six types of behavior: ( 1) forming mental models, (2) systematically
expanding models, (3) simulating them, ( 4) representing constraints for asserting properties
of a design and deducing their implications, (5) retrieving labels for design plans, and (5)
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making mental notes to postpone expanding an aspect of a design . Their model of design
suggests that the need to simulate a mental model drives systematic expansion to a common
level of description.

4.5

An Annotated Example

To illustrate some of the ideas in this chapter, we present highlights from a. trace of JULIA
solving a. problem that involves conflicting goals. The problem as initially presented is to
design a menu for a Thanksgiving dinner for my family, with the additional goal that it
preserve a diet. The example will show JULIA making compromises and sacrificing some
goals, making decisions about the structure of the meal, and inferring completeness criteria.
The problem specification is a goal to design a meal that has the following properties:

PROBLEM-1

******************

ISA
M-MEAL
HOST TOM
GUESTS TOMS-RELATIVES
GOALS (E-CELEBRATE-THANKSGIVING P-DIET)
COST EXPENSIVE-MEAL
EASE-OF-PREP DIFFICULT
FORMALITY FORMAL
PRESENTATION SERVICE
CUISINE AMERICAN-CUISINE
The background knowledge that JULIA supplies includes constraints that relate the
different features together and internal structures and constraints on the values of those
features. For instance, TOM is a structured concept that describes an individual person,
including his preferences for certain foods.
The two goals, to celebrate Thanksgiving and to preserve a low calorie diet both include
default plans or schemas in their representations that provide constraints on the meal.
For example, the diet meal schema includes constraints that rule out alcohol and highcalorie food, and has a structure that omits an appetizer and side dishes. These constraint
thresholds and structural features are transferred to the current problem by second-order
constraints on the GOALS of the episode. As comm.itments are added to the design, integrity
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Figure 4.5: Justifications for and against serving side-dishes.

is maintained by propagating constraints. Immediately, some conflicts are detected because
the structure of the typical diet meal differs radically from the structure of a traditional
thanksgiving dinner.
We will follow one decision in detail as an illustration of the role of preferences in JULIA's
reasoning process. Figure 4.5 shows the arguments for and against the decision to serve side
dishes. In the figure, circles designate justifications, and arcs labeled

'+'

and '-' indicate

support for and against the decision, respectively. The figure shows that there are three
reasons for serving side-dishes and one against.
The default meal structure includes a starch dish and a green vegetable to provide
balanced nutrition. Side dishes are also supported by the cuisine of the meal, which is
traditional American cuisine. Same-structure-372 is a constraint that says that the structure
of the main course of the meal should be the same as the structure of the traditional main
course of the cuisine.
The contradiction arises because the preserve-diet goal combines with a structural constraint in order to rule out side dishes from the meal.

The same constraint argues for
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serVIng side dishes on the basis of the goal to celebrate Thanksgiving . This constraint,
same-structure-377, says that the structure of the main course of the meal should be the
same as the structure of the default plans to achieve the design goals.
?side-dishes is contradictory, resolving.
JULIA tries to resolve the contradiction by picking the most preferred status for the asser-

tion. To do this, it picks the strongest reason in favor of serving side dishes and compares
it to the strongest reason against.
Choosing among (<JUST-252> <JUST-158> DEFAULT)
The first step is to select the strongest reason in favor of side dishes. The justifications ,
<JUST-252> and <JUST-158> represent inferences based on e-celebrate-thanksgiving
and american-cuisine, respectively.
Comparing <JUST-252> and <JUST-158>.
Is <JUST-252> a stronger justification than <JUST-158>?
Comparing multi-attribute-utility U-JUSTIFICATION
Choosing among (SAME-STRUCTURE-377 £-CELEBRATE-THANKSGIVING)
Comparing SAME-STRUCTURE-377 and £-CELEBRATE-THANKSGIVING.
Preferring SAME-STRUCTURE-377 to £-CELEBRATE-THANKSGIVING based on
U-CONSTRAINT
Choosing among (SAME-STRUCTURE-372 AJI1ERICAN-CUISINE)
Comparing SAME-STRUCTURE-372 and AMERICAN-CUISINE.
Preferring SAME-STRUCTURE-372 to AMERICAN-CUISINE based on U-CONSTRAINT
Comparing SAME-STRUCTURE-377 and SAME-STRUCTURE-372.
Is SAME-STRUCTURE-377 a more important constraint than SAME-STRUCTURE-372?
No, SAME-STRUCTURE-377 and SAME-STRUCTURE-372 are equivalent under U-CONSTRAINT
Is SAME-STRUCTURE-377 a better alternative than SAME-STRUCTURE-372?
Does SAME-STRUCTURE-377 have stronger justifications than
SAME-STRUCTURE-372?
No, FORMULATED and FORMULATED are equivalent under U-JUSTIFICATION
Does SAME-STRUCTURE-377 come from a more reliable source than
SAME-STRUCTURE-372?
No, SAME-STRUCTURE-377 and SAME-STRUCTURE-372 are equivalent under U-SOURCE
Does SAME-STRUCTURE-377 derive from a more important feature than
SAME-STRUCTURE-372?
Preferring SAME-STRUCTURE-377 to SAME-STRUCTURE-372 based on U-GOAL
Comparing <JUST-252> and DEFAULT.
Is <JUST-252> a stronger justification than DEFAULT?
Preferring <JUST-252> to DEFAULT based on U-JUSTIFICATION
The justification based on the celebration goal has been chosen because goals are a more
important feature than descriptors such as cuisine, and because a constraint-based inference
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is preferred over a default. The next step is to choose the strongest negative justification,
which is trivial since there is only one:

Choosing among (<JUST-247>)
in-reason = <JUST-252> out-reason = <JUST-247>
At this point, the two strongest arguments have been identified so that they can be compared
against each other.

COMPARING STRONGEST REASON FOR ?side-dishes:
E-celebrate-thanksgiving's plan has the same structure.
vs STRONGEST REASON AGAINST:
P-diet's plan has different structure.
Comparing <JUST-252> and <JUST-247>.
Is <JUST-252> a stronger justification than <JUST-247>?
Comparing multi-attribute-utility U-JUSTIFICATION
Just as it chose the most important justifications for and against the decision, the comparison routine now chooses the strongest antecedents for the two competing justifications,
which in this case happen to be the same constraint:

Choosing among (SAME-STRUCTURE-377 E-CELEBRATE-THANKSGIVING)
Comparing SAME-STRUCTURE-377 and E-CELEBRATE-THANKSGIVING.
Preferring SAME-STRUCTURE-377 to E-CELEBRATE-THANKSGIVING
based on U-CONSTRAINT
Choosing among (SAME-STRUCTURE-377 P-DIET)
Comparing SAME-STRUCTURE-377 and P-DIET.
Preferring SAME-STRUCTURE-377 to P-DIET based on U-CONSTRAINT
No, SAME-STRUCTURE-377 and SAME-STRUCTURE-377 are equivalent
Since the constraint cannot contribute to the comparison, the tie is broken by comparing
the other antecedents of each justification:

Comparing candidates E-CELEBRATE-THANKSGIVING and P-DIET.
Is E-CELEBRATE-THANKSGIVING a better alternative than P-DIET?
Does E-CELEBRATE-THANKSGIVING have stronger justifications than P-DIET?
No, USER and USER are equivalent under U-JUSTIFICATION
Does E-CELEBRATE-THANKSGIVING come from a more reliable source than
P-DIET?
No, E-CELEBRATE-THANKSGIVING and P-DIET are equivalent under U-SOURCE
Does E-CELEBRATE-THANKSGIVING derive from a more important feature than
P-DIET?
Comparing values E-CELEBRATE-THANKSGIVING and P-DIET.
Is E-CELEBRATE-THANKSGIVING a more important goal than P-DIET?
Is E-CELEBRATE-THANKSGIVING a subgoal of P-DIET?
Is E-CELEBRATE-THANKSGIVING a more important type of goal than P-DIET?
Preferring E-CELEBRATE-THANKSGIVING to P-DIET based on E-CELEBRATE
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The comparison is ultimately decided in favor of serving side dishes, based on JULIA's
preference for celebration goals over preservation goals, as described in section 4 .2.3.
Notice that nowhere in this deliberation was any kind of voting mechanism employed.
While the outcome of this decision happened to coincide with the majority of justifications,
this need not be the case. For example, suppose there were only one goal, to preserve a
diet. In that case, a voting scheme would incorrectly favor serving side dishes, since there
would still be two arguments in its favor (i.e., american-cuisine and default) .

4.6·

Summary

This chapter has presented a model of evaluation in which decisions are made based on
the comparison of alternatives and the setting of thresholds of adequacy. The adequacy of
design solutions is assessed in terms of their integrity and completeness.
The quote at the beginning of this chapter is from an early dialog with JULIA that
convincingly demonstrated the need for evaluating the completeness of solutions. Repairing
this flaw led to the development of the completeness criteria

de~cribed

in this chapter.

Evaluation is a subtask of design that must be integrated and coordinated with the rest
of the design process. The next chapter describes the control strategy that coordinates the
different sub tasks.
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Summary

Our goals in studying and modeling creative design processes has been to (1)
construct computational models of human design creativity, (2) determine how
we can build intelligent design assistants that promote creativity, and (3)
explore the implications for design education, especially to enhance the
creativity of human designers.
We began by studying student mechanical engineers engaged in design to
gain insight into the knowledge and reasoning underlying creative design
activities. The study revealed how problem constraints, evaluation criteria, and
preferences emerge as ideas are proposed and critiqued and as feedback is
obtained. It also revealed processes involved in serendipitous recognition of
solutions to pending problems (subgoals) during design problem solving, and
the role an active working memory plays in reasoning. In addition, we've
characterized forms of strategic control that lead to creative designs. The entire
framework is rooted in case-based reasoning, the processes involved in
reasoning based on previous experiences. We have begun to transfer these
ideas to the design of software environments that support design problem
solving and facilitate the learning of creative design skills.
This grant also supported a workshop on cognitive science education.
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1

Goals and Motivation

Our goals in studying and modeling creative design processes have been to: 1) determine how we
can build intelligent design assistants that are more creative, 2) construct computational models
of human creativity, and 3) explore the implications this has for design education to enhance the
creativity .of human designers.
Early in this project, we performed an exploratory study of student mechanical engineers engaged
in a seven-we~k undergraduate design project. This gave us insights into the knowledge and reasoning underlying many creative design activities. In particular, this study revealed how problem
constraints, evaluation criteria, and preferences gradually emerge and become refined as ideas are
proposed and critiqued and as feedback from experimental prototypes and simulations is obtained.
It also revealed processes involved in the serendipitous recognition of solutions to pending problems
during design problem solving. In addition, the study has allowed us to characterize the forms of
strategic control that lead to creative designs. (Our analysis of our observations is summarized in
[Kolodner 1993a, 1993b, and 1994].)
We have combined our findings with related explorations of creativity in natural language story
comprehension (e.g., understanding science fiction stories) and scientific discovery (e.g., Maxwell's
derivation of the electromagnetic field equations). This collaboration has resulted in a unifying
computational framework for understanding and modeling creativity, which is primarily rooted in
case-based reasoning. This has led to multiple interrelated projects to build experimental prototypes
for exploring and refining the various aspects of this framework. In this report, we describe the
overarching computational framework and then discuss the more specific projects. Finally, we
describe the work we have begun on transferring these ideas to the design of software environments
that support creative design and that facilitate the learning of creative design skills.

2

Unifying Computational Framework for Modeling Creativity

In order to analyze creative reasoning. ()ne needs a theoretical computational framework in which
to model thinking. To this end, WP ,, r~> using a computational approach rooted in case-based
reasoning [Kolodner 1993bk]. This Jl.t radigm is fundamentally concerned with memory issues,
such as remindings from partial mat< . .... rtt varying levels of representation and the formation of
analogical maps between seemingly d 1 ~: , rate situations. These kinds of memory-based phenomena
are central to creativity.
~e all thought, as involving processes of problem interIn particular, we see creative thoug k
pretation and problem reformulatio11. . - I' and model retrieval, elaboration and adaptation, and
ultimately, evaluation. Interpretation ., .: rPformulation are part of situation assessment- the process of redescribing a problem in the \ · · ' .11 dary of a memory's indexing scheme. Elaboration and
adaptation rely on analogical processp ... . -11 <d reasoning, and thought experimentation. Evaluation
includes outcome determination, be it · . . -1rnulation or by case-based prediction.

All of these processes follow from the • .! _,. based reasoning model and fit together into a coherent
whole within that framework [Kolodll•·r I ~)94b]. Research in case-based reasoning has provided
extensive knowledge of how to analyzP .t nd reformulate problems, how to reuse solutions to old
problems in new situations, how to bttlld rtnd search libraries of experience, how to merge and
adapt experiences, and how to evaluatP ;trHlidate solutions.
<

A key hypothesis underlying our framework is that creativity emerges through multiple, complex
interactions among these processes, rather than being a process in itself. It arises from the confluence and complex interaction of inferences using multiple kinds of knowledge in the context of a task
or problem and in the context of a specific situation. Much of what we think of as creativity arises
from interesting strategic control of these inferences and their integration in the context of a task
and situation. Further, we believe that . these five aspects -inferences, knowledge, task, situation
and control - are not special or unique to creativity but are part of normal everyday thinking. (In
[Ram, et al. 1994 and 1995], we present this framework in the context of reviewing and critiquing
Boden's book The Creative Mind.)

2.1

Specification Redescription, Elaboration, and Refinement

A key class of inferential mechanisms we have observed in creative design is the set concerned with
problem specification evolution. Creative designers actively discover and explore the constraints
of the problem, often adding new constraints and criteria, and sometimes relaxing unnecessary
constraints. They will often try to reinterpret the problem in terms of a different, but familiar one,
in order to take advantage of previous solutions or knowledge about the problem's implications.
We have found that while case-based design systems have a tremendous potential for problem
evolution, driven by experiences with related problems, most existing case~ based design systems
are not living up to this potential. They do not attempt to extend their exploration by deriving
constraints and preferences that improve or go beyond those stated in the original problem. [Wills
and Kolodner 1994a) describes the types of creative behavior we believe case-based design systems
should have and shows how the standard case- based reasoning framework can be extended to
achieve these desired behaviors.
We believe that evaluation of proposed design solutions is the driving force behind processes of
specification evolution. A key part of evaluation is "trying out" the alternative (e.g., through experimentation or mental simulation). This generates a more detailed description of the alternative,
including the consequences of its operation and how environmental factors affect it.
Evaluation raises questions of legality or desirableness of features of a design alternative and it
detects contradictions and ambiguities in the specification. The resolution of these questions,
contradictions, and ambiguities serves to refine, augment, and reformulate the design specification.
On the generative side, the critique g('nPrated during evaluation provides the basis for comparison
of alternatives, often suggesting interp-; ring adaptations or ways of merging them.
We have developed a prototype systPrn. railed IMPROVISER, to explore our ideas. (This system
is described in more detail in Section 2 .6.) One of the aspects of evaluation it has allowed us
to investigate is the interaction of s p(>c ification evolution processes with processes that provide
experimental feedback- data obtained when trying out the proposed design solution in its context
of use. The experimental feedback it,pJf currently comes from an oracle, providing data that
a human experimenter would collect. h 11 t it can also come from a case- base of previous design
experiences.
The question of what to pay attention to is a critical issue in being able to incorporate, into the
design, experimental feedback from the environment and from experiences with prototypes and
previous designs. Knowing what to focus on is crucial to being perceptive, a trait that is highly
valued in creative designers and crucial for detecting and exploiting unexpected opportunities.
IIVIPROVISER has two processes that we believe underlie perceptive observation, which address

these issues of focus: 1) preparation - becoming attuned to salient or important features: and
assimilation - detection and exploration of patterns (invariants) as well as anomalies in what has
been observed versus what was expected [Kolodner and Wills 1995).

2.2

Strat.egic Control

Keen observation plays a role not only in incorporating experimental feedback into the evolution
of the problem, but also in determining what the designer can and should do next. Designers must
make many decisions over the course of a design: which idea to elaborate or adapt next, which
constraint to relax, how to set priorities. They also move between various tasks, subproblems, and
design processes in a flexible and highly opportunistic manner.
To facilitate the kinds of opportunism inherent in creative reasoning, IMPROVISER does not have
a rigid control structure. This allows flexible interleaving and communication among processes. We
have identified several strategic control heuristics that guide a creative designer in deciding what
to do next.
Some strategic control heuristics are deliberate, based on reflection. For example, one heuristic
our designers used was to try quick, easy adaptations of a proposed solution first before stepping
back and reformulating the problem or relaxing constraints [Wills and Kolodner 1994a]. Other
deliberate heuristics include making non-standard substitutions, applying adaptation strategies in
circumstances other than the ones they ·were meant for, and merging pieces of separate solutions
with each other in nonobvious ways [Kolodner 1994b]. (See [Ram, et al. 1995] for others.)
Some control heuristics are more opportunistic. An example is letting extremes distract. When
an alternative was proposed that satisfied some desired criteria extremely well compared to the
other alternatives, our designers directed their efforts toward elaborating that alternative [Wills
and Kolodner 1994b]. They optimistically suspended criticism or discounted the importance of
criteria or constraints that were not satisfied as well. Suspending criticism during brainstorming is
a common strategic ideation technique which involves taking a cognitive risk. A similar mechanism
is seen in creative story interpretation. in which the reader must suspend disbelief in unfamiliar
aspects of a story in order to understand it.

2.3

Opportunistic Reasoning
·-·

Opportunistic control heuristics rPh •n two important subprocesses. One is the detection and
recognition that an opportunity ex 1-' - The other is the management of pending subproblems
within the design: how are problem-. · , -pended when an impasse or interruption occurs; how are
they recalled when something rele\ ;i :. r ro solving them is found; how do they change as other
problems are addressed; when are sti- :wrt<•ed problems forgotten?
We are developing a computational r: .• ~~ It> I to provide cognitively plausible explanations and answers to these questions [Simina and ~. t! <Hiner 1995). Central to this model is a working memory
component that contains suspended ~ · •. tl:-; which actively monitor the current environment for opportunities to be reinstated. (The en\ ronment consists of not only the external surroundings of
the designer, but also the internal cont•·xt of memories recalled and ideas, data, etc., currently in
the designer's focus of reasoning.)
1

The working memory component com m tlnicat es with both long-term memory and perceptual processes and keeps track of recent reasontrt~ • nntexts. The contents of the working memory are

updated and maintained by a goal-oriented scheduler that responds to opportunity recognition
mechanisms by reinstating suspended subproblems when conditions are noticed that are favorable
for solving them. The scheduler also uses relationships between pending subproblems as well as
information about the progress being made on subproblems to suspend, refresh, or reinstate pending problems. This computational model of working memory is being implemented as part of the
IMPROVISER system. It is described in [Simina and Kolodner 1995) and compared with previous
models of opportunistic reasoning.

2.4

Serendipitous Recognition

A special case of opportunistic reasoning is serendipitous recognition: the realization that objects
iri the surrounding environment can be used to solve pending (possibly suspended) problems in a
current design. Opportunistic reasoning in general refers to the recognition of anything (objects,
resources, behaviors, processes, techniques, etc.) that might be relevant to achieving some pending
goal. Our work on serendipitous recognition has focused on the recognition of objects as possible
?Olutions, as a special case of opportunistic reasoning that is particularly interesting in the context
of creative design. Serendipitous recognition sometimes reveals new functions and purposes for
common design pieces, leading to innovative solutions.
Serendipity plays a significant role in creativity. Its accidental nature may seem to put it out of
reach for creating computer-based design systems that can take advantage of serendipity, or for
supporting people in serendipitous discovery of solutions. However, we believe that being in the
right place at the right time is not the difficult part; we can put a designer (human or computerbased) into a rich environment of stimuli where "accidents" will happen. The creativity conies in
the preparation that allows recognition of a solution when it is present. This requires becoming
immersed in the problem, redescribing it and viewing it from multiple perspectives, considering,
comparing, and critiquing several options, so that when a relevant solution is spotted, the way
it fits into the problem can be immediately discerned. Redescription creates a "lens" with which
to assess new situations, enabling the designer to overcome functional fixation and see alternative
functions and uses for common design pieces.
A computational model to capture and explore serendipitous recognition is described in [Wills
and Kolodner 1994b), which is based on ideas from reconstructive dynamic memory and situation
assessment in case- based reasoning.

2.5

Conceptual Change

A key requirement for being able to retJ:--e experiences with previous designs and see new uses for old
design pieces is the ability to undergo conceptual change. Conceptual change involves a fundamental
change in the underlying knowledge r~'presentations in terms of which the designer thinks about
the domain. It involves the construct ion of new concepts and theories, and the modification and
extrapolation of existing concepts and theories in novel situations.
We are investigating the process of conceptual change by studying a protocol analysis taken by
John Clement in 1989 in which a subject radically alters his conception (theory) of how springs
work, in the course of solving a spring problem. In collaboration with Nancy Nersessian, we are
developing a computational model of conceptual change, based on an extended form of analogical
reasoning called constructive modeling. Constructive modeling integrates analogical reasoning with
visual reasoning and thought experimentation. In this process, new hybrid models are designed
.)

by merging pieces of knowledge from multiple source domains, to actively create analogical bases
where no direct analogy exists. To test and refine our hypotheses about the constructive modeling
process, we are constructing spring models expressed in the Clement protocol and evaluating those
models with respect to the problem task.

2.6

IMPROVISER

We have developed an experimental case- based system that emphasizes the processes of situation
assessment, evaluation, and assimilation, integrating them with the usual CBR processes of retrieval, elaboration (case manipulation, adaptation, merging, prediction), and learning. It has a
flexible, opportunistic control structure which allows us to keep control of focus tactics separate,
explicit, and modifiable. With this system, we are experimenting with a variety of control strategies
which cause complex and interesting interactions among the basic mechanisms from which creative
processes emerge.
The processes within our system are not applied in a strictly linear succession. Rather, the system
has a blackboard-style architecture. The processes are centered around and act upon data structures that represent the evolving problem specification and the set of design alternatives under
consideration.
The coordination of the various processes is controlled by explicit strategic control mechanisms.
There are a set of monitoring procedures, called "noticers," associated with each of the processes,
which watch for opportunities for some task to be performed. The opportunities notic~d are placed
on an "opportunity agenda." Opportunities are chosen and pulled from the agenda by strategic
control heuristics. For example, a noticer associated with the assimilation process watches for an
alternative to be added that is much better than any other alternative proposed so far, along some
desired criterion. This yields an opportunity to change the problem description by increasing the
priority of that criterion and/or by relaxing constraints that are not met by that proposal. This
simulates the behavior of changing the relative importance among criteria to accommodate an
unexpectedly good solution that is stumbled upon. An example strategic control heuristic would
be to pursue elaboration opportunities for alternatives that satisfy a desired criteria extremely well
before pursuing evaluative processes that would negatively critique the alternatives. This simulates
the behavior of optimistically pursuing an idea, suspending all but constructive criticism.
The management of opportunities is performed as part of a larger working memory component of
IMPROVISER's memory architectur('. which is still being developed. Three control components
mediate between working memory, long-term memory, and perceptual processes. One is a goaloriented scheduler that uses control strategies to choose the next opportunity to pursue, to suspend
problems when no progress is being made, and reactivate them when new information is available
that is relevant. Another control component is the set of noticers mentioned above which determine when an opportunity exists. Th(' third control component is an update mechanism which
updates and restructures items in long· term memory based on activity in the working memory.
This component is important in modeling how memory structures are reorganized and restructured
as design cases are considered in the context of a new problem.
Obtaining perceptual information about the environment, the running of experimental prototypes
and providing feedback about their results is all done manually, through an oracle that provides
canned responses to requests for experimental or environmental information. In other words, the
oracle takes the place of an agent (e.g. , a human or robot) that physically interacts with the
external environment to perform such activities as constructing actual prototypes, running them,
6

and making observations. This allows us to investigate in a highly controlled fashion what is the
content and focus of a designer's interactions with the environment.

2. 7

Aiding Designers

Based on the big picture of creative design that we've put together and the things we've learned
about memory use during complex design problem solving, we are beginning an effort to design
software envi-ronments in · support of creative design and design education. These environments
are designed with four intentions in mind: ( 1) to provide the external memory support that will
enhance creativity in designers, (2) to provide cases as a resource, (3) to provide process guidance
to designers as they engage in design, and (4) to support the kinds of collaboration that lead to
synthesis and elaboration of good ideas.
External memory support has several parts to it. We can aid designers by providing support
for keeping track of the unfolding problem specification, the alternatives that have considered,
alternatives that might be considered, questions that have arisen and need to be answered, obstacles
that have kept them from pursuing previous lines of reasoning, the opportunities they can anticipate
that will allow them to return to those past lines, and the connections between each of these.

Providing cases as a resource for creativity is a tough issue, and we don't completely know how to
address it, since it is impossible to anticipate which out-of-context cases might prove to be helpful
in solving a new design problem or exploring a design issue. For the moment, we have three ways of
providing cases as a resource. First, we hypothesize that the external memory support we provide
is adequate for helping designers to focus on pieces of a problem that will lead them to useful
remindings of their own past experiences. Second, we hypothesize that continued use of the same
system over time will provide users with a context that will allow them to be reminded of past
design experiences from across domains. Third, we will provide them with indexed libraries of cases
within the domain in which theY are working.
Process support for designers is intended to help them choose between several possible next steps and
strategic directions. Process support. or scaffolding, will help novice designers keep track of where
they are in the design process and wh<tt things they need to carry out. An example is reminding
novice designers of the importance of knowing and understanding the intended function of what
they are designing. This will also hf'l p it lore experienced designers keep track of the possibilities
and choose among them.
Collaboration is a complicated busin*''- I r is not one we have concentrated on under this contract;
however, it is one that researchers art ... · ·l iiS at Georgia Tech are studying and that seems essential
for promoting good design practice "" · · .\or king in teams or on projects requiring interdisciplinary
expertise. We understand that collab, · 1 • : ' >n happens under several circumstances: team members
working together around the same worl-, - ;,.tee: team members doing their assigned piece and needing
or wanting to tell other members what · ~ •·\· ha\·e accomplished or found out or needing advice from
other team members before the next :. ·r :llal meeting; team members working in different places
and needing to collaborate in either of· ~ ... , p two ways. We thus envision providing a system whose
components include ( 1) a shared elect r( •r1r r workspace (with functionality as discussed above) that
is written on when the group is work i rr g together, ( 2) individual electronic works paces that are
used by individuals for their pieces oft fl., problem, and (3) a structured discussion environment in
which team members share ideas and do cn ments in such a way that they can easily build on each
others' work.

To find out more about the needs for this component of a design environment, we are performing
another exploratory study during Winter, 1995. We are observing and analyzing the behavior of
students in a junior-level design class, this time concentrating on their collaboration behavior and
the ways in which it enhances (and detracts from) good design practice.

2.8

McBAGEL

Our work on design environments derives from our creativity research. This work is fairly new
(begun in October, 1994). We have been able to define some of the functionality of this work
environment, as discussed above, and we have constructed a preliminary prototype using Hypercard,
called McBAGEL (Multiple Case-Based Approach to Generative Environments for Learning), to
demonstrate the basic pieces of the environment and their connections. This environment provides
several types of functionality in support of the bookkeeping need for creative design.
First, the environment provides external memory to the designer for keeping track of the problem
specification, importantfacts and constraints, ideas about how to deal with the specifications, and
what else needs to be learned. The main McBAGEL screen (shown in Figure 1 provides several
fields for keeping track of multiple sources of information, design alternatives, and further actions to
be taken. Space is provided to record the facts and constraints that are important, to record ideas
about how to deal with the specifications, and to keep track of what else needs to be learned, what
information needs to be collected, and what actions need to be taken. Together, these windows
allow the designer to see where s/he is now, where s/he has been, and where s/he is going. This
screen can be used as an individual workspace or as a shared workspace for the group.
McBAGEL also provides access to the tools that a designer might need while doing process.
Such tools include case libraries (e.g., ARCHIE) and access to other references, a collaboration
environment (e.g., CaMile ), simulation tools, as well as the software tools that are used in everyday
practice. In this case, the software tools are in the form of an integrated software package that
provides word processing, spreadsheets, database, draw, and paint programs.
McBAGEL can also present a problem screen to the designer (as shown in Figure 2). This screen
provides easy access to the evolving problem description. It begins with the minimal description
of the problem initially presented to the designer. The problem emerges as the designer inquires
about additional information, such as cost, sites or materials that could be used, and about the
functional issues. In the example providPd , the task is to design an archery stadium for the Olympics
and the designer might want inform at ion about the sport or about stadiums in general, as well as
information about the ecosystem of sit~" in order to creatively design an environmentally-responsible
stadium.

In addition to being a work environment. the proposed software provides scaffolding to help novice
designers with design, reflection, and collaboration. Design scaffolding will vary as a function of
the design stage students are working or1. For example when the students are working on problem
formulation, the software will provide coaching to help them understand what is involved in this
stage: guidance, such as identifying the problem, formulating, partitioning, or decomposing it, and
framing the solution. The collaboration s up port will provide procedural facilitation to aid in the
development of collaboration skills.
In the final year of this contract, we hope to build the first version of this system and to do preliminary testing in two environments. One is undergraduate design classes in engineering, computing,
architecture, and industrial design. The other is middle school science classes in which students
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are learning science by solving manufacturing and other design problems that put their science
knowledge to use. We expect the environment to both help undergraduates do design better and
to help them reflect on what they are doing in such a way that they understand the strategic and
tactical processes important to good design.

3

Publications, Presentations and Reports

This section lists the products of our research. We would like to highlight the following.
• Kolodner has been appointed director of Georgia Tech's EduTech Institute, which applies
technology to enhance and facilitate scientific and technological education. Its special emphasis is on applying what we know about how people learn to the development of effective
environments for learning. EduTech 's primary focal areas are design education (at the undergraduate level) and the use of design projects to facilitate learning of science (in middle
school).
• Kolodner organized an EduTech Winter Symposium at Georgia Tech which included a twoday workshop on "Issues in Design Cognition and Design Education." This consisted of a
combination of round table and panel discussions of topics relevant to design education: design cognition (how people do design), technological support for design education, and the
role of case studies in learning design. This workshop attracted researchers fr~m a variety
of disciplines who are actively involved in exploration of theoretical and practical issues associated with design cognition, decision support for design, case-based reasoning in design,
and design education. Among the participants were Mary Lou Maher and John Gero from
the University of Sidney's Design Center, Larry Leifer from Stanford, and Clive Dym from
Harvey Mudd College.
• The EduTech Design group is developing a cross-disciplinary design curriculum consisting of a
four-year sequence of design courses that integrates pre-disciplinary foundations, disciplinary
and topical design, and interdisciplinary capstone courses. These will allow students to learn
important career-sustaining skills. such as how to approach open, multidisciplinary problems,
synthesize and integrate information, work as teams, be creative, and articulate issues as well
as answers found. The first course in this sequence will be taught in Fall, 1995.
• There is a growing community of researchers at Georgia Tech interested in design and creativity in a broad range of disciplines (e.g., AI, psychology, and philosophy of science). Over
the past year, we have been mef't i ng regularly to identify interesting research issues and directions, exchange information ahou t our research, and explore possibilities for collaboration.
Two tangible products of our regular discussions so far have been the reviews of Boden's book
The Creative Mind which we prPpared for the journals Behavioral and Brain Sciences and
Artificial Intelligence. These presPnt a multidisciplinary, multitask analysis of creativity.
• Georgia Tech hosted the Sixteenth Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society in
August, 1994. Kurt Eiselt and .-\shwin Ram were conference chairs. Janet Kolodner was
steering committee chair and organizer of a post-conference workshop on cognitive science
education.
• Kolodner's book Case-Based Reasoning was published in November, 1993.
ll

• Kolodner has given several invited talks at workshops and universities in the U.S., Germany,
Holland, and Belgium, including a keynote address at the European Workshop on Case-Based
Reasoning, and a distinguished lecture at Trinity College.

Invited Talks
• Kolodner was invited to present a talk entitled "Marrying Cognitive Science to Educational
Technology for Support of Design Education" at the Mitsubishi Electric Research Laboratories
in Cam.bridge, MA, in August 1994.
• Kolodner taught a AAAI tutorial on "Conceptual Foundations of Case-Based Reasoning''
in Seattle, WA, in August 1994. One focus of this tutorial was a case-based approach to
understanding creativity.

Publications and Published Presentations
[Kolodner 1993bk)
Kolodner, J.L. Case-Based Reasoning. Morga -Kaufman Publishers, Inc., San Mateo, CA, 1993.
[Kolodner 1993a]
Kolodner, J.L. and Wills, L.M. Case-Based reative Design, AAAI Spring Symposium on AI and
Creativity. Stanford, CA. March 1993. Re inted in a special Autumn 1993 issue (no. 85) of AISB
Quarterly on AI and Creativity, edited by Terry Dartnall.
[Kolodner 1993b]
Kolodner, J.L. and Wills, L.M. Paying. ttention to the Right Thing: Issues of Focus in Case-Based
Creative Design, AAAI Case-Based R soning Workshop. Washington, D.C., July 1993.
[Kolodner 1994a)
Kolodner, J.L. From Natural Langu e;~ Understanding to Case-Based Reasoning and Beyond: A
Perspective on the Cognitive Model that Ties It All Together. In R. Schank and E. Langer (eds.),
Belief, Reasoning, and Decision A- J.-, 'Ill.' Psycho-Logic in Honor of Bob Abelson. Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Hillsdale, NJ, p . -~ -, i l 0.
[Kolodner 1994b]
Kolodner, J.L. Understanding reat 1\ · \ : A Case-Based Approach. In S. Wess, K.D. Althoff and
M.M. Richter (eds. ), Topics i Ca ..,, · 1 •i -fd Reasoning: Selected Papers from the First European
Workshop on Case-Based Re soniny . f-.. .tiserslautern, Germany. Springer- Verlag, 1994. Lecture
Notes in Artificial Intelligen e, Vol. "~ ~ pp. 3-20.
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[Kolodner and Wills 1995
Kolodner, J. K. and Wi s, L. M. p()\., · r ... of Observation in Creative Design. Submitted to the
Third International Ro d- Table Confr ,., ure on Computational Models of Creative Design.
[Kolodner 1995)
Kolodner, J. K. A Ca e-Based View of< ·; L..;e- Based Reasoning: What Have We Wrought? To appear
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Abstract. Dissatisfaction with existing standard case-based reasoning
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systems more creative and, more broadly, what would it mean for them to
be more creative. This paper discusses three research goals: understanding creative processes better, investigating the role of cases and CBR
in creative problem solving, and understanding the framework that supports this more interesting kind of case-based reasoning. In addition, it
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1

Background

Several years ago, one of my students , Hong Shinn, wrote a program called
J.ULIAN A that planned meals for institutions, such as nursing homes and schools
(8] . JULIAN A. like any standard case-based program of its time, solved problems
by remembering an old case and adapting it to fit the new situation. One of
JULIANA's solutions got me thinking about creativity in a way I hadn't thought
about it up to then.
When asked to plan a breakfast for a nursing-home patient with no teeth, JULIAN A proposed serving orange juice, scrambled eggs (left runny), toast (ground
in the blender), milk and coffee.
My reaction: Yuk. Surely, I thought, our case-based programs could do better
than this.
He told me that's the way dieticians in a nursing home do it. They must plan
meals for patients with a wide variety of nutritional, physical, and medical needs.
For each meal, they devise a general-purpose menu and adapt it in routine and
easy-to-handle ways to make it fit each specialized diet . A standard breakfast,
for example, always has fruit, milk , a protein food, a carbohydrate, and a hot
drink. Patients on a normal diet receive orange juice, scrambled eggs, toast and
butter, milk, and coffee. A patient on a low-fat diet gets skim milk instead of
milk and jelly instead of butter . A patient with no teeth gets a wetter portion
of scrambled eggs and ground-up toast.
JULIANA matched what dieticians do. But I still wasn't satisfied. Not only
was the program not interesting enough, but the solutions of human dieticians
were also disappointing. This made me want to analyze both dieticians and our
programs. What is each doing to come up with solutions? What do I like and not
like about their solutions? \Vhat . if any, deficiencies in their reasoning generate
mundane solutions rather than interesting ones? Could that be alleviated? How?
How would I like them to solw r he problem? One thing I was sure of was that
I wanted them to evaluate wlwt her a planned meal was sufficiently appetizing
and to continue trying to com~' 11 p \vith a better solution if it wasn't.

1.1

An Introspective

Anal~· . . is

I began trying to answer thp ....
problem, and I attempted t· ·
by evaluating JULIANA's :-•
evaluation.

. .· --t ions by looking at my own solution to the
.i yze my own reasoning. My solution began
1 :u1d considering alternatives based on that

Evaluate:

runny eggs a:.:.: )und toast is boring, has lousy
texture, and·, ·~sbad.
Question: what can som•' · · 'J 1 thout teeth eat that tastes better?
Elaborate specification~
: ~ rhaps something liquid.

Based on this, I thought · .:
:1 !.!; ·[nstant Breakfast," a flavored powder
with vitamins and nutrients t !1 1·
· : 111 \t'S with milk and eats instead of breakfast. Perhaps I thought of thi~ f • , ...... 1t is made in the blender (as is the ground
toast) and is liquid. I evaluatt-d · ·.. . . -.uggestion.

Evaluate: . easy to make, texture right, but taste is uninteresting;
also, nutrition is wrong -- it should come from real
foods rather than being artificially created.
Elaborate specific~tions: use real foods.

I now thought of serving yogurt milkshakes , made of real food , nutnt10us ,
and made in the blender. I drank them as nutritional supplements when I was
pregnant. I evaluated again.
Evaluate:

easy to make, texture is good: in addition to being
liquid, there's a slight crunch; nutrition might still
be insufficient, might need more iron or protein for
older people.
Elaborate specifications: be nutritious.

The need for extra nutrition made me think of a friend who was a health nut.
He used to add brewer 's yeast for extra protein and vitamins to everything he
ate. I also thought of the way I added extra nutrients to these milkshakes when
I was pregnant - by adding a raw egg. I evaluated again.
Evaluate:

can't use raw eggs because of the possibility of
salmone~la poisoning; brewer's yeast is easily
available.
Elaborate specifications: no raw eggs.

I adapted the yogurt milkshake recipe by adding brewer's yeast and evaluated
agam.
Evaluate:

easy to prepare, liquid texture with slight crunch,
flavorful taste, good nutrition.

I had a solution. I was finished.
There were several differences I noticed between the reasoning JULIAN A did
and what I did to solve this problem.
I considered many ra.ses and proposed many solutions , and solutions were
often made up of ,., 1mbinations of features from several cases.
Evaluation of pr n ~ · ··:--• ' d solutions was a primary process in my reasoning .
Problem solving \\ ~...., Incremental; problem solutions as well as descriptions
were updated ba.-.· ·· I ,1n evalu'a tions.
During evaluati <Jll I was willing to consider odd proposals for what they
might contribute r 1' :1•' r than disregarding them outright because they wouldn 't
work .
In short , there wer·· tw o imp ortant processes I was carrymg out that JULIAN A did not :

1. evaluation of poss 1hli 1ti es ( leading to additional adaptation sometimes) beyond just checkin g t<> make sure given constraints were fulfilled and

2. intentional search for alternative solutions by a combination of elaborating
and fleshing out a framework for a solution and searching to find something
with that specification.
JCLIA:'-IA was content with whatever it could come up with that fulfilled given
constraints (so were the dieticians), but I was aiming toward a kind of quality or
interestingness (whatever that is) that required going beyond given specifications
and discovering and adding in additional ones that seemed relevant.

1.2 Creative JULIA - our earliest computer model of creative
problem solving
Based on the analysis above and observations and analysis of several other people solving simple problems , one of my students built a computer program called
Creative JULIA [3) that exhibited the reasoning outlined above . Creative JULIA focused on three major processes: memory search and retrieval , evaluation
of alternatives, and updating a problem specification . Its task was ~nother meal
planning task - to come up with a dish that satisfied a given specification. It did
this by iteratively elaborating and refining its initial specification as it recalled
and evaluated possible dishes. For example, given the goal (an initial problem
specification) of coming up with a dinner dish to use up some leftover white rice,
it considered fried rice, decided that it didn't want Chinese food, and updated
its problem specification to rule out Chinese cl!isine. When it thought of making
yeasted rice bread, it decided that was too time-consuming and added to its
specification that the dish be ea5y to make. When it thought of macaroni and
cheese , which it deemed appropriate if rice could be substituted for macaroni, it
updated its solution specification with the framework for macaroni and cheese
and substituted rice into the rec1pe. Since it still had rice leftover, it continued looking for something else 1t ,·ould use. When it thought of rice frittata, a
breakfast dish, it decided that 1t-.. ~oal of using the rice for dinner wasn't all that
important, deleted that goal frr1rrr 1ts specification, and added rice frittata to its
solution. Creative JULIA's re.1..... r1 t11g framework is listed below.

- Retrieve a set of cases ( 111 1' ' I y. use the original problem specification as a
guide)
- For each case:

• Evaluate the solut ior1

: •)sed by the case for its applicability to the

new problem
· , ~ed by the case for its adaptability to the
new problem
• Based on evaluations. up.! ;lft• the problem solution and
• update the problen1 "I" .,. itication appropriately

• Evaluate the solutiorr

- Repeat until a satisfactory "

: l i )fl is created or found

1.3

Back to real-world dieticians

Let me return again to the breakfast for the man with no teeth. Remember
that I wanted to feed him a yogurt milkshake. Creative JULIA implemented the
process I used to come up with this solution. But I want to return to this example
because there's an issue I left out - some readers will say I cheated in coming
up with my solution. I wasn't adhering to the same constraints a dietician in a
nursing home adheres to - that the variety of meals it has to make be similar
enough to each other that the kitchen staff can efficiently make all the variations.
I was only trying to come up with one interesting meal.
I've addressed that problem too, and I've came up with several different
methods for coming up with more interesting solutions, each of which would
result in something different than the standard solution, but would adhere to
efficiency constraints_ of the kitchen staff.
- Instead of 5 separate meal parts, use a different meal structure that combines
parts. Sample result: french toast, yogurt with fruit and granola, milk and
coffee.
·
- .Use a different design plan - create a dish appropriate for nearly everyone
and augment it for those it can't satisfy. Sample result: Yogurt milkshake
with wheat germ in it is low-fat, low-calorie, balanced, and includes all of the
food groups; it can be eaten by everyone except those allergic to particular
ingredients; it can be augmented for those on a high-calorie diet with some
additional dish.
- Attempt different adaptations- instead of replacing foods that violate some
constraint with a "typical" substitute (e.g., milk with skim milk), use a more
novel substitute (e.g., replace milk with low fat yogurt); instead of changing
the texture of a food for someone who cannot cope with the normal texture
(grinding the toast), substitute something of the right texture (oatmeal) or
delete that part of the meal. or come up with a new dish that is of the right
texture (e.g., yogurt milk shake with wheat germ instead of ground solids).
There are several things to notice:

1. There are many d t/Tr rent ways to go about solving the problem in interesting
ways - focusing on 'he individual problem and then making sure it fulfills
broader constrai 11 t-.. r·ocusing on constraints and seeing how they can be
stretched and adi1 pI· ·· l. focusing on the framework from which the constraints
are derived and s, ... ,,,L!; if it can be changed, and so on.
2. There are many rill[, rFnt qualities of answer. vVe don't all agree on which
answers are better 1h •I n others. All might fulfill stated constraints, but which
ones we believe M•' !.,-t ter depends on our own individual preferences, unstated constraints . tilt! other things we know.
Several people, in f:t•1 have told me that they thought grinding the toast in
the blender was q II II• • rt·a t i ve and that yogurt milkshakes, available everywhere now (in the 1·-.; '· \\"ere rather mundane. And for these people, who are
not experienced in t ht · kitchen and who have no experience planning meals

for the disabled, the original solution might indeed seem creative, while the
yogurt milkshake solution, created before there were frozen yogurt stores on
every corner, might seem more mundane. Quality of solution is in the eyes
of the beholder. It depends very much on what one already knows and what
techniques are routi •• ely used.
3. Stmple methods of solving a problem can yield interesting solutions, e.g.,
making non-standard substitutions . It is not necessary for the process to be
complex in order to come up with interesting solutions .
1.4

What we've learned from these early investigations

This all happened in 1989 and 1990. JULIANA got me thinking about two things:
the deficiencies in our current case-based reasoning methods and the processes
involved in creative problem solving. Creative JULIA was a first attempt at
dealing with those issues.
Creativity, we hypothesized, often derived from brainstorming procedures
involving enumeration of the realm of possibilities (through memory search), redescription and elaboration of problem specifications (facilitating enumeration
and memory search), and evaluation of proposed solutions that went beyond
the stated constraints on a solution. Deriving evaluation criteria was part of the
evaluation process. In addition, we identified several attitudes that seem to be
taken when people are solving problems creatively: an intent to provide novelty
and go beyond the usual, and comfort with and consideration of risk taking.
These attitudes led to carrying out adaptation in more interesting ways - making non-standard substitutions, applying adaptation strategies in circumstances
other than the ones they were meant for, and attempting to merge pieces of
solutions with each other .
While case retrieval and adaptation, the primary processes of case-based
reasoning were still playing a large role in the derivation of solutions, it became
clear that we still didn't know everything about the framework that supports
those processes and the real power they could wield.
So there were three problems [ set for myself:

1. to understand better the processes of creating interesting solutions, where
an interesting solution is or l•' r hat goes beyond the obvious and is generated
in interesting ( non-obviou:-. 1 \\ :1.ys;
2. to investigate the role of ,· 1,, ·s and case- based reasoning processes in this
kind of interesting problern " ·lving;
3. to find out more about t 1, •. (nrnework that supports this more interesting
kind of case- based reason Ill!.!.

2 Standard Case-Based Reasoning and Creative Problem
Solving: Similarities and Differences
The standard CBR framework It t:-- several parts [2]. First comes situation assessment , the process of under::,t .1r1d ing a situation well enough to begin to solve

a problem. In most of our problem solving CBR programs. we forget about this
step completely, assuming that the representation we have is sufficient for solving
a problem. But this is one of the places identified as an important component
of creative reasoning. Respecification and elaboration of problem specifications,
as Creative JULIA does, is a kind of situation assessment. In this step, we derive previously unspecifiPd features, both concrete and abstract, and we make
hypotheses about what a solution might look like.
Retrieval happens in a second step . What we found in looking at the protocols we collected as we were building Creative JULIA was that people tended
to take more risks in this step when trying to be creative - their preferences
seemed to change - when given a choice of several cases to use, they preferred
to use the one that aimed them toward a more unusual solution.
Case manipulation and adaptation, which comes next, seems to be more
interesting when people are aiming toward novelty. Non-standard substitution,
discussed earlier, is one more novel way of adapting an old solution to fit a
new situation. Using an adaptation strategy in a non-standard way is another.
Consider, for example. how the architect Frank Lloyd Wright might have thought
of including the waterfall and boulder in the design of the house Falling Water.
Perhaps he applied the adaptatio~ strategy, "incorporate obstacles," used widely
in engineering design, to architecture .
These steps are followed by taking action and getting results, evaluation
of results, and learning . I don 't want to spend time on these steps. But I
do want to point out that although we give lip service to evaluation, it doesn't
show up very well in the standard process. It has been seen as part · of case
manipulation, before a solution is executed in the world, and has been little
addressed.
Recall, however, that \Ve found that evaluation was a key in creative problem
solving. Issues for evaluiltion are derived in the course of evaluating. One does
not merely depend on ro nstraints that have already been specified.
There are two bi!!; I· -.;sons to take from this, I think. One is that creative
problem solving seem-. '·, require reflection in a way that more mundane problem solving doesn't . "· ·nd is that these processes play against each other and
interact in very inter· -· '!:.!: ways. Retrieval depends on the specification of the
problem, and can t h· ' · r·· be only as good as situation assessment allows it to
be. Situation assess11 :· · ·. pends on guidance from evaluation procedures about
what might be chan:..:.·
;t specification. It can only be as good as evaluation
allows it to be . And · .
1 r ion depends on being able to derive interesting evaluation criteria. vVP ·I:
tier what that depends on. And, of course, retrieval
can only be as good , - · •'xperiences that are stored in the case library.
In other words. :t
r1 ilt ion of processes. including problem elaboration,
construction of alterr t , · . · ,, >I tit ions, solution evaluation, and remembering all
work in conjunction ',\
I • l1 '>t her to produce interesting solutions, and a set
· It• i r application. Our programs, taking the standard
of control processes ' ' ;. ·
approach, stuck to k11 ·
-- ·l11 t ions and routine ways of adapting old solutions
to come up with new · · , rwglecting exploration of alternatives if something
• •1

good enough was found. This results in robust, but usually uninspired, solutions
-not just in JULIA~ A, but in nearly every existing CBR program at that time
( 1989) and today.

3

An Exploratory Study of Mechanical Engineers

Our introspective studies and modeling attempts with Creative JULIA provided
us with a general framework for creative problem solving, but we needed more
specifics . To glean insights into how to flesh out our framework, my associate,
Linda Wills, and I began carrying out another investigation. In Fall, 1992, we
observed a seven-week mechanical engineering design project at Georgia Tech
[4 , 5]. Each team of four students designed an airline emergency egress system.
As an analogy to aircraft evacuation, they had to design and build a device that
quickly and safely transported as many eggs as possible as far away as possible
from the aircraft, which was stuck in a pool of water. They were allowed to
spend up to $100, and the device could be constructed of any material but had
to satisfy a set of constraints on weight and size . Linda was an active participant
in one of the teams, audio-recording all of their conversations and keeping copies
of their drawings .

3.1

The Protocols

The following is a short excerpt from a discussion early in the project about
mechanisms for propelling the eggs away from their stranded vehicle. This excerpt includes a redescription of the original problem statement , it illustrates
the types of design experiences and artifacts the students typically recalled and
the variety of ways they used these remindings, and it provides some insight into
the basis for remembering design experiences.
In this excerpt , the students were discussing how to launch their .device from
the water .
1 S2: Think about how heavy eggs are: ...
2 S4: Yeah, we need something that's going to propel this thing.
I mean it's only going this far but if you think about it, it's gotta
lift up 12 inches and land over there. I've got a feeling it's
really gotta propel you know [motor noise] and then just go
[splat noise] with a thud.

Notice that S4 actually acr ·
the device would behave.

, Jllt with his pen and with sound effects how

3 S1: I've got this picture 1n my mind of this really dramatic
missile. If it's in the water. tt ... it could sink and it would be
like a missile coming out of ~ submarine. [He demonstrates,
pretending his pen is a missile. makes fizzing noise] ... coming
out of the water, ... splashing ~ater out.
4 S3: That reminds me cause you see those missiles come out

one at ... What if we did something where we sent eggs over one
at a time?
5 S3: So we could have something over there to catch them
like a big pillow or something I don't know, but that way you
wouldn't have to launch the whole set of them. You just launch
one at a time.
6 S2: Put that down: launching individually.
[S3 records idea on post-it.]

Several things should be noticed here. First, the students seem to be doing a
mental simulation of egg launching. How? They begin by simulating a device they
are familiar with (a submarine missile launcher) that performs the function they
need to design for (launching out of water) . The desired behavior is elaborated
by visualizing the recalled device in action. This allows one student to notice
that missiles are launched one at a time from a submarine. It allows another to
imagine the landing. to realize that a hard landing would break the eggs, and to
suggest a pillow to catch them.
The results of this simulation should also be noticed. The mental simulation
of the submarine draws attention to a constraint that was not explicit in the
original specification- that the eggs must be launched as a group. The simulation
also points out that this constraint can be lifted, resulting in a reformulation of
the problem to one of launching the eggs individually.
[Unrecorded conversation while flipping tape:
7 S4: We can put them each in a tennis ball.
8 S4 mentioned ping-pong ball ·shooters.
8 Sl didn't know what S4 was-talking about.]
8 S4: Well, they're actually little springs some of them.
8 Sl: Are they?
8 S4: Yeah, you know how when we were kids we could take
those things that would shoot ping-pong balls and pull them
back ...
8 S2: I remember those! I loved those!
8 S4: ... and shoot r.hem? Yeah. You were a deprived child.
8 Sl: Were they gun ~ >
8 S4: Yeah.
9 S4: That's actua: . .., . hmmm. That would be about the size of
an egg. If we were · ·~nd it over one at a time.
10 S2: Yeah, a lot · ·· tvier, though, the eggs.

Once the idea of, · '·
· ~ the eggs in a big pillow was suggested, focus shifted
to the problem of pr• '·
:1 ~ the eggs. Someone suggested putting them each in
a tennis ball. But then ,· · · nt ion shifted back to multiple individual egg launches
and a ping-pong ball" '
! • r \\";:tS suggested. Ping-pong balls, like eggs, are white
and round. We think 1 • _ ! "' I\~ ball shooters were recalled , at least partially, on
the basis of this visll ' '
\ext, ping-pong balls and eggs were compared,
leading to the realizar 1 :, ·lJ. \t ,_, ggs are heavy. The need to deal with the weight
of the eggs is added t • , · ·.· pro blem specification.
1

Later (after this meeting), S3 visualized how one-at-a-time launch would work
and imagined that the eggs would all end up landing at the same target spot
and smash each other. So S3 thought of rotating the launch mechanism so that
it throws the eggs in all directions. S3 noted one interesting consequence of this
was that the eggs could be thrown all at once, each in a different direction. The
rotating launch reminded S3 of a recently suggested idea: "flinging motion where
the device is spun around and around and then let go ." This had been recorded
externally on a post-it. This was then adapted (generalized) from having a group
of eggs at the end of the string to a single egg.
Two days later, this idea was discussed further while the students were reviewing the ideas proposed so far (recorded on post-its) . In communicating the
structure of the idea to the rest of the tea,m, S3 referred to the May Day dance.
15 S3: What I was thinking was tha·t you could just have a pole
and you could have all these strings just like a May Day dance,
you know where you have all the eggs hanging from strings and
you spin that and the eggs all fly out and then you just let go
and then they all fly.
16 S4: Now I like ... that's actually pretty interesting there,
cause you could .. tie them all to something like a softball ... No.
17 S4: Maybe something like ... I'm trying to think of something
that ... What about something that's squishy?
18 S4: It's gotta have ... What if it has some kind of fluid, like
an orange? If you put an egg inside a hollowed out orange, half
hollowed out orange, each of those little things would squash,
you know inside of an orange. (I just ate an orange for lunch ... I
bring real-life experiences to this.)

Once they considered flinging the eggs separately, the issue of cushioning
came up again, this time focusing on cushioning each egg separately. The same
person who had earlier suggested using a tennis ball to protect the eggs (S4)
this time suggested putting each egg in a softball and tying the strings to the
softball-protected eggs. He elaborated what he wanted for egg protection material, drawing on recent experiences - this time the orange he ate for lunch.
It is interesting to note that the students' priorities changed flexibly as they
made tentative design decisions . hacked .out of them, and recognized good or
bad features of the proposed d. ·-.igns. For example, an idea like throwing the
eggs in parallel might be purs iJr'·l hecause it is "different" or "looks cool" even
though it doesn't satisfy the ·· r 1 ~1nal goal that the launch force be small. The
students seemed to opportun1:-r t<tlly decide when a solution had the potential
to be good, even though it did r1 r lit the original goals or address concerns that
were primary earlier. If a po:-.1 t 1\ •' aspect of a proposed solution made a new
constraint or goal explicit (e.g . f>•' Pntertaining" or ''look cool") or solved some
other pending problem, they w• r· · \\'dling to weaken the relative importance of
the conflicting goals or constra1 rtr-.
19 S1: Well, that's the concept of a shock absorber. And the
way it works is ... If you just have a sealed shock. If you have ...

What a sealed shock would be would just be a balloon. If we
had the eggs sitting on top of . this big balloon and it went down;
whenever the balloon squashed, there'd be pressure inside the
balloon and it would jump back up again, so it would bounce.
But if you have a shock absorber that has a little seal out,
whenever it ... it's like a balloon w/ a little tiny hole, so
whenever it hits the ground, it squashes and the air shoots out
so it doesn't recoil. And an orange, whenever it's squashed, the
juices would go squirting out and it wouldn't rebound.

One student knew automobiles well, and he seemed to be groping at this
point for an explanation of whether the hollowed-out orange would cushion an
egg well or not. A car's shock absorbers are used for cushioning, and he used his
knowledge of shock absorbers to understand and predict how the orange would
behave as a cushioning device. This analysis also allowed the students to refine
the original constraint that their device provide effective cushioning. They now
know that an answer to this question requires asking whether the egg protector
has rebound and whether or not it loses its cushioning medium on impact.

3.2

The Issues

This excerpt brings up several interesting issues.

1. What are the cases? Our subjects remembered experiences, certainly, but

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

they also recalled examples of devices, some in action. How are devices indexed (made accessible)? What content do device descriptions have?
The role of visualization. Sometimes visualization allows reminding. Other
times it plays a role in simulation. What do cases need to have in their
representations to allow them to guide visualization? What would such a
representation look like?
Gradual discovery of evaluative issues. Our subjects discovered evaluative
issues as they went along. The full set of evaluative is~ues was not known
at the beginning. \Vhat is this emergence based on? Here, evaluative issues
arise from comparing and contrasting proposed solutions with previous solutions and from envisioning solutions (especially how they work) and noticing
problems. How elsP does emergence happen?
The varied roles of ' '' ~es. Cases play several significant roles, not only for
suggesting solutiort-- hut also for communicating (explaining), providing a
basis for simulatior1 ; , redicting the outcome of proposed solutions, and elaborating vague, inrt ·I 1q ,[Pte specifications.
Control. So many · :.. rt~s that could be reasoned about next; how is one
chosen?
The role of serendifllltf \Vhat one is able to do depends so much on what
one is able to remt'IL t.<·r. and that depends as much on what else is available
in the environment .1.-. 11 does on what one is actually working on.

I want to spend tirit• · • 11 two big issues- first, the role of cases and casebased reasoning in creat I\•' problem solving, and second, what we now know
about creativity.
1

4
4.1

The role of cases and CBR In creative problem solving
Roles Cases Play

\Ve already know that cases play a major role in generating ideas that are re-used
directly, adapted to the current situation, or merged with other design pieces [2).
For example, in our excerpt, tennis balls (7) and softballs ( 16) are recalled to be
reused for the new purpose of protecting eggs. We also know that cases are useful
in predicting outcomes of proposed solutions. For example, the shock absorber
( 19) is used to predict the behavior of an orange used as an egg protector. This
is useful in evaluating proposed solutions.
This study shows us that, in addition, cases facilitate the communication of
ideas. For example, the May Day dance (15) is used to quickly communicate the
structure of a design proposal.
They also aid visualization and provide the basis for simulation. This is useful
in elaborating both proposed solutions and vague, incomplete specifications. For
example, S1 's mental picture of a submarine submerging and launching a missile
(3) is used to help simulate the desired behavior of the device bei.ng designed.
This also led to a reformulation of the problem: from launching a group of
eggs in a single launch to launching each egg individually in multiple launches.
Simulation and visualization are also key ways of collecting data to be used to
evaluate a proposed solution. For example, the problem with the initial proposal
to launch eggs individually, like a submarine does, was detected by mentally
simulating the launch and realizing that all eggs end up at the same spot and
could break each other ( 11).

4.2

What are the Cases?

This brings us to another inter•':--! 1ng question: what are the cases anyway? In
the design situations we are inw:--r 1e;ating, there are several kinds of cases. Some
are experiences with designs 111 tht same domain (e.g., earlier high school egg
drop competitions in which egg 1·r' ·tection mechanisms were designed and tested
against each other). Some are 1 1 i · r u nces in experimenting with proposed designs
(e .g., mock-ups or prototypr>:-- ' ; .;trtial designs). Other cases are experiences
with a common device, usual!\ · -•)me phase of its lifecycle, focusing on some
slice of behavior or function .\! ·.
how it behaves in certain situations, what
it accomplishes, how it fails '· _ 'he ping-pong ball shooter). Sometimes the
behavior or functionality con~ : ·. · I is not its primary one. For example, in an
excerpt not shown here, a Y' ·
' 1:-> suggested as a means of slowly lowering
an object (the egg carrier) 1•.\
"'rting potential energy to angular (versus
linear) kinetic energy. Anoth· ·r
·· a rubber raft was suggested as something
that could have a hole punclt•
' · ' it so that it could move something and
provide cushioning. The raft \\ : ~ , :I' ·I· · 111 it and eggs riding in its dimples was
suggested as a launch and trar,~: · · I--\ 1ce.
But specific experiences wrt !, · \ ,,, , ~ are not all that is remembered. Sometimes, common objects and J,., · - Me recalled and reused directly, often for

a new purpose. For example, the tennis ball, softball, and orange fall into this
category in our excerpt.

4.3

Case Content

Our studies of creative problem solving have also helped identify additional types
of information cases should contain. We already knew from previous CBR work
that cases should contain symbolic physical and causal descriptions of a problem,
its solution or response, and the outcome of the solution [2]. For example, design
cases should encode symbolic descriptions of a device's common functions and
behaviors, its structural composition, causal descriptions of how it works, and
the results of its operations, how it fails, and its pros and cons.
We also know now the importance of the visual component of cases. In this
study, imagistic information seemed to be a prominent part of what was recalled
and reasoned about. The visual component embellishes physical descriptions
and enhances a reasoner's ability to simulate. Some reasoning observed in our
design study could not have been done easily without visual representations
being available.

4.4

Access to Cases and Other Knowledge

Access to cases and other knowledge is also something we learned about. We
already knew some of the influences on retrieval and accessibility:
the closeness of the problem being addressed to other _problems experienced
by the reasoner,
the variety of experiences a reasoner has had and the ability to notice connections between them,
the reasoner's depth of knowledge of a domain (this effects the ability to
index accurately). and
recent reasoning context.
We've now discowr•'d others . Cues available at retrieval time and contributing to reminding also · · >rne from recent experiences, environmental cues, and
personal interests.
For example, in t h·· · \ .unple excerpt, S4 used not only structural cues (squishy,
containing fluid) to r• · til an orange (18), but also cues from recent or current
experiences (what S-1 '' · for lunch). S 1 is planning on becoming an automotive
engineer and knows t fi,r domain well. He was often reminded of designs from
the automobile doma111 , ,1ch as the shock absorber (19) .
Our subjects cued · 11 fH'rceptual properties - static ones (e.g., color and
shape), as well as dynar1w · 'rw~ (e .g., motion trajectories). By themselves, these
cues aren't sufficient fnr r· l rtt'\al. but in conjunction with the more primary cues
(those describing the f>r· ·l·l• ' fll situation), they help focus the retrieval process,
determining preferencP-. f, ,r what is retrieved.

4.5

Evaluation

\Ve also learned about evaluation. Evaluation effects both the solution in progress
and the problem specification . The issues raised point out opportunities to augment or refine the design specification . The pros and cons that are described in
the critique of a design idea are used by the idea exploration process to compare
the idea to other options, merge and adapt alternatives, and improve promising
ideas .
Our work on Creative JULIA had already allowed us to discover four classes
of evaluative questions that designers routinely raise. Constraint-related questions ask how well an alternative solution fits the current design specification.
Function-directed questions evaluate how well the required function is achieved .
For example, the purpose of recipe creation is to create something that can be
eaten, so evaluative questions arise from the concept of edibility, focusing on the
taste and appeal of a dish to see if it is edible. Some evaluation questions are
derivation-driven. Previous solutions provide a rich and important source of issues if the considerations taken into account in creating them are saved. Finally,
some questions are outcome-related. Previous design cases can be used to project
or derive the outcome of the current one.
This new study gave us a better understanding of the ways in which these
issues are incrementally raised or "revealed" as the evaluation proceeds. Navinchandra [6] calls this criteria emergence and shows an example of how it can
arise from case-based projection. In addition to criteria or evaluative issues ,
constraints [7], preferences, and relative priorities among them also gradually
emerge. This type of evaluation is a key driying force within creative design,
feeding back to situation assessment as well as guiding case manipulation. Cases
play a major role in evaluation and incrementally raising new issues.

5

The nature of creativity: What have we learned?

So far, this paper has discussed \vhat we have found out about interesting problem solving and about what we ·vt> learned about CBR processes. We're at a point
now where we can begin to ans\\·Pr some important questions about creativity
itself.
1. The problem of control: wh:H --tep comes next? How can creative exploration
be guided?
2. What is the nature of in~r:.:. h r · How are opr '··rtunities recognize?
3. Where do ideas come fron1
5.1

Control

The designers we observed did 11 · ., f,J[[O\v a rigid, methodical plan detailing what
to do next. Rather, they mo\•· ·! II11Idly between various problem pieces and
design processes (idea generatr • ·r1 ;tJ a ptation, critiquing, problem refinement,
elaboration, redefinition, etc .) 111 .1 Hexible and highly opportunistic manner.

Sequential composition of the basic CBR processes seems far too restrictive.
Rather , these processes seem to be highly intertwined and to interact in interesting ways [9]. For example , problem elaboration and redescription tactics specify
contexts for search that retrieval processes use, while evaluation of recalled or
adapted alternatives feeds information back to these situation assessment tactics, resulting in even better contexts for search . In some cases , what suggests
a particular problem refinement or redescription results from trying to confirm
the legality of a proposed solution during evaluation, and finding a loophole or
ambiguity in the current problem specification. In addition , comparing and contrasting a proposed solution with other proposals during assimilation can bring
new evaluative issues into focus .
CB R systems need to break out of their typically rigid control structure and
allow more interaction and opportunism among processes. This requires making
strategic control mechanisms explicit, so they can be easily modified, reasoned
about , extended, and learned. More research needs to be directed at identifying
and capturing the types of strategic control heuristics designers use.
Our study has revealed several. For example, in strategically trying to choose
which piece of a problem to work on next, designers concentrate on parts of a
problem that are still open after a previous solution is retrieved and partially
reused . They make tent a tive hypothetical commitments for open design decisions
to simplify the problem or make it more contextualized. They follow opportunities, dynamically ch a nging their priority structure among constraints if very
interesting or unexpectedly good solutions are stumbled upon. They put problems on the back burner when an impasse is reached or if the problem involves
issues that are too det r:ti led for the current stage of design. The serendipitous
appearance of a solution may bri.ng the problem back up.
Our designers empl oyt> d a variety of strategic control heuristics, some of which
are opportunistic. For n ;t mple, when an alternative was proposed that satisfied
some desired criteria ext r•'mely well compared to the other alternatives, they directed their efforts tow:t r· I •'laborating that alternative, optimistically suspending
criticism or discount in~ · IH' importance of criteria or constraints that were not
satisfied as well. Sorll · · ·11 ·'s this led to reformulation of the problem as constraints were relaxed · •
tc·ed at a lower priority.
.·· to take advantage of such opportunities was being
A key part of bf't r _
able to judge whet It· ~
..:.r ess was being made along a certain line of attack
and to choose whi clt
were more promising than others or more likely to
lead to something 111 ,
tnd novel.
Some strategic ,.,
·:·· uristics were more deliberate , based on reflection.
For example, one !J , ·
. ll Jr designers used was to try quick, easy adapta11 fir st before stepping back and reformulating the
tions of a proposed , .:: t :-- . O t her deliberate heuristics attempted to make
problem or relaxing ·
non-standard su bst rt 11 •
1; ·I ol y adaptation strategies in circumstances other
than the ones they \\
, : .r f, >r. and merge pieces of separate solutions with
·.
each other in non-ob\ 1
In many cases, t !J ,.. · · ~~··~ that are composed together leading to a novel
r

'

I\~

idea are not in themselves novel and may be quite mundane. The trick is knowing
when to do them.

5.2

Insight, Noticing Opportunities, Serendipity

The question of explaining insight and noticing opportunities are related to the
role serendipity plays in the creative problem solving process. What one is able
to do depends a great deal on what one is able to remember- the experiences one
can remember. the adaptation strategies one can call to mind, the opportunities
one can recognize. This bothers some people , who worry that it is all so random.
But I would rather explain the randomness in terms of how the contexts we set
up for specifying problems and the things we try out prime us for preferential
remembering and for recognizing opportunities.
\Nhen we elaborate a problem specification or respecify it, we are setting
ourselves up for finding solutions of a certain kind. vVhen we flesh out possible
solutions, we add to the setup. One can think about those specifications providing
a "lens" for looking at the rest of the world. The "lens" provides preferences on
the kinds of things we retrieve, and it provides a way of viewing things we see

(10] .
For example, our team of ME designers were considering using a spring
launching device and went to a home improvement store to look into materials. While comparing the strengths of several springs by compressing them, they
noticed that the springs tended to bend. One student wrapped her hand around
the spring to hold it straight as it was compressed and said the springs would
each need to be enclosed in a tube to keep them from bending. Another student
added that the tube would need to be collapsible (to compress with the spring).
The students could not think of an existing collapsible tube and did not want to
build one due to time pressure. They gave up on the springs and started thinking
about egg protection . During their search for protection material, they walked
through the bathroom section of the store, where they saw a display of toilet paper holders. They immediately recognized them as collapsible tubes which could
be used to support the springs .
Here, the setup - what the ~olution should look like - provided a way of
looking at things that were enc o untered. It "primed" the designers to interpret
things in a particular way.
Remembering, which is the 1 tt--ight part of this, seems very similar. When
a problem is well thought our tttol one has investigated its ins and outs, one
has made available to oneself :1 I 1r~e set of relevant cues for retrieval - a lot of
different ways of describing apr · : J. 111 and therefore a lot of different contexts for
specifying what would be relev:1r1r if remembered. \Vhat we know about indexing
tells us that it is the combinatil•ll, ,f :-;etting up a context for retrieval and having
already interpreted something 111 trl• ' ll10ry in a similar way that allows retrieval.
\Ve can't always anticipate how "'' r11ight want to use some case or piece of
knowledge when we enter it in rll• trl(Hy. but situation assessment processes, the
ones that reinterpret and elabor:1 to' :1nJ redescribe processes , aim to bridge that
gap - when we carry out those pr nresses . we become more and more likely to

redescribe a new problem in a way that is similar to something that we've seen
before.

5.3

Where Do Ideas Come ·From?

Finally, I want to deal with where ideas come from- the big creativity question.
Case-based reasoning itself gives us a variety of answers:
- remembering
- adapting known ideas
reinterpreting an idea
- specializing an abstract idea (making it concrete)
elaborating known ideas
merging pieces of ideas with each other
explaining
evaluating
We might call these tactics for creating ideas. Our investigation shows that
the intent (or strategy) of going after novelty provides novel ways of carrying
out tactics . When rememb ering , novel solutions are preferred. When adapting
known ideas, non-standard substitutions and out-of-context use of adaptation
heuristics are common . Ideas are reinterpreted by relaxing constraints, decomposing differently than usual, and redescribing from a different point of view.
Redescribing may be bn.sed on the reasoner's personal interests or areas of expertise. Ideas are elaborated by visualizing the details. Ideas are made concrete ,
or specialized, through non-standard substitution and visualizing the abstract .
Evaluation is carried out after novel bases for evaluation have been derived.
Another strategy in play at the same time also helps with going after the
novel: Don't evaluate t oo mu ch too soon.
What is particularly rnteresting about this explanation of where ideas come
from is that it shows t It• ' co mplex interactions between these various strategies
and tactics- the sanw rril•'ractions we've pointed out earlier . The strategies and
tactics work in conjtrrt · ~ r· ·n with each other - elaboration and reinterpretation
tactics specifying corrr· ':.. for search that retrieval processes use. Evaluation
fe eds its results back ' · ;l• 'se situation assessment tactics, which in turn derive
even better context~ ' · .. ·uch.

6

Methodologic;d Coda and Conclusions

Before ending, I warr~
.:.• ) back to another pet issue of mine, a bit removed
from what has been d :, -"·d so far- methodology. ~lost people view case-based
reasomng as an appr·
· · ' htt ilding intelligent systems; some people see it as
an approach to bui], I · • :rrr :u1-machine systems that interact with people in
natural ways. But ff'•,,
: • ,, ·t ' case-based reasoning as a research paradigm
. ... :L-; providing tools for investigation that go beyond
for addressing new p r• ·'
.:,r11 s can provide .
what other research I ' ~ ~
1

Maggie Boden (1] wrote a wonderful book about creativity, which I heartily
recommend. She shows far better than I do how creativity emerges from the
complex interactions of processes. She gives wonderful examples of the experiences of creative people and of computer programs that begin to show creativity,
analyzing where the creativity comes from. She presents marvelous analogies to
introduce and help readers understand topics.
But as good as she is at analysis. Boden does not have the paradigmatic tools
for finding detailed computational answers to how the different processes work.
Her paradigm can analyze and critique, discovering that one's experiences and
what one knows play a large role in creative thought processes. It can explain
some processes in terms of rules and heuristics. But more important than rules
in addressing creativity are the ways in which experiences are used: how they
are remembered and what makes them memorable; how they are manipulated,
adapted, merged together; and how they help with evaluating proposed solutions,
and so on.
Case-based reasoning provides tools for investigating the role cases play in
problem solving. What we knew already helped us to address these issues; what
we found out in this investigation is helping us understand case-related processes
and issues more deeply than we've been able to before.
What is creativity? Certainly in this short paper I haven't been able to
tell you all about how all its processes work and are interconnected. But by
taking a case-based approach to studying these processes, their control, and the
representations that underlie them, we can now specify them in ways that nobody
has been able to do before. \Ve can discuss the input, output, and processing
of elaboration, evaluation, merging, adaptation, remembering, simulating, and
more, and we can at least conjecture about the heuristics that control their
application. We still have more work to do, clearly, in fully defining our theory.
But through case-based reasoning, we've been able to get a handle on what needs
to be addressed, and through addressing these issues, we're beginning to have a
far more sophisticated notion of the power of case-based reasoning.

7
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Abstract

signer knows of many design experiences, accumulated
from personally designing artifacts , being given case
studies of designs in school, and observing artifacts
designed by others. The designer draws on these experiences to perform such activities as generating design
alternatives, reformulating and elaborating th.e problem specification or proposed solutions, and predicting
the outcome of making certain design decisions. The
experiences that are most valuable are often those that
are highly contextua:lized pieces of knowledge about artifacts, such as how a device behaves in some context
of use, circumstances in which it can fail, and knowledge about situations that might come up not only in
use, but in all phases of its life cycle.

Case-based reasoning (CBR) has a great deal to
offer in supporting creative design, particularly
processes that rely heavily on previous design experience, such as framing the problem and evaluating design alternatives. However. most existing
CBR systems are not living up to their potential.
They tend to adapt and reuse old solutions in
routine ways, producing robust but uninspired
results. Little research effort has been directed
towards the kinds of situation assessment. evaluation, and assimilation processes that facilitate
the exploration of ideas and the elaboration and
redefinition of problems that are crucial to creative design. Also, their typically rigid control
structures do not facilitate the kinds of st rategic control and opportunism inherent in creative
reasoning. In this paper, we describe the types of
behavior we would like case-based design s_v~tems
to support, based on a study of designers workwg
on a mechanical engineering problem. We ,..how
how the standard CBR framework should lw t·xtended and we describe an architecture wt· ue
developing to experiment with these ideas.:

Given the nature of these experiences, we believe
case-based representations and reasoning techniques
lend themselves to supporting creative design. Research in case-based reasoning ( CBR) has provided extensive knowledge of how to reuse solutions to old problems in new situations, how to build and search case
libraries (for exploration of design alternatives), and
how to merge and adapt cases. It has developed powerful techniques for partial matching and the formation
of analogical maps between seemingly disparate situations ( Kolodner 1993).-

Introduction
Creativity in design derives from enumer '' . · ~ several solution alternatives, redescribing and · : 1 • r~ting
problem specifications, and evaluating pre ~ ~ .. : -;elutions, based on criteria and constraints ~ : · ·
, beyond the stated constraints on a solutior1
1 nses
out of a confluence of processes (incluc!Jr . _
hlem
redescription, remembering, assimilation . 1
• duct- ·
tion), which interact with each other in co1:
.q_ys .
Often creativity arises from interesting st r
,·o ntrol of these processes, which in themseh · ·
•\ \w
quite mundane (Boden 1990, Chandrasek.,: '' 111
Gero & Maher 1993, N avinchandra 1992).
These processes rely heavily on previous : _·: · \periences and knowledge of designed artifan,
··l ,\.:
Chandrasekaran 1992, Hinrichs 1992, KoloJIJ· ~ ·. 1 1•' 11berthy 1990, Kolodner & vVills 1993). An · , , rr de1•
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However, most existing CBR systems are not living
up to their potential. They tend to adapt and reuse
old solutions in routine ways, producing robust but
uninspired results. They do not attempt to extend
their exploration by deriving constraints and preferences that improve or go beyond those stated in the
original problem. (See (Kolodner 1993, appendix) for
a recent survey.)
Some of this potential is buried in processes that
have been downplayed or even missing in most standard CBR systems. In particular, little research effort
has been directed towards the kinds of situation assessment, evaluation, and assimilation processes that
facilitate the exploration of ideas and the elaboration
and redefinition of problems that are crucial to creative design. Also, to facilitate the kinds of opportunism inherent in creative reasoning, CBR systems
need to break out of their typically rigid control struc-

ture to allow Aexible interleaving and communication
among processes.· In addition. more research attention
must be payed to the strategic control mechanisms that
guide a creative designer in deciding what to do next.
In this paper. we describe the types of behavior we
..vould like case-based design systems to support. based
on an exploratory study of designers working on a mechanical engineering problem . We show how the standard CBR framework should be extended and we de. scribe an architecture we are developing to experiment
with these ideas . \Ve end with a set of open issues.

What Do Creative Designers Do?
To gain insights into the knowledge and reasoning involved in creative design, we observed a four-person
team ·engaged in a seven-week undergraduate mechanical engineering (ME) design project . The task was to
design and build a device to quickly and safely transport several eggs from one location to another. The
device could be constructed from any material, but its
size, weight, and cost were restricted.
After exploring several schemes for launching, moving, stopping, and protecting the eggs, the team decided to use a cylindrical egg carrier (of radius 7 em ..
length 22 .5 em.), with the eggs wrapped in pipe insulation to protect them inside the carrier. The carrier
was dropped down (0.8 m.) from a starting platform
and would roll into a target zone (within a 5 m. radius
of the starting platform). The team had two possible
launch mechanisms up until the final design demonstration day : a spring mechanism and a simple ramp
(the spring launch base could be inverted to become
a ramp, which was the final choice). In both cases. a
string, with one end attached to the launch base, was
wrapped around the device, so that as the cylinder .
dropped, it spun down the string, hit the ground, and
rolled into the target zone. The wrapped string gave
the carrier momentum and it also prevented it from
rolling beyond the target zone.
One of us participated as a member of the team,
allowing us to become immersed in the isstw:-; -1nd to
observe the design process in a natural settii1L:. . 111 both
informal and "official" team meetings . \\·.. r· ~· o rded
the group's conversations on audiotapes a1t<l -llected
copies of all their design documents and dr :tl\ 111~S.
\Ve are particularly intrigued by a set of ' 1 :· ··· processes we observed underlying many creati \ ,. !· ,, ~n activities: 1) generation of multiple descript io rt' -r \ iews
of a problem. 2) gradual emergence of e\·;tllJ 111\ P issues, constraints and preferences, and 3) ser· 11 lq ,Itous
recognition of solutions to pending problt'll i' "1111 t' times seeing new functions and purposes fo r
r1ttt1 o r1
design pieces in the process. 'vVe are not clalrtttll c!_ that
this is a complete set. (For example, our de:--IL:.r1 ,, 11dy
has revealed a variety of influences on creal I\ 1!_\ l'r o m
collaborative activity.) Rather, we are inter• ·, t t'd in
these processes because they are key proces~~·:-; 111 \le sign that current case-based systems neglect.

Problem Redescription. The initial problem
statement given to our designers was ambiguous. incomplete, contradictory, and underconstrained. They
spent a great deal of effort to turn it into something
with more detail, more concrete specifications. and
more clearly defined and consistent constraints. .-\n
important part of this process involved attempting to
understand the problem, view it from multiple perspectives, and redescribe it in terms familiar to the designers. They had to refine and operationalize several
vague or abstract constraints, while sometimes having
to abstract constraints that were too specific.
For example, many of the ideas of one designer. \vho
had a keen interest in automobiles , came from recalling devices and concepts from the car domain, such as
shock absorbers, unit-body vs. single-frame construction, and air-bags . Being able to recall these required
viewing the problem of protecting the eggs as one of
absorbing shock or transferring energy and as a problem of protecting passengers in general, not just eggs.
Our designers also explored the given constraints,
deliberately stretching or strengthening them to see
what ideas became possible. For example , the initial
problem statement was ambiguous about whether or
not the device could land (i.e., touch down) short of
the target zone and then move into it . The designers considered the extreme possibility of landing as far
short of this zone as possible, in which case the device
would not fly at all, but would be pushed off or lowered to the ground, where it would then move itself
into the safety zone. Visualizing this possibility reminded them of devices, such as elevators and yo-yo's.
that could implement parts of this behavior.
This continual elaboration and redescription of the
problem helped the designers derive connections between the current problem and similar problems in
other domains, facilitating cross-contextual transfer
of design ideas. It also primed them to serendipitously recognize relevant objects in the environment
that might be reused for a new purpose.
Evaluation. One of the key forces driving evolution
of the problem specification is the evaluation of proposed design alternatives. Evaluative issues emerge in
the course of evaluating. Designers do not merely depend on constraints that have already been specified.
Rather , they bring up additional constraints and criteria as proposals are examined. Proposed solutions
often remind them of issues to consider. The problem
and solution "co-evolve'' (Fischer 1993).
One interesting criteria that emerged in the course
of the :\tiE design project was versatility- the ability
of the device to apply in more than one situation . This
criteria was not mentioned or required in the original
statement of the problem. It arose in response to ambiguity in the initial problem statement, which described
three similar problems but did not specify which one
would be assigned. Each problem differed only in the
device's starting position (from either the center of a

child's wading pool or from a platform of one of two
heights) and in its target destination distance. (This is
similar in the real world to situations in which the engineers are designing for multiple potential customers
•vith different needs). To deal with the uncertainty
and reduce the complexity this variability introduced,
the designers began searching for solutions that could
be used to solve all three problems or could be easily
adapted to apply to each. That is, they began to evaluate proposals on the basis of versatility in addition to
the other criteria already in the problem specification.
Being able to do this is central to creative design.

Assimilation. Problem redescription provides not
only a means for recalling relevant solution alternatives, but also a vocabulary for describing and, in many
cases, reinterpreting objects in the designer's environment. This often leads to a new way of viewing the
function of some object and facilitates the recognition
of potential solutions to pending problems in the ex. ternal environment.
For example, our designers went to a home improvement store for materials for a spring launch mechanism. While comparing the strengths of several springs
by compressing them, they noticed that the springs .
tended to bend. One designer wrapped a hand around
the spring to hold it straight as it was compressed and
said the springs would each need to be enclosed in a
tube to keep them from bending. Another added that
the tubewould need to be collapsible (to compress with
the spring). The designers could not think of an existing collapsible tube and did not want to build one
due to time pressure. They gave up on the springs and
started thinking about egg protection. During their
search for protection material, they walked through
the bathroom section of the store: where they saw a
display of toilet paper holders. They immediately recognized them as collapsible tubes which could be used
to support the springs.
By playing with the spr~ngs, noticing prohlr>ms and
suggesting fixes, the designers formed a spr>c i fie. concrete, and operationalized description of wh :1t ;t solution would look like to the bending-spring~ 1·rnblem.
However. the toilet-paper holder 'was not r• · tiiPd on
the basis of this description. Instead, the ·I·'· rtption
was used to reinterpret the toilet paper h· .I · r when
it was encountered in the external environ111• ,, , 1nd to
recognize its additional function of prevent 111..:. ,prings
from bending upon compression. The desr!.!.r ,· r-.. were
able to interpret objects seen in the em·ir< •II !I P' Ilt. or
recalled from memory, from a new viewpr •r til This
viewpoint was based on descriptions and f, '' llff' dimensions that had been revealed to be inq .. r' 111t in
attempts to solve recent and pending problt ·t'',
\Ve refer to this process as assimilating t 1,.. .f>.Jects
into a problem context. It not only involw . . r· ·l nterpreting solution alternatives under consideratt• •ll. but
also comparing and contrasting alternatives \\ rt h one
another, along the dimensions relevant to the problem

context. This helps reveal those that are not really
new ideas, so that they can be ignored. It can also
cause new evaluative issues to emerge as new dimensions or criteria are generated to distinguish seemingly
identical ideas.

Strategic Control.

The designers we observed did
not follow a rigid, methodical plan detailing what to
do next. Rather, they moved fluidly between various
problem pieces and design processes (e.g., idea generation, adaptation. critiquing, problem refinement. elaboration, and redefinition) in a flexible and highly opportunistic manner.
Our designers employed a variety of strategic control
heuristics, some of which are opportunistic. For example, when an alternative was proposed that satisfied
some desired criteria extremely well compared to the
other alternatives, they directed their efforts toward
elaborating that alternative, optimistically suspending
criticism or discounting the importance of criteria or
constraints that were not satisfied as well. Sometimes
this led to reformulation of the problem as constraints
were relaxed or placed at a lower priority.
Being able to take advantage of such opportunities
requires being able to judge whether progress was being made along a certain line of attack and to choose
which ideas are more promising or more likely to lead
to something unusual and novel.
Some strategic control heuristics are more deliberate, based on reflection. For example, one heuristic our
designers used was to try quick, easy adaptations of a
proposed solution first before stepping back and reformulating the problem or relaxing constraints. Other
deliberate heuristics attempted to make non-standard
substitutions, apply adaptation strategies in circumstances other than the ones they were meant for, and
merge pieces of separate solutions with each other in
nonobvious ways.
In many cases, the processes that are composed together leading to a novel idea are not in themselves
novel and may be quite mundane. The trick is knowing when to do them.

How CBR Systems Can Do Better
Most current CBR systems tend to stick to well-known
interpretations of problems and routine ways of adapting old solutions, neglecting exploration of alternatives
if something good enough has been found. We believe
the CBR paradigm can be extended to support more
creative problem solving.

Problem Redescription. Problem redescription
corresponds closely to the process of situation assessment - redescribing a problem in the vocabulary of the
indexing system. In most CBR systems, situation assessment is skipped; the assumption is made that the
initial representation of the problem is sufficient for
solving the problem. But, as our observations show . investigating a problem in depth makes available a large

set of relevant cues for retrieval. Generating multiple
ways of describing a problem provides several different contexts for specifying what would be relevant, if
remembered.
Research on indexing has found that it is the combination of setting up a context for retrieval and having
already interpreted something in memory in a similar
way that allows retrieval. \Vhen some case or piece
of knowledge is entered into memory, it is not always
possible to anticipate how it might be used. Situation
assessment processes aim to bridge that gap by helping
to redescribe a ne~ problem ih a way that is similar to
something seen before .
Research into situation assessment and problem re- .
formulation (e.g ., in CASEY (Katon 1988), CYRUS
( Kolodner 1983), MINSTREL (Turner 1994), BRAINSTORMER (Jones 1992) , and STRATA (Lowry 1987)),
show different ways it can be done . However. these
techniques have not yet made it into widespread use
in practical CBR systems. They should certainly be
included in any system aimed at reuse of experience
across domains.

Evaluation.

CBR systems currently evaluate solutions by checking a set of constraints that have been
given to the system. Evaluative procedures are typically buried within case manipulation to predict or
test whether a modified case satisfies the sp ecified
constraints. Observations of our designers s1 1ggests
that evaluation should play a more prominent ro le in
case-based design systems , allowing evaluatiw issues
to emerge in the course of evaluating. Nav inchandra
(1991) calls this criteria emergence and sh ows .ctn example of how it can arise from case-based prnJection.
In addition to criteria, constraints in generi!l ( Prabhakar & Goel1992) and relative priorities am n 11!.!, them
also gradually emerge. This type of evaluati o n '" a key
driving force within creative design, feedin!! ! :1ck to .
situation assessment and guiding case manil''· · 111 o n.

Assimilation. A key idea underlying dyn I!
ory (Schank 1982), one of the principle f,
of case-based reasoning, is that remember ,·
standing , and learning are all inextricably 1:
The ability to determine 1..vhere somethin ~ ·
\vhat we alre a dy know (und erstanding) ~~
of being able to assimilate objects in our . ~
into our problem solving . This environm• : ·
no t only external objects, but also cases t h:1:
retrieved . elaborated and adapted. U nders t 1
these fit into a problem context may inv ul \ ·
reinterpretation of something already in m • :
gesting in a new •vay of indexing it .
Strategic Control.
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Our exploratory stud,.
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that a linear , sequential co mposition of C B !{ .
" ''~
is much too simple. In reality , these pr<,. ·
, 1re
highly intertwined and interact in interesting 1'- , • - I·, Jr
example , problem elaboration and redescri 1,: . :, r .1c-

tics specify contexts for search that retrieval proc esses
use, while evaluation of recalled or adapt ed alternatives
feeds information back to these situa t ion assessment
tactics, resulting in even better contexts for search . [n
some cases. what suggests a particular proble m refinement or redescription results from trying to confirm the
legality of a proposed solution during evaluation a nd
finding a loophole or ambiguity in the current problem
specification. In addition. comparing and contrasting
a proposed solution with other proposals during assimilation can bring new evaluative issues into focus .
. <?BR systems need to break out of their typic a lly
r1g1d control structure and allow more interaction and
opportunism among processes. This requires making strategic control mechanisms explicit, so they can
be easily modified, reasoned about. extended. and
learned. ~fore research needs to be directed at identifving and capturing the types of strategic control heuri~
tics designers use.

Proposed Architecture
We are developing an experimental case-based svstem
that emphasizes the processes of situation assess-ment,
evaluation, and assimilation , integrating them with
the usual CBR processes of retrieval, elaboration (case
manipulation, adaptation, merging, prediction), and
learning . It has a flexible, opportunistic control structure which allows us to keep control tactics separate,
explicit, and modifiable .
The processes within our system are not app lied in
a strictly linear succession. Rather, the system has a
blackboard-style architecture. The processes are centered around and act upon data structures that represent the evolving problem specification and the set of
design alternatives under consideration.
Situation assessment procedures act on the problem specification to evolve it along multiple directions. Evaluation examines design alternatives, checking them against the current specification, to reveal inconsistencies, ambiguities, and incompletenesses in the
specification that suggest new redescriptions. Evaluation also brings up new criteria , and constraints which
are incorporated into the problem specification.
Elaboration procedures transform alternatives under
consideration into new alternatives by applying a variety of adaptation and merging strategies. These strategies are typically suggested by the critique formed by
an evaluation of some alternative. Elaboration procedures also augment alternatives with information derived about their consequences and expected behavior .
These "data collection" elaborations are currentlv accomplished by manual augmentations of altern ~tives
with experimental data, but in general can be achieved
by case-based projection, simulation, actual experimentation , or visualization.
The evolving problem description is also used bv
both the retrieval and the assimilation processes . R;trieval interfaces with a library of cases which models,

in part. long-term memory. The problem description
is used as a probe into memory to pull rele\:ant design ·
cases into consideration (for evaluation, elaboration,
etc.). The assimilation process is the dual of retrieval.
·It accumulates design alternatives proposed (i.e .. those
retrieved. elaborated, or viewed directly in the external environment) into the pool of design alternatives
under consideration, organizing the alternatives with
respect to each other.
The data structure holding the set of design alternatives forms an extension of the long-term memory. \Ve
call this extension the ·'problem context." The evolving problem description determines the focal vocabulary of the current problem context. As the specification evolves, the focus changes on the relevant vocabulary to be used for organizing alternatives in the memory (e.g., shape, construction cost, personal safety).
In a sense, the problem context is providing a point of
view with respect to which objects in the environment
and cases recalled can be interpreted and organized by
the assimilation process.
The coordination of the various processes is controlled by explicit strategic control mechanisms. There
are a set of monitoring procedures, associated with
each of the processes, which watch for opportunities for
some task to be performed. The opportunities noticed ·
are placed on an "opportunity agenda." Opportunities are chosen and pulled from the agenda by strategic
control heuristics. For example, a monitor associated
with the assimilation process watches for an alternative to be added that is much better than any other
alternative proposed so far, with respect to some desired criterion. This yields an opportunity to change
the problem description by increasing the priority of
that criterion and/or by relaxing constraints that are
not met by that proposal. This simulates the behavior of changing the relative importance among criteria
to accommodate an unexpectedly good solution that is
stumbled upon. An example strategic control heuristic
would be to pursue elaboration opportunities for alternatives that satisfy a desired criteria extrettwly well
before pursuing evaluative processes that wotlid negatively critique the alternatives. This simulat• ... 1 he behavior of optimistically pursuing an idea. '"'ll!'nding
all but constructive criticism.

Status, Limitations and Open bsues
Our system currently has implemented prol'·· !11 res for
evaluation, assimilation, and retrieval, as \\• ·II h data
structures representing the case library, pool · .r · t~·sign
alternatives. evolving problem specification . tttd t lw
opportunity agenda data structure. vVe haw -.r trtdilrd
agenda management routines. However, thest· r· ·Itt ittes
currently do not model the ephemeral nat ttr•· uf opportunities (which can either expire or be for!..>;•) t ten).
Several monitors surrounding the assimilation process
have been implemented, but we still need to deti ne and
capture those relevant to the other processes.

\1 uch more work is needed to identify and define
strategic control heuristics. situation assessment procedures. and elaboration techniques. Also. not all strategic control mechanisms are triggered by noticing an opportunity. Some may become applicable due to some
complex condition that must be inferred through reflection. (For example, realizing that you are reasoning in circles might cause you to make an effort to try
a brand new technique.) More research needs to focus
on how to represent and infer these kinds of conditions
and also how the application of these more reflective
strategic control mechanisms can be interleaved with
the triggering of opportunistic ones.
vVe are starting to understand how criteria. constraints, preferences, etc., emerge during evaluation.
but more effort is needed in modeling this emergence.
There are a number of interesting open issues concerning how assimilation is managed when the design
problem is complex, having several interacting subproblems, each of which have different sets of alternatives and requirements. Assimilation must find the
appropriate problem context for interpreting and evaluating a given design alternative. The ability to do this
facilitates the serendipitous recognition of solutions to
pending problems, as we saw in the bending-springs
problem. (See also (Seifert et al. 1994).)
Another open issue is that the designers we studied
were not expert mechanical engineers. An interesting
empirical question is: would experts, having knowledge
of ''design principles," behave differently? It may not
be the expert vs. novice distinction, but how openended the problem is, that is important. After all, the
students were familiar with and experienced in solving
everyday mechanical problems using objects in their
world. We believe that for open-ended, nonroutine
problems, expert designers are likely to display the
same sorts of behaviors as do our students.
Finally, there are· some aspects of creative design
that we have not yet explored. In particular, we would
like to analyze more carefully the influences collaboration had on creativity in the design project. Our
agenda-based model of opportunity management lends
itself to simulating the exploration of several opportunities in parallel, and employing multiple control
strategies at once. This will allow us to simulate these
aspects of collaborative activity and use computational
experiments to explore hypotheses about the role of
collaboration in creative design.

Conclusion
Our intention in building our system is not to automate design, but to test our hypotheses about the cognition of creative design. We are trying to understand
creative processes better, using a case-based cognitive
model. As we increase our understanding (and in the
process, push CBR technology), we will be able to answer the question how best to assist human designers.
This may include 1) aiding the formalization. reformu-

lation, and refinement of specifications (Reubenstein

& Waters 1991. Johnson, Benner , & Harris 1993). 2)
bringing up evaluative issues ( Domeshek & Kolodner
1993), 3) retrieving pending problem contexts to help
recognize the applicability of solutions. or 4) proposing
new control strategies.
\Ve are taking a case-based approach to understanding creative design for two reasons. One is that many
creative· design activities are highly memory-intensive
and rely on past design experiences, so case-based reasoning has much to offer in this study. The other is
that we hope to make case-based systems themselves
more creative. By using the paradigmatic tools CBR
provides, we are starting to find computational mod- ·
els of the behaviors and processes we observed in our
exploratory study. At the same time, our modeling attempts have deepened our understanding of case-based
processes and memory issues and have suggested extensions that will yield more creative design systems
in the future.
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Abstract
Creative designers often see solutions to pending design problems in the everyday objects surrounding them. This can often
lead to innovation and insight, sometimes revealing new functions and purposes for common design pieces in t.he process.·
We are interested in modeling serendipitous recognition of solutions to pending problems in the context of creative mechanical design. This paper characterizes this ability, analyzing
observations we have made of it, and placing it in the context
of other forms of recognition. We propose a computational
model to capture and explore serendipitous recognition which
is based on ideas from reconstructive dynamic memory and
situation assessment in case-based reasoning.

Introduction
When creative designers have been deeply engaged in a problem, they are often able to recognize solutions to it in their
environment, even if they are not actively working on the
problem at the time. The solutions recognized may be objects, behaviors, processes, techniques - anything that they
observe or examine. This can often lead to key insights,
sometimes revealing new functions or purposes for common
design pieces. This paper takes a step toward understanding
this ability by focusing on the serendipitous recognition of objects as solutions to pending (possibly suspended) problems
during creative mechanical design.
Serendipity often plays a significant role in creatl vity. Its
accidental nature may seem to put it out of reach fnr creating
computer-based design systems that can take :..~d \ :..~ntage of
serendipity, or for supporting people in serendiplll•u-, discovery of solutions. However, we believe that being 1n the right
place at the right time is not the difficult part; we i..:.Jn put a designer (human or computer-based) into a rich en\ 1r, •nrnent of
stimuli where "accidents" will happen. The creat 1\ 11" comes
in the preparation that allows recognition of a sol ut 1:)n when
~t is prese~t (Seifert. et al., 1994 ). This require') rc"·omi ng
Immersed m the problem, redescribing it and vie~AJn~ 1t from
multiple pe~spectives, considering, comparing, and i..."rlt14uing
several optwns. so that when a relevant solution 1-, -,potted.
the way it fits into the problem can be immediately d1-,cerned .
. :me following are typical examples of serendip.lt (lUS recogmti?n. Th~y occurred during a mechanical engineenng (ME)
destgn proJect we observed in which a team of four students
were to design and build a device to quickly and safely transport as many eggs as possible from one location to another.
(The first author participated as a member of the team 1n order
to become immersed in the design issues and observe as rnu ..:h
of the design process as possible in a natural setting. l

Our first example ("bending springs") occurred while our
designers were considering using a spring launching device
and went to a home improvement store to look into materials.
Whit~ comparing the strengths of several springs by compressmg them, they noticed that the springs tended to bend.
One designer wrapped a hand around the spring to hold it
straight as it was compressed and said the springs would each
need to be enclosed in a tube to keep them from bending.
Another added that the tube would need to be collapsible (to
compress with the spring). The designers could not think of
an existing collapsible tube and did not want to build one due
to time pressure. They gave up on the springs and started
thinking about egg protection. During their search for protection material, they walked through the bathroom section
of the store, where they saw a display of toilet paper holders.
They immediately recognized them as collapsible tubes which
could be used to support the springs.
The second example ("weighted rubberbands") occurred
later in the design, after the designers had decided to use a
cylindrical .egg carrier with a spring launch device. They
were workmg on a homework assignment which involved
formalizing the tradeoff's between egg capacity, weight, and
launch force as a multi-goal optimization problem to help
them make the best choice for these variables. They were
having trouble and were easily distracted from the problem.
One distraction came from a designer who described a trick
involving a moving cylinder (coffee can) she had seen the
night before on a children's science TV show (Beakman's
World). The episode showed how to make a coffee can that
rolled back to you when you rolled it away. Batteries were
taped as weights to rubberbands, strung through the center
of the can. The weights caused the rubberbands to become
wound up as the can rolled. As the rubberbands unwound,
they caused the can to roll back to the starting location. The
designers discussed whether this could be modified for use
in their design (e.g., wind the rubberbands up and let their
unwinding launch the device). However. they rejected the
design for adding too much weight, since the design task
had strict weight restrictions. Then they went back to their
homework. Suddenly, one designer suggested using the eggs
as weights on the rubberbands. This alleviated the weioht
problem because the weight of the eggs did not count into ~he
restricted weight constraint.
There are three intriguing characteristics of this type of
recognition. First. designers are able to recognize solutions
to problems that have already been suspended. We call this

1erendipitous recognition.

Second, they are often able to recognize objects as solutions, even though this requires the object to play a role or
provide a function different from its usual role or function.
In our bending springs example, the toilet paper holder is not
used to hold a paper roll, but to keep a spring from bending
upon compression. In the weighted rubber bands example, the
eggs not only play their usual role of being cargo/passengers
in the egg carrier, but also are used in a nonstandard way
to provide weight to make the device move. This type of
recognition requires overcoming functional fixedness (Maier,
1931, 1970; Duncker, 1945).
Third, the solutions recognized are not always standard solutions to the problem. In the bending springs example, the
problem was new to the designers and did not have standard
solutions. In the weighted rubberbands example, the designers recognize a solution that is different from the existing
standard solutions to the problem. In general, if a problem
has standard solutions (or ones that are apparently applicable),
fixation on these standard solutions must be overcome.
These three characteristics make this type of recognition
more difficult to model than types previously studied. Since
the solutions are nonstandard, it is not addressed by object
recognition work (e.g .. (Grimson, 1990)) which typically
searches a scene for particular models of existing standard
solutions to problems. The type of recognition we are interested in requires models of objects to be constructed on the fly ..
Jordan and Shrager ( 1991) model how people select objects
for a nonstandard use, based on which object's physical properties relate best to the desired function. However, they do not
address how the salient properties are derived or determined.
The opportunistic nature of serendipitous recognition
makes research on predictive encoding (Patalano, Seifert,
& Hammond, 1993) and opportunism (Hammond, 1989;
Mueller, 1990) relevant to our research. However. they address opportunism in planning situations in which there are
standard solutions to the problems at hand. The opportunities
detected are those to fulfill suspended goals by recognizing
that a standard plan for them can now be resumed . Our recognition involves recognizing objects that are nor the standard
solutions to the pending problems.
Some important issues serendipitous recognitton rJises are:
To what extent does problem and solution need to 1"1e described
and elaborated for the recognition to take place, fl, 1w is this
description created? How is the opportunity to ,, ·he a suspended problem noticed? What allows the rek\ .1111 problem
context to be recalled when its solution is seen ·)
This paper presents our analysis of the proce~'e' 1nvolved
in serendipitous recognition of nonstandard snlutl••ns. Our
hypothesis is that recognition arises from inter .h.. t ll)ns between two processes: problem evolution and asstnu funon of
proposed ideas into memory. We propose a corn~~urJtionaf
model of serendipitous recognition based on th1' h;. pothesis. Our model draws on and extends ideas from r~~.·onstruc
tive dynamic memory (Schank, 1982; Kolodner. I Y83) and
case-based reasoning (Kolodner, 1993), particularly situation
assessment and evaluation processes.

Evolution and Assimilation
A key activity of designers is to understand, refine. e!Jhl'LIIL'.
and re-define the problem. They view the problem from r1 ' ' i ' '

pie perspectives and redescribe it in more familiar terms. This
process, which we call problem evolution, reveals constraints,
features, and properties to look for in proposed solutions. As
design alternatives are proposed and explored, they are assimilated into memory: they are compared and organized. based
on the criteria and features the designer has become attuned to
through problem evolution. Some serendipitous recognition
may arise from assimilation activities .
Problem evolution is driven primarily by the evaluation of
proposed ideas, which, in addition to revealing flaws in the
specification (such as contradictions and ambiguities). generates new criteria, constraints, and preferences that go beyond
those given in the original statement of the problem. Assimilation itself can play a significant role in evaluation by drawing
attention to features of proposed ideas that are unusual or particularly good or bad compared to other proposed ideas. This
in turn can trigger a complete problem reformulation. So.
while problem evolution can "set up" the reasoner to recognize solutions when they are stumbled upon, the recognition
itself can sometimes actually trigger a problem redescription .
This occurred in the weighted rubberbands example, which
we analyze in depth in the next section.
These interacting processes fit well into a model of dynamic
memory and case-based reasoning. A key idea underlying dynamic memory is that remembering, understanding, and learning are all inextricably intertwined. The ability to determine
where something fits in with what we already know (understanding) is a key part of being able to assimilate objects in
our environment into our problem solving. This may involve
a useful reinterpretation of something already in memory and
can result in a new way of indexing it in memory.
The process of elaborating and redescribing the problem
specification corresponds closely to the process of situation
assessment in case-based reasoning: redescribing a problem
situation in the vocabulary of problems solved in the past (i.e.,
the indexing vocabulary of the reasoner's memory). These
processes facilitate retrieval in compensating for the fact that
we may not be able to anticipate how we might want to use
some piece of knowledge when we enter it in memory. Situation assessment aligns the vocabularies of the current situation
with that of previous problems we have encountered. Also,
by providing several different ways of describing a problem
and what would count as a solution, it allows entities to be reinterpreted in the context of the problem and serendipitously
recognized as relevant to solving it.
Research into situation assessment and problem reformulation (e.g., in CASEY (Koton, 1988), CYRUS (Kolodner, 1983), MINSTREL (Turner, 1994), BRAINSTORMER
(Jones, 1992), and STRATA (Lowry, 1987)), show different
ways this can be done. Also, Sycara and Navinchandra ( 1989)
have identified several index transformation techniques relevant to case-based design. We are building on and extending
these ideas, exploring in particular how they can be synergistically integrated with evaluation, retrieval, adaptation. and
assimilation processes.

Analysis o~ Examples
Bending Springs
For the designers to recognize the toilet paper holder as a so luIion to the problem of bending springs, they needed to create a

description of what solutions to this problem would look like.
This description evolved as they thought about the problem,
proposed solutions to it, and critiqued these solutions . Here
is a closer look at how this description evolved.
As the designers were comparing the strengths of various
springs, one designer compressed the springs between a thumb
and forefinger and noticed that the spring bent, imposed lateral forces at the ·e ndpoints, and a variable longitudinal force.
This was judged to be a problem. We hypothesize that this
judgment was made based on a viol~tion of the designers' expectations about howthe spring would behave and reasoning
about the consequences of the actual behavior in the context
of their proposed design.
One designer wrapped a hand around the spring to hold
it straight as it was compressed and said the springs would
each need to be enclosed in a tube to keep them from bending~
Wrapping a hand around something to make its shape conform
to what you want is a standard technique. The subsequent
tube proposal can be the result of a memory retrieval based
on structural shape similarity.
Another designer added that the tube would need to be
collapsible (to compress with the spring). This adaptation
may have been suggested as a result of noticing that the hand
wrapped around the spring hindered the compression of the
spring because it was too longitudinally rigid . This could be
fixed by making the tube longitudinally flexible (collapsible).

Weighting Rubberbands
In the bending springs example, the designers deri ved a concrete description of what they needed, which primed them to
recognize it when they saw it. In our second example (the
problem of weighting the rubberbands inside the cylindrical
egg carrier), the description of what was needed did not fully
evolve before the recognition (of eggs as weights) occurred.
Rather, the recognition itself helped to redescribe the problem.
The original design, in which batteries were used as
weights, was rejected because the batteries would ..1dd weight
to the device. Their problem description- "find"' ' rTlt'thing to
act as a weight without adding weight"- was overl ' n,trained.
So the problem was abandoned.
·
They went back to the optimization problem · " e ~ were
given for homework, which involved thinking at--. ·.. ' · ' ' t' tradeoff between launch force and egg capacity (the
•e eggs,
the more force required because the eggs would
· ·..1se the
weight). Considering the eggs as providing we1 :: r · • •rnpted
one designer to suggest the clever idea of usin~ .. .- · ~ gs as
weights on the rubberbands.
Our hypothesis is that the designer saw the r • l' m ~..· e of
the eggs to the weighting rubberbands problem ' .e r,) tts
weight property, which they were focusing on 'n .. ,. i1. ' me work. The eggs were different than the previou . . l' , r 'f'\l...,ed
solution (batteries) with respect to the weight pn ' r'•.:r r' . ..,,nee
egg weight does not count into the total weight I i n111 . t the device. (The problem statement explicitly restricted the · \~oeight
of the device (not including the eggs).") This di fferrn~..· e was
noticed and seen to be a key advantage. It generated ..1 reti nement of the problem description. Instead of "pro"' 1de "'e1 ~hr.
without adding weight," it became "provide weigh!. \~ 1tt1•'ut
adding weight that counts toward the weight limit. .. [t ', . '• '
by bringing the eggs into focus and re-interpreting the ;r : · ·

the point of view of their weight that this other problem description was created. If the designers had redescribed the
problem in this way to begin with, they might have immediately recalled eggs as a solution to this problem. However, the
redescription seems to have been the result of the recognition
rather than a prerequisite of it.

Modeling Implications
A number of interesting issues arise in considering how to
model the problem evolution and assimilation occurring in
these two examples.
1. Experimentation plays an important role in problem evolution . Its results are used in evaluating proposed designs and
in suggesting solutions and adaptations (e.g., wrapping hand
led to tube suggestion; compression hindered by wrapped
hand led to the "collapsible" adaptation). Simulating or actually performing this type of experimentation (e.g., with a
robot) is, of course, outside the scope of our modeling efforts.
But we can provide the results of experimentation as input to
our computational model.
2. As proposed solutions are generated and explored (e.g.,
by collecting experimental data about them), an evaluation
process notices their problems (e.g., constraint or expectation
violations) or good features . New evaluative issues emerge
that go beyond the stated constraints on the problem . Navin- .
chandra ( 1991) calls this criteria emergence. In addition,
constraints in general (Bhatt a, Goel, & Prabhakar, 1994) and
relative priorities among them, also gradually emerge. This
emergence is a major part of problem evolution .
3. The designers in our examples generated descriptions
that allowed immediate recognition of satisficing solutions to
the pending problems. They were concrete enough to be easily recognizable (for minimum inference at recognition-time)
but abstract enough to be satisfied by a variety of different
objects. They referred to both structural (cylindrical shape,
length, radius, or weight) and behavioral (length varies) properties of objects. Matching these properties against objects
under consideration sometimes requires drawing on knowledge about the object (e.g., what configurations or shapes it
can take, whether it can stand on end, or wheth~r its length
can vary) . This in turn requires that the object being viewed
has been recognized as its usual identity (e.g., toilet paper
roll holder) so that the associated structural, behavioral, and
functional knowledge of the object can be matched against
the evolved description of what is needed. In our computational model, the input from the environment is augmented
by the equivalent of results of standard object recognition
techniques, so that an object under view has both its current
imagistic features and standard knowledge about its assumed
structure, behavior, and function .

Computational Model
Based on our analysis of these examples and others from our
exploratory study of the ME design project, we are constructing a computational model of serendipitous recognition. We
are implementing this model in a system called IMPROVISER
(Invention Modeled by Problem Redescription, observation,
and evaluation, Interacting SERendipitously).
r~PROVISER's proposed architecture has a problem evolu' ''m component which is modeled using situation assessment

procedures co-routined with evaluation techni.ques: The ourput of this component (i.e., the evolving spec 1ficat10.n) fe~ds
into memory retrieval and update processes. 1 Retneval Interfaces with a library of design cases which models, in part,
long-term memory. The specification is· used as a probe to
recall relevant design cases (for evaluation, elaboration, etc.).
Memory update is the complement of retrieval. It accumulates design alternatives proposed (i.e., those retrieved, elaborated, or viewed directly in the external environment) into a
pool of design alternatives under consideration. It organizes
and compares the alternatives with respect to each other, along
the dimensions relevant to the problem specification. This is
used to model the assimilation process. Recognition of a solution results when an alternative is stored that is a close match
to the desired solution.
The data structure holding the set of design alternatives
forms an extension of the long-term memory. We call this
extension the problem context. It contains the set of explored
design alternatives and the relevant set of descriptors from
the specification. As the problem specification evolves, the
focus changes on the relevant descriptors to be used for organizing alternatives in the memory (e.g., shape, construction
cost, personal safety). For complex problems, with many
subproblems, there are several subproblem contexts, which
might overlap, depending on interactions between s~b~r~b
lems. When an alternative is entered into memory; It IS Interpreted with respect to the descriptors in the su~problem
contexts to find the best place(s) to store the alternative.
.
The various subproblem contexts can be seen as dynamically constructed models of desired solutions, built during
problem evolution. Recognition of instances of these mo~els
occurs as alternatives are entered into the most appropnate
contexts through standard memory update techniques.
A key part of this assimilation process is notic~ng "in~er
esting" similarities or differences between alternauves bemg
added to some context. For instance, in the weighted rubberbands example, eggs were noticed to be different than previous proposals to the moving cylinder problem with respect to
the weight property - one of the descriptors in the problem
contexts for both the homework assignment and the moving
cylinder problem. Knowing that the weight of e~gs is exempt from the weight restriction makes the noticed d1fference
interesting; it is directly related to the conflicting '-' e1ght constraint, suggesting that this constraint should be re·~\· aluated
with the eggs acting as weights. The success ofth1" e\ Jluation
subsequently causes the weight constraint to be rer1 ned . .
A set of monitoring procedures are associated '-' 1th each
process and watch for opportunities for further pn)L·essing to
occur. The opportunities noticed are placed on <.tn Jgenda,
maintained and accessed by strategic control heun . . r1cs.

of the problem (launching, moving, stopping, and protecting
the eggs). The launch subproblem specification contains a
partial specification for a spring launch mechanism. (In the
following, "??" denotes incompletenesses due to pending
decisions;" ... " denotes parts of the specification not shown.)
<Spec:
Subproblem: Launch
Parts: Spring, Base
Attached(Spring, Base, <position>)
Spring:
k:

??

; ; force constant

x: ? ? ; ; spring displacement
Launch-Force: (- ( * k x))

;;

Hooke's law

Subproblem: Protect-Eggs ...
Subproblem: Transport
Subproblem: Stop ...
. . .>

This section gives a scenario of how IMPRov::: SER wilt
model our bending springs example, once fully implemented.
IMPROVISER starts with a partial specification which includes
specifications for each subproblem in the current parutioning

This specifies that the launch mechanism should consist of
two parts, attached to each other in a particular configuration
(given in <position>). There is a pending decision as to
the choice of spring strength (k) and how much it should be
compressed (x) to achieve a certain launch force. (There are
several other constraints involving the launch force which are
not shown, such as constraints relating striking distance and
launch force or relating the type and amount of egg protection
material with the launch force it must cushion.)
IMPROVISER chooses to work on the pending decision concerning spring strength. 2 It asks an oracle to perform a trialand-error experiment for it to help choose a spring from a set of
springs. The oracle compares several springs a~d feeds back
experimental data to IMPROVISER. The data IS augmented
with causal information about how the data resulted from the
properties of the partial design. The oracle repo~ts that the
spring bends, which causes it to exert a weak, variable ~orce
in the direction of its axis and additional forces of variable
magnitude and direction·.
In general, there may be many results reported by the oracle . .
An important issue we are dealing with is how IMPROVISER
directs its focus of attention to particular pieces of experimental data. In this case, the focus was on the launch mechanism
and its force, so it is natural that IMPROVISER would attend
to facts related to forces from the spring.
IMPROVISER notices that these results are not what is expected. It derives their consequences based on causal connections between constraints in the specification. The force
along the spring's axis is weaker than the ideal launch force
(F = -kx), which will make the device move slower and not
as far as desired. The additional forces in various directions
may cause an inconsistent, unpredictable motion.
IMPROVISER's evaluation monitors detect the negative
consequences and update the specification to prohibit t~eir
causes, specifying that the spring in the launch mechamsm
must stay straight. In general, discovering the constraints to
add to the specification which will require or prohibit some
observed feature of a device involves reasoning based on a
causal model of the device (Bhatta, Goel, & Prabhakar, 1994 ).

1
This section sketches only the main data flow relationships between these processes. IMPROVISER has a flexible, opportunistic
blackboard-style architecture which is guided by explicit strJtC\:'1(
control mechanisms.

2
How this decision is chosen, and, in general, how IMPROVISER · s
sequence of steps is controlled is an interesting modeling issue.
However, it is not the subject of this paper, but see (Kolodner &
Wills. 1993; Wills & Kolodner, 1994).

A Proposed Scenario

A standard method of forcing a small object to maintain a
desired shape is by holding it in that shape with your hand.
IMPROVISER asks the oracle to do this and the oracle reports
that this causes the spring to stay straight.
IMPROVISER evaluates the results, judges the spring staying straight as positive, and updates the specification with
the characteristics of the wrapped hand that are responsible.
This specification is used to retrieve a standard design object
(RIGID-TUBE) to provide those characteristics.
<Spec:
Subproblem: Launch
Parts: Spring, Base, RIGID-TUBE
Attached(Spring, Base, <position>)
ENCLOSED(SPRING, RIGID-TUBE)
Rigid-Tube:
SOLIDITY: HOLLOW
RADIUS: (+ RADIUS(SPRING) DELTA)
LENGTH: (- LENGTH(SPRING) SM-DELTA)
SHAPE: CYLINDRICAL
LENGTH-VARIABILITY: CONSTANT
RADIUS-VARIABILITY: CONSTANT
... >

Further experimental data from the oracle reveals that the
rigid tube hinders compression of the spring, causing the
spring displacement limit to be much smaller than expected.
ORACLE:
Length-Variability: Constant
Causing
; ; spring displacement is Limited by tube Length
Actual-x(Spring) <= Rest-Length(Spring)
- Length(Rigid-Tube)
Causing
;: ... much Less than ideal displacement
Actual-x(Spring) << Max-x(Spring)
IMPROVISER detects the undesirable limit on spnng displacement and derives the consequences that the launch force
will be weaker than is ideal (F = -kx), which ..., Ill affect
device speed and striking distance.
IMPROVISER reasons about the causes of the h1 nJr ;}nee and
updates the specification to require the tube to be .. 'd I Jpsible
(i.e., allow its length to vary). In other words. : ~ ~ - ·:rsER
refines the rigidity criterion to what is really nt."t·dc.'J - the
radius to remain constant (lateral-rigidity) and t ( (·ngth to
vary (longitudinal flexibility). This requires ~ c· ·
more
detailed causal knowledge (not shown) from the ··r h .. !c Jbout
what causes the spring to stay straight, to make -..l, ll' · r won't
hurt to vary the length.

,•

<Spec:
Subproblem: Launch
Parts: Spring, Base, Rigid-Tube
Rigid-Tube:
LENGTH-VARIABILITY: VARIES
Radius-Variability: Constant
... >

Usingthisspecificationasaprobetomemory, IMt:-:: .·::sER
tries to recall a device that satisfies this specificltl•ln The
retrieval fails.
Since no viable options are found, IMPROVISER -..u-..rc.'nJ-..
work on the launch subproblem and switches to a Jitkrcnt
subproblem: how to protect the eggs.

<Spec:
Subproblem: Protect-Eggs
Parts: Cushioning-Material
Cushioning-Material:
Pressure-Resistance: Soft
... >

While looking for objects that satisfied this description, a
toilet paper holder is observed through an oracle. The observation is a mix of image features and knowledge about the
holder, once it has been identified through object recognition.
EXTERNAL OBSERVATION: TPH
Structural properties:
Parts: Cylinders Cl and C2, Spring s
Associated-Part: Wall-Fixture
Fits-Inside(Cl, C2)
Cl: Solidity: Hollow
Length: l/2(Rest-Length(S)) ...
C2: Solidity: Hollow
Length: l/2(Rest-Length(S)) ...
Composition of Cylinders (ClC2)
Solidity: Hollow
Length: Length(S) + Delta3
Shape: Cylindrical ...
S: Rest-Length > Width(Wall-Fixture) ...
Enclosed(S, ClC2)
Behavioral properties:
States: Steady, Squeeze, Rest.
Steady: :; btwn sides of wall fixture
Length(S) < Rest-Length(S)
x(S) = Length(S) - Rest-Length(S)
Force-Btwn-Endpts: (- (* k(S) x(S)))
Length(C1C2) = Width(Wall-Fixture) ...
Squeeze: ;; being compressed
Length(ClC2) < Width(Wall-Fixture)
Length(ClC2) >= Max(Length(Cl),
Length (C2)) ...
Rest: ; ; outside wall fixture
Length(ClC2) > Width(Wall-Fixture)
Length(S) = Rest-Length(S) ...
Functional properties:
Use: Hold paper roll

The most relevant problem context is retrieved, indexed by
descriptors that are relevant to solving its pending problem
(e.g., size and cylindrical shape of tube, spring enclosed in
tube). The context contains the descriptors given in the specification for the problem, the options that have been proposed,
and the degree to which each matches the descriptors. In
this case, the problem context associated with the launch subproblem is retrieved and the paper holder is assimilated into
it, based on the structural, imagistic properties of the paper
holder and the knowledge associated with it. During this assimilation, IMPROVISER must check whether the tube length
can vary by referring to the behavioral knowledge associated
with the paper holder to see if the length of the composition
of cylinders (CIC2) changes over the states.
A monitor of the assimilation process notices that the paper holder fits-the subproblem specification better than any
previous option, particularly with respect to variable length.
The results of this process are 1) a problem specification that
has been elaborated (with the constraint that the spring must
he enclosed in a tube) and refined (with finer-grain constraints
'ln the rigidity properties of the tube), and 2) new knowledge
k:..uned about the functions of a common object (i.e., a toilet

paper holder has a new, additional function of keeping its
internal spring straight).

Status and Open Issues
Our system currently contains implemented procedures for assimilation of alternatives into a single problem context, evaluation based on specification constraints, and standard memory·
indexing and retrieval, as well as data structures representing
the case library, problem contexts, the evolving problem specification, and the opportunity agenda. Simple monitors surrounding the assimilation process have been implemented, but
more are needed for this and the other processes. We currently
do not have a general model for what makes some difference
or similarity that is noticed "interesting." We are intrigued by
the fad that objects can be noticed as being interesting and
relevant to a pending problem before their relevance to the
problem is fully understood.
As we extend IMPROVISER to handle multiple problem
contexts, we need to deal with issues about how to maintain
them. For example, how do they decay? What influences
which ones are active (e.g., recency, interaction between the
problems)? How do they change as related problems are
worked on? How does knowledge of functional properties of
an object inhibit the retrieval of a relevant problem context in
which the object can be used in a new way. (This is important
in modeling functional fixedness.)
More work is also needed to identify and define situation
assessment procedures, elaboration techniques, and strategic
control heuristics. We are also starting to understand how criteria, constraints, preferences, etc., emerge during evaluation,
but more effort is needed in modeling this emergence.
Our intention in building IMPROVISER is not to automate
design, but to test our hypotheses about the cognition of creative design. As we increase our understanding of creative
processes, we will be better able to answer the question how
best to assist human designers. This may include l) aiding
the formalization, reformulation, and refinement of specifications (Reubenstein & Waters, 1991; Johnson. Benner, &
Harris, 1993), 2) bringing up evaluative issues (Domeshek &
Kolodner, 1993), 3) retrieving pending problem contexts to
help recognize the applicability of solutions, or -l l proposing
new control strategies.
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Abstract

We review Margaret Boden's book The Creative Mind, an excellent survey and synthesis of current computational theories of creativity. Boden's stated goal is to explain
how creativity (as a psychological phenomenon) is possible, where an explanation of
possibility is taken to be a computational process. Although Boden does not deliver a
full-fledged computational explanation and leaves most details of the underlying processes unexplicated, she provides a strong argument that such an explanation is possible.
As part of our critique, we sketch our preferred (case-based) framework for modeling creativity, in which much of mental life depends on the retrieval and manipulation
of past experiences. We focus on five major influences on cognition (and thus on creativity): inference, knowledge, task, situation, and strategic control. vVe also highlight
"constructive modeling" which integrates analogical reasoning with visual reasoning and
thought experimentation.
Our framework, while broadly compatible with Boden's, is more specific in its suggestions for integrating multiplf' types of interacting and interactive processes. We
emphasize issues of control and 1 he role of experience. By focusing on how mental activity is directed towards a trt... . k 111 some situation, we ensure that the resulting theory
addresses pragmatic issues in 1 It 111 king and control of thinking.

To appear in Artificial lntelligenn journal. In addition, a shorter review of Boden's book
by the same authors will appear in the journal Behavioral and Brain Sciences.

1

Computational Creativity

:Vlargaret Boden, a master at bringing ideas from artificial intelligence and cognitive science
to the masses, has done it again. In The Creative Afind (Boden, 1990), she has produced
a well-written, well-argued review and synthesis of current computational theories relevant
to creativity. This book seems appropriately pitched for students in survey courses and
for the intelligent lay .public. And if ever there were a topic suitable for bridging the gap
between the researchers and the layperson, this is surely it: vVhat is creativity, and how is
it possible? Or, in computational terms (the terms that Boden argues ought to be applied):
what are the processes of creativity?
Boden's stated goal is to explain how creativity is possible, where creativity is taken
to be a psychological phenomenon, and an explanation of possibility is taken to be a computational process. As computationalists with active interests in creativity, we find this
perspective congenial. But while offering many examples of creativity and surveying many
approaches to creativity, the book leaves most details of the processes of creativity and their
interactions unexplicated. Nevertheless, although Boden does not deliver a full-fledged computational explanation of the phenomenon, she does provide a strong argument that such
an explanation is possible.
The early motivational sections of the book enthusiastically play up the notion that
creativity, as opposed to "mere novelty,'' is somehow paradoxical. The middle section
offers broad but shallow coverage of existing computational models with some emphasis on
connectionist approaches. The exposition is studded with excellent examples of creativity
drawn from the worlds of high culture and epochal science. Major chapters are devoted
to "Unromantic Artists" and "Computer Scientists" -that is, to computer programs that
have been built to simulate artistic and scientific creation and interpretation (e.g. AARON ,
BORIS, TAIL-SPIN, ARCS, DE~DHAL, BACON, AM, and so on). The final section dwells
on a grab- bag of ancillary issues :; tiC h as the relationship of randomness to creativity, the
degree to which creativity is reason a h\_v· conceived as a special gift limited to the chosen few,
and the nature of computational 1 I~· · · >ries and explanations of phenomena such as creativity
(including a round in Searle's Ch i .··-·· Room).
Our interest is primarily in 1 l:·· · ,;unples, implementations, and theories that comprise
the middle section of the book. 1>· . • · <important to spend a bit of time understanding the
problem as Boden has laid it 0111
·: uted, Boden's goal is a computational account of the
psychological phenomenon of cr~ · ., · · .. Her achievement is to make the possibility of such a
theory seem more probable (or.; ··
,;,:;.at least conceivable). Both goal and achievement,
however, must be contrasted wi t;
··r possible ends. Boden designates the object of her
study as "P-creativity" (or psych" · · ul cT"eativity), distinguishing it from at least two other
related concepts: "mere novelty..
·If-creativity" (or historical creativity).
P -creativity is a cognitive 1\l, •
H\' ;-h king how some individual came up with an
idea that seems beyond what tIt· .
·-: !.r to be able to think, one concerns oneself with
thought processes, and can dep[(,..
· :1•' tools of computational modeling to understand
these processes. In contrast, H-e:·
. 11 \' refers to judgments that are made by a culture
about the novelty and worth of i(j..,, - l~•>den downplays the value of this standard, arguing
convincingly that H-creativity is <I\· : \ r·p:-;t rictive, and that P-creativity is the more significant in that H-creativity typicall.\ : · - · j I r.; from it. Boden chooses many H-creative ideas as

glamorous examples, but the assumption remains that most instances of H-creativity must
in the end be explained in terms of some individual's P-creative act. We agree that the
important scientific question is how P-creativity could happen and that the right kind of
answer to this question is a computational one. After all, no one has much of a handle on a
computational model of culture. The key distinction between P-creativity and H-creativity
is Boden's position that creativity is an attribute of mental processes rather than mental
products. Although there is consensus that historically significant innovations are creative,
Boden holds that what is creative when thought by one individual may not be so when
thought by another. As computationalists, we like this emphasis on process over product
in defining creativity.
Furthermore, we believe that a creative outcome is not the outcome of extraordinary
mental processes, but of mechanisms that are on a continuum with those used in ordinary
thinking. In our view (and Boden's), extraordinary outcomes arise from the application of
ordinary mechanisms, enhanced and applied with conscious (strategic) control. For example, later in this review we describe tvlaxwell 's use of analogy in deriving the electromagnetic
field equations. In doing so, Maxwell constructed a hybrid analogical source model for electromagnetism that draws physical and mathematical constraints from two mechanical source
domains: continuum mechanics and machine mechanics. It is not ordinary to construct a
hybrid hypothetical analogy as 1VIaxwell did, but analogy is an ordinary mechanism. To
understand creativity, we need to understand what is different about the employment of
ordinary mechanisms in creative problem solving. The focus on the outcome, for example,
as in historical creativity, may provide criteria for what counts as a creative idea, but not an
understanding of what is a creative reasoning pr_ocess. (We will return to this point later.)
Boden's distinction between psychological and historical creativity is important (in fact,
indispensable) in establishing the book's focus. Opposing P-creativity to mere novelty is also
important. It serves to rule out easy, boring cases of new ideas that are not interestingly new.
How Boden makes this distinction, however, strikes us as somewhat problematic. Boden
argues that true creativity (as opposed to mere novelty) occurs when a person thinks a
thought that is outside the space of thoughts that are even conceivable to that person outside, as it were, their knowledge level (Newell, 1982). To clarify this idea, she invokes
representations, rules, and search :'paces, noting that fixing these constructs limits what
can be generated by the thought processes of the reasoner. Creativity, then, requires the
modification of these structures in >rder to expand their generative capacity.
:..1 otice, however, that these r I" rifications have the effect of building aspects of a particular computational account of l:tl'ntal life into the definition of creativity. The effect
is to limit the range of computa Tt• Iii <1! explanations up for consideration to those that are
expressible within the particular 1 Hll putational paradigm chosen to model the mind. We
believe the choice of constructs pLt\ i ng a role in mentation (and thus up for modification)
are subject to debate; as will be ela h()ra.ted below, we would invoke constructs such as cases,
indexing structures, adaptation r1d1'-.. and control strategies.
The balance of this review is >r~anized as follows. In the next section we offer an
initial critique of Boden's approach r o characterizing creativity, and raise a set of questions
we believe must ultimately be add rcssed (though we certainly do not claim to be able to
answer all of them). In Section 3, \\'PIa~; out our preferred framework for thinking about and
modeling creativity - a framework in \t.:hich much of mental life depends on the retrieval
<
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and manipulation of past experiences. Within this case-based reasoning framework, we
focus on five major influences on cognition (and thus on the potential for creativity); each
of these five influences is illustrated using examples of mechanical design, the first of three
different domains we have studied, and is related to some of Boden's observations. Section
4 takes up some of the issues raised in our early critique of Boden S model, using examples
of everyday creative interpretation (our second domain) to argue against the notion of
special creative processes. Section .5 focuses on ;'constructive modeling," which integrates
analogical reasoning with visual reasoning and thought experimentation. The value of this
process and how it fits into our framework is illustrated by an example of historically (and
psychologically) important scientific creativity (our third and final domain). Section 6
concludes this review by summarizing our approach to modeling creativity and relating it
to Boden's position.
1

2

Characterizing the· "Thinkable"

Although we disagree with Boden's choice of constructs, one needs some characterization
of the space of thoughts that are ordinarily thinkable by the computational model, and
the set of modifications to the thought-generating elements in the model that modify this
space in. an interesting manner. Ideally, what counts as an interesting modification should
be specified in a manner independent of the particular computational modeling paradigm,
although the modification mechanisms themselves can, of course, only be specified in the
chosen formalism. In other words. the issue is: whatever the constructs involved in mentation, be they cases, rules, or search spaces, what counts as the "ordinarily thinkable," and
what counts as a "creative" (as opposed to mundane) modification of the space of ordinarily
thinkable thoughts?
We agree with Boden in that she refrains from defining the thinkable in terms of what is
derivable through deduction from t lu' reasoner's knowledge (as, for example, is often done in
formalizations of '"knowledge level~ · · 1 Dietterich, 1986; Newell, 1982)). Instead, the search
space includes everything derivabiP from all the available reasoning operators (which could,
and usually do, go beyond deducr ;, •!t I. However, this leads to the paradox that, in some
sense, every thought must be parr · ·1 r he set of thoughts that could be generated through
available reasoning operators; if():· · · •mes to think a thought, it must have been thinkable.
Boden's answer to this is that .. , -: · · •perators carry out conceptual change (Carey, 1985;
Nersessian, 1992; Ram, 1993; Tl _. ·d. 1992) and thus fundamentally modify the search
space.
This account falls short in two ·' . -: first, conceptual change is as elusive a notion as creativity itself (Nersessian, 1992). a11•: · · ond. it is not obvious why the search space generated
by application of conceptual cha11~· :•"rators is not considered part of the thinkable. An
independent (and operationalized' · · . : o~rtl'rization of what makes these conceptual change
operators different from all the otl .· · ... r(l ordinary inferential operations is needed.
In particular, consider Boden·-- ·· · ; Ill! Ia tion of thought as a search over a given search
space defined by a set of constrai 11! -. '1perators, and representations. Boden implies that
creative search involves changing or · , r*'nding the constraints, operators, or representation,
using an additional set of operator~ , ,, '' h a:-)sociated constraints and representations) whose
job it is to modify the first set. Th 11-. , 'rd i 11 <HY thought is a search over an ordinary (albeit

non-deductive) search space, whereas creative thought is a meta-search using a separate set
of operators. While such an account, in principle, is perfectly acceptable, it is unclear what
theoretical principles would license the placement of a given operator (or piece of knowledge)
into one or the other of the search or meta-search categories. As we will elaborate below,
we do not believe there are special meta-search operators that are different from ordinary
inferential mechanisms.
Furthermore, we are skeptical that those individuals noted for producing many interesting ideas undergo radical conceptual change in order to produce each idea. Although this
may be true of many historically significant ideas, we would prefer a model of long-term conceptual development in which the individual evolves a search space, that, when explored by
normal thought processes, still includes many thoughts that would be considered creative.
These objections notwithstanding, we are fully sympathetic with Boden's goal of explaining creativity by appeal to computational processes. We were, therefore, most interested in the particular set of processes suggested: heuristic search (as in BACON), multiple
levels of representation (as in BORIS), fuzzy matching (using an unspecified connectionist
implementation), and most notable, conceptual change (unimplemented).
We agree with the idea of creativity emerging through multiple interacting processes,
but we think that Boden's account leaves open several questions. First, the discussion of
the mechanisms, though suggestive, is more descriptive than computational. Second, it
is unclear what the overall process model is: How do all these mechanisms fit together?
How do they interact? Do they operate on the same representations? If not, how do
they communicate, and what do they communicate about? A third set of issues relates to
Boden's suggestion that these processes ar€ not unique to specially endowed individuals.
It is never quite clear whether these processes are unique to creative thought, or, if not,
what distinguishes those thoughts that are creative from those that are not, within a single
individual.

3

Five Aspects of Thought

Parallel to and independent of Boden ·s analysis, we have been studying creative reasoning
in several different domains, with <l -;imilar goal of producing computational process models
of creativity. rvfuch of what we ha\1' found concurs with Boden's observations and proposals,
but we are seeking more specific.- "110 more coherence in our models. We believe that in
order to analyze creative reason i 11 ~. one needs a theoretical computational framework in
which to model thinking. To thi~ ·· r1d. we propose using a computational approach rooted
in case-based reasoning (Kolodrwr. l 'J03 ). This paradigm is fundamentally concerned with
memory issues, such as remindin!.!.~ ~r-nm partial matches at varying levels of representation
and the formation of analogical lll.t P"' between seemingly disparate situations -exactly the
kinds of phenomena that researchn-- 11 p to. and including, Boden have highlighted as central
to creativity.
Accordingly, we see creative t h()11~ltt. like all thought, as involving processes of problem
interpretation and problem reform,Iiation. case and model retrieval, elaboration and adaptation, and ultimately, evaluation. Interpretation and reformulation are part of situation
assessment- the process of redescribing a problem in the vocabulary of a memory's indexing
scheme. Elaboration and adaptation include standard analogical processes as well as the

more general process of constructive modeling, discussed at length in Section 5. Evaluation
includes outcome determination, be it by simulation or by case-based prediction. All of
these processes follow from our enriched case-based reasoning model (Kolodner, 1994), and
fit together into a coherent whole within that framework. Research in case-based reasoning
has provided extensive knowledge of how to analyze and reformulate problems, how to reuse
solutions to old problems in new situations, how to build and search libraries of experience,
how to merge and adapt experiences, and how to evaluate candidate solutions.
Our examples of creativity are drawn from three disparate domains: vVe are studying
creativity in the everyday activities of average people by studying the design of mechanical
devices ( Kolodner & Wills, 1993a; vVills & Kolodner, 1994a, 1994 b) and by looking at the
processes involved in reading and understanding science fiction stories (Moorman & Ram,
1994a, 1994b; Ram, 1993). At the same time, we are examining and analyzing what led
to the significant scientific discoveries of Maxwell and Faraday (Nersessian, 1984, 1992,
1993) . Examples drawn from these studies; as well as Boden's own examples, will be used
to illustrate our points.
Our research suggests that creativity is not a process in itself that can be turned on
or off; rather, it arises from the confluence and complex interaction of inferences using
multiple kinds of knowledge in the context of a task or problem and in the context of a
specific situation. Much of what we think of as creativity arises from interesting strategic
control of these inferences and their integration in the context of a task and situation. These
five aspects -inferences, knowledge, task, situation and control- are not special or unique
to creativity but are part of normal everyday thinking. They determine the think~ble, the
thoughts that the reasoner might normally have when addressing a problem or performing
a task.
To give a taste of what we mean by each of these five aspects, the next five sections give
examples of each aspect in the context of design. Design is a pervasive form of thinking
which most people do every day, not just in specific engineering contexts. All five aspects of
thought are involved in design reasoning along the entire continuum from routine to creative
design. The goal of this section is to give examples of the five aspects that determine the
thinkable. The next section discus sf's what it means to go beyond the. thinkable with respect
to these five aspects.

3.1

Inferential Mechanisn1s

We have performed an exploraton ,t 11dy in which we observed a four-person team engaged
in a seven-week undergraduate Iii•·· l1anical engineering (ME) design project (Kolodner &
Wills, 1993a; Wills & Kolodner. l •JI)--!a). The task was to design and build a device to
quickly and safely transport sev~>r.t I 0ggs from one location to another. In this study, we
observed that designers move fluid h· between a variety of inferential methods. Typical ones
include problem understanding, d )rn position, elab?ration, and redescription, as well as
remembering, adapting, and mergi II!.!: design artifacts previously seen.
For example, while trying to t hi 11 k of ways of launching a heavy transport device, carrying several eggs from a pool of wat('r. our ~viE designers recalled the behavior of a submarine
submerging and launching a missi!P. This helped them to visualize the desired behavior of
the device being designed and to elaborate the problem specification. vVhile visualizing and
Pt ' (

acting out the missile launch, the students noticed that submarines launch missiles one at a
time. This led to a redescription of the problem from launching a group of eggs in a single
launch to launching each egg individually in multiple launches. The students went on to
merge this idea with other ideas they had earlier, such as enclosing each egg in a tennis ball
for protection (an adaptation of an earlier idea to enclose several eggs in a NERF football).
Such inferences are driven and guided by the evaluation of proposed design ideas through
critical analysis~ as well as by experimentation and mental simulation. The generative
mechanisms, guided by critiques, respond to opportunities to create new alternatives by
merging or adapting proposed ideas. The design specification is incrementally updated as
ideas are tested and flaws or desirable features become apparent.
The types of inferential methods we observed (e.g., problem elaboration and redescription, solution remembering, adapting, and merging) were applied throughout the design
process to produce routine (thinkable) as well as innov~tive ideas. They were applied in
a flexible and highly opportunistic manner, with their application heavily influenced by
the other four aspects of thought. Computational models of several inferential mechanisms
exist, which exemplify the inferential aspect of thought. These include:
• reinterpretation of an idea in terms of a different but familiar idea (e.g., Jones ( 1992)
shows how this can lead to useful problem reformulations which facilitate the operationalization of abstract advice (in the form of proverbs) during planning situations),
• visualization, mental simulation. and thought experimentation, which we have seen to
be useful in evaluating and elaborating ideas, and in reformulating problems in design
(Kolodner & Wills, 1993b) and scientific reasoning (Nersessian, 1992, 1993),
• constraint relaxation and substitution, which is useful in problem reformulation and
elaboration (e.g., Moorman ,\· Ram ( 1994a) show how new concepts can be formed
or understood, while reading ~cience fiction stories, by systematically tweaking constraints on known, familiar objects),
• relaxing constraints during r 1, •• rnory search, which facilitates problem reformulation
and retrieval (e.g., Turner ( l · 1 ' • I l calls this imaginative retrieval and shows how it can
be used to retrieve ideas f(l r · :ring short stories),
• relevance assessment, whi1 ·
& Leake, 1991), and
• explanation of anomalies . .,,
1994; Schank, 1986) ).
3.2

:..;eful, for example, in retrieval and evaluation (Ram
~~

also useful in retrieval and evaluation (e.g., (Ram,

Knowledge Sources

Our second aspect of thought r:.\ I· ·d ~e. Designers draw on a variety of knowledge
sources, particularly previous d1'- : · · \ pcriences, accumulated from personally designing
artifacts, studying case studies '11 . · -:~ns in school, and observing artifacts designed by
others. Designers typically work w : : ·. 111 a ··design culture" (Navinchandra, 1992) of common
engineering practices, design sty!('-. . ···rllniques, and technologies. Innovation often arises
when ideas from one culture are apl' ;:.·d in another. In our ME design study, one designer

drew much inspiration from automotive engineering, a design culture in which he is intensely
interested. Many of his ideas came from recalling devices and concepts from the car domain.
such as shock absorbers, unit- body versus single-frame construction, and air- bags.
A crucial part of what makes this transfer possible involves understanding, elaborating,
and redefining the given problem specification to make connections to domains with which
they are familiar. Designers often build on their knowledge of previous, similar problems
(and their solutions) to derive new constraints and priority structures that improve or go
beyond those stated in the original problem description. For example, our wiE designers
redefined their launch problem, based on recalling how submarines launch missiles. They
derived evaluative issues and new criteria and constraints, based on their experiences with
devices such as cars, toys and sports equipment, as well as designs for previous high-school
egg-drop projects.
Many of the aspects of constraint exploration we observed in our designers can be
experienced by Boden's reader when, in Chapter 4, she encourages the reader to play a
game of necklace building within a set of rules. As Boden points out, the construction and
exploration of conceptual spaces is often facilitated by drawing analogies to familiar concepts
so that knowledge and reasoning techniques can be transferred to the current problem. As
we will show later, the same sorts of redescription and construction of conceptual structures
occur in the other two areas we have studied -science fiction reading (in which new concepts
must be invented to understand the stories) and scientific discovery (in which new hybrid
models are designed by merging pieces of knowledge from multiple source domains). We call
this process constructive modeling (Clement, 1989; Moorman & Ram, 1994b; Nersessian,
1992, 1993, in press; Nersessian & Greeno, in _process). Other existing mechanisms for
accessing and manipulating knowledge sources include redescription and abstraction, such as
reinterpretation of data at a higher level (for example, symbolic interpretation of numerical
data (Ram, 1993; Kuipers & Byun, 1991)), and cross-contextual analogy (e.g., (Ram, 1993;
Schank, 1982)).
Transferring knowledge from one design culture (or domain, in general) to another is not
· necessarily P-creative. However, identifying a domain as relevant, figuring out which pieces
of knowledge or which strategies can be transferred to a new problem, and how to adapt
and combine them to solve the new problem can be a creative process. These are important
questions of focus which Boden do1'" not address, but which are central to understanding
what guides exploration within a ~~~nerative system. (Boden is concerned more with how
creativity is possible than with '' f1.tt guidance can make it more probable.) We believe
many of the answers to these foe t: ~ r·clated questions come from the task at hand and the
situational context.

3.3

Tasks

A third aspect influencing what is r lr in kable is the task. Design is a complex task, involving
several subtasks, such as brainstorrnirrg. critiquing, gathering information about and elaborating ideas, and finding, canst ru c t i ng, and integrating design pieces. Which aspects of
a remembered design experience or a proposed design alternative the designer focuses on
depend on what is relevant to the task at hand. This can greatly influence the strategic
control of the design process, as well as which new constraints or criteria are added to the

design specification and which elaborations or adaptations of ideas are suggested.
For example, there are numerous facts associated with submarines, but our designers
were drawn to the fact that they launch missiles one at a time, as opposed to, for example,
. facts about how missiles are aimed at their target or about the cramped, claustrophobic
interior. They were viewing the submarine missile launch from the perspective of trying to
borrow its solution to the problem of initiating a powerful launch from water; thus, what
was relevant was the detail that multiple , .relatively small missiles are launched one at a
time. This focus on individual launches helped suggest a new way of looking at the probler:n
(Kolodner & Wills, 1993b ).

3.4

Situation

Situation is our fourth aspect of thought. Design does not typically occur in a vacuum.
Rather, designers usually try to experimerrt with their design (e.g., a mock-up, simulation,
prototype, or partial construction) in a real-world situation (e.g., the typical operating environment, a potential maintenance situation, a worst-case scenario). This provides concrete
feedback that can refine the problem specification to require any positive features noticed
and to prohibit any flaws that were detected. At the same time, the evolving specification
can be used to reinterpret entities in the environment and realize their relevance to the
problem at hand.
Designers operate in a rich context of ideas, which are not only recalled and adapted
from previous experiences, but also recognized in the current external environment. (That
is, the environment can be a source of inspiration, in addition to knowledge and experiences
recalled.) The continual elaboration and reformulation of the problem and desired solution primes the designer to recognize good ideas when they are stumbled upon. Problem
redescription often enables the des i2;ner to overcome functional fixedness and notice new,
alternative functions and uses for common design pieces. This leads to insights into new
ways of solving pending problems i rhus facilitating serendipity).
For example, at one point in t lt" \IE design project, the students were considering using
a spring launch device, but had r lr·· problem that the springs bent when compressed. After
generating, simulating, and crit iq . ::g a few proposals, they augmented their specification
to require that each spring be • · ~~ed in a collapsible tube. However, they could not
immediately think of anything • · , · · ould serve as a collapsible tube, so they temporarily
gave up on designing the launch · · :ranism. Later, as they were looking for protective egg
cushioning material, they came .~ ' · - toilet paper holders and immediately recognized them
as the collapsible tubes they nee· ~ · ·· , ,keep springs straight (Wills & Kolodner, 1994b) . By
playing with the springs, notici 11·.: • • •nlems, and suggesting fixes , the designers formed a
specific, concrete description of \\ · , · 'he:; needed. This description was used to reinterpret
the paper holder when it was ~ · · · · · :td ro recognize its additional function of preventing
springs from bending upon compr· · •n .
Being situated facilitated the ·:. .: r t~'r ~ · discovery by bringing to their attention objects
that could solve their problem \\ · · · 111 t requiring the objects to be recalled as relevant
solutions. Playing with the sprin~ - : rt a concrete situatio~ also provided feedback to help
the designers elahorate and refin•· :! Pir description of what they needed. The designers
became immersed in the problem :··d Pscribing it and viewing it from multiple perspectives,

' I

considering, comparing, and critiquing several options - so that when a relevant solution
was spotted, the way it fit into the problem was immediately discerned.
The importance of becoming immersed in the problem situation is implicitly acknowledged by Boden when she interrupts Chapter 4 to encourage the reader to temporarily stop
reading and to play the necklace- building game. She suggests that the reader practice building necklaces (with pencil and paper), play around with the rules, record any interesting
things that are noticed, etc. Although Boden does not analyze why this is so important,
constructing specific necklace-building situations does provide feedback that can help the
reader understand the problem constraints, their implications, and ways of modifying them.

3.5

Strategic Control

Finally, the fifth aspect of thought is the strategic control of inferences. Designers must
make many decisions over the course of a design: which idea to elaborate or adapt next,
which constraint to relax, how to set priorities. They also move between various tasks,
subproblems, and design processes in a flexible and highly opportunistic manner.
W.e observed a variety of strategic control heuristics used by our ME designers. Some
were opportunistic. An example is letting extremes distract. When an alternative was proposed that satisfied some desired criteria extremely well compared to the other alternatives,
our designers directed their efforts toward elaborating that alternative (Wills & Kolodner,
1994b ). They optimistically suspended criticism or discounted the importance of criteria
or constraints that were not satisfied as well. Suspending criticism during brainstorming
is a common strategic ideation technique which involves taking a cognitive risk. A similar
mechanism is seen in creative interpretation, in which the reader must suspend disbelief
in unfamiliar aspects of a story in order to understand it (see below). Sometimes, as constraints are relaxed or placed at a lower priority, an opportunity to reformulate the problem
is revealed (Kolodner & Wills, 1993b). Noticing invariants (Kaplan & Simon, 1990), as well
as anomalies, can also aid in understanding a problem and reveal ways of redescribing it.
Some strategic control heuristics are more deliberate, based on reflection. For example,
one heuristic our designers used \vas to try quick, easy adaptations of a proposed solution
first before stepping back and reformulating the problem or relaxing constraints (Wills &
Kolodner, 1993a, 1994a). Other d('liherate heuristics include making non-standard substitutions (Kolodner, 1994; Kolodrwr .\: Penberthy, 1990), applying adaptation strategies in
circumstances other than the on~·-- r hey were meant for (Kolodner, 1994; Navinchandra,
1992 ), merging pieces of separatP ,, d11 tions with each other in nonobvious ways ( Kolodner,
1994; Kolodner & Penberthy, lDI!IJ '· and goal-directed inferential control (Nersessian, in
press; Ram, 1991; Ram & Hunter. 1'!0:2).
Often, creativity arises when <t ,,,t of ··normal" strategies are applied to a situation in
which a run-of-the-mill solution i:1 It 11t immediately forthcoming and the control heuristics
allow the reasoner to devote mon' ~-~·,ou rces to the problem, looking further and further
afield for possible knowledge and --t r;ttegies until something results in a creative solution.
Examples include a problem reforn11da t ion that takes several steps; an analogy to a far-off
case or model; an analogy from a h.\- h rid analog constructed incrementally from more than
one source; a strategy imported from a different problem-solving culture; an unexpected
and novel opportunity afforded to the reasoner by virtue of an unusual task context. Many
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of these could happen during "ordinary thought," but most thought does not allow enough
leeway to look that far or to play with ideas for that long or it does not occur in a context
that affords such an opportunity.

4

Beyond the Thinkable

Based on this view of creative thought~ we offer a very pragmatic definition of the normal
search space. It is not the deductive (or other) closure of everything that is known - an
inherently uncomputable concept. Rather i.t is the space of the thoughts one would usually
explore in a pragmatic context. There may be cases where important possibilities are outside the space of theoretically conceivable thoughts. (Perhaps rings of carbon atoms could
never arise within the chemical theory prevailing at the time Kekule tackled benzene.) But,
in other cases, thoughts that are within the theoretical space are nevertheless pragmatically
inconceivable (e.g., the discoveries made by Swanson's ( 1990) program which are nevertheless H-creative). In creative individuals, even the usual search space may be interestingly
different or expanded so as to provide the basis for creative thought using the very same
mechanisms that on other occasions would produce more mundane thoughts.
Consider, for example, the problem of reading a science fiction story. Although creativity
is usually thought of in the context of problem-solving or inventive tasks, we believe that
creativity is an essential and ubiquitous component of other kinds of reasoning tasks as well,
including explanatory and comprehension tasks. In point of fact, all these tasks involve
understanding. Reading science fiction stories requires what we call creative understanding,
in which the reader must learn enough about an alien world in a short text in order to
accept it as the background for the story and simultaneously must understand the story
itself. Creative understanding requires the extrapolation, modification, or extension of
existing concepts and theories to invent new ones (Moorman & Ram, 1994a, 1994b; Ram,
1993). The extrapolation is constrained by the content of the story, by the system's existing
concepts and theories, and by the requirements of the reading and understanding task.
As an example, consider the following .short story, lv!en Are Different by Alan Bloch
(1963).
I'm an archaeologist. and \len are my business. Just the same, I wonder if
we'll ever find out about ~~~ ' IJ -I mean really find out what made Man different
from us Robots - by diggi I I ~ .1 round on the dead planets. You see, I lived with
a N1an once, and I know i 1 >I I ·t as simple as they told us back in school.
We have a few records. 'd course, and Robots like me are filling in some of
the gaps, but I think now 1 f1.tt we aren~t really getting anywhere. We know, or
at least the historians say \\ ~' ~ now. that ~1en came from a planet called Earth.
We know, too, that they rod• ' ')lJ t bravely from star to star; and wherever they
stopped, they left colonies
\ !Pn. Robots, and sometimes both - against their
return. But they never canw hack.
Those were the shining d<t .\ ·s of the world. But are we so old now? Men had
a bright flame - the old word is '"divine~" I think - that flung them far across
the night skies, and we have lo st the strands of the web they wove.

!I

Our scientists tell us that I\1en were very much Like us - and the skeleton of
a :VIan is, to be sure, almost the same as the skeleton of a Robot, except that
it's made of some calcium compound instead of titanium. Just the same, there
are other differences.
It was on my last field trip, to one of the inner planets, that I met the Man.
He must have been the last I\1an in this system, and he'd forgotten how to talk
- he'd been alone so long. I planned to bring him back with me. Something
happened to him, though.
One day, for no reason at all, he complained of the heat. I checked his
temperature and decided that his thermostat circuits were shot. I had a kit of
field spares with me, and he was obviously out of order, so I went to work. I
pushed the needle into his neck to operate the cut-off switch, and he stopped
moving, just Like a Robot. But when I opened him up he wasn't the same inside.
And when I put him back together I couldn 't get him running again. Then he
sort of weathered away - and by the time I was ready to come home, about
a year later, there was nothing left of him but bones. Yes, Men are indeed
different.
In order to understand this story, t he reader must infer that the narrator is a robot,
that robots are the dominant lifeform in the future, that humans have practically died out,
that robots are capable of making factual errors such as the ones that the narrator made,
and so on. The reader must construct an appropriate model of this world, and interpret
the story with respect to this model even as the model evolves. The reader must also be
willing to suspend disbelief(Corrigan. 1979) to understand concepts which do not fit into a
standard world view. This is another example of a strategic control mechanism that requires
a willingness to take a cognitive risk.
In A1en Are Different, robots. which in the real world are physical objects used as tools
in manufacturing, are conceptualizPd as independent volitional agents. The new concepts
are constructed by merging and (l\ r ~> nding the existing concepts representing human agents
and robotic artifacts , resulting ill ., llovel view of the situation at hand (Moorman & Ram,
1994a). The reader must adopt t L;, ·. -, PW to build an appropriate story model. Interestingly,
the irony in this story derives frr ,. . · .t P fact that the robot in the story performs what one
might view as the reverse infer•·
conceptualizing the man as a physical object to be
repaired in a manner that one :
· 11se to repair a physical robotic device (Moorman &
Ram, 1994b ).
It would, of course, be unr1 · . ~
•de to assume a special purpose "meta-search space"
generator for science fiction st o r\
· :. ·rstanding. The creative understanding processes required to read Men Are Diffen · · . · · not unique to science fiction stories; understanding
any fictional story requires simi[,~ r - ·:, () f processing. The same is true of nonfictional stories as well as unfamiliar real-\V<lr
. '1;1rius. although the types and degree of conceptual
1
modifications required may be dir •
Thus, reading a science fictiot :
.·' i~ presumably accomplished within the same type
of search space and using the sari <• -· 1 o f reading and comprehension operators as reading
a mundane narrative. The exam pi,· il 1h t rates that these ordinary operators and processes
can take the reasoner out of the 'fl<~• •· r l1at would usually be explored. In fact, situations
like this show just how fluid the !l l <l\ •' rll' 't ll is from the usual to the unusual.

The question, of course, is how the search space comes to be expanded to facilitate
creative thought using ordinary mechanisms. If normal traversal of a search space depends
on knowledge, inferential methods, and control methods, then interesting paths may result
from modifying any of these three components. ~ost obviously, transformations of basic
knowledge (e.g., conceptual change)- can yield new results. But application of new inferential methods can also produce novelty; for example, adopting a heuristic from a different
task context, such as an architect adopting the engineer's heuristic of "incorporate the obstacle." Finally, differences in control methods will produce differences in results; consider
methodological differences between scientists, such as the willingness to take cognitive risks,
the willingness to explore a "silly" idea, the ability to evaluate and prune unlikely candidates. For example, we would rate ANI+Lenat as a creative combination even though AJ\11
by itself was not. Analysis of the task and situation influences the knowledge, inferential
methods, and control strategies that are available.

5

Constructive Modeling

Reading and understanding lv!en are Different requires the invention of a system of concepts
and theories that represent a sentient, humanoid robot, through the extension of one's prior
understanding of multiple concepts, such as volitional agents, men, and industrial robots
(Nloorman & Ram, 1994a). In creative design, too, new conceptual structures are formed
from multiple sources. Problem descriptions are incrementally elaborated and reformulated,
typically by analogy to pieces of several similar problems. New design ideas are generated by
combining several ideas from experiences with existing devices. The behavior of a proposed
design is predicted, simulated, and visualized based on multiple pieces of knowledge of how
related devices or design pieces work.
These are everyday instances of the constructive modeling process we have found to
be central in significant scientific discoveries throughout the history of the sciences. For
example, it figures centrally in the development of the field representation of electromagnetic forces by Michael Faraday and James Clerk Maxwell. Here we will illustrate our
points by looking briefly at 1\'lax\\'ell 's derivation of the electromagnetic field equations
(Maxwell 1890). The Maxwell casP reinforces Boden's contention that even in instances of
H-creativity, explaining the episod, demands an analysis of P-creativity.
This case shows constructive 111()deling to be a dynamic process involving analogical and
visual modeling as well as thoug~tr ~'~perimentation (mental simulation) to create sources
where no direct analogy exists ( < '!1 '111ent, 1989; Nersessian 1992, 1993, in press; Nersessian
& Greeno, in process). What disr i !I ~t1ishes this process from the computational models of
analogical reasoning Boden discus'"" is that they employ cases where the analogical base is
ready to hand. Further, although Hr ,rJc>n does note the importance of visual representation in
some instances of analogy, neither , ~l~' nor the computational models she discusses attempt
to integrate it into their accounts. [rt deed. we believe the constructive modeling processes
identified in the Maxwell case sho\v the need for an integrated account of analogy, visual
representation, and mental modelin!!; for understanding creative thinking.
Finally, this case points to something missing entirely from Boden's analysis. The soci~l
context is crucial to understanding a. creative episode in science - and we presume in more
ordinary cases, too. Maxwell's location in Cambridge led to his training as a mathematical

physicist. This determined the nature of the theoreticaL experimental, and mathematical
knowledge and the methodological practices with which he formulated the problem and
approached its solution. The work of Faraday and vVilliam Thomson (later, Lord Kelvin)
contributed to these as well. Continental physicists working on electromagnetism at the
same time employed quite different practices and drew from fundamentally different mathematical and physical representational structures. These kinds of social factors can be figured
into the account without our being required to produce a computational model of culture.
Maxwell's constructive modeling process provides a good example of an instance i~
which all five of the aspects of creative thinking we have been discussing are employed. He
used multiple knowledge domains and informational formats, in the context of solving a
complex problem within specific cognitive and social situation. J\laxwell exercised strategic
control continually to evaluate the models and the inferences he drew from them, and to
integrate the solutions to the sub-problems into a consistent mathematical representation.
The modeling process involved adjusting multiple constraints drawn from
• the physics of elastic fluids,
• experimental data on electricity and magnetism,
• Faraday's hypotheses about the lines of force that form when iron filings are sprinkled
around magnets and charged matter (Faraday, 1835-55 ),
• Faraday's visual lines of force model (shown in Figures 1a and 1 b), accounting for
continuous transmission and interconversion of forces (Maxwell, 1890, vol. 1, pp.
155-229),
• Faraday's interlocking curn:-s model (shown in Figures 2a and 2b ), representing the
dynamical balance between ('tPrtricity and magnetism (Maxwell, 1890, p. 194n), and
• William Thomson's hypoth0-.i~ of rotational motion of magnetism and his analogies,
and mathematical equation~ l.amor, 1937).
i

Maxwell's goal (Maxwell, 1801l . ·. •>I. 1, pp. 451-513) was to provide a unified representation of the continuous transmi,- · • 1 of electric and magnetic forces that he hoped would
encompass optical phenomena a, · · , . The full model is an imaginary hybrid construction
that integrates physical and mar!.·
' 1 ical constraints from two analogical source domainscontinu urn mechanics (fluids, el<t- ·
·,Pdia. etc.) and machine mechanics - with constructs
from magnetism and electricity. l
·.•· the cases customarily considered in the literature on
analogy, where an existing probl~· ~ ~
·rtion in the source domain is transferred to the target
domain, in this case, the source <tr .·. · · r~et domains interact to create and modify a series of
constructed models that becomC'
hi('\t s with which Maxwell reasoned ( Nersessian, in
press; Nersessian & Greeno, in pr'" · · , ' . ,.. ,! rt her, reasoning with the models demands that
they provide simulations and thu:- · · ,·, irrrrtted in a manner similar to thought experiments
(Nersessian 1993). In the text it,_, . · ' . Lt\\\'<;11 provided an extensive set of instructions for
how the reader should visualize ar ·: ::1imate the models.
Maxwell's model construction ; :· 1•eded as follows ..Maxwell first constructed a primitive model (Figure 3a) consistent '.•. rr !1 r he constraints discussed above: a fluid medium
composed of elastic vortices and ltitd•·r ,,r,'ss. \Vith this form of the model he was able
1
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to provide a mathematical representation for several magnetic phenomena. Analyzing the
relationships between current and magnetism required alteration of the model. We can see
in Figure 3a that all the vortices are rotating in the same direction, which means that since
they touch, friction is produced and they will eventually stop. Mechanical consistency, thus,
requires the introduction of "idle wheels" (as in machine gears) surrounding the vortices,
and .\-faxwell argued that their translational motion could be used to represent electricity. Figure 3b shows a cross section of the hybrid model. For the purposes of calculation,
Ylaxwell now had to make the elastic vortices into rigid pseudospheres. We can see how
the imaginary system provides a mechanical interpretation for electromagnetism: motion
of the particles creates motion of the vortiCes and vice versa. In this model, as was known
· experimentally, electric current produces magnetic effects and changes in magnetic effects
produce current. Using the model, he derived mathematical equations to represent these
relationships.
It then took Maxwell nine months to figure out how to represent the final - and most
critical - piece of the problem: electrostatic actions. He found that if he made the vortices
elastic and identified electrostatic polarization with elastic displacement, he could calculate
the wave of distortion produced by polarization. That is, adding elasticity to the model
enabled him to show · that electromagnetic actions are propagated with a time delay, i.e.,
they are field actions and not Newtonian actions at a distance. At this point, we have a
fully mathematized representation of the electromagnetic field. There are significant sign
"errors" in this part of Maxwell's analysis, but Nersessian (1984, in press) has argued that
all but one (a minor substitution error) can be seen not to be errors when we view him as
reasoning via the constructed model.
This case study illustrates that it was through a process of embodying physical and
mathematical constraints in a series of constructed models and reasoning about and with
these that Maxwell generated the field equations for electromagnetism -an historically and
individually creative process.

6

Summary and Conclusions

Inference and the control of inferencE'. knowledge representation and representational change:
these are the main interrelated piec(·~ of the creativity puzzle. Each relies heavily on episodic
and semantic memory. Together. 1 hr>~.; fit into a model of reasoning that is recognizable as
(but looser than) case-based rea~()ning. A creative individual is one in whom these factors combine to form a search span• - a repertoire of thoughts - that is different from the
usual and contains many creati \ "f' 1dt>as waiting to be constructed. Of course, the search
space can only be explored in tht> context of a task or problem and a specific situation;
thus, the repertoire is defined pr;) ~rna tic ally, and serendipity (as Boden points out) plays
an important role.
In a specific individual, more frl ' d t i\·e thoughts will likely result when these pieces come
together in a novel way to yield an unexplored and unexpected path through the search
space. Creativity, as Boden point:-> out, is not an ali-or-none phenomenon. Every new
thought is creative to some extent. Every new thought results from those same processes
that, on occasion, produce results we \·alue as creative. The more the search space is varied
in a given context (through representational change, novel inferential methods, or strategic
I ~>

control heuristics), the more creative the resulting thoughts are likely to be. Over time,
an individual may become more expert as he or she acquires (or reformulates) knowledge,
reasoning strategies, and methodologies that change the search space or how it is explored.
The framework we have sketched here is broadly compatible with Boden's, but is more
specific in its suggestions for integrating multiple types of interacting and interactive processes in a task context. t1 accounting for creativity, we emphasize issues of control and
the role of experience (or cases). By focusing on how mental activity is directed towards
a task in some situation, we ensure that the resulting theory addresses pragmatic issues in
thinking and control of thinking. As Boden would require, our approach is computational.
We believe, in fact, that the greatest contribution of The Creative Mind is the clear case it
presents for the legitimacy of computational theories of creativity. Boden leads the reader
to an understanding of that goal, and, having framed the question, suggests how research
might proceed towards a meaningful answer.
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The creative mind is a weU-written, well-argued review and
synthesis of current computational theories of creativity. The
book's primary value is in the integrative framework it provides
for thinking about the underlying cognitive processes. However. those processes and their inter::tctions still largely remain
to be explicated.
Boden's goal is to "explain how creativity is possible," where
·'creativity" is taken to be a psychological phenomenon. and an
"explanation of possibility" is taken to be a computational process <.lc<:ount oLhe phenomenon. This emphasis on process over
product in defining creativity is appropriate.
Boden's distinction between psychological and historical creativity is indispensable in establishing the book's focus. We
agree that the important scientific question is how P-creativity
could happen, and that the right kind of answer is a computational one. Boden's definition of P-creativity is more problematic.- Boden argues that true creativity (as opposed to mere
novelty) occurs when a person thinks a thought that is outside
the space of thoughts that are even conceivable to that person.
To clarify this idea, she invokes representations, rules, and
search spaces, noting that fixing these constructs limits what can
be generated by the thought processes of the reasoner. Creativity, then, requires the modification of these structures in
order to expand their generative capacity.
Boden defines the ''thinkable" in terms of a search space that
includes everything derivable from all the available reasoning
operators. However, this leads to the parado" that every thought
must be part of the set of thoughts that could be generated
through available reasoning operators; if one comes to think a
thought, it must have been thinkable.
Boden's answer is that some operators carry out "'conceptual
change" and thus fundamentally modify the search space. While
intuitively appealing, this account falls short in two w-avs. First,
"conceptual change" is as elusive a notion as creatiVIty itself.
Second, it is not obvious why the search space generated by
application of conceptual change operators is not l'Qnsidered
part of the "thinkable." An independent (and opc:r Jt 1onalized)
characterization of what makes these conceptualch.m'o(.e operators different from all the other more ordinary ini(.·r···1t1al operations is needed.
These objections notwithstanding, we agree ... .r Boden's
notion of creativity emerging through multiple 1: •••.'" .... tmg processes. However, Boden's discussion of the mechJ '"" ns is more
descriptive than computational. lt is unclear \\ n ... t · h e overall
process model is: How do all these mechanism' · .. ract? Do
they operate on the same representations? How . J what do
they communicate? Also, although Boden sugg•· ., ·~..1t these
processes are not unique to specially endowed tnul\ •rl uals. it is
not dear whether the interacting processes are . ·1 " l e to creative thought within an individual.
Our research suggests that creativity is not apr .. ,.,, m 1tself
that can be turned on or off; rather, it arises from thr· ~• nr1uence
of processes, using multiple kinds of knowledge. 'n ·he con text
of a task or problem and in the conte"t of a real wo n ' ~1tuation.
These four aspects- processes, knowledge, task. ''t •'-ltton- are
not unique to creativity but are part of normal e\t:r.J..1v thinking. Creativity arises from interesting strategic control of these
processes and their integration in the context •1l .1 tJ.Sk ::1nd
situation. Along with this Hfth aspect- control- thne .l.Spc.:cts
determine the "thinkable," the thoughts that the re:.c.ont>r m ~~ht
normally have when addressing a problem or perfonn1 1 'l
We offer a pragmatic definition of the "normal" se..u l h "··
it is not the deductive·(or other) closure of ever;.th1·\.: · .· ,
j

•

known but rather the space of the thoughts one would usually
explore in a pragmatic context. There may be cases where
important possibilities are outside the space of theoreticallv
conceivable thoughts (perhaps rings of carbon atoms could
never arise within the chemical theory prevailing at the time
Kekule tackled benzene) but, in other cases, thoughts that are
within the theoretical space are nevertheless pragmatically
inconceivable.
An individual's search space on a given occasion mav be
interestingly different - uncharacteristically expanded so ~ to
provide the basis for creative thought using the same mechanisms that on other occasions would produce more mundane
thoughts. The question, of course, is how a search space comes
to be ''interestingly different." If normal traversal of a search
space depends on knowledge, inferential methods, and control
methods. then interesting paths may result from modifYing any
of these three components . .\!lost obviously, transformations of
basic knowledge can yield new results.
.\tlechanisms for representational change include redescription and abstraction, such as symbolic reinterpretation of numerical data and cross-contextual analogy (Ram 1993). Application of new inferential methods can also produce novelty. For
example, intentional reinterpretation of an idea in terms of a
different but familiar idea (Jones 1992), intentional alternative
decomposition of a problem, or intentional constraint relaxation
and substitution (Moorman & Ram 1994) can lead to useful
problem reformations. '{isualization and thought experiments
can also open new possibilities (Nersessian 1993). Finally, differences in results will be produced by differences in control
methods, such as taking cognitive risks (e.g., '"'suspending disbelief" (Moorman & Ram 1994), or suspending criticism while
exploring a silly idea (Kolodner & Wills 1993). Knowledge
representation (and representational change), inference, and
control are the main interrelated pieces of the creativity puzzle.
A creative individual is one in whom these three combine to
form a search space - a repertoire of thoughts - that is different
from the usual and contains many creative ideas waiting to be
thought. Of course, the search space can only be explored in the
context of a task or problem and a real world situation; thus, the
repertoire is defined pragmatically, and serendipity (as Boden
points out) plays an important role.
In addition to contedual information from the current task
and environment, exploration is guided by e"periential knowledge, particularly highly contextualized, concrete experiences.
Because of this, we believ·e a case-based paradigm (Kolodner
1994) can provide a computational framework for tying these
pieces together and addressing important focus issues (Kolodner
& Wills 1993).
The framework we have sketched here is broadly compatible
with Boden's, but is more specific in its suggestions for integrating multiple, interacting processes in a task context and in its
emphasis on issues of control. Creativity arises from directed
processes; this emphasis ensures that the theory addresses
pragmatic issues in thinking and control of thinking. The greatest contribution of The creative mind is that it presents a clear
case for the legitimacy of computational theories of creativity.
Boden leads the reader to an understanding of that goal, and,
having framed the question, suggests how research might proceed toward a meaningful answer.
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Abstract
Reading i-s an area of human cognition which has been studied for decades by psychologists,
education researchers, and artificial intelligence researchers. Yet, there still does not exist a theory
which accurately describes the complete process. We believe that these past attempts fell short due
to an incomplete understanding of the overall task of reading; namely, the complete set of mental
tasks a reasoner must perform to read and the mechanisms that carry out these tasks. We present a
functional theory of the reading process and argue that it represents a coverage of the task. The theory
combines experimental results from psychology, artificial intelligence, education, and linguistics,
along with the insights we have gained from our own research. This greater understanding of
the mental tasks necessary for reading will enable new natural language understanding systems
to be more flexible and more capable than earlier ones. Furthermore, we argue that creativity is
a necessary component of the reading process and must be considered in any theory or system
attempting to describe it. We present a functional theory of creative reading and a novel knowledge
organization scheme that supports the creativity mechanisms. The reading theory is currently being
implemented in the ISAAC (Integrated Story Analysis And Creativity) system, a computer system
which reads science fiction stories.
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Introduction

1 Introduction
We read for a variety of reasons which differ from person to person and range from the straightforward and
well-defined task of information gathering to the more amorphous goal of reading for pleasure. Reading seems
to be tied to most of our day-to-day activities. Perhaps this is why so much interest has been given to the reading
task in artificial intelligence, cognitive psychology, and education. Researchers have long been searching for a
theory of reading. While many computer systems have been built to model this process and many theories have
been proposed to explain it. few have come anywhere near succeeding. These earlier attempts failed for a variety
of reasons which can all be traced to the fact that they did not make use of a complete reading theory. This
resulted in these systems focusing on only portions of the problem. Systems which were primarily syntactic in
nature, such as Woods' ATN systems ( 1986), did not understand text at a high level of comprehension. Systems
which were successful at levels beyond the syntactic were limited to a small set of researcher generated texts
and were unable to scale up to more realistic problem domains (e.g., BORIS, Dyer, 1983). Other systems {e.g.,
FRUMP, DeJong, 1982) tried for a wide coverage of texts but had to sacrifice high-level reasoning. Each attempt
focused on only a portion of the reading process, all of which were too small to be successful. Comprehension
is made up of numerous tasks which reinforce one another; as a result, focusing on too small an area results in a
theory having to explain too much outside its scope, leading to overload and eventual failure.
We present afunctional theory of reading designed to overcome the problems of earlier attempts. It is based
on an analysis of the reading process, the knowledge required for successful reading, and an understanding of
where earlier theories fell short. The theory describes the complete set of functions which a reader must perform
during the comprehension process . Each function is modeled as a task. The various tasks maintain a close
interaction, exchanging information as needed; this integrated approach lessens the burden on any one task. The
theory relies on the huge amount of information available in a normal story; each task is dedicated to gathering
and reasoning about a specific type of information. When one task discovers information, the entire system
benefits. The tasks we have developed are sufficiently broad to describe the reading process as a whole, while
allowing a researcher to see the impact and interestingness of each part, as well as the interactions between them.
We have also focused on an interesting type of reading we call creative reading. We are currently working in
the realm of science fiction short stones. since these offer unique opportunities for this type of comprehension.
The reader must learn enough about ~n alien world, in a short text, in order to accept it as the background
for the story, and then they must under'itand the story itself. This is more difficult than understanding a story
with a background that the reader is L1mi liar with. We believe that all reading must contain some element of
creative understanding; the reading pr1 'et~ss and creativity cannot be separated. Because of this, science fiction
is methodologically a useful doma1n l•'r reading research due to the fact that n:tost stories will require at least
some creative understanding to take: l'l.1~· e. We are implementing our theory in the ISAAC (Integrated Story
Analysis And Creativity) system. IS\ \C will be a comprehensive reading system; not only will it be able to
read a variety of real texts, it will dt) ,, · r1 ~level of understanding never before achieved.

2
2.1

Reading
Formal definition of reading

Before continuing the discussion. \\t' " l'l ' l ru clarify exactly what we mean by the somewhat fuzzy term reading.
In our research, reading is used to rt'! d · · rhe t~sk of understanding a text of sentences and phrases which are
related in some meaningful way. 11, ,, ., , , ~..~~uld be a novel. a newspaper article, a set of instructions, or the
back of a cereal box. There are numn ,, , . •t ht'r terms we could have chosen to use: text comprehension, story
understanding, interpretation, readtn.: nrprehension, and discourse understanding are just a few well-known
examples. Unfortunately, each of tht''c tt'rms has a set of connotations associated with it; furthermore, these
connotations tend to vary across each ,l 1' " ' pltne interested in studying the process of reading. To avoid possible
confusion, we will use the less-used rcrrn reading to describe the overall cognitive task of natural language
understanding.
Formally, we define:
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Text: A set of written sentences and phrases which are connected in some meaningful way to a
common theme (or set of related themes). A text describes a set of scenes and episodes (scenarios)
which are ordered temporally as well as causally. This ordering may be partial and implicit.
Our current definition for text limits its scope to the written word. We would stress. however. that many .of
the taSks which we will present will be useful in the understanding of oral communication as well. This is a
hypothesis of ours which is beyond the scope of our current research; we merely wish to clarify the restriction
of written in the definition of text.

Understanding: The process by which a representation (usually tied to an external object)
is transformed into an internal representation (which is usually some abstraction of the original)
within a cognitive agent; while different from the original representation, the new one captures the
salient features of the originally represented object. Successful understanding allows explanation
and prediction to occur.
We can now define reading in terms of the above:

Reading: The cognitive task of understanding a text.
For our particular purposes, the primary internal representation which is built as the result of understanding
a text (the external representation ·discussed in the definition of understanding) is a set of three interlocking
representations of the text-a representation of the events in the text, a representation of the structure of the text,
and a representation detailing the reader's own processes that they went through to arrive at an understanding.
One final definition is required:

Creative reading: The task of reading applied to texts containing concepts which are new to
the reader.
Most reading will actually fall within the definition of creative reading; it is rare that all the elements of a
text will be familiar to a reader. In order to read a text, the reader will need to perform creative understanding
(Section 4.2.3) on the novel concepts. This is needed since the reader must understand the novel concepts and
form a coherent interpretation of the text as a whole.

2.2

Example: Men Are Different

Consider the following story. Men Are Different, by Alan Bloch ( 1963), taken from a collection of short science
fiction tales. The story is representative of several of the ~~sues which a reading system must address.
I'm an archaeologist. and Men are my bustnl.'-.-. . Just the same, I wonder if we'll ever find out
about Men-I mean really find out what made \Lm different from us Robots-by digging around
on the dead planets. You see, I lived with a Man •'nl:e. and I know it isn't as simple as they told us
back in school.
We have a few records, of course, and Robor... It J..e me are filling in some of the gaps, but I think
now that we aren't really getting anywhere. We J..n11w. or at least the historians say we know, that
Men came from a planet called Earth. We know. r. 'P. that they rode out bravely from star to star;
and wherever they stopped, they left colonies-\kn . Robots, and sometimes both-against their
return. But they never came back.
Those were the shining days of the world. But ;.tre we so old now? Men had a bright flame-the
old word is "divine," I think-that flung them far ;1cross the mght skies, and we have lost the strands
of the web they wove.
Our scientists tell us that Men were very much like us-and the skeleton of a Man is, to be
sure, almost the same as the skeleton of a Robot. except that it's made of some calcium compound
instead of titanium. Just the same. there are other di tferences .
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It was on my last field trip, to one of the inner planets, that I met the Man. He must have been
the last Man in this system. and he'd forgotten how to talk-he'd been alone so long. I planned to
to bring him back with me. Something happened to him, though.
One day, for no reason at all, he complained of the heat. I checked his temperature and decided
that his thermostat circuits were shot. I had a kit of field spares with me, and he was obviously out
of order, so I went to work. I pushed the needle into his neck to operate the cut-off switch. and he
stopped moving, just like a Robot. But when I opened him up he wasn't the same inside. And when
I put him back together I couldn't get him running again. Then he sort of weathered away-and by
the time I was ready to come home. about year later, there was nothing left of him but bones. Yes.
Men are indeed different.

a

Men... illustrates several aspects of our earlier definition for a text. The sentences and phrases describe
episodes and scenes which are connected in several ways; these include causal (e.g., the robot pushing the
needle into the man's neck results in the man not moving anymore) and temporal (e.g., the events of the last
two paragraphs occurred earlier in the life of the narrator than the beginning paragraph). Most importantly, the
entire text is concerned with the common theme of misunderstanding the similarity between Men and Robots.
Reading Men ... involves transferring the external representation of the text in English into a set of internal
representations which capture the essential aspects of the story. This understanding includes story structure
elements (e.g .. the protagonist is a robot archaeologist and the setting is sometime in the future on a planet
different from Earth), scenario elements (e.g .. a robot archaeologist found a man and attempted to repair him
when he was "broken"), and metareasoning elements (e.g .. when did the reader understand that the narrator was
not human or what the robot was going to do to the man). The reading and understanding of this text is an
episode in itself-an episode of creative reading. The concepts of intelligent robots, the extinction of Mankind,
and interplanetary colonies may all be novel to the reader, especially if the reader is unfamiliar with science
fiction stories.

3

A functional theory of reading

Our theory of reading is a functional one. Any cognitive process may be explained by describing the function of
each of its tasks, the relationships between them, the mechanisms which accomplish the tasks, and the knowledge
which is needed. The resultingfunctiorzal theory can then be used as a guide to the implementation of a cognitive
model of the process in question. The theory itself does not explicitly tie the researcher to a particular method of
implementation; instead, it describes the process at a higher level, the functional level. Using this methodology,
it is possible to clearly see how a theory is broken into its knowledge components and process components. It
is also easy to see exactly which pron~-.,ses make use of what knowledge in the system; this makes it easier to
understand where the power in the"~ -..t~m originates. In addition, it is possible to group related tasks together
into a supertask; this helps id~ntify ...1nJ model the major cognitive behaviors of the system.
Using the above framework, one . . .tn see that what has traditionally been dubbed story understanding by the
AI community is actually a set of 1r1k'rlncking supertasks which combine their abilities to produce a coherent
understanding of a text. Each supert.t-..1... represents a set of related tasks which together handle an aspect of the
global reading process; it is only the -.,urn uf the supertasks which amounts to reading. Earlier story understanding
systems can also be described as orer .1t1ng with a supertask/task breakdown; they simply concentrated on a
specific one. The purpose of CYRUS' K,1lodner. 1984), for example, was what we call the memory management
supertask, ATNs were examples of l1 Ur 'entence processing supertask, and AQUA (Ram, 1991) concentrated
on the explanation and reasoning -.,urcrtJsk. These systems either ignored the other reading tasks or only
implemented them at a level sufficient tl 1 Jemonstrate the performance of the ones being highlighted.

3.1

The reading task decomposition

We have identified six supertasks necessary for complete textual understanding. Each supertask is made up
of numerous tasks which interact with each t)ther within the confines of the associated supertask. A detailed
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discussion of each supertask follows:
• sentence processing: This supertask is responsible for low-level (mainly intrasentential) understanding,
and includes tasks such as pronoun reference, syntactic parsing, and lexical retrieval. For example,
in the first line .of the last paragraph of Men ... , a reader must retrieve meanings for the various words
and determine who the "he" is referring to. Other tasks are punctuation analysis, which reasons about
punctuation of phrases; and tense analysis which attempts to discover the text's tense. In many texts,
low-level understanding issues ·wiH prove to be extremely helpful in gaining an overall understanding
of the material. For example, the fact the "Men" is capitalized in the first sentence of Men... signals
the reader that this is something special. Similarly, the italicized "really" in the second sentence is an
emphasis which can aid the reader in understanding what is going on in the story.
• story structure understanding: This supertask handles the details of the text which relate to the story
structure. Tasks include character identification, including protagonist and antagonist; setting identification, made up of time and location; plot description, which builds a coherent summary of the story's
plot; and genre identification, which specifies in which category of text the story is. The inclusion of this
supertask is largely the result of the way in which reading is taught in this country for the types of text
which are most familiar in the Western tradition (Smith, 1986). While this area of the reading process may
not be in-born or even learned at an early age, it does become automatic through our educational system.
As such, it acts as a valuable aid in controlling and focusing the overall reading process. Realizing, for
example, that Men ... takes place in the future with a robotic protagonist acting as an archaeologist (in the
truest sense of the word) greatly aids the reader in understanding the story.
• scenario understanding: The tasks making up the scenario understander are the event parser, which
identifies various components such as agents, actions, states, objects, and locations; the agent modeler,
which maintains descriptions of the agents, includtng their goals, knowledge, and beliefs; and the action
modeler, which maintains descriptions of the acts with which the agents are involved. This supertask
would be used in any experience in which the rea.~oner had to understand the actions of agents around it.
As such, it is equally useful in day-to-day encounters with other reasoners as it is in the understanding of
text. Generally, texts are intended to relate a scenario to the reader. Men ... is not just a story, it tells the
reader about a scenario which could potentially happen . A reader can understand the relationship between
the robot and the Man in the story using some ot the same processes which they would in an attempt to
understand the relationship if it was occurring 1n rhe physical world.
• explanation and reasoning: This supertask perf , ·r nh high-level reasoning and learning. Creative understanding attempts to understand concepts wht\.h ~-~ not fit the reader's world view. The unknown word
definer tries to use context clues, root words, and · ! , >rth to assign plausible meaning to words not in the
lexicon. Consider a reader who is unfamiliar \' · · ·he word titanium. Since this word occurs in Men ... ,
the context will allow the reader to gain some'·'1ension of the unknown word. Interest management
controls the reader's level of interest in the ston
l\ id science fiction fan, for instance, would be more
interested in the example story than a fan of WL·' ·. · Relief management reasons about the beliefs of the
agents involved in the scenario. Did the robot .•, ... ' believe that the Man was capable of being turned
off? If so, how did it arrive at this erroneous'-'
,, ,,,n ·) These are questions which will be handled by
the belief management task as Men ... is being rL' .I•: ~ 1c nplanation task builds the inferences needed to
connect the events of the story, enabling the readc · J.. ·.un from the material. Finally, the meta reasoning
task reflects on the reader's own actions dunn~ · : ·c.1Jtng process; this information is also used for
learning.
• memory management: This supertask handle-, :-: c 1L·r .tl memory storage and retrieval, including spontaneous reminding. It is made up of case building . ... ht-.:h constructs the various cases which result from a
reading experience; memory retrieval, which return' ntormation from memory which the system needs;
and memory storage, which places new in format t• ·n .mJ \.Jses into memory. In addition to the conscious
requests to store or retrieve elements in memory. thL' rnL·rn, •n -..upertask should also handle the unconscious
1
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storing of material and spontaneous remindings. During the reading of Men ... , the reader will constantly
be retrieving and storing concepts related to the material in the text. Some of these may be spontaneous;
for example, the story may trigger memories of other stories which concern the extinction of humankind.
or other stories written by Alan Bloch. Other memory processes will be more deliberate; the reader may
decide. for example, to try to remember the last science fiction story they read about robots·.

• metacontrol: Metacontrol integrates the other supertasks. It includes the tasks of focus control, which
manages the depth of reading based on interest and understanding; time management. which allows the
reader to make decisions based on time resources: and suspension of disbelief, which enables a reader
to accept, at least temporarily, a text which violates their world view. This last function is particularly
important in the case of reading a story containing unfamiliar concepts. A rational reader of the Men. ..
example knows that the story cannot be true. Mankind still exists, space travel doesn't, and today's
robots are merely mechanical devices used on assembly lines. In order to read, understand, and enjoy the
story, however, the reader must be willing to accept these unfamiliar ideas for the duration of the reading
experience. Other aspects of rnetacontrol are important in all reading episodes, whether creative or not.
Readers are cognitive agents involved in numerous ongoing tasks. They must decide how much effort to
expend on each task as a whole, as well as on each part of an individual task. As part of this resource
management, the reader must also decide in how much depth they wish to read the given material. With
Men ... , for example, an average reader will not read each and every word; instead, some sections will be
read closely, others will be skimmed, and some may be skipped entirely.
The high-level organization of the six supertasks is illustrated in Figure 1. Natural language text enters
the metacontrol supertask, which directs the other supertasks. The three "primary" supertasks (metacontrol,
scenario understanding, and story structure understanding) produce structures which capture the understanding
of the story (what the reader did to understand the story, what events occurred in the story, and what the structure
of the story was). The three "support" supertasks assist the primary ones in the understanding process.
The supertasks were designed based on functional analyses of introspective reasoning about our own reading
processes, backed up by a significant amount of prior research in the areas of psycholinguistics (e.g., Holbrook
et al., 1992; van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983), reading comprehension (e.g., Black & Seifert, 1981; Graesser et al.,
1991 ), story understanding (e.g., Birnbaum, 1986; Ram, 1991; Rumelhart, 1977), memory (e.g., Kolodner, 1984;
Schank, 1982), and metacognition (e.g .. Gavelik & Raphael, 1985; Wellman~ 1985; Weinert, 1987; Schneider,
1985). While metacognition is important. many psychological results have shown that humans do not have total
access to internal processes (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977). In our model, metacontrol and metareasoning only have
access to supertasks, not to individual tasks. In· addition to providing a cognitive model of reading, our task
decomposition allows a straightforward analysis of past systems; most previous systems concentrated on one
particular supertask in our theory, wh1ch led to an inability to model the complete reading process.

3.2

The model-driven aspects of the theory

In addition to the modular breakdown (11 r~ading tasks, our theory makes use of models to drive the comprehension
process. A model contains knowledg~: ~.:(1ncerning what a supertask should expect from different types of texts;
specific types of models exist for each 'upertask in our theory. These models allow flexible behavior and the
ability to read from a wide range of tn ts . Humans learn what to expect from different types of stories; this
knowledge aids them in understanding l;.~ta stories. To illustrate, if a reader has read a number of books by Alan
Bloch, they will develop a specific ston \tmcture model regarding what to expect from the next Bloch story,
or even the next story claiming to be """mten tn the Bloch style. This is in addition to any models which may
exist concerning how to read science tict10n or fiction in general. Examples of story structure models include
genre specific models, as well as moJ~Is describing narrative types (such as first-person, second-person, and
third-person narratives). A similar idea has been proposed by Carpenter and Alterman (1993); in their model,
case-based reasoning is used to drive the reading process which "knows" how various text genres should be read
(e.g., when confronted with a set of complex instructions, skim the first few pages looking for an enumerated
list as these are particularly important to tnstructton reading).
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Figure l: Function ;.II model of reading

Scenario models explain different styles of agent 1nrcr .h.. tton. This includes various combinations of "social
states" in communication; for example, the type of ' n\ t'r.t..:tions one would expect to see between two close
male friends would be very different from the type or · · ·· 1\.:tion exhibited between a boss and an employee in
a formal business setting. Several of these social rc=l., r, ,. ' ..:an be seen in Men Are Different: the protagonist
is a peer among the robot archaeologists, it was a stu dl'' , ·I the historians discussed in the story, and it was a
researcher with respect to the experimental subject 1 t he · . m l. Augmenting the social and interaction models
are models of how agents react in various emotional ser 1 ~ _ 'e .g .. if a person receives poor service in a clothing
store he regularly visits). Finally, "local" scenario ffit'o..k h (\I'it which describe the more-or-less default results
from an action in a standard setting. At the lowest le' c . •he . . e models are simply the expected results for a
given action and the expected preconditions which rna~ : , c tr1~~ered the action; as such, they allow low-level
inferencing to be performed (Schank et al.. 1975). At i ' t' l r h1ghe.st level, the local scenario models resemble
scripts (Schank & Abelson, 1977); they package togethl"r . , ,l.'t uf expected preconditions and results which exist
in various stereotypical events (such as going to a fast -!• ·· ·d restaurant; or. as in the Men ... example, the process
of repairing a malfunctioning "device" by using field sp.11 L'" 1
Next, sentence models give the capability of dealing v. 1th J1 tferent low level structures. Questions, declarative
sentences, quotations, broken or interrupted speech, anJ 'entence fragments are examples of these types of
models. The reader's high-level reasoning is guided h\ rhe \ .1r1nus reasoning models. These control, for
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instance, how much explanation a reasoner may choose to do in a given scenario; if a person's car breaks
down on the highway, do they immediately try to find help, reason and examine the immediate possible causes,
or attempt to reason the problem through to completion? Metacontrol models allow the reader to tailor their
reading patterns to a given situation. Is the material being read for pleasure, for study, or to kill time? Lastly,
memory models permit different types of memory access to occur based on the text involved. Some situations
may trigger deeper remindings than others. Based on the type of material being read, a reasoner may request the
construction of a careful memory of the material (e.g., studying for a midterm test) or request a more shallow
memory be built (e.g., reading a cereal box for the list of ingredients). These requests would all be handled by
various memory models.
To see the power of these models, consider a reader who realizes that they are dealing with a first-person
science fiction story. They will read it differently than if they think they are dealing with a third-person newspaper
article. The focus in a newspaper article is to build coherent descriptions of events. The reader can expect
the language to be more concise than in a narrative. Also, not as many inferences need to be made since the
purpose of a news article is to inform in a clear manner. With the science fiction story, on the other hand, the
reader must take more of an active role. The story will probably contain concepts which are unfamiliar to the
reader. A reader must decide how much effort they will expend in the attempt to understand these new concepts.
Accurate character models and models of character interaction must be built and maintained if the story is to be
appreciated. The first-person aspect of a story like this lessens the burden of discovering who the protagonist is
and enables the r.eader to concentrate on other story aspects.

3.3

The meta cognitive aspects of the theory

As mentioned earlier, our theory includes mechanisms for metacontrol and metareasoning. This means that a
reader is aware of not only the text being processed, but also of some of the internal workings of their own
cognition during reading. Metacontrol is responsible for the division of labor within the system. Based on the
current interests of the reader, the available cognitive resources, the purpose of the reading episode, and the
difficulty of the text, the metacontrol supertask decides what other supertasks need to be executed and on which
portions of the text. Humans obviously do not read each word of a text to the greatest depth of understanding
possible. No reader, for example, would have the time, memory, and other resources to read every single word
of a story (even a short story) and consider the possible extrapolations and extensions resulting from each.
The reader's current environment, knowledge, goals and tasks (Ram & Hunter, 1992), and cognitive resources
(e.g., Just & Carpenter, 1992) interact to control the level of understanding which is attempted. Therefore, a
comprehensive theory of the reading process must also explain when and why in-depth reading occurs, as well
as when and why shallow reading, such as skimming or skipping text, occurs.
The metareasoning portion of th~ theory enables the reader to reflect on their actions during the process.
Remember the last mystery story ~ (\U read? When did you realize who the killer was? What clues tipped you
off? Did your opinion of the pers1 ln "hange as a result; if so, why did it change? These are all the kinds of
questions which the metareasoning t.t-.~ will enable the reader to answer. Metareasoning results from keeping
explicit representations of the reasPn 1 ng processes occurring during the cognitive activity. These reasoning
traces can then be reasoned about. muL"h like any other piece of knowledge within a cognitive agent (Ram &
Cox, 1993). This functionality enable.., J reader to reflect on their own reasoning, thus enabling them to learn
more from the experience. For exam r k. 1 f the reader discovers that they were "led down the garden path" at
some point in the story, the metaanal~ -.~-. v.:ill enable the reader to learn this and therefore (potentially) avoid a
similar problem in the future .
It is also possible to view metareJ,uning as an ends as well as a means as in the previous examples . For
example, the enjoyment in reading mo">t mystery novels is not derived from the conclusion; otherwise, the author
could simply inform the reader upfront ;IS to "who-done-it." Rather, the enjoyment comes from the twists and
turns that the reader is forced to endure during the process. The final discovery of the true criminal results in
a sense of supreme satisfaction, as one can look back over their reasoning patterns and see exactly how the
conclusion was achieved.
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4

Creative understanding

It could be argued that no system can accurately implement all the.aspects of our large theory and that the only
way to build reasonable systems is by restricting the coverage. We believe, however, that there are better ways
of restricting the problem than by arbitrarily focusing on a subset of reading tasks, as many earlier systems did.
Many interesting issues can be explored by co.:centrating on a particular genre of stories and then developing
a computational model of the complete task decomposition to support the reading and understanding of these
stories. By concentrating on the portions of the theory which most directly support the creative understanding
features, we make the research problem more manageable; by maintaining an awareness and an understanding
of the entire reading process, we avoid the pitfalls of earlier systems. Our theory, while it describes how people
read in general, is primarily concerned with how people read creatively.

4.1

Working definition of creativity

People have preconceived notions of exactly what creativity is and how to judge it in other people. Generally,
most people see creativity as something unexpected which is brilliant in some unexplained way. Or, creativity
may be seen in the artistic works of an artist; a result which possesses some sort of beauty or relevance never
existing before. Unfortunately for AI research, these feelings and instincts concerning creativity are hard to
operationalize. A definition of creativity is needed which precisely defines its aspects. We propose the following
candidate:

Creativity: A directed, internal process (Section 4.1.1) of a cognitive agent which results in an
artifact (Section 4.1.2) which is both novel (Section 4.1.3) and useful (Section 4.1.4 ).
The definition is not intended to capture every nuance of what makes an act creative; it is also possible that some
of the processes which fit this definition may not be considered creative by society. Still, it serves its intended
purpose of providing a common definition of the creativity phenomenon, allowing us to examine closely exactly
what our processes need to do to fall within this definition's boundaries.

4.1.1

Process

In order for a process to be creative, it must be both internal to the reasoner involved and it must be directed. The
internal restriction ensures that the reasoner is not simply repeating a piece of knowledge they just received from
another source. For example, if an outside person tells a reasoner her phone number, the reasoner then possesses
a bit of information which is novel to them and which 1s certainly useful (if the reasoner in question intends to
contact the person). No one, however, would argue that the reasoner has performed something creative. They
did not internally produce the phone number in their m1 nJ. they merely acquired it. For a result to be viewed as
creative, it must have been internally generated by the ~,- ,,~nJtive processes of the reasoner.
The other restriction, that of directedness, ensures th.Jt rhe agent in question did not simply randomly generate
solutions until a creative one arose. While randomne"" '" often seen as a necessary part of creativity (Boden,
1991 ), it is not desirable for this randomness to be total I\ unconstrained. The old AI adage concerning an infinite
number of monkeys typing on an infinite number of ty r~v. riters for an infinite span of time is appropriate here:
while they will certainly generate an infinite number ,,r ~.n~ative artifacts, the process by which this generation
is accomplished is not directed. Directedness is an impPrl.lnt aspect for determining the creativeness of a given
process.
The presented working definition treats creativity :..~ ., ..1 process. While it is true that a creative process can
only be judged by the artifacts it produces, as AI rese~chers we are interested in identifying the processes
responsible for this generation. It is our belief that a ,cr of mechanisms exist which interact to produce the
phenomenon popularly referred to as "creativity". Some of these mechanisms will exist in so-called mundane
activities while others will appear primarily (if not exclusively) in the activities identified as creative. It is
therefore important to attempt to recognize these mechan1sms of potential creativity, to identify the knowledge
which each must have access to, and to see the types of interactions which are possible.
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Artifact

In this formalism, artifact is defined to be the result of a mental process by a reasoner. This result may be an
object, which can either be physical or mental. Alternatively, the artifact may be another process. This is the
case when a reasoner uses a mental process to develop a second process.
·An artifact is described by a set of attributes which define important characteristics of the artifact. One
of these attributes is the function (or set of functions) which an artifact possesses. This may not represent
the complete functionality of the given artifact; most artifacts can potentially be used for hundreds of wide
varying. functions. Instead. the function attribute represents the traditional or best-known uses of a given artifact .
The remaining attributes can be divided into primary and secondary ones. Primary attributes are those which
contribute to the explanation for why the artifact can perform the function which it has; secondary attributes
are the remaining ones. Each known function of an artifact configures the attributes into potentially different
primary and secondary sets.

4.1.3

Novel

Novel is a more difficult term to define. Idealistically, an N-arttfact (novel artifact) exists whenever an artifact
exists which was previously unknown to the reasoner. But, there are degrees of this novelty. For example, if the
reasoner only knows about wooden pencils which are eight inches long and them reads about a wooden pencil
which is ten inches long, it is technically an N-artifact. However, this seems somehow less novel than if the
reasoner reads a description of a pencil which is a mechanical pencil which is eight inches long. In the first case,
the pencil is still a wooden pencil, its length has changed. This probably does not affect its ability to be a pencil.
The second case, however, represents a new type of pencil, one which may potentially be a better pencil than
the original example. Yet, both are new to the reasoner. It should be clear that a more detailed view of novelty
needs to be considered.
Novelty of an artifact is defined with respect to _a particular point of view (of some reasoner or set of
reasoners) and with respect to the functionality of the artifact in question. There are three broad ways in which
an artifact (M) may be novel with respect to a given function or goal (G):
• Absolute Novelty (A-Novel): \1 1s defined to be A-Novel iff M is unknown to the reasoner whose point
of view is being considered.
• Evolutionary Novelty (E-N owl 1 \1 is defined to beE-Novel iff M is A-Novel and M accomplishes Gin
a better way than other examplt', "f artifacts which accomplish G. This is generally the result of altering
one of the primary attributes 111 \1
• Revolutionary Novelty (R-~. ,, · \1 is defined to be R-Novel iff M is A-Novel and M accomplished G
in a new way than other ex..~n 1 · , .1f artifacts which accomplish G. This form of novelty requires more
extensive changes than to ~~ ~- 1 • :Iter the primary attributes of M. Secondary attributes may be altered
in ways which cause them t1• · ' ;1...u-ticipate in the function of M. attributes may be added to either set,
attributes may be removed. _,.
. • ()n. The function of the artifact remains the same; the underlying
explanation of how it accomr'l
, 1his function is what has altered.
To illustrate these differences.~,., · :. ·r ..1 black Iongsword. Without question, a red longsword will perform
the same function as the black long'·' · 1 ~11. rhe red sword, in this scenario, would be described as A-Novel.
Within a range of possibilities, a ,h . · · ·' '·rJ . ..~ bastard sword, and a two-handed sword are all capable of
performing the same function as thl' · ..·1 n,ll longsword. Therefore, these are artifacts which are E-novel.
Finally, the light saber from the Star \\ •I, ' l..'rl~s is also capable of performing the same function as the original
longsword. In this case, the light sabt·r , .,n ~.xample of R-novelty.
With regard to point of view, one .. 1n 'c:~ that there are two dimensions to consider, an internal perspective
and an external perspective. If an iJe..~ , >r .11.."1 1s neither novel from the perspective of the reasoner or from the
perspective of the public, it is a total!~ rnunJ..~ne ~ct. If the act is creative to the individual but not to society in
general, it is a self-creative act, also kn•''' n .h r'' '<lwlogical-creative or ?-creative (Boden, 1991 ). An example
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of this would a child discovering the number-theoretic relationship that the digits of a number divisible by
nine must sum to a number divisible by nine. To a child, this is a fantastic discovery; to a mathematician it
is a well-known rule. The reverse of this is when the reasoner sees an act as mundane but others view it as
creative. This may come about if the reasoner has some knowledge that the general public lacks. Finally, a
historical-creative or H-creative (Boden, 1991) act results· if the reasoner finds an act creative as does the rest of
society.
In both the internal and external perspectives on novelty, it is important that the reasoner whose point of view
is being considered is aware that the artifact is indeed novel . A system, for example, that possessed no memory
of its own actions could conceivably be considered to be producing nothing except internally novel artifacts;
after all, each new one is novel from the reasoner's perspective. In our view, this memory-less reasoner would
be incapable of producing internally novel artifacts since it would be incapable of realizing their novelty.

4.1.4

Useful

Useful is perhaps a bit easier to define for an artifact. A reasoner attempting to perform creatively will have a
certain task to accomplish and a certain goal to achieve. In order for a process to be considered creative, it must
produce a solution which fulfills the goal and accomplishes the task possessed by the reasoner. This restriction
does not say that the solution must be optimal for the process to be considered creative, just that it must be
useful. The usefulness aspect is straightforward to define in our chosen domain of reading: understanding novel
concepts within a text is intrinsically useful to a reader. For example, understanding the functioning and purpose
of the light saber is useful to the reader of the Star Wars series because the understanding helps the reader enjoy
the story more .

4.2

Functional definition of creativity

The provided definition of creativity is descriptive of the process. Given a particular process in a certain situation,
it would now be possible to judge whether that process is mundane or if it exhibits some level of creativity.
However, details concerning how this view of creativity is operationalized still need to be presented. A more
formal explanation of creativity is needed in order to understand the implementational details associated with it.
In particular, it is necessary to identify the mechanisms and knowledge which is needed to accomplish processes
which can be viewed as creative.

4.2.1

Formalization of problem solving

In the abstract, creativity can be seen as an extension Ill what is traditionally called problem solving by the
cognitive science community. Historically, problem sol\ 1 ng begins with the reasoner in an initial state (or start
state). A reasoner knows of various operations that the:: may perform which will move them through a search
space. This search stops when the goal state is achien~J The output from the process is a solution path which
takes the reasoner from the initial state to the goal state ':\ewell & Simon, 1972). Later research showed that
the idea of constraints was an important one (Sacerdur 1. IY74; Sussman, 1973). These are conditions which
cannot be violated in the final solution to a given probkrn Finally. there are times when the reasoner may also
possess a solution to the problem in question. In this ca'>e . the role of problem solving can be to discover a better
solution than the one known. To accomplish this, the re:.L-..uner needs to possess a critique as to why the current
solution is not a viable one (Hammond, 1989). The final ;.tlgorithmic formulation of the problem solving process
is shown in Figure 2.
With this formalization of problem solving in place . we can now examine the phenomenon of creativity in
more detail. Roughly, creativity can be divided into two large areas, invention and understanding. Each plays
an important role in intelligence. Although we are primarily interested in creative understanding, there is much
in common between the two areas. So, it is beneficial to examine both aspects of the total creativity process.
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FUNCTION Problem-Solver
• INPUT:
- Initial state (I)
-

Goal state desired (G)
Set of constraints (C) (optional)
Current solution (S) (optional)
Critique for whyS is not a good enough solution to stop with (K) (optional)

• OUTPUT:
- Solution path (S') which achieves G given I and does not violate C
Figure 2: Formal algorithmic description of problem solving
FUNCTION Understander
• INPUT:
I. Goal state desired (G) AND/OR
2. Current solution (S)

• OUTPUT:
1. A possible solution (S) OR
2. The goal state initially desired (G) OR
3. Critique of S as a solution toG (K)
Figure 3: Formal algorithmic description of understanding

4.2.2

Creative invention

Creative invention (also called creati\ t: ,Jesign) represents the generative side of creativity (for a recent discussion
of creative design, see Kolodner & Wll I..;, 1993 ). When a reasoner is faced with the task of designing a novel
artifact (as defined in Section 4.1.3 ). rht'" Jccomplish it through creative invention. When Motorola's engineers
developed the MicroTAC, they wert' l·n~:J.ged in creative design. Not only did the designers have to create a
portable, pocket-sized cellular phont· · . ~y had to deal with the fact that people often drop things that small.
Before the design was complete, tht· · ~· rn had helped to push the plastics industry far enough ahead to actually
provide the material that the Micro I \( needed. As a result of this and other innovations in the phone's design,
it was recently highlighted in an ''' u ~· r HusinessWeek (1993).

4.2.3

Creative understanding

Before discussing creative undersr,, ,.. : '!..:. 1t is necessary to realize that a formalism similar to the problem
solving description in Figure 2 can · 1i'PI1~J to understanding in general. The understanding formalism is
shown in Figure 3, which presents all . r ' h t' , 1pt1onal inputs and matching outputs. In general, understanding can
refer to one of three things. Given S . ... lt'r-..t:J.nding should tell the reasoner what possible G's are. If a reader
sees a robotic story character try to rur ·1. •It J man and then open him up, they may understand the scenario by
reasoning that the robot had the goal , ·I rt:pairing the man and probably thought he was malfunctioning. This
process of reasoning "backwards" fr, qn rhe solution to the beginning is also called abduction. Second, given
G, understanding should tell the reaSllnt:r ~hat possibleS's are. A reader who learns that Mankind has become
extinct and that the remaining robot-. .1rt' cunous as to the final fate of their creators may understand this by
reasoning about upcoming story acti('n' lkttt'r understanding leads to better prediction. Finally, given both S
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and G, understanding should provide an explanation of whyS is a good solution to G. In the specific example
ofMen. ... the reader must understand why the robot felt that performing field repairs on the man was a good
solution to his temperature discomfort. This aspect of understanding is sometimes referred to as explanation.
Mundane understandine is more a recognition task than anything else. If a reasoner knows explanations
relating goals and solutions. and the reasoner is then presented with both a goal and a solution to explain.
the problem is simply recognizing the configuration and retrieving the proper items from memory. Similarly,
a reasoner may know what goals and solutions are logically linked; when presented with one. it is fairly
straightforward to retrieve the corresponding other. On the other hand . creative understanding is the process by
which new concepts are understood by a reasoner. This is a more difficult task than mundane understanding in
the sense that there are no in-memory items which directly answer the understanding questions. As a result, the
reasoner must resort to creative techniques in order to attempt to understand the novel concepts.
For the task of reading, consider the fact that people are able to comprehend stories which have no basis in
fact, as anyone who has ever read a Star Trek novel can verify. People are also able to transfer concepts which
exist in a story world into real world ideas. This idea of the creative level of understanding is directly related
to the idea of an active reader. An active reader will tend to engage the text more and have more opportunities
for creative understanding. In fact, many researchers refer to active reading as creative reading (e.g., Robeck &
Wilson, 19.74; Gruber & Davis, 1988). Our research has led us to believe that creative understanding is a key
component of the overall reading process and that any theory of reading must explain it satisfactorily. Thus.
creativity is an essential and integrated aspect of our complete reading theory.

5

Past approaches to creativity

While there is little research expressly concerned with creative understanding, there have been many attempts to
explain exactly how the phenomenon of creativity occurs in the human species; these researchers have generally
focused on creative invention when they discussed creativity theories. A number of theories, unfortunately, chose
to concentrate on describing the process without really explaining how it occurs. Without such an explanation,
it is difficult to develop a model of the cognitive processes which act to produce creativity. It is still beneficial,
however, to examine some of these descriptive formalizations of ~reativity in order to gain insight into what a
good description of the process might be.
Perhaps the best known formalization of the creative process comes from the work of Wall as ( 1926). Wall as
viewed creativity as being made up of four steps: preparation (the reasoner gains a rich knowledge of the
problem). incubation (the reasoner's subconscious is working on the problem). illumination (a potential answer
is consciously revealed in a flash of inspiration). and venhcation (where the reasoner examines, corrects, and
refines the solution). This points out that creativity takes J great deal of knowledge and preparation and that the
unconscious plays a large role in the process. Beyond thJt. it does not reveal much regarding how the process
would be carried out or exactly what makes up each -..t~p. As a result, it provides a good description of the
creative act but does not help us to understand it to the r• ' I nt where it may be modeled.
Weisberg ( 1986) produced an in-depth criticism ot \\ .tiiJs' work on creativity. His description of the process
does not rely on the near-mystical aspect of illuminatl• 'n tound in earlier approaches; instead, creativity is an
extension of normal problem solving.
• Creativity is an extension of problem solving u::-.1n:: the same processes in more flexible ways.
• There is no single "creativity'' module in reason1n:: . 1nstead. creativity arises from a complex and inter' connected set of processes, including problem soh 1ng. recall. adaptation, and so on.
• People do not either possess creativity or not pos-..e-..s it; rather. creativity exists everywhere in an incremental continuum from the mundane to the more Jnd more creative.
While more open-ended than the Wallas account, Weisberg still shys away from attempting any more defined
model of the process. Implementational details are, as textbooks often say. left to the reader.
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One place to look for explanations of how to perform creatively is in works dedicated to improving the
reader's own creative abilities. While these are not generally intended to be valid psychological models
of creative processes, they can give insight into what sorts of processes need to be considered. Two such
techniques designed for improving people's creative abilities are attribute listing and morphological synthesis.

Attribute listing, Crawford's work (cited in Finke eta!., 1992), begins with a reasoner considering an object
which they think can be the springboard to a new, creative artifact. Each of the object's primary attributes are
examined, with the reasoner thinking about ways in which each could be manipulated. Finally, the reasoner
filters out the manipulations which lead nowhere; those that remain are considered to be creative.
Morphological synthesis. Allen's technique (cited in Finke et a!., 1992), begins in the same fashion as
attribute listing. The reasoner considers both attributes and commonly accepted values for each. Then, new
combinations of attributes and values are examined. The reasoner looks for unknown combinations which may
prove to be creative. While this is similar to attribute listing, in morphological synthesis, the reasoner does not
concentrate on changing attributes one-at-a-time; instead, interesting combinations are concentrated on. This
leads to faster generation of potentially creative artifacts.
Consider a piece of luggage, an everyday mundane sort of object. To perform attribute listing on it, a reasoner
would list all the primary attributes of the object and their prototypical values; in essence, the reasoner would
bring to mind an "average" piece of luggage. It is made of leather, about two foot by two foot in size, has a soft
body construction, one large compartment for storage. and is carried by means of a handle. After these major
attributes are listed, the reasoner starts to consider altering them, one at a time. Some possible changes are: cloth
may be substituted for leather, the dimensions may become larger or smaller, the the number of compartments
may change, or wheels may be used instead of a handle. The reasoner may have to "clean up" the new product
in some situations; for example, if the number of compartments become two, the reasoner must decide how the
two compartments will be integrated. Morphological synthesis would go about the process in much the same
manner, with interesting combinations of attributes considered rather than single ones. The idea is the same
as in attribute listing, the focus is just a little larger. So, the reasoner may decide to consider a large piece of
luggage with lots of compartments versus a small piece of luggage with only one. As more attributes are added
to the set under consideration, the number of possibilities grow.
The obvious drawback to these approaches is that a reasoner will never develop an R-novel object, just
relatively close variations of the original concept. As discussed in earlier, this is due to the limitation of only
considering primary attributes. As a result, E-novel artifacts are the only ones which can be created. The main
advantage of morphological synthesis is the capability of attribute combinations; this decreases the time needed
to produce potentially creative artifacts.
Notice, for instance, that neither nf the two allow the introduction of new attributes. Yet, one could imagine
a number of additions to a piece of l u~gage which would be useful. Many travelers, for example, forget to bring
an alarm clock with them. One cou lJ conceivably add a small alarm/radio to a piece of luggage; since it is
unlikely that a traveler would forget 1he1r luggage. an alarm clock would always be "remembered." Or, a mirror
could be added to the inside of one . •I the compartments. Another possible addition is the idea of dedicated
compartments of the suitcase being u-..l·J for specific items.

6

Computational model of creative understanding

Creative understanding, as we have J~tined it. has a well-defined input and output. The research problem to
be addressed is to identify the set of mechanisms which accomplish the function as a whole. Thus, creative
understanding will be broken down In the same manner that the entire reading task was in Section 3-a functional
decomposition. In order to achieve this. both the relevant processes and the required knowledge needs to be
identified. Prior to the discussion of the mechanisms and knowledge required for creative understanding, there
are certain requirements for creativity. 1n general. which need to be explained.
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6.1

The willing suspension of disbelief

The first requirement for creative understanding is a willingness by the reader to suspend their skepticism of
the material being presented. This willing suspension of disbelief (first described by Samuel Taylor Coleridge
as reported in Corrig~n. 1979) occurs in practically all reading, although it is more prevalent in more fanciful
texts. Consider the ambiguous title of a Larry Niven story, Flight of the Horse ( 1973). This phrase could refer
to a horse on an airplane flight, to a fleeing horse, or to a flying horse. If a story understanding system relied on
a belief in the validity of ~orld knowledge (as most previous reading systems did), it would disambiguate the
phrase to rule out the latter meaning since it "knows" horses cannot fly. This is wrong if the story was about a
flying horse, which is perfectly reasonable in a science fiction story. 1 The more familiar a reasoner is with the
concepts of a story (or similar concepts), the less suspension of disbelief will be required. This is one reason
why a reader finds it easier to read texts in genres in which they are most familiar; they are already familiar with
a large number of concepts which makes new concept understanding easier than it would be for a novice in that
genre.

6.2

Relation of invention to understanding

Although we are interested primarily in creative understanding, there is an interesting approach to it which
depends on creative invention. One way for a reasoner to creatively understand a concept is to discover how
they would have creatively invented the concept in question. a sort of reverse engineering of the creative act.
The reasoner begins with the novel concept and manipulates it until it resembles a concept they are more familiar
with. This leaves them with a solution path which, if reversed, would creatively invent the concept it started
with. It is not necessary that the concept being understood was actually created in the way that the reasoner
comes up with. An example of this is the unicorn (example results from a dialogue with Anthony Francis
(1993)). The modern view of the unicorn is a white, horse-like creature with a single horn. Various attributes
are given to the beast, including nobility and purity. A reasoner who is ignorant of unicorns may attempt to
understand a reference to one by appealing to their knowledge of existing creatures, beginning with the closest
analogue, the horse. Knowing that horses are capable of defending themselves through the use of hooves and
teeth, the reasoner may then combine the horse with an animal possessing a horn (or horns) used for defense.
The general shape of the unicorn is now in place. The rea:-.oner may further make use of their knowledge of what
the color white generally symbolizes to make the inference that unicorns are pure and good. This is reinforced
by the reasoner's impressions of horses as generally ··g<'< ,J·· creatures. 2
This is a perfectly acceptable way of creatively u nJ~r--.tanding the concept of unicorn by imagining what it
would take to creatively invent such a creature. Ho\A.~' n rhis is not the way in which the concept of unicorns
was initially conceived. The unicorn was a mythologt\..11 1ntmal and was initially seen as the blending of several
existing animals. It had the body of a horse, the tai I 1 •I 1 "• •..tr. the feet of an elephant, the head of a deer, and a
two cubit long black horn in the middle of its foreh~.s-l ~ultlnch, 1959). The description was developed over
a period of time through the oral tradition of the Grt·· ~ · It was based on glimpses of animals, a willingness
to believe in the supernatural, and the conceptual ch ·
, '" h ich occurred as one traveler relayed his story to
' Ln·s game of Telephone or Gossip). Over time, the
another, who told another, and so on (much like the ,
1Purists may object to a definition of science fiction which all1' .. ·
. , I to be included; many would prefer a stronger division between
. 'ktion generally takes the current world. focuses on one aspect,
science fiction and what might be more traditionally called fanta~~. ·
and then projects a "what-if' scenario considering the world if th ,.
, · i't:ct "':1s changed in some significant way. Fantasy generally
.::,· nt "'tlrld. Fantasy, rather than utilizing technology. generally
creates an entirely new world . usually with only a minor relationsh1 r ·
·1 . : , '' h1ch resemble the current world with some changes. As
makes use of magic. We have are currently choosing to focus on : !·
a result. the majority of our focus will fall in the realm of science 11
, h.•u:;:h that is not necessary. A story involving a pegasus. for
example. is not any intrinsically harder to understand than a sto~ : n
~ .m .du::n creature . As far as the magic aspect goes. this is also
a non-issue; as Arthur C. Clarke noted. any sufficiently advanced ,,
· 1nd1,tinguishable from magic ( 1962). Our working definition
of science fiction for the current stage of the project are those slt' n ~·. · · " h 'tretch the "real" world in some significant way while still
maintaining a good deal of similarity with it. As a result. this will 1n, ~ :l· .I :;:reat deal of science fiction and fantasy both.
2 As a counterpoint. a reasoner presented with the unicorn-like cn: .11 ,r ,· , 1n R:11ley's science fiction novel, Brothers of the Dragon (1993),
would be lead to a very different concept of unicorn . These unicorn, 11 .: n,,, th.: merging of a horse with some homed animal. but rather
the merging of a lizard-like or snake-like creature with a homed an1m .JI !'h.:1. .1re .1rmored with edged-scales and jet-black in color. Thus.
rather than theorizing that these unicorns are noble and good, the re:.t'• ncr .. 111 .1 "'c mure likely to see them as evil and base.
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description focused more and more on the horselike qualities and the other definition faded. Also over time. the
concepts of purity and nobility were added. Bullfinch ( 1959) notes that this was probably an attempt to explain
how the beast might be captured; since it embodied purity, an innocent could conceivably lure the creature into
a trap. A reasoner does not need to understand the historical development of the unicorn mythos in order to
understand a unicorn; they do need creativity.

6.3

Uses of a creatively understood story

After a story has been creatively comprehended. there are two ways it can directly aid the creative process. First.
it can act as a source of ideas. For example. reading about a certain device may prompt the reader to develop a
similar one in the real world. While the mind of the actual design team is unknown to the authors, the Motorola
MicroTAC cellular telephone bears an uncanny resemblance to the communicators used on the original Star Trek
series. The lapeL-style communicators seen on Star Trek: The Next Generation strongly resemble the concept
of SmartBadges as proposed and implemented.at the XeroxPARC site (Weiser, 1991 ). While these similarities
may be simple coincidence, the June 7 issue of BusinessWeek points to a stronger real-world example of this
phenomenon. The designer of Hewlett-Packard's new portable DeskJet (an inkjet printer) attributes a major
design inspiration to Gort, the robot servant in the 1951 classic science fiction movie, The Day the Earth Stood
Still (Business Week, 1993). Current research in this paradigm includes the work of Goodman, Waterman, and
Alterman (1991 ). Their SPATR system can reason about the use of novel and potentially confusing devices
(such as the AirPhone) by appealing to its existing information regarding the use and functioning of known
devices (such as a pay phone or an automatic teller machine). The other way in which reading assists creativity is
similar to Carbonell's derivational analogy (Carbonell, 1990). If a reader observes a character problem solving
creatively, they may be able to replay the solution process on a real problem in order to develop a creative
solution.

6.4

The "creative" in creative understanding

We can now turn to the issue of exactly how creative understanding is to take place. Descriptively, creativity in
general and creative understanding in particular are bound by the following constraints:
• Creativity arises out of the same sorts of processes as does mundane reasoning.
• It is possible to identify some processes as being more open to creativity.
• People who exhibit creativity

g~nerally

have a great deal of knowledge about the domain in question .

• Creativity requires a willingne"" ttl take a cognitive risk, to suspend disbelief while exploring new concepts .
• Creativity cannot be
tagged as creative.

objectiv~h

Lvaluated; the situation often determines whether or not something is

For the explanatory side of our l"rL,Hl ve understanding theory, we are working under the hypothesis that
it is possible to identify a core set of L\)gnitive mechanisms which contribute the most to creative processes.
We begin with our algorithmic descnptl<ln of the understanding process, introduced in Section 4 .2.3. Since the
reasoner is dealing with new concepts nur in their memory, there are three basic ways which they may attempt
to understand them. First, analogy rna~ be employed. It may be the case that a new concept is sufficiently like
a known concept that a process of analogical reasoning can be employed. The reasoner's understanding of the
known concept is used to understand the new concept. The second approach is to reason from general kn9wledge
which the reasoner possesses. This is the application of abstract knowledge to the problem of understanding the
new concept. Lastly, the reasoner may attempt to creatively reverse engineer the new concept to something they
are familiar with.
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FUNCTION Creative Understanding Process (CUP)
• INPUT:
.- Solution (S)
• OUTPUT (desired):
- Goal state desired (G)
- Constraint set (K)
• PROCESS:
-REPEAT
I. Attempt to perform normal memory retrieval (6.5.1)

2. If an item is returned by (l) and it is not an exact match=> attempt analogy (6.5.2)
3. If (2) fails=> attempt baseless analogy (6.5.3)
4. If (3) fails

:=}

reformulate the problem (6.5 .4)

- UNTIL (successful OR iterations exceed a threshold)
Figure 4: The Creative Understanding Process

6.5

The creative.understanding process

The three basic ways to achieve creative reasoning can be combined into one algorithm, the creative understanding process (CUP). The cycle of creative understanding is shown in Figure 4 (while the description indicates
S as an input and G as the desired output, the same approach is used for the other examples of understanding
discussed previously). Mundane understanding exists 1f the reasoner only considers steps I and 2; that is, if the
reasoner only attempts memory retrieval and analogy. Each cycle through the complete function, on the other
hand, increases the potential for creative understanding . At some point the reasoner will be so far removed
from the original concept attempted to be explained, that further iterations will be useless. As will be discussed
in Section 7, there is a point (dependent on the conte\t and background knowledge of the reasoner) where
creativity degenerates into bizarreness. Still, there is n(' theoretical limit to the "amount" of creativity which
may be generated; it is potentially unbounded. As di . . ~· u..,..,ed earlier, the reasoner makes a decision to suspend
disbelief of potentially creative concepts in order to e\rl ''re the possibilities they represent.

6;5.1

Imaginative memory

The first step of the CUP algorithm involves a mem( •r \ · .·! r1eval attempt. This is intended to be a more-or-less
normal retrieval from memory, although it can contJin .· l· ments of imaginative memory response. Imaginative
memory was a term used by Turner (1992) to descn "'<' · c· -.reati ve mechanism within his MINSTREL system.
This technique places the responsibility of the alter at 1, •r .. · · known objects in the control of the memory system.
Suppose a reasoner is attempting to remember a scenar 1· r heir past dealing with knights killing dragons. Their
memory contains no such scenarios, but they are remin. k d ,,f J time when a knight killed a troll, a time when ·a
king killed a dragon, and a time when a knight woumkd • :r.1~11n Jnd then negotiated with it. These are all three
variations of the original specification (dragon become..·, · II. kn1ght becomes king, and kill becomes wound).
Turner's system makes incremental changes to the initi.d ·'c..·~ IhcJtion in an attempt to retrieve useful cases from
memory.
However, Turner's scheme has two drawbacks. F1r'1 11 partially relies on a careful placement of concepts
into a semantic network memory in order for proper ,l;nii~trity to be noticed. For· example. knight and troll
are both grouped under violent characters so the abo\ c '~cnario could have become A troll killed a dragon.
Instead of this hand-tailoring of the knowledge in memon. \~ t' prnpose a general semantic memory organization,
but allow function tagging of concepts. This addition c~ll,w• . , 1hc -.cmantic memory to appear to dynamically
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reconfigure itself based on functionality. Thus, a knight and a king are "closer" in memory if the reasoner is
attempting to retrieve a nobleman. On the other. hand, if the reasoner is thinking about the knight as a fighting
agent, then knight and troll would be "close" in memory. The second shortcoming of Turner's model of creativity
comes from the same place as its power. He makes use of a set of 24 heuristics which guide the creativity
process, such as change the agent involved to one of similar nature. The incremental changes give a great deal
of power to the system, but Turner never satisfactorily explains where the heuristics come from or why he settled
on the number that he did.
We use the term imaginative memory in a slightly looser way than in Turner's work. A reasoner can request
a memory retrieval based on a set of index cues. If all the cues match some item in memory, an exact retrieval
is possible. However, the memory system should also return near matches. Some of these near matches will
be fairly mundane variations of the exact concept being probed for; others will be more imaginative. It is
important to realize that the reasoner has no control over this phase of the CUP algorithm; the memory system
is acting at a level too low for the reasoner to be aware of. In functional terms, this simply means that the
metacontrol supertask does not have access to that aspect of the memory supertask's operation. In Turner's
research, the distinction between what a reasoner has control over and what they did not was never clearly defined
or explained. Finally, Turner's approach uses an iterative process which continually makes small changes to the
retrieval request; this gradually increases the range of possible retrievals. The memory supertask in our theory
has been somewhat restricted in this area; the supertask cannot perform as many iterations during a memory
retrieval. This is due to the fact that imaginative memory is only the first step in the entire CUP algorithm; as a
result, our view of the technique is inherently more limited than Turner's. The power that the technique loses at
this stage is made up by the later steps of the CUP algorithm.

6.5.2

Analogy

The second step of the CUP algorithm involves what to do with the items retrieved from memory. If the retrieved
concept is not an exact match, this is the signal that normal understanding has failed. The memory system had
some matching criteria that determined that the retrieved concept is a potentially good candidate with which
to understand the new concept. The reasoner must now attempt to determine why this is the case. To do
this, analogy is used. Analogy is the process by which two concepts are seen to be related in some way (e.g.,
Falkenhainer, 1987; Gentner, 1989). A well-known analogy is that of the atomic structure being analogous to
the Solar System. In analogy terms. the object which a reasoner is attempting to explain is called the target and
the known analogue is the base; the reasoner discovers the relationships which exist between base and target. In
the atom example. the atom is the target and the solar system is the base. This framework can be the springboard
on which creative ideas are based. If a reasoner can find and make use of an appropriate analogue, then the
resulting behavior and/or product will Jt least appear to be externally creative.

6.5.3

Baseless analogy

Step three of CUP concerns what th~ r~J.soner does if straightforward analogy fails to glean an understanding
of the considered concept. If this ,..., the cJ.se. baseless analogy is employed. Humans are more flexible than the
above description would lead one tl' h~l ieve. In fact, humans seem to be able to perform a type of analogy in
which there is no base. Baseless anulo~;, · occurs when the reasoner dynamically builds a base in an attempt to
understand a concept. The target 1n y u~-;tion exists within a specific domain; if the reasoner possesses a great
deal of knowledge about some other Jl11nai n and a shallow amount of knowledge about the target, it might be
possible to shift the target from its or'~'nJI domain into the well-known one. Doing this, the reasoner creates a
base by relying on their knowledge ot the new domain. This form of analogy can most easily be seen when a
concept is being explained to someone . The teacher may explain the concept by appealing to the background
information possessed by the student. For example, atomic structure can be explained within the framework of
gang warfare. 3 Baseless analogy rei ies un the reasoner possessing a great deal of background knowledge about
3
There was once a large area of the City wh1ch was :1 desolate wasteland of condemned buildings. known simply as the Neighborhood
The New Boys. a street gang. currently control the ~elf::hhorhood and have their headquarters in the exact center of the wasteland. Lately.
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the domain onto which an analogy is being attempted.

6.5.4

Problem reformulation

Finally, if all of the above steps have failed to produce a satisfactory level of understanding, the reasoner
must resort to problem reformulation. There are some cases in which the initial statement of a problem or task
description is not the one which will lead to an optimal solution. By recasting the problem in a new way, a reasoner
may gain _a previously unseen insight into the resolution of the situation. Recent work on this topic has been
done by Jones ( 1992). His thesis is that the reformulation should be from an actual problem to a more abstract
description; in particular, a primary source of culturally shared abstract knowledge exists in the form of proverbs
which reasoners can make use of in solving novel problems. We view problem reformulation as generally being
the transformation of one instantiation of a problem into another one, rather than the transformation of a problem
into a more abstract form.
Problem reformulation is also the process by which creative reverse engineering occurs in the CUP algorithm.
By successively reformulating the given problem description, it is possible to reverse engineer a chain of
creative reasoning which would lead from a mundane object to the creative artifact in question. Consider a
reader attempting to understand a unicorn who was totally unfamiliar with the concept. If the problem becomes
understand an animal which is like a unicorn but has no horn (the removal of an attribute), the next cycle
through CUP will retrieve the concept of horse from memory. The reasoner has reverse engineered unicorn to
horse by removing the attribute of horn. To understand the unicorn in this way, then, the reasoner need only
transform horse + horn => unicorn.

6.6

Function-driven morphological synthesis

For creative understanding to occur, four processes must successfully interact. As described above, these are
memory retrieval (possibly imaginative), analogy, baseless analogy, and problem reformulation. We must now
specify mechanisms for these processes. Imaginative memory and problem reformulation are performed by a
common mechanism within our theory. To see how this is accomplished, we begin by considering the converse
of baseless analogy, targetless analogy. Targetless analog}' occurs when a reasoner begins with a known concept
and 'tweaks it in various ways to discover new concepts which were not previously known. Taking the concept
of a horse, for example, and adding wings would result in a pegasus. The mechanism by which this tweaking is
accomplished is through constraint manipulation. The earlier mechanisms of attribute listing and ·morphological
synthesis also can be described as techniques which perform constraint manipulation. The limitations of both
were mainly caused by the enforced restriction that the techniques only alter primary attributes and constraints.
In one sense, this is not a bad heuristic; altering secnnJary char~cteristics is likely to lead to only A-novel
creations. On the other hand, it does restrict the technllJUes to the formation of E-novel items; R-novelty is
unlikely (if not totally impossible).
In an attempt to overcome this serious shortcom 1n..: . we have developed a new mechanism, known as
function-directed morphological synthesis (FMS), depl~otl·J in Figure 5. It is assumed that the reasoner has an
artifact which needs to be understood (either a goal (G) . .1 -.,l)Jution (S), or a critique (K)). The reasoner applies a
set of manipulator functions to the artifact, altering its ar rn hutes and producing new artifacts. If only the artifacts
which possess the original functionality and are novel !11 the reasoner are considered, creative artifacts are the
result.
a new gang calling itself the Elected Ones has shown an interest in ::kyu tnng control of the Neighborhood. Fearing the loss of control. the
New Boys decide that they need to bring in an outside gang to aid th~lr c"JUSe. The New Boys learn that the blood enemies of the Elected
Ones are a group of men known simply as the Pros. The Elected Ont:' Jnd Pros so fear each other that as long as one Pro is in the New
Boys· territory for each Elected One there will be no violence. So. the \ew Boys bring in the exact number of Pros as there are Elected
Ones. Frustrated in their takeover attempts. the Elected Ones are forced to ;;tay outside the Neighborhood and only circle it. After a while,
all three gangs decide to change their names to include" -tron" in their names . So. the Elected Ones become the Elec-trons. the Pros become
the Pro-tons. and the New Boys become the New-trons . The Elec-trons continually Circle a vast area of open space. At the cente!" is a group
of Pro-tons and New-trons. Notice that there is always the same number of Pro -ton' as there are Elec-trons. (WKRP Episode 60. 1980)
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• Consider an artifact in the world, which will be designated as M. For creative understanding,
M will be either the goal (G), the solution (S), or the critique (K).
• Let

f be defined as the function which returns the function of an artifact.

• Let C' be the class of functions which alter an object, either by changing some attribute of that
object or by adding a new attribute to the object.

• C' 1 through C'n are a set of n such functions.
• Thus, a set of objects

Sail

can be created by Ui=I

nC'i.

• Consider the subset, Sf defined as {siscSau and f( s)

= f( Af)}

• Finally, consider the subset Sc defined as {siscS 1 where sis unknown to the reasoner}
• The items in Sc are useful (they fulfill the same role as the original object A1) and they are
novel to the reasoner. Therefore, they are creative.
Figure 5: Function-driven Morphological Synthesis
FMS can exist in both a strong form and in a weak form . Strong-FMS performs the changes to an object by
examining other objects with the same functionality to see how they accomplish their tasks. Weak-FMS does
away with this constraint and guides the manipulation through the reasoner's knowledge of a given attribute
and its possible values. There is still the problem with constraint manipulation in the sense of exactly what is
allowable. This issue will be touched on in Section 7.3 when we discuss our knowledge organization scheme.
Returning to our luggage example of Section 5, let M = piece of luggage. Then, f( M) = act as a
closet/dresser for a traveler while away from home. The types of alterations which were discussed earlier will
still be allowed. In addition, the types of alterations which attribute listing and morphological synthesis were
incapable of performing will now be possible.
If the memory supertask uses FMS to alter a probe for a memory search, the observed behavior will be akin
to that of imaginative memory. If FMS 1s permitted to act on the problem description given to the understander,
then the observed behavior will be that of problem reformulation. It is this power which allows FMS to be the
driving force in the entire creative unJer-;tanding process.

7

When to say when: Ho"· far to n1anipulate constraints

A central issue in constraint man1ru 11' ·n systems is how does a reasoner know exactly which manipulations
are "good" ones and which ones arc . · : •Hial dangerous (or just useless). Various approaches have been taken
to attempt to minimize this problem
·her systems which attempted to be creative by some metric. One end
of the spectrum is to have the syster n
.n le self-monitoring; this approach can be seen in Lenat's AM system
(Len at, 1990). AM was a system \.\, · · .I' scovered new mathematical ideas through a process of exploration
and constraint manipulation. It Wi.b .. "k to do much filtering, however, as Lenat himself would sift through
the output to point out to AM what " ..·;'h were worth exploring. So, while it did create a number of useful
and perhaps creative concepts (such ..1' , · 'lie.' numbers and Goldbach's conjecture), it also created a much larger
number of worthless concepts wh1~.· h . ~ · c rlltcred out by the human researcher. Towards the other end of the
spectrum, we have systems which h.1<1 · . , lt·l n heuristics for deciding what to manipulate and how far to carry
the alterations. Turner's MINSTREL , · te rn 1s one such example; SWALE (Kass et al., 1986) is another well
known one. Both could be considered ·, • have done some degree of creative reasoning by appealing to these
human-supplied control heuristics. \\ ll1 k this is certainly a good approach (especially in the initial stages of
research), we would prefer to develop . 1 rc~..hnique which would allow for more flexible restraint to be exercised.
decided (at least in part) by the system 11 ,cl f We begin by examining what kinds of constraint modifications
can take place within a reasoning sysr~.·,n
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7.1 ·Types of constraint modification
There are two ways in which constraint modification may occur within the framework of FMS . The reader can
relax the definitional constraints which exist on the concept. For example, a horse's primary mode of locomotion
is legs . Relaxing this restriction, the system may decide. to consider a "horse" whose primary locomotion is
wings, resulting in a pegasus. The other option is to add a new aspect to the concept under consideration. A
suitcase. for instance, would not have any information regarding a mode of location. By adding this, it would be
possible to create an independently mobile suitcase, much like the one depicted in Terry Pratchett's The Colour
of Magic (1983).

7.2

Problems with constraint modification

The problem with undirected constraint manipulation is that the reader has no way of knowing how far to allow
the alterations to occur. In the above example, toaster could have been made the means of horse locomotion. Or
a reader might decide that love is a good method of transportation, Up to a certain limit, constraint manipulation
will result in concepts which could be called creative. After this point, the concepts are too bizarre to be
generally useful. A "bizarreness" threshold exists: we like and understand things up to a certain level of
bizarre attributes; after that, we begin to feel uncomfortable with the concept and reject it. It is possible for
the programmer to enforce bounds on the level of bizarreness allowed to occur, but this seems to restrict the
outcomes in an unreasonable fashion (what if the story actually did involve a toaster-horse?). Alternatively,
the system could simply make arbitrary relaxations. Both of these options have been argued against from a
theoretical perspective (Birnbaum, 1986). We prefer to have reasonable relaxations emerge from a solid theory
of knowledge organization and from enforcing the idea that relaxations must be directed towards an ultimate
goal.

7.3

Knowledge organization scheme

Our knowledge organization scheme resembles a standard semantic network, but knowledge is tagged through the
use of a multidimensional grid, as shown in Figure 6. One axis of the grid represents a Schankian breakdown of
knowledge: action, agent, state, and object (Schank & Abelson, 1977). The other dimension represents a moreor-less "natural" breakdown: physical, mental, social, emotional, and temporal. For example, a_ TRANSfer is a
generic action. In the physical column is the PTRANS of Schank 's work, the mental column contains MTRANS,
and the social column contains ATRANS. Our extended representation also includes emotional TRANSfers, like
the giving of one's love to another; and temporal TRANSfers, such as the act of March getting closer to us in
time.
The other difference between a standard semantic network and our knowledge organization scheme is the
function tagging of each concept in memory. Each con cept within our knowledge system is tagged with the set
of common functions which it can be used to perform. It the reasoner is searching for similar concepts to a given
one, this search can be aided by the presence of these fun" u on tags. In one search through memory, a car and a
horse would be discovered to be closely similar; with ad 1rferent function in mind, a hors~ and a· zebra would be
discovered to be close in the semantic net. This taggint: ,jllows a more flexible organization of knowledge with
the semantic network than previous methods which were 11 )reed to employ a careful placement of items into the
network to ensure that the proper similarities were reveakJ when needed.
Coupling our knowledge organization scheme with the function-driven morphological synthesis discussed
above results in constraint relaxation and manipulation v. h 1-.:h is bounded in a reasonable fashion. Each change
on a concept from the FMS may leave the concept in the -,arne conceptual grid cell (an intracellular shift) or it
may cause the concept to cross a cell boundary (an exrrua//u/ar shift). Additionally, each FMS change costs
the system. So, a conceptual shift which consists of only t\\. O FMS steps is easier to perform than one consisting
of six FMS steps. A cell boundary crossing costs significantly. As a result, conceptual movement within the
same grid cell is the cheapest type to perform. Movement along either a row or a column is more difficult,
and movement which must go along both is the most di fficu It to perform. These costs act as a heuristic which
guides a reasoner in performing creative understanding . The greater the cost, the more conceptual movement has
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Figure 6: Knowledge representation grid

occurred. As a result, the higher the cost. the more likely it is that the result will be more bizarre than creativ·e.
This knowledge organization theory allows for constraint relaxation to take place in a reasonable manner.
Within the creative understanding process described by the CUP algorithm, this cost of movement influences
how many iterations are permissible. Each successive cycle through the function creates concepts which are
more and more distant from the original one. The first few iterations will result in concepts which fall within the
same grid cell as the original concept. \1ore cycl~s will create concepts which are shifted in the grid with respect
to the beginning concept. By tracking th1s movement, the reasoner can decide when creative understanding has
become too expensive to allow to conunue , based on the goals and tasks of the reasoner.

8

Implementation

The ISAAC system is currently imr k·, 1ented at a level of functionality capable of reading the story Men Are
Different (Bloch, 1963 ). ISAAC 1' l d r 1n Common Lisp and uses the KR frame package (Giuse, 1990) for
basic knowledge representation . l'i \ \ ( · .:urrently uses the COMPERE parsing system (Mahesh, 1993) as a
drop- in module for its sentence pr' "- · "1 ng supertask. The union of the two systems is not yet seamless, so
ISAAC's higher-level reasoning a~ot l. 1 processes a mixture of representations produced by the COMPERE
parser and representations produceJ . · .•nJ-translation of certain "difficult" sentences (the ratio of COMPERE
sentences to hand translated ones I"> .~ n · r ' ''mately 3 to 1). At present, ISAAC is capable of building a detailed
story structure model. a scenario m Pd c r the events depicted , and a metareasoning model of its own activities
·Jge side. there are currently a few hundred concepts stored within the
during the reading process. On the k. n
system. This knowledge is organized • . . ·rJ1 ng to our knowledge organization grid.
The story we are currently work1n .: ·' 1rh 1' the example one presented in Section 2.2, Men Are Different by
Alan Bloch (1963). ISAAC processe' ·' c unJerstanding of this story in the following ways. ISAAC is initially
told to read the text file containing .\f, n \ re Different.~ ISAAC is expressly told that the file it is to read is a
narrative science fiction text; as a resulr . I S:\AC's metacontrol decides that the first thing it needs to accomplish
~Read in this case means to consult a disk rl!e m ~ h> line in order to simulate the reading process . While we do not expressly model
eye-movement. as in Just and Carpenter ( \9 Hl'\ ' i..;-\ -\C d ·1 ~s have the capability to skip around in the file in a nonlinear fashion. This
approximates a human reader's ability to rere:1J ,,.• : 1. •n, .. r !h~ h.: xt. if needed .
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Figure 7: Partial view of ISAAC's understanding of Men Are Different

is to see if the text has an attached title and/or author. ISAAC's generic narrative story structure model includes
the information that a set of text with a phrase and an .J~~nt prior to the beginning of the first paragraph can be
assumed to have an attached title and author. Metacontr{'l makes use of this, treating the stand-alone phrase Men
Are Different as the assumed title, and the supplied ag~nr Alan Bloch as the assumed author. The author requires
no further understanding, it is simply recorded as the :.~u rh{ 'r of the current story and as being attached to an agent
in the same reality that ISAAC is in. The title is pa-.. . . ~d un to th~ other supertasks so that further processing
of it may occur. The sentence processor parses the sentence for ISAAC; since ISAAC is starting the reading
experience, it is unable to provide any hints to that . . up~rtask. The phrase is recognized as an extended state
declaration: ISAAC expects an object to be related to ,tn(lther object in a given way. Scenario understanding
tags Men (a type of agent which ISAAC is familiar \\ott h l :.~s the first object and Different is as the relation in
question. Metacontrol now expects to find the second , lhJect : namely, what Men are Different from. At this
point, no such answer is available. Metacontrol decides. due to its knowledge of the importance of titles in most
texts, that this is an important omission . ISAAC expects tt) find the answer to this pending question in later text
pieces. Now that the title and author have been understood. various memory requests are generated. First, the
title and author are remembered (more specifically, the memory supertask is requested by metacontrol to store
the information). Next, a memory probe is requested to see if the system has either read this story before, read
other Alan Bloch works, or read other stories about men bet ng different. Since this is the first story episode,
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nothing is returned.
ISAAC is now ready to begin reading the body of the story. The pronoun reference task is responsible
for determining that the I in the story refers to an agent whose occupation is archaeology. At this point, the
story structure model being used to guide ISAAC needs to be changed. The generic story ISAAC knows about
is a third-person narrative. The sentence processor has just found a pronoun acting in the role of an agent.
This indicates to the genre identifier that it cannot be a third-person narrative, since it is known (also from the
sentence processor) that the sentence in question is simple declarative. ISAAC does a memory retrieval and
discovers that first-person narrative more closely resembles the story thus far and switches to it. This gives
the story structure supertask the protagonist of Men Are Different for "free." Punctuation analysis (a part of
the sentence processing supertask not covered by COMPERE) notices that Men is capitalized in a way which
does not follow grammar rules, implying that the word carries special meaning. ISAAC's metacontrol decides
to remember this anomaly as potentially important. Meanwhile, character identification adds the fact that I is
a story character. By the end of the first paragraph, ISAAC realizes that something is not quite right. ISAAC
knows about modern-day robots which are industrial machines, capable of performing autonomously in various
highly repetitive tasks, such as spot welding on a car. The robot which is being described in the first paragraph
is very different from this. ISAAC's metacontrol decides that it needs to attempt to creatively understand the
concept of robot it is being presented with and suspends its disbelief in such an object for the benefit of the
story. This decision is motivated by ISAAC's inability to understand the story within the conceptual framework
initially possessed by ISAAC.
Creative understanding is now faced with the task of explaining the robot that ISAAC sees in the story. A
normal memory retrieval returned a concept of robot which is insufficient to explain the story character. Concepts
which were imaginatively retrieved from memory (factory machines, mechanical tools) are also too limited to
provide an adequate explanation . Creative understanding now attempts baseless analogy on the concept of robot.
Taking robot as an industrial tool, ISAAC attempts to transfer the concept to the domain of volitional agents
(since this is how the story robot appears to be acting). This attempt is somewhat less than totally successful;
in this case, ISAAC does not have enough background knowledge to allow the success of baseless analogy in
this case. Next, ISAAC attempts problem reformulation, using FMS to produce a merged concept containing
elements of the current robot concept and the best volitional agent it can retrieve from memory-a man. The
result is a man-like (in form), intelligent, volitio~al robot. Man-like is used since ISAAC has now answered the
question of what Men are Different from-robots. ISAAC's understanding of standard narrative structures is
that authors do not waste time presenting the reader with the blatantly obvious. So, in addition to being somehow
different from robots, men must also have some similarities to robot (after ~ll. it does not make sense to say
Men are different from three ton boulders of granite; it's an obvious fact). As such, the new concepts maintains
the characteristics of the original robot in the sense that it is made of metal, resistant to damage, uses sensors
and feedback as a control mechanism . Jnd so on. This concept is sufficient to understand the robot in the story.
ISAAC then store the new concept 1n memory as a story-robot.
The rest of the story proceeds in J "1milar fashion; we will touch on only a few highlights until the final two
paragraphs. The main differences to the: above procedure occur in the third paragraph. The second paragraph
provides additional background, a:-. d, 't:'i the fourth. The third presents the most problem, since it contains a
high degree of metaphor. Men do n,,, have bright flames as far as ISAAC knows. At this stage in ISAAC's
development, we are choosing to "punt" on this issue; ISAAC's imaginative memory returns a scenario where
bright flame is used as a description ,\f -,uperiority. This allows straightforward understanding of the sentence.
In later versions, ISAAC will be reyu1r~d to attempt creative understanding on this concept as well. Divine is
a known concept and reinforces the :.Lv,umptions made about bright flame. The sentence discussing the strands
of the web is left non-understood. Wt: Jo not provide a direct meaning, and ISAAC is currently lacking the
necessary information to successfully understand it. The idea that the current civilization has lost something that
Mankind had is understood; the assumpt1on is that it is not a physical object, but something more abstract. When
the story understanding is complete. ISAAC is left with an outstanding goal of understanding this concept.
The last two paragraphs act as a "story-within-a-story." The metacontrol supertask must enable the system
to understand the ending paragraphs in th1s way. This story, while short, contains a complex temporal structure.
Time does not flow linearly in the story: any reader attempting to understand it, ISAAC included, must be able to
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handle this as it is these last two paragraphs which makes the point of the story. In order to appreciate the ending,
the reader must have maintained an accurate model of the narrator, including its beliefs and goals, in order to
· understand why the robot's mistake took place. ISAAC needs to perform a similar creative understanding task
on the man in the story as it did on the robot narrator. In this case, however, the need to perform the creative
understanding arises _from a need to understand why the robot narrator acted in the fashion that it did. As a result,
ISAAC understands that the robot is seeing the man as more similar to itself than is warranted, this explains the
logical error.
The key irony in the .story can be seen as a dual shift within our knowledge organization grid. ISAAC is
presented with a robot character which is acting as an agent rather than as a physical object. This is the first
shift which must take place for ISAAC to "make sense" of the story. The twist ending occurs because the robot
narrator decides to treat the Man. a physical agent, as a physical object and disassemble him with the intent of
doing a field repair.
During the reading experience, multiple cases are being built. A case is a memory of a specific experience
in the life of a reasoner (Kolodner, 1993). First, there is the case representing the events of the story, a summary
of what ISAAC understands of the text. Second, this case contains a subcase representing the flashback scene.
Since it stands on its own as a separate event, it is an independent case. Third, there is a case which represents
the actions of ISAAC as it read and understood the story. This case includes the information as to when the
system realized that the main character was a robot and not a man, as well as other key points in the course of the
reading experience. It is a trace of what ISAAC went through dur.ing comprehension rather than simply being
the result of the comprehension task. If ISAAC had greatly empathized with the robotic narrator (currently
beyond its abilities), a fourth case may also exist. This would be a sort of "pseudo-experience" in the history
of the system-it would remember it as being in the context of a story, but the events will seem more real than
that. Such a case in memory could, for instance, aid the ISAAC if it ever has to deal with a person from a
radically different culture and it remembers that one should not project a way of life onto another due to surface
similarities.
Finally, if ISAAC is familiar with science fiction stones or with this author, the start of this reading experience
will trigger remindings which aid the process. ISAAC 1s familiar with science fiction from the information we
have provided it as background. As a result, the idea of a robot narrator will not require as much disbelief
suspension as someone who had never read a science tiction story. Recall that for ISAAC to comprehend the
story, it must be willing to accept that robots are the dom1nant lifeform in the future, that humans have practically
died out, and that robots are capable of making the log 1c errors that the narrator did. Had ISAAC refused to
accept this world, the story will not be fully appreciateJ
A portion of ISAAC's understanding of this story ~.·. m he seen in Figure 7. The process of reading transforms
a text from the given form to a series of representat1 \ l' _ t'L's and the three understanding models shown in the
figure .

9

Evaluation

The final facet of our theory which we need to consl,k! . · hJt of evaluation. The theory needs to be evaluated
both as a reading theory and as a creativity theory.

9.1

Reading evaluation

Traditionally, AI reading systems have been evaluateJ ' : ··l· · ,f two ways-either by having the system answer
researcher-supplied questions regarding the read mater1 .1 ; . ·r hy having it produce a summary of the text (this is
true of almost all AI reading research; see, e.g ., Wilen~lo..' . : 'iX I: Cullingford, 1981; Dyer, 1983; Lehnert, 1977).
In either case, the system's output was judged by the rt>l'.u-.her. If the question answering approach was used,
the questions tended to be of two types: literal question-.. \\ tll l-.,e Jnswers were directly in the text, and inference
questions which required that the system know more bad c:r' ,unJ 1--. now ledge than strictly in the text. Summaries
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were generally required to capture the main points of the text in a succinct manner. Thus, the AI system was
"tested" in a way akin to that of a student being tested for reading comprehension.
With ISAAC, one must be wary of hnth of these methods. It has been argued that ISAAC will be impossible
to judge correctly due to the very fact thJt 11 is creative. The argument says that any answer ISAAC gives will
be judged correct as it is possible w1th1 n 1he bounds of creativity. Consider the following short, short narrative:
John hit Mary. Mary ran inr. · · ~ 1l' house, crying. A minute later, Mary's mother came out of the
house and scolded John.
If asked the question Why did John i:' : ' ' . n). ISAAC might very well respond with Because space aliens from
the Vega system controlled his minJ . · - - ·n ·ed him to do it. As argued above, there is a point where creativity

breaks down and becomes simply h1.' • · · With no other context, the above answer is probably more bizarre
than creative.
To control this facet ofiSAAC's L' \ . . 1! ,,1n. we developed the comprehension grid depicted in Figure 8. The
.' . . tory understanding systems. The dashed line symbolizes a rough
shaded area represents the scope of rr ~
boundary between the creative and 1ht· · .trre. It is dashed because the exact location of this boundary will
differ from genre to genre and poss1bl \ · · ., ,1. )ry to story. Each level lower on the left-hand column represents
a type of comprehension which is pr' · ~ · · - \ c·l ~ more involved. Each such level also allows more creativity to
manifest without crossing the bizarrenL' " · ~tr l' . . hold.
Literal comprehension is the simpk , , :.•rm of comprehension. It involves understanding a text sufficiently
to answer direct questions concerning i 1 In the John and Mary story above, a level of literal comprehension
would be adequate to answer question" 'u~ h Js Who hit Mary? (John) and Who ran into the house? (Mary).
Semantic inferencing refers to a level l)f ~. •rnprehensiOn which adds conceptual knowledge to the literal level.
It would allow the reader to handle que . . ll•~th 'ul'h as What sex is Mary? (female) and Did John touch Mary?
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(yes). These answers are not directly in the story but can be inferred from the facts that Mary is generally a
girl's name and that in order to hit someone, you have to touch them. The next level comprehension, reference,
involves a more sophisticated understanding of story elements. It would allow the reader to see that Mary
was crying, Mary's mother did the scolding, and that the mother came out of the same house that Mary ran
into. Next is episodic inferencing, which allows more in-depth reasoning about story elements. This reasoning
does not result from semantic knowledge concerning story concepts, but from the reader's own experiences
dealing with similar scenarios. An example question and answer would be Why did John hit Mary? (She was
teasing him). This response is not a result of the meaning of to hit but is plausible given an average reader's
background knowledge. Episodic comprehension is the next comprehension level. This level represents the
reader understanding the entire story as a cohesive set of events and seeing the underlying causal patterns. At
this point in the comprehension scale, the reader would be able to supply a title for the story (in this case, perhaps
The Quarrel) and to answer more abstract questions, such as Should Mary's mother have scolded John? and
What ages do you think the characters are?.
The above levels of comprehension represent roughly what previous story understanding systems were
capable of accomplishing. The remaining levels represent higher comprehension levels which human readers
possess. Episodic comprehension can be carried a step further to arrive at the level of incorporation. At
this level, the reader understands the story as a cohesive set of events, can see how the story relates to other
experiences in their own life, and can use the experience for reasoning about future events which are similar.
There is one final level of comprehension, historical relevance. This is the most elusive of the levels and requires
the most sophistication on the part of the reader. Some stories' comprehension rely on the reader understanding
the historical period in which they were written. For example, Orwell's 1984 ( 1949) is better understood if the
reader is aware of the sociopolitical climate of the late 1940s, in which it was written.
Reading teachers and researchers have broken comprehension down in an analogous way to our seven
levels. Teaching reading textbooks (e.g., Strang et al.. 1967) describe three levels of comprehension. The literal
comprehension level is when the reader understands the literal meaning of the text. This level is represented
in our breakdown by the first five levels and makes up the largest portion of reading comprehension. The next
level, reading between the lines, is when the reader can accurately reason about the intents and purposes of the
author of the text. Characters are identified with, truth value can be assigned, various points of view may be
recognized, and the reader is capable of understanding metaphor and irony. In our seven-level comprehension
table, levels four, five, and six represent this level of understanding. FinaJly, there is the level of reading beyond
the lines. The reader fully incorporates the read material into their own background. learns new-concepts from
it, can place it within historical relevance, and has a complete understanding of the text. Levels six and seven
of our breakdown correspond to this final level of understanding.
To be judged a success, ISAAC must be capable of an-swering questions and generating summaries which
fall within that region covered by previous systems. In Jddition, ISAAC must demonstrate some level of
comprehension beyond these earlier systems in order tn he viewed as an improvement. ISAAC's creativity
will be judged by how much of the creative portion olthc: grid it manages to cover without degenerating into
the bizarre zone. This coverage will be judged based on the answers to questions posed to the ISAAC system
and on the summaries it produces. Since we are using rL·-.~1 -;rories, we have an opportunity to make use of real
evaluation questions, as well. Turner (1992) appealed tP L'\ eryday people to judge the level of performance of
his story generation system, MINSTREL. We intend to fnll~ lW a similar path of removing some of the evaluation
from the researchers' control. To achieve that end, we pl-.~n t1l ask high school English teachers to read the stories
we provide and generate questions covering the material .-\fter ISAAC has been "quizzed" on the stories, the
answer set will then be graded by the teachers and a graJe -.~::;signed. While only one metric of evaluation, we
feel it will be an important one.

9.2

Creativity evaluation

If ISAAC is to be accepted as a true "creative" reader. then there must also be a way of evaluating its creative
potential. This is more difficult than reading evaluation: while educators do believe they have fairly accurate
ways of judging reading ability, no one claims to have a similar degree of success with judging creative acts.
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Figure 9: Views of creativity
Part of the problem, as discussed earlier. is that creativity assessment is a highly subjective thing.
It is almost certain that ISAAC will act in a way which it views as creative, in much the same fashion as a
child discovering new concepts. As with the child, it is also likely that much of what ISAAC comes up with
will be well_known to the researchers involved. It is possible to extend our earlier internal/external creativity
description in an attempt to get at a better understanding of how a creative program would be judged. As
described by Leary (as reported in Taylor, 1988), it is possible to break creativity into the production of new
concepts and the combination of existing concepts. Doing so, results in four types of individuals being identified
(the following also comes from Taylor. \988):
• reproductive blocked: This person is mundane, no new concepts are created and there are no new
combinations of existing concepts.
• reproductive creator: No new concepts are directly generated, but this individual is capable of creatively
combining existing concepts.
• creative creator: The creative p1nnacle, this person creates new concepts and can successful use them in
new ways.
• creative blocked: The final cate~~~r~ 1nclud~s those individuals who are capable of producing new concepts
but is unable (or possibly un'" 1ll 1n~ 1 to use them in any way other than a in a known. mundane fashion.

Combining these four creativity I\ r(.·-. with our earlier discussion of internal/external creativity, we get the
table depicted in Figure 9. Notice th.11 .d . 1f the possible sixteen combinations are not represented; some of the
possible ones have no real meaning f • re 9 is not intended to indicate that those ten divisions are the only
ones which exist in a creativity spect rt." lne creativity spectrum extends infinitely from the beginning point of
mundane to the more and more creat1 \ c · ·, ~ ten divisions identified in the figure represent "signposts" along this
infinite pathway. The average creatt" t' ~~ 1 \1. hether invention or understanding, will contain elements of several
of these points. The ten degrees of cr~: . 1! . 11 " identified in Figure 9 would map onto the vertical axis of Figure 8.
This does not mean that we (or anyone · 1n .trbmarily decide at what point the comprehension at a given level
crosses over from the creative to the h .· .1tr t'. 1he scale is not the same for each level of comprehension. On the
other hand, the creativity scale, as rou !:-· r1 '" 11 '"·does give some objective evaluation potential to the process of
judging a so-called creative episode frt '1: 1 .1 reasoner.

9.3

Genre notes

Finally, a note must be presented concnn 1ng the nature of the genre of stories we have chosen for ISAAC. As
already mentioned, science fiction stone"-. , •lfc"r tremendous opportunities for creative understanding; indeed,
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Figure 10: Science fiction concepts

many science fiction works force the reader into a position of needing to perform creative understanding,
especially if they are a novice science fiction reader. Many of the devices described in science fiction stories
have predated actual real world artifacts of the same type. For example, the artifacts in Figure 1O(a) all existed
in stories prior to existing in reality. The items in Figure IO(b) represent a handful of artifacts which currently
have no real world instantiation. It should be clear, then. that science fiction offers countless opportunities and
requirements for creative understanding to be performed.
There is also an inherent danger with short stories in general which we must guard against in our selection
process. Since the mechanism of communication is limited to a few hundred words, authors may count on the
reader's background filling in crucial bits of information. This is perfectly acceptable unless the needed bit of
information is extremely story-specific. If this is the case, then ISAAC would seem to be too tailored to the
particular set of stories given it. We have tried to avoid this pitfall by choosing stories which, while requiring
significant amounts of creative understanding, hinge on more-or-less general knowledge (at least across the
domain of science fiction stories). Men Are Different. for example, embodies concepts of the future, space
travel, intelligent machines, the extinction of humankind. and so forth; all of these concepts may be useful in
other science fiction stories. In contrast, there is the short story Blood by Fredric Brown ( 1992). It involves the
time traveling of two vampires, who are fleeing into the future. They hope to find a future where knowledge of
vampires has been lost and they may feed in peace. After a few narrow escapes, they arrive in the far future to
be confronted by a telepathic race of new creatures (humans have long since died out). The creature confirms
that it knows nothing of vampires, this excites the prota~unists greatly. Unfortunately, the final line of the story
has the lifeform revealing that it is actually an intellig~nt. ~volved form of the turnip. Naturally, the saying that
You can't get blood from a turnip must be known to tu II\ ;1ppreciate the story; while this knowledge could be
given to ISAAC, it seems too specific to be of use in a \\ 1d~ variety of stories.

10

A critique of past reading research

A methodological goal of any complete theory shouiJ ~~ th~ formation of a common framework in which
past theories and systems can be placed. Our functional theory allows us to judge past attempts from several
perspectives. The most important ones are:
• A critical examination of past systems in order to
cover.

J1~cover

which tasks and supertasks they attempted to

• A similar examination carried out on past theories which do not exist in a system form. This includes a
critique of the processes and knowledge that.each iJent1ti~J as important or central.
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• A critical review of systems with regards to the types of knowledge each understood.
• An examination of the creative understanding aspects of past reading systems.

10.1

A critique of past reading systems from a task perspective

Past reading systems have not been greatly successful due to their insufficient coverage of the set of tasks which
reading involves. Early examples such as PAM (Wilensky, 1981) and SAM (Cullingford, 1981) were narrow
attempts to handle scenario understanding through plans and scripts. They did not try to benefit from other
aspects of the reading process; furthermore, they dealt with extremely short narratives. Dyer's BORIS (1983)
was a more involved system which attempted to overcome the deficiencies of earlier ones by integrating the
current theories of its day in order to perform "in-depth" reading. Unfortunately, it too overlooked some crucial
aspects of the reading process which we have identified, such as the story structure. BORIS also ignored the
human facility to skim and skip portions of a text and attempted to read everything in as much depth as possible.
This meant that a huge amount of internal representation was required before reading could take place, placing
a limit on the number of stories which could be read. Later systems tried to vary the reading depth, such as
IPP (Lebowitz, 1983) and AQUA (Ram, 1991 ). Unfortunately, IPP failed to do any high-level reasoning, such
as explanation of anomalies. AQUA added the explanation and reasoning supertask, as well as some of the
memory supertask, but it ignored the story structure aspects which could have been a valuable aid.
There were other systems being developed which carried scenario understanding to a more refined level by
augmenting it with the explanation and reasoning supertask we have identified. These attempts placed a greater
emphasis on plan recognition than some other systems (such as PAM) had. Levy ( 1979), for example, believes
that this identification of characters goals, beliefs, and plans is the crucial aspect of reading which needs to be
studied. Grosz and Sidner ( 1986) share this assumption; they see reading comprehension as consisting of three
parts: linguistic, intentional, and attentional. The ling!Jistic portion handles sentence processing, the intentional
manages the goals, plans, and beliefs of the participants in the text, and the attentional handles the way in which
the reader relates to the text. This model is similar to our theory but does not make use of an explicit story
structure understander, an explicit memory management supertask, or an explicit explanation supertask. As
such, it covered more of the reading process than other attempts, but did not attain complete coverage of the
tasks which we have identified.
There were other attempts to use the idea of plan recognition as the basis for a reading comprehension system
as well. The idea of a text communicating the intentions and plans of the characters involved can be traced back
to the philosophical work of Grice ( 1957). His thesis was that to understand language (or text) completely, one
must not only understand what the worJs mean but what the beliefs and intentions of the speaker (or characters)
are. Prior to the work which attempteJ tn make tenable systems based on this, there was a great deal of research
in AI dealing with planning (for earl~. foundational work in this area, see Newell & Simon, 1972; Sacerdoti,
1977; Fikes & Nilsson, 1971 ). By m...lit..l ng use of this, some systems attempted to directly understand text by
identifying the plans of the character-. -\lien ( 1979; 1983) and Wilensky (1981) were among the first to attempt
this. Others included Carberry ( 198~ 1 .mJ Sidner ( 1985). Plan recognition is a powerful technique, particularly
when the reader is able to understanJ 1 hi! interactions of characters and their plans, rather than understanding
a single character (Wilensky, 1983 l Still, it is too limiting to be a complete model of reading; a system
concentrating on just plan recognition !.1lls into the same trap as all the systems described--concentrating on
too small an area of the reading proce . . . .
Other systems also concentrated on \ .l.fious narrow aspects of the total problem. CYRUS (Kolodner, 1984)
concerned itself with the memory manJ~I!ment issues, but slacked in the other aspects of reading. Not all story
understanding systems overlooked the '>tl)ry structure or the sentence level as an aid. For example, story grammar
theory (Rumelhart, 1977) explains stones much like our story structure supertask does-they are coherent text
passages with characters, a setting, and a series of actions (the plot description). Unfortunately, story grammars
do not go beyond this level; they ignore scenario understanding, sentence processing, and reasoning. There
have also been numerous systems \1, ruch concentrate solely on the sentence processing level. These include
ATNs, statistical analysis, and more soph1st1cJted parsing methods. Some had a great deal of success; however.
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there are many sentence problems which can be more easily solved through the use of higher level processes
(Birnbaum, 1986). The sentence processing supertask must be interwoven with the entire system. Without
doing this, it is difficult to move much beyond sentence level comprehension.
While they made significant contributions to the· areas they focused on, these past systems all ignored aspects
of the total reading process. Because of this, they had to work harder at the portions they did consider. Our claim
is that the set of reading tasks we have outlined reir.force each other, aiding one another during comprehension.
A complete understanding of the tasks.and their interaction will enable better reading systems to be developed.
Our theory has tried to address past systems' deficiencies by making use of what was learned from each attempt.

10.2

A critique of past theories of reading

The systems described above were all the result of artificial intelligence research with various degrees of influence
from psychology. However, the product of AI research is not the system itself, it is the theory behind it. In
some way, then, the critiques above were of theories rather thao of systems. We concentrated on the systems
for the reason that some of the described work was not intended to be an actual reading theory/system; instead,
the work used reading as a task to demonstrate the research results. There does, however, exist a long history
of research on the question of what reading is, from both the psychology and teaching reading discipline; the
line can be traced back to the publication of Huey's influential text, The Psychology and Pedagogy of Reading
( 1908). Since that time, numerous theories of what reading is and how it is accomplished have been proposed.
A close examination of these theories reveals that a wide amount of variation exists among them, with several
levels of description being concentrated on.
Graesser (1981) described six basic knowledge sources involved with textual comprehension: linguistic,
rhetorical, causal, intentional, spatial, and roles, personalities, and objects. Mack worth ( 1972), on the other hand,
took another approach and chose to concentrate on the processing which goes into reading, developing a model
of the reading task which was largely an information processing one. Other well-known reading researchers
also concentrated more on the process than on the knowledge needed. One of the most detailed models was
developed by Gough ( 1972) who came up with a model of "one second of reading," which was designed to
describe all of the processes making up one second of oral reading.
Another level of description which researchers cons1Jered was that of the skills needed for proper reading
comprehension. Davis ( 1968) identified five skills nece-;"ary for reading to occur. These were: memory for
word meanings; drawing inferences from the content: t•1llnwing the passage's structure; understanding and/or
recognizing the author's purpose, attitude, tone, and mp, •d .•md being able to answer questions, either explicitly
or in paraphrase. Notice that these skills are sort of an 1nt.:rmediate level between knowledge and process and
include elements from both. A similar model was sugge,t ,· ! t-- ~ Clymer (1968) which broke reading into decoding,
grasping the author's meaning, testing and recombin1n ~ · ' ·l· .1uthor's messages, and application/extension of the
read material. A very extensive view of the make-u1' · reading was the Barrett Taxonomy, Cognitive and
Affective Dimensions of Reading Comprehension, al-.· · ~ '· · rted in Clymer (1968). A notable addition to past
taxonomies was the category of appreciation which 1n \
·d emotional response to the text.
The final two models which we wish to touch on ,: · . · '""'blythe most influential to date. The first is the
, ·" 1. Their model proposes a unified process which
result of extensive research by Kintsch and van DiJ ~
is responsible for all of the characteristics of readin~ :. , rt ht!d in the above attempts. Text is transformed
into propositions (units of information) which are u r• • ·1cd by the reader into higher level understanding
structures. The model has been extremely successful ·· ··, ~kl1ng psychological data regarding the reading
process, particularly those research dealing with recall . : · ~~..1 rnJterial. The model has also been updated and
expanded by a number of researchers, including the or1~ .. 11 , r.:..1tors (van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983). Still, most of
the extensions to the original work generally expand the '' ,, r: Jt the low-level. The two most significant highlevel concepts which are still not handled are creative r ..:. , i 1 11~ and treatment of the author's intent. It has been
shown that creativity is linked to reading comprehension'!>. r~l\'. 1993) and this has always been our contention.
No other existing theory of reading has attempted to hJndk th1-; aspect of reading, even though education has
long recognized its significance. While the van Dijk anJ 1\:1 nr...~..h theory may be valid for explaining structured
reading tasks, it is unable to handle pleasure reading. Auth .•r int . .·nr 1s also rarely handled. Authors intend for
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text to be understood (for a recent discussion of this issue. see Gerrig, 1993 ). Therefore, there is a large amount
of redundant information contained in text. The need to skim and skip portions of the text is imperative, but
many other theories fail to allow for this. The coverage of reading theories we have handled is rather broad; we
feel that many psychological theories and particularly artificial intelligence theories overlook the work done on
reading in the field of education.
The second current influential model is the result of research done by Carpenter and Just ( 1988). They
chose to concentrate on the working memory constraints of the reader and how these influence reading and
recall issues. They, too, have had a great deal of success modeling human subjects' performance within their
READER framework. The Carpenter and Just approach, however, also ignores issues of creative reading and
author intent, as so many theories do. The primary focus of their work has always been on memory's influence
on the reading process; in that regard, their work has had tremendous success and impact on future work. So,
while the theory is capable of explaining much of what it set out to accomplish, it is insufficient for modeling
the type of reading in which we are most interested.
The above whirlwind look at reading theories should have left the reader with a sense of discomfort. Each
theory seems to miss something; curiously, what one theory is lacking seems to be taken up by another one.
This is an important aspect of the past research to consider. Many of the theories above concentrate on the what
of reading: what skills a reader needs and what types of comprehension exist. In contrast, the Kintsch and van
Dijk model and the Just and Carpenter model both concentrate more on the how of reading. This dichotomy is
partially the result of some of the theories being more heavily based in the education field, while others come
from a background in psychology or cognitive science. While none of theories described were "wrong," none
of them were complete enough. For one reason or another, the researchers chose to concentrate on a slice of
the entire spectrum of what reading is. Some were concerned with what it is, some with how to teach it, some
with why people read, and others with how the act is accomplished. A junior high school literature textbook
(Becket a!., 1991) concisely sums up the above views. At the start of the text, the authors attempt to explain to
the reader both how and why people read. They point out that "for many readers, the answer to that question
[why people read] is, 'To meet new people. To have new experiences. To get information.'." This is a good
summation of the why. The authors also attempt to touch on the how. They believe that if a reader is actively
engagi.ng the text, then they must be asking self-generated questions as they read the material, making predictions
concerning what is going to happen next. and relating the text to their own experiences and life. Finally, when
reading is finished, the active reader will attempt to put everything together, consider the hanging questions (if
any), ponder on deeper meanings of the text. decide on a main idea, and so on. Our research attempts to explain
how this is all accomplished.

10.3

A critique of past systems from .the knowledge perspective

The knowledge grid representation can .11 'n be used to critically examine past systems. For example, Domeshek's
ABBY system ( 1992) concentrated pnm.mly on the social column of the grid. SAM and PAM (and most other
early systems) were primarily interest~J 1 n the physical and mental columns (with some items from the social
added). CYRUS attempted to cover all .1:-.pects of the grid to at least a shallow level of understanding. Other
attempts have tried to capture the es-.~n~.:e of temporal relationships. This includes work in real temporal
reasoning (see, for example, Scerba. I <17<1 ): for example, if you are told on Monday that something is due " next
week," when is it really due? Before the Friday four days away? Within seven days? Within eleven days
(the second Friday)? Social conventions and background influence this type of reasoning the most. Temporal
research also included attempts to capture temporal metaphors, such as "March is rapidly approaching" (Lak.off
& Johnson, 1980). Finally, there have been attempts to capture the information which would reside in the
emotion column of our knowledge grid (e .g .. O'Rorke & Ortony, 1992). The knowledge representation grid
used in our theory synthesizes and extends these earlier attempts.
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10.4

A critique of past systems from the creative understanding perspective

It is also possible to use the creative understanding perspective to evaluate past systems. While most systems
restricted themselves to strict reliance on world knowledge, there were some exceptions. AQUA built explanations of scenarios which it did not possess knowledge of, such as terrorist suicide bombings. Meta-AQUA
(Ram & Cox, 1993) attempts to modify its world knowledge in pursuit of the interpretation which holds more
of the story coherently together. Looking over past systems, one can see that the ones which performed some
level of creative understanding were presented as learning systems, for the most part. A person, it would seem,
only learns when knowledge that they possess is challenged in some way by new material and an integration of
the new material takes place.

11

Future work

On the side of implementation, current plans call for ISAAC to be extended and enhanced in a number of ways
in the near future. First, the system will be expanded and refined to the point where a more detailed scenario
understanding and more refined metacontrol are in place. These extensions will allow ISAAC to understand
straightforward stories and will permit us to concentrate on the creative understanding aspects of our theory. The
COMPERE-ISAAC connection will also be expanded to the point where COMPERE is fully integrated into the
sentence processing supertask and all of the story is handled by COMPERE, with COMPERE reeeiving feedback
from ISAAC concerning what it needs to perform next. Evaluation will begin on the system, as outlined above.
We will also begin to extend ISAAC to work with additional stories, gradually building up the set of texts which
it is capable of handling; for example, over the next few weeks, a second story will be brought into the realm of
what ISAAC can read. Finally, on a more engineering note. ISAAC will be made easier to use and to understand
through the addition of a graphical interface.
Within the framework of extending ISAAC as a reading system, we will also be extending its creative
abilities. To increase the level of creativity, we will primarily be concentrating on the memory and explanation
supertasks. The CUP algorithm will be fully implemented and tested in order to gain an understanding of where
its power lies. A variety oftests will be performed with the creativit'y mechanisms at various levels performance.
This will allow us to understand exactly what creativity gt ves ISAAC that was lacking in earlier systems.
Further work is also needed to refine both the reading theory in general and the creativity theory in particular.
The increased level of implementation will allow this rerinement to occur as we will be able to judge the success
ofiSAAC on more than a single story. It is also our intent to gather psychological data on aspects of the reading
process and the creative understanding process which Pur theory predicts. This improvement in our theory, of
course, will be channelled back into improved and mort" .h..\:urate implementation.
With the implementation increased to the above le' l·l' we will be able to judge the validity of some of our
theoretical claims. Various experimental tests will be r<·rr, 1rmed on the system in order to gauge its abilities.
Ablation studies (Cohen & Howe, 1988) will be done r :·· npoint the impact each form of knowledge and each
.. til be compared to psychological data concerning
supertask has on the overall task of reading. These rt" ,
the reading process. Finally, as mentioned earlier..1n · 1 n way which the ISAAC system will be judged is
through the testing by high-school English teachers. J.,._ ....., together, the metrics we have discussed will allow
us to accurately and objectively judge ISAAC, as well ·'' ·he theory of creative reading which drives it.
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Conclusions

Reading is one of the most complex cognitive abtlttlc·, .q~ humans possess. Past research has generally
concentrated on only a small portion of the entire proce'' . : h 1s has led to a shallow understanding of the tasks
involved. Our theory reflects this inherent complexit~ ~ut better describes the comprehension process. By
making heavy use of the total knowledge which exists w 1th1n a story and by relying on an intensive interaction
· between the various reading tasks, our theory is capahk 11f modeling the reading process. In addition to
describing the reading task, we are also able to explain the 1n.1Jelluacies of previous systems.
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The theory incorporates a general process of creative understanding as an integral part of reading. Creative
understanding is modelled as an extension of mundane understanding. The power of the act comes from a
willingness to not be bound by current world knowledge, to take a cognitive risk and attempt to understand
something in a way it has never been understood before. This is accomplished through the techniques of
imaginative memory, analogy, baseless analogy and problem reformulation. Function-driven morphological
synthesis is the underlying mechanism which drives the creative understanding process. The knowledge
organization scheme presented facilitates this process and acts as a rational bound on the degree of creative
understanding which is attempted. Without the capability for creative understanding, a reading system will not
be able to achieve the same level of reading that a human is capable of.
The task of reading is so complex and so interconnected, the idea of developing an understanding of the
entire process seems, at times, a Sisyphean task. Perhaps this is why so many researchers are choosing to
concentrate on smaller sections of the problem and are staying away from the global questions. That approach
is respectable and will no doubt lead to significant results (as it already has in many cases). However, at some
level of thought in the researcher's mind must exist a more global view of the process. Our theory provides
such a view. We see it acting as a scaffold around which various other theories can be built and supported. We
ourselves are working at a high point in the structure in the area of creative understanding.
The theory represents an integration and extension of a variety of results and evidence from past research
and our own work. Through a combination of psychological insights and an analysis of past and current reading
systems, we were able. to develop the integrated, functional theory presented here. It is being implemented in
the ISAAC system, where we intend to implement as much of the global theory as possible to more accurately
model the human reading process, with emphasis placed on those aspects which will aid creative understanding.
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An essential component of opportunistic behavior is opportunity recognition, the
recognition of those conditions that facilitate the pursuit of some suspended goal. Opportunity recognition is a special case of situation assessment, the process of sizing
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Introduction

During a mechanical engineering project a group of students were asked to design and implement a mechanical device for the quick and safe transportation of a fragile cargo (some
eggs). The students \Vent to a Home Depot (a hardware store), where they started by choosing springs for the launching component. During the design process they made the following
observations:
Andy: ... hey, when I compress the spring it bends; this weakens the force of the springs ...
fv'I ary (wrapping her hand around the spring): ... yes, we have to enclose it in a tube ...
Bill: ... the tube should be collapsible, otherwise the spring cannot be compressed .. .
The students began proposing mechanisms that fit this description. One of them suggested a telescope, but it was rejected by the group because it was expected to be costly
and it did not fit in the available budget. Another student proposed a collapsible camping
tube, which unfortunately has a wrong shape. The designers were unable to think of where
in the store they might look for a useful collapsible tube, so they moved to another part of
their problem. They started thinking about load protection. Since sponges are a good way
to provide cushioning, they decided to go to the store's bathroom section. During-the search
for sponges, one of the students (l'viary) saw a toilet paper holder and exclaimed: Look! A
collapsible tube!
The whole group agreed that the toilet paper holder fulfilled the requirements of their
previously suspended problem.
The above example illustrates a rat her mundane, but common, experience in doing design.
The students started by structuriiJ ,!!, r he initial problem (launching, cushioning) and then
they tried to elaborate the subcom P' ~nents, one at a time. When they were stuck with one
subproblem, they suspended it,

<UI< I

r hey approached another related subproblem. When

they saw the toilet paper holder, 11, ,,, t•ver, they recognized that an opportunity to address
the suspended subproblem had

pre~~·rtr

t'd itself in the environment.

vVhat processes are responsible f, ,r· rPcognizing such opportunities? How can a cognitive
architecture handle this kind of pr< )('t'ssing?
workings of these processes? We arc

~t

What constraints are there, if any, on the

udying these problems in the context of developing a

cognitive model for creative design.
Our exploration of creative design ( h:olodner & Wills 1993) suggests that the conceptual

phase, in which the problem is framed, plays a key role in designing. In this phase , which is
interspersed throughout the design process, the problem situation is assessed and the given
problem is reformulated and restructured. \Vhile one can organize the subgoals involved in
conceptual design in a hierarchical structure, the processing of these subgoals seems far more
unstructured. Designers often begin by proposing a shallow hierarchical set of subgoals as
they initially formulate the way they will solve a problem (e.g., the artifact we are designing
has these n parts or mechanisms; we need to design each one). They continue by addressing
each of the subgoals, one at a time. It is here where the organized reasoning breaks down.
When the designer fails to solve one subproblem, he/she seems to suspend it and approach
another related subproblem (as in the example above). Sometimes the next subproblem
is simply a not-yet-considered sibling subgoal (as when the student designers moved from
designing their spring launch mechanism to the cushioning for the eggs); sometimes the
opportunity to go back to a suspended subgoal is recognized (as when the toilet paper
holder was seen).
vVhen we consider the incremental and recursive nature of this reasoning process, we can·
identify one way of recognizing that a previously-suspended subgoal might be successfully
addressed. During consideration of a new subproblem, the designer has to consider interactions with related subproblems, sorne of which have been suspended previously. This may
provide a fresh view of the suspended problem and a new way to redescribe it. Redescription
or new insights about a subproblem

~ilined

during reasoning trigger the goal scheduler to

unblock the suspended subproblem . ,1 i I1 )\\·ing already-known solutions to be recalled or new
means of solving it to be recognizt ··!

!' his means of unblocking a suspended goal is com-

pletely under the control of the rr;t" · · r . which knows which subproblems have been part of
its most recent reasoning.
But recognizing in the toilet

p .~ ;

requires additional mechanisms thi1 1

· :t dder

the opportunity to address a suspended goal

, :1 the environment and recognize when the environ-

ment is providing new insights int <1 , . , . " ·r idt·d goals. If the number of suspended goals, the
complexity of the environment, orr L·

·.. . "1rtt of newness in the environment is high, such a

mechanism could easily be overwhelr :.· ·:
be able to deal with such complexi t \ .

['he mechanisms that provide this capability must

Opportunity Recognition

2
2.1

The Problem

The prerequisite for opportunistic

b~havior

is the existence of suspended goals

(problems)~

goals that cannot be pursued in the current context and are postponed.
An essential component of opportunistic behavior is opportunity recognition, recognition
of those conditions that facilitate the pursuit of some suspended goal. But opportunities
seem to appear when they are not expected. The student designers, for example, had not
previously thought about a toilet paper holder functioning as a collapsible tube. Recognizing
the opportunity meant both noticing the toilet paper holder and recognizing that its mechanism (which is hidden) included a collapsible tube. ~/lore than a simple matching mechanism
is needed.
Birnbaum (1986) suggests two central problems that must be addressed by a theory of
opportunistic behavior: (1) how to detect opportunities and (2) how to "activate" the goals
to which they pertain. An important issue here is identifying how much and what kind of
processing is required in order to recognize the presence of the features that constitute an
opportunity.

2.2

A ·c ritical Review

Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth (1979) proposed the first significant cognitive model of opportunistic behavior. Their model of opportunistic planning was inspired by protocols of subjects planning a hypothetical day's ('rrands. But they were most concerned with planning
methods and gave little attention t () r ('cognition processes. In fact, the experimenter always
mentioned opportunities to the su h1' '( t s when they overlooked them, and the subjects never
tried their plans in the real world.

:-.1, r hey

never really dealt with genuine opportunities and

the problem of recognizing them.
Birnbaum (1986) gave more attellt i1)11 to recognition issues. He proposed the mental notes
model, in which whenever a goal call nut be immediately satisfied, it is indexed in terms of
the unmet preconditions that prevented its satisfaction. However, as he points out, if the
goal is indexed too specifically, then there will be many cases in which it will not be rec·alled
even though an opportunity for its satisfaction is present, and if the goal is indexed in terms

:~

of more abstract features, we cannot assume that the agent will automatically generate the
abstract description that will activate the goal.
In order to solve the above dilemma within the framework of the mental notes model,
Birnbaum suggests 1 spending some effort , when the goal is formed, to determine the range
of situations in which it might easily be satisfied - for example, by constructing several
incomplete plans for the goal in order to identify the relevant preconditions - and then
indexing the goal in terms of the features that might arise in such situations. Birnbaum &
Collins (1984) also suggest an active goal framework, where all the goals have the ability to
examine the current situation and to initiate inference to test their own relevance.
Patalano, Seifert and Hammond (1992) criticize the use of active goals proposed by
Birnbaum & Collins, claiming that this approach to opportunistic behavior is an unlikely
explanation of human cognitive processes because of its computational demands. However,
Patalano, Seifert and Hammond do pick up on Birnbaum's indexing scheme, calling it pre-

dictive enc.oding. Predictive encoding stresses the importance of encoding blocked goals in
memory in such a way that they will be recalled by conditions favorable for their solutions.
Their experimental results show evidence of this process.
However, the predictive encoding hypothesis seems incomplete, because it does not enable
a cognitive agent to recognize opportunities other than those which it is able to anticipate. In
particular, it does not enable an agent to recognize novel opportunities, which by their very
nature, cannot be easily anticipated . Recognition of the toilet paper holder as a collapsible
tube, for example, is novel in that thi-.; 1s not the way a toilet paper holder is generally thought
of. Similar issues caused Birnbaum .\..· Collins (1984) to conclude that if an opportunity is
to be detected at all, inferential re-...
This suggests that we need a1

1. ·. •

t·t)s must be allocated to the goal recognition task.
~ o als

in order to recognize novel opportunities, but

we need to control their power a1 ·, · li mber to make them computationally feasible. vVe
need predictive encoding, but vve il l--· · :1t•ed more powerful inferential capabilities. We hope
that an analysis of the example pr' , ,

' Ir

I'd previously can provide insight in formulating a

mechanism with these properties.
1

Birnbaum credits Dehn ( 1989) with t 1:: ~ .' !t•;t.

2.3

A possible solution

vVhy did the students fail to remember the toilet paper holder when they were trying to
decide where they might find a collapsible tube, and what allowed them to recognize it as
appropriate when they saw it?
One possible reason why the toilet paper holder was not recalled and considered while
thinking about collapsible tubes is that the probe that had been constructed (i.e., the item
description used for remembering) was incompletely specified. Consequently, they retrieved
items that fulfilled primary but not secondary characteristics of the probe (e.g., a telescope
costs too much and a camping cup has a wrong shape). After every retrieval and evaluation
of a new device, the probe was respecified, taking into consideration the initially ignored constraints (e.g., we want something like a telescope, but cheaper). This process was suspended,
however, before the toilet paper holder vvas recalled.
But why was the probe inadequate for retrieving such a common object as a toilet ·paper
holder? Our explanation is that the toilet paper holder is routinely associated with what its
purpose is in the bathroom (holding toilet paper rolls) rather than with how this function
is achieved (by means of a collapsible tube with a spring inside). It is not a particularly
interesting device, and even though we see it every day, most of it is hidden by the roll of
paper. Research shows that it is quite difficult to overcome such functional fixedness

(~layer

1970); which associates everyday objects \vith their obvious function (holding a paper roll
in the case of the toilet paper holder). Routinely, we ignore other potential uses that can be
derived from the structure and beh<n·ior of such everyday objects. Once we have specified
desired criteria in a probe, it is eas\· to check them against a specific object. But if those
criteria are different than those usPd
Figure 1 shows this mismatch.

to

Tl~t·

describe an object in memory, recall won't happen.
collapsible tube, as described after manipulating the

springs (see the PROBE DESCRIPTI()'\ in Figure 1), has the structural property that its shape
is cylindrical and the behavioral pn JptTty that its length can vary. The toilet paper holder.
on the other hand, is indexed in

mcrJHJn·

by a combination of its Functional Properties and

Perceivable Properties, shown as I;.; DE:\ in Figure 1. However, we cannot retrieve the
CoNTENT,

CASE

namely the Structural p,.nperties and Behavioral Properties of the toilet paper

holder by using the PROBE DESCRIPTION.
What facilitates recognition of the opportunity in the environment, i.e., recognition that

Case Index:

Case Content:

~ ;e:e~~l:-;o;~e:---- -:

i
I

~

Cl

I

C2

~

Structural Properties:
Parts: Cylinders Cl and C2; Spring S
Fits-lnside(C l. C2)
Cl: Solidity(Hollow)
C2: Solidity(Hollow)
Composition of Cylinders (C lC2)
Solidity(Hollow)
Length = Length(S) + delta
Shape = Cylindrical
Enclosed(S, ClC2)

i
I

I

Functional Properties:

1

I

Use: Hold Paper Roll

I

L ______________ l

Behavioral Properties:
Probe Description:

States: Steady. Squeezed. Rest
Steady:
Length(S) < Rest-Length(S)
Length(CIC2) = Width(Wall-Fixture)
Squeezed:
Length(C l C2) < Width(Wall-Fixture)
Length(CIC2) >= Length(C2)
Rest:
Length(ClC2) > Width(Wall-Fixture)
Length(S) = Rest-Length(S)

...---------------1
Rigid-Tube:
Shape =Cylindrical ·
Length-Variability = varies
Radius-Variability = constant

I
I

L _____________ j

I

I·
1
1

I
I

Figure 1: The many representations of the toilet paper holder

the toilet paper holder can fulfill the role of collapsible tube? On the store's shelf, one
can see the shape of the tube that is normally covered by a toilet paper roll. Recognition
procedures perceive that it is a collapsible tube, which matches the description from the
retrieval probe and presumably thr label that designates what needs to be encountered to
unblock the suspended goal.
But what processes direct

reco~ 111 t ion

procedures to attend to the toilet paper holder on

the store's shelf? And what mech.tr11:-;ms allow matching of something in the environment
to a goal that is no longer active·.· \ \·e know that memory search is incremental and that
when our memories can't retrieve \\ f1at we are asking them for, we redescribe what we are
looking for and try again. But \\'fwn \\'e aren't making headway, we postpone additional
retrieval until more information is gat !tcred and pursue other retrieval strategies or subgoals
(Williams & Hollan, 1981, Norman~ E3obrow, 1979, Kolodner, 1984). Similarly (and implied
by predictive encoding), we suspend reasoning subgoals and subproblems that depend on
postponed retrieval strategies and unmatched probes, marking them with criteria that, if

I)

encountered~

predict that they should be reopened (Patalano, Seifert and Hammond 1992).

\Ve propose that when an active subgoal (subproblem) is suspended, the subgoal and its
criteria remain in working memory's working store for some limited time. \tVe further propose
that goals suspended in the working memory continuously monitor the environment, looking
for matches in the environment to the specified criteria. Furthermore, we suggest that there
are only a small number of these active goals. A computational model will provide more
detail on these limitations.

3

A Memory Model

3.1

The Memory Architecture

The major component of our computational model (presented in Figure 2) is a working
memory (\NNI), which communicates with both long-time memory (LTM) and perceptual
processes and keeps track of recent reasoning context.

As Barsalou (1992) suggests, th~

working memory mediates between short-term memory (STM) and the activated part of
LTM. But we add significantly to Barsalou's conception. First, we give the WM a structure.
Second, the structure integrates components of STM with activated portions of LTl\II and
with perceptual mechanisms and stnrrs. Third, this integrated component acts as a buffer
for LT:NI. It is the place where LT\\'..; components are manipulated and adapted. Fourth,
we add a control unit.
The working memory that emer..:· ·, has three parts: (1) Short-Time Store (STS), (2)Wl'vi
Control unit (the only part of tht·

· r r·ol unit currently relevant is the Matcher), arid (3)

\Vorking Store (vVS).
The Short-Time Store (STS) :
(THIS-PROBLEM-CONTEXT), (2)

:" three items: (1) the current goal of the reasoner
1nrnt object, artifact or idea being reasoned about

t i_.

(THIS-SKETCHY-SPEC, which is sirrt : ,· ·,, dw PROBE DESCRIPTION in Figure 1), and (3) the
representation of the current item ; · ·-- r~t,·d to the Recognizer, module (THis-SBF-SPEC),
which is retrieved from LTNI ace or,: .· _ r,' r he specification generated by the Recognizer.
The working store is more intert ., ' 111 ~ and has four parts.

1. A connected graph of related

11 r 1' I

contexts in which they are appl1'

'h 1 ·d subproblems, represented as sub goals and the

.~! :,

· .tll('d

problem contexts. This graph might be a

LTM

Working Memory

r------------I
1 Focal Store
.I

I this-SBF-spec • T this-sketchy-spec
I
I Matcher
I I

Jl

yes I

-

I

+.
I
I
I

o{o

...

problem-ctxs

,...____

I Working Store
I Solved Problems
I
problem-ctx
I ISBF-spec
I
I
I

no I

yes/no

slinky
campmg-cup
irrigation-rube
textile-tubbing
TPH

I

__l_ this-problem-ctx

J

D

I

·~

Control •r

rtt

Suspended Problems
sketchy-spec

problem-ctx

D
background cues

db

L ___________

I
I
I

-

..

yes 2

I
I
I
I

Object
Recognizer

..J

Figure 2: The Memory Architecture

subset of a problem decomposition stored in LTM when the problem was previously
considered, it may have been created during the reasoning _session, or it may be a
combination of the two. The goal of the reasoning session is to find a solution for the
whole group of related problems.
2. Background cues, which pro\·ide a history of concepts, descriptions, features, and objects that have been considen ·d during reasoning
3. A list of suspended

subproh\1 ' tlt~.

each represented by a problem context that in-

cludes the relevant subgoal, t lw ,·ontext in which it is being considered, and the stillincomplete solution description 1 SKETCHY-SPECS). l\!Iore specifically, the representation of suspended subproblems is rnodeled after the content of problem contexts in
design. A problem context in dPsign, and a suspended subproblem in working memory, includes (1) a set of goals and partially ordered constraints that solutions sh{)uld
satisfy; (2) a set of options, or alternatives for achieving those goals; and (3) a set
of relationships describing how

t hP

options satisfy the constraints.

These sets are

incomplete and contain as much as has been considered so far in addressing the goals .
4. A list of solved subproblems, consisting of problem contexts for which solutions (SBFSPECs) have been found. These problem contexts have the same structure as do suspended subproblems, but their solution descriptions are complete.
This working memory structure, in

effect~

keeps track of the part of LTJ\rl activated during

a reasoning session. At most, then, the retention time of working memory is a few hours ,
requiring only a limited capacity (more work is needed before speculating on how big).
The working store accommodates several subproblems (PROBLEM-CTXs), which ideally
are related, at the same time. These subproblems are approached one at a time, and if the
current one cannot be solved, it is transferred to the list of Suspended Problems. Solved
problems are transferred to the Solved Problems queue. A suspended problem is characterized by a non elaborated specification (SKETCHY-SPEC), which cannot be used as a successful
index in the LTM. A problem is considered solved when the Matcher module recognizes that
something in the environment or created on the fly fulfills the requirements formulated in a
SKETCHY -SPEC.
The whole system is monitored b!· a global Control module, which is responsible for the
flow of problem contexts between working memory, LTM, and the recognizer module, which
perceives the world. When a reasoning session ends, the control module makes sure that
relevant information from the

3.2

\V~ I 11 prlates

the structures in LTtvL

How it works

:\Iediation between working mem• ·r •. !ung-term memory, and perceptual processes are key
to working memory's functioning
are important to using working m•

: : ree control components (not shown in the diagram)
~:

: \. well: ( 1) The goal-oriented scheduler uses the graph

structure and the sets of suspended .1:.·! prnding problems to choose what to do next. Among
other things , it suspends

subprobl· · ~ t

when their indexes (specs) are

. . \\ lll'n no headway is being made; it reinstates them

nLt ' , : ,, ·d .

( 2) Opportunity recognition procedures notice

opportunities to reinstate suspendt'd _:, J<tls and send messages to that effect to the scheduler.
This is accomplished by having perct·pt t1al functions (the object recognizer is the only one of
these in the scheme presented) focu:-- r lwir attention based on the sketchy specs recorded in
suspended subproblems. For examplt'

r

lt• · , .l) wet recognizer seeks to identify objects whose

descriptions partially match the sketchy specs associated with suspended subproblems. \Vhen
such an object is seen, the recognizer asks inference procedures if they can quickly deterrnine
if the object has other properties specified in the sketchy spec.

If so, the opportunistic

component notifies the goal scheduler that a suspended goal ought to be reinstated. (3)
Cpdate mechanisms update the structures in LTYI based on recordings in

W~1.

\Vhen a new problem is approached, a hierarchical structure is proposed for it. Sometimes
the structure is already recorded in memory; sometimes it is on paper; sometimes it must
b~

constructed - we don't consider that issue right now. As a next step, a small group of

related subproblems is brought into focus and loaded into WM. It is essential that this group
is kept small, because potentially all of its components may become active during .reasoning
and the computational demand should be limited. Exactly how this choice of subproblems
is made must still be discover~d; one option is to bring in only. the most connected set of
related subproblems and only up to some small threshold.
In our example, we assume that the full problem (design of an evacuation device) has
been considered previously and that there are a set of subproblems recorded in memory.
In the session we focus on, two subproblems are brought to attention and loaded in \Vl\!I:
the launching device problem and the cushioning material problem. The graph structure in
WM has the full problem at the top and these two subproblems hanging off of it as sibling
subproblems.
One of the subproblems is chosen for focus, and it is loaded into STS as the current problem (THIS-PROBLEM-CTX). Here, the launching device problem is chosen first. Reasoning
procedures work on this problem 11ntil it is solved: in which case it is put into the solved
problems queue, or until no progre-..s can be easily made, in which case it is added to the
queue of suspended problems. \\"lwn r he need for a collapsible tube emerged in solving the
launching device problem, no useftll dcvide was recalled from LTM, nor was one seem immediately on the shelves of the stur('. Thus, this subproblem is suspended. The description
created of the collapsible tube (the plllhr in Figure 1) is used as the SKETCHY-SPEC for this
suspended problem. When a subprol d('Ill is suspended, a new problem is chosen to work on.
Here, the cushioning subproblem is '"-t·lected, and reasoning procedures begin working on it.
At the same time, perceptual functions are scanning the environment, looking particularly
for things that partially match sketchy specs of suspended problems. In this case, the object
recognizer notices the toilet paper holdrr (m the shelf of the store. The TPH matches the

~ i\

collapsible tube specification because it is cylindrical and a rigid tube. This is enough of
a partial match to the recorded sketchy spec that it asks inference procedures whether the
TPH also has variable length. A simple scan of the full representation of a TPH (i.e., the
one in LT:\I that includes behavioral and structural information) supplies a positive answer
(\ve know that a TPH has to be compressed in order to be assembled to provide support).
vVhen a subproblem becomes unblocked due to new information becoming available: the
goal scheduler unblocks the suspended problem and asks reasoning mechanisms to proceed
in reasoning about it. This is what happens with the launching device problem.

4

Status and Open Issues

The working memory model discussed here is implemented as part of the IMPROVISER
system (Wills & Kolodner 1994). Our original intent was to extend Il\IIPROVISER to. allow
it to handle and maintain multiple pending problem contexts. However, we soon realized that
handling multiple problem contexts was a memory problem and that the mechanism that
would allow that could also be used to explain at least some cases of opportunity recognition.
We suspect that this approach will also provide us with ways of explaining forgetting during
a long reasoning session and the

~Ireshness"

that reasoners feel when coming back to a

problem after letting it rest for several hours or days. But more exploration is needed before
we have good explanation for either of these phenomena. Indeed, we don't yet have a full
explanation of the constraints on mrmory in handling multiple contexts and in maintaining
control of the active goals involved in opportunistic recognition. We do believe, however, that
we have proposed a framework ,,.it It I 11 which these questions can be answered quite nicely.
We look forward both to continued

l

i

~rnputational

modeling and continued experimentation

on people to answer these question-..
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Abstract. Being perceptive is a trait highly valued in scientific and engineering professions. What a scientist or engineer notices while considering a problem, evaluating
alternatives, or interpreting data has a profound impact on how a problem is viewed and
solved.
This paper focuses on the processes we believe underlie being perceptive: (1) preparation - becoming attuned to salient or important features; (2) assimilation - detection
and exploration of patterns (invariants) as well as anomalies; and (3) strategic controlheuristic strategies for exploring and pursuing the implications of what has been observed.
It shows that these processes help to explain important issues of focus in creative
design and play an integral role in characteristic activities within creative design. These
include problem reformulation, the emergence of properties and constraints on the solution,
and the ability to incorporate into the design experimental feedback from the environment
and from experiences with prototypes and previous designs. The paper presents a computational model incorporating these ideas, v. hich we have implemented in a system called
Improviser.
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1. Introduction
Being perceptive - noticing the relevance of features observed to a current or
pending problem of interest- is a trait highly valued in scientific and engineering
professions. What a scientist or engineer notices while considering a problem,
evaluating alternatives, or interpreting data has a profound impact on how a
problem is viewed and solved. We consider three aspects of creative design
in which perceptive observation plays an essential role: problem reformulation,
augmenting the teleology of design pieces, and criteria emergence.
These aspects are illustrated with examples we collected during an exploratory
study in which we observed a team of four designers in a seven-week mechanical
engineering (ME) design project (Kolodner and Wills, 1994, 1993a, 1993b). The
design task was to build a device to. quickly and safely transport as many eggs as
possible from one location to another. The device could be constructed from any
set of materials, as long as it satisfied a set of size, weight, and cost restrictions.
Our analysis suggests that three key processes underlie being perceptive:
preparation, assimilation, and strategic control. Based on these ideas, we have
developed and implemented a computational model that uses case-based reasoning
(Kolodner, 1993) as a theoretical framework.
To better understand the phenomena we are interested in, consider how perceptive observation plays a role in the following three characteristic activities of
creative design.
PROBLEM REFORMULATION: NOTICING IMPLICIT ASSUMPTIONS

In design, there are often default assumpt rnns about the constraints of the problem.
These come from previous solutions 1h.tt have been applied to the problem or
similar problems. In effect, the solut 11 'n' provide implicit constraints on what is
held constant in the space of solutinn' rh.1t can be considered. What is needed
to break out of this rut is for the de' 1 , . rh: r to realize that a feature that happens
to be constant across previous soluti(ln' . .tn actually vary. That is, a new design
variable (Gero,

1990~

Gero and Maher.

1

1q3)

is added to the problem.

One way that we have observed thr, ll .q1pening is for designers to notice that a

proposed solution violates a default"', ,,nr'rion (or implicit problem constraint).
This can dramatically change the probkr n ,k ,L·ription, as in the following example.
In the ME design project, the de' r~ rh:rs were thinking of various ways of
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Figure I. Toilet paper holder recognized as collapsible tube for supporting a spring.

launching a device containing all the eggs that needed to be transported. At one
point, the designers were considering launch mechanisms for moving the eggs out
of a child's wading pool filled with water (one of the possible launch locations).
One designer said that the eggs would need to be launched like a missile from a
submarine and acted out the launch with a pen. This reminded another designer
that submarines launch multiple, relatively small missiles one at a time. Up until
· this point, all the solutions proposed treated the eggs as a single group that was
moved all at once.
Noticing this difference led to reformulating the problem from one of moving
all eggs as a group to moving eggs individually. In essence, what was assumed to
be a constant across all solutions (launch one group of all eggs) became a design
variable whose assignment could be explicitly decided upon (some number of
launches each launch some number of eggs).
SERENDIPITOUS RECOGNITION: AUGMENTING TELEOLOGY

What is noticed as being relevant not only influences what new design variables
emerge, but it can also determine how an object is used and what functional
properties are assigned to it. Creative designs often make use of design pieces in
novel ways, overcoming fixation on their usual purpose or functional role.
An example of this type of creative reuse occurred in the ME design project.
Our designers were considering using a spring launching device and went to a
home improvement store to look into materials. While comparing the strengths
of several springs by compressing the rn. they noticed that the springs tended
to bend. One designer wrapped a hand ~tround the spring to hold it straight as
it was compressed and said the

sprin~"

would each need to be enclosed in a

tube to keep them from bending. Another added that the tube would need to
be collapsible (to compress with the "pnng). The designers could not think of
an existing collapsible tube and did not \\ant to build one due to time pressure.
They gave up on the springs and startLJ thinking about egg protection. During
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their search for protection material, they walked through the bathroom section of
the store, where they saw a display of toilet paper holders (see Figure 1). They
immediately recognized them as collapsible tubes which could be used to support
the springs.
How the toilet paper holder was perceived and what properties were seen in
it allowed it to be seen as being able to provide a function besides holding a roll
of paper. It is assigned an additional function of laterally supporting the internal
spring, while flexibly allowing it to compress and expand longitudinally.
We call this process serendipitous recognition: seeing solutions to pending
design problems in objects in the surrounding environment (Wills and Kolodner,
1994a). It often involves noticing that ordinary design pieces have new functions
or purposes in addition to their ordinary ones.
CRITERIA AND CONSTRAINTS EMERGENCE: NOTICING ANOMALIES

Noticing anomalies in experimental data is well-recognized as a powerful impetus
of conceptual change in scientific discovery, where a new model or representation
can result from the reinterpretation of data (Nersessian, 1992; Vosniadou, et al.,
1992). In design, too, noticing unexpected properties or behaviors in experimental
prototypes is a key impetus for emerging evaluation criteria and constraints.
In the bending spring example described above, for instance, the designers
refined and elaborated the specification of their spring launch mechanism. This
evolution was driven by quickly simulating partial, experimental prototypes, such
as compressing a spring between a thumb and forefinger and wrapping a hand
around the spring being compressed. As unexpected consequences occurred, such
as the spring bending, additional constraints were added to the specification.
This gradual emergence of evaluative criteria (Navinchandra, 1991), constraints in general (Prabhakar and Go~l. 1992), and the relative priorities among
them is a key characteristic of creati vc: de: sign. Creative design involves deriving
new constraints and priority structure' 1hat improve or go beyond those stated in
the original problem description.
PROCESSES UNDERLYING PERCEPTI\' E OBSERVATION

This paper focuses on the processes we: he: I ieve underlie bei.ng perceptive.
1. preparation- becoming attuned to -,alient or important features;
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2. assimilation - detecting patterns or anomalies and exploring

them~

being

attracted to or intrigued by invariants or anomalies that are noticed.
3. strategic control - heuristic strategies for exploring and pursuing the implications of what has been observed. This includes being distracted by
incongruities, extremes, and unexpected similarities.
We first describe the two complementary processes: preparation and assimilation. We then discuss what guides and focuses these processes and the strategic
control that is involved. Throughout this discussion, we point out computational
mechanisms that are relevant to modeling these processes. We then present an
implemented system, called IMPROVISER, that brings these mechanisms together
within a framework rooted in case-based reasoning (CBR) (Kolodner, 1993). The
architecture of this system is first described and then a detailed scenario is given
to demonstrate how it models perceptive observation in the context of a creative
design situation.

2. Preparation
To notice that an object has properties or behaviors that make it useful for a
new purpose or that an unexpected behavior of an experimental prototype is
interesting, a reasoner must learn what features to pay attention to in the problem
solving environment. 1 The designer needs to learn what to focus on and what is
relevant.
Researchers studying insight (e.g., (Wallas, 1926) and (Seifert, et al., 1995))
refer to this learning process as preparation. It involves becoming immersed (Goel
and Pirolli, 1989) in the problem, redc..,(ribing it and viewing it from multiple
perspectives, redescribing it in familiar tams, and considering, comparing, and
critiquing several solution options.
During preparation, the specifical i1 '!l . ·I the problem evolves. It typically starts
out ambiguous, incomplete, contradi~..· t . .. .1nd underconstrained. Through a confluence of interacting processes, a nl· '~ , r' 1hlem specification emerges which is
more detailed and concrete. It has mor( ·.1rly defined and consistent constraints.
Constraints that initially were vague ;1 rh l d 'tract are refined to more operationalized conditions that are concrete, spl·\_ 1' •.. .. md efficiently recognizable. At the
1

By "environment" we mean not only the . ·
internal context of memories recalled and i<.Jc .1 ,
reasoning.

d -.urroundings of the designer, but also the
~.· tc about which the designer is currently

1
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same time, constraints that are too specific are generalized and made more abstract. New constraints and criteria emerge.
What are the interacting processes? There is not a single specification evolution
mechanism, but several evolutionary mechanisms that interact. Some examples
of deliberate evolution mechanisms are the following:
reinterpretation of an idea in terms of a different but. familiar idea (e.g.,
(Jones, 1992) shows how this can lead to useful problem reformulations
which facilitate the operationalization of abstract advice (in the form of
proverbs) during planning situations);
visualization, mental simulation, and thought experimentation, which are
useful in evaluating and elaborating ideas, and in reformulating problems
in design (Kolodner and Wills, 1993b) and scientific reasoning (Nersessian,
1992; Nersessian, 1993);
constraint relaxation and substitution, which are useful in problem reformulation and elaboration (e.g., (Moorman and Ram, 1994a) show how new
concepts can be formed or understood, while reading science fiction stories,
by systematically tweaking constraints on known, familiar objects);
relaxing constraints during memory search, which facilitates problem reformulation and retrieval (e.g., (Turner, 1994) calls this imaginative retrieval
and shows how it can be used to retrieve ideas for writing short stories).
Specification evolution is not autonomous or independent. Evolutionary processes are interleaved with and interact closely with the processes of recalling
potential solutions or similar past problems and evaluating proposed

solu~ions.

As proposals are considered, evaluation detects contradictions and ambiguities in
the specification that prevent a proposed solution from being definitively accepted
or rejected. The resolution of these questions, contradictions, and ambiguities
serves to refine, augment, and reformulate the design specification. Reasoning
about the causes of negative or positive Jesign features that are identified during
evaluation leads to the addition of con . . rr;tints to the specification that prohibit or
require these features (Bhatta, et al., 19\14 ). In addition, proposed solutions often
directly remind designers of issues to (Pnsider (Domeshek and Kolodnet, 1993).
The problem and solution co-evolve (Fi ... (her, 1993).
The evolutionary processes invol veJ in preparation depend heavily on the
retrieval and manipulation of past expencnces . It is not surprising that several of
the computational models that have been developed and studied within the theo-
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retical framework of case-based reasoning are relevant to modeling preparation
in creative design.
In particular, evaluation includes outcome determination, which may be achieved
by simulation or by case-based prediction (Kolodner and Penberthy, 1990; Navinchandra, 1991 ).
Also, problem interpretation and reformulation correspond closely with the
CBR process of situation assessment - redescribing a problem in the vocabulary of a memory's indexing scheme. Investigating a problem in depth makes
available a large set of relevant cues for retrieval. Generating multiple ways
of describing a problem provides several different contexts for specifying what
would be relevant, if remembered. Research on indexing has found that it is
the combination of setting up a context for retrieval and having already interpreted something in memory iri a similar way that allows retrieval. When
some case or piece of knowledge is entered into memory, it is not always possible to anticipate how it might be used. Situation assessment processes aim
to bridge. that gap by helping to redescribe a new problem in a way that is
similar to something seen before. Research into situation assessment and problem reformulation (e.g., in CASEY (Katon, 1988), CYRUS (Kolodner, 1983),
MINSTREL (Turner, 1994), and BRAINSTORMER (Jones, 1992)) show various
ways it can be done. In addition, Sycara and Navinchandra (Navinchandra, 1992;
Sycara and Navinchandra, 1989) summarizes several related index transformation

and elaboration techniques that have been developed.
Research on predictive encoding (Patalano, et al., 1993; Hammond, 1989) is
also relevant. The key idea is that when a reasoner (in this case, a planner) reaches
~xecuting

an impasse (e.g., a resource needed fl,r

a plan is not available), .the

reasoner suspends the task (or plan), '-J' rng away an encoding of what would be
needed to allow the task to resume. Tht·--e encodings are in the form of memory
indexing structures. They associate 1he --uspended task goal with features that
would be in the environment if it
example, suppose a planner were in

'~ cr l·
tl·h·

favorable to achieving the goal. For

1111ddle of making breakfast and found

out that there was no orange juice. ThL· 1' 1.11mer would suspend the goal of having
orange juice and index it with features t 11 .11 \1. ould exist in an environment in which
obtaining orange juice were possible (e :. : . rhe planner's location is a grocery store).
This work is a step toward

explainrn~

preparatory processes. However, it is

studied in the context of opportunistic l'l.illrllng situations in which there are stan-
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dard solutions to the problems at hand. Therefore, the choice of what features to
pay attention to (i.e., what features are used in the predictive encoding) is relatively straightforward. In creative design, on the other hand, suspended problems
typically have unanticipated, nonstandard solutions. The choice of features to pay
attention to that would signify an opportunity to resume and solve a pending
problem must be dynamically derived. This occurs primarily during specification
evolution as a description gradually emerges of what a potential solution to the
problem would look like.
Throughout the process of specification evolution, the designer gradually becomes attuned to what is needed to solve pending subproblems and what evaluative
criteria are relevant. The result is that when a relevant solution to the problem is
spotted, the features that are necessary for achieving some new function or purpose
· are immediately discerned. Similarly, when experimental feedback is available,
the designer knows which observations and data to focus on and which criteria to .
use to evaluate them .

3. Assimilation
As the designers in our ME study considered each proposed solution, they compared and contrasted it to previous solutions that had been proposed. They classified each and organized them according to differentiating properties, such as which
subproblem it addressed (e.g., launch, transport, landing, protection), what energy
source was involved (e.g., hydraulic, electric, combustion), and the shape of motion trajectory it took. The dimensions of comparison were usually the criteria and
features the designers had become attuned to during preparation. The organization of ideas was continually expanded. shrunk, and restructured throughout the
design.
In the process, distinctions between proposed solutions were pointed out and
patterns of invariants across solutions v.l're noticed. This was essential in deciding
whether a proposed idea was novel or '-ould be ignored. This often caused new
evaluative issues to emerge as new l'fiiL'ria or dimensions of comparison were
generated to distinguish seemingly identIcal ideas. Attention was drawn to features
that were unusual or extremely good (lr had compared to the properties of other
proposed ideas (e.g., pine straw as cushlllllJng material was "dirt cheap" and bottle
rockets as launch devices were extreme!~ Jangerous and of questionable legality).
A kind of "relative" evaluation was performed: each proposal is judged on how
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well it satisfies the specification constraints, compared to the other alternatives.
We refer to this process of organizing and detecting distinguishing features
as assimilation. It includes "making sense of" not only proposed solutions, but
also data and observations coming from the design environment, such as feedback
from experiments with prototypes. As our ME designers tried out prototypes
such as small-scale spring launch mechanisms and various materials for egg
protection, they had sets of expectations about how these prototypes would work.
As feedback from real-world experimentation was collected, it was compared to
these expectations and to feedback from earlier experiments or recalled design
cases. In the process, generalized patterns of behavior were learned and anomalies
were detected.
A type of assimilation was also observed by (Kaplan and Simon, 1990) in an
experiment to study insight problem solving. They observed that people working
on the "mutilated checkerboard" problem 2 detected invariants across specific
instances of the problem while trying various ways of solving it. This led to a new
way of describing the problem that made it easy to solve.
A particularly useful model for studying assimilation is the dynamic memory
model (Schank, 1982; Kolodner, 1983; Ram, 1994), which is one of the principle
foundations of case-based reasoning. The key idea underlying dynamic memory
is that remembering, understanding, and learning are all inextricably intertwined.
The ability to determine where something fits in which what we already know
(understanding) is a key part of being able to assimilate ideas and observations
into our problem solving. This may involve a useful reinterpretation of something
already in memory and can result in a new way of indexing it in memory.
A critical issue in modeling assimilation is where does the organizational structure, including initial expectations, come from that is used to compare, contrast,
and categorize ideas and

observations ·~

There are several sources.

I. The problem framework provitk'- nne source of structure. This is the skeleton of the problem which holds ih hierarchical decomposition into subproblems and the interactions among the problems. For example, the ME design
project had four main subproblem-., (launch, transport, land, protect) each
with several subproblems of their own. There were relationships between
2
This is a famous insight problem in which r ._.. 11 11rpos ite comers of a checkerboard are removed
and the problem is to either show that a set or J1 lllll noes, each covering two adjacent squares, can
cover all the remaining squares of the checkerb( 1,1 rJ or prove that a complete covering is impossible.
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the subproblems, such as decision dependencies (e.g., the form of trajectory
initiated by the launch mechanism constrained the type of landing mechanism that was required). Designers frequently choose an already well-known
framework (or generic case) for a problem and then fill it in. Reusing solution structures in this way allows designers to avoid recomputing useful
composi.tions of desig·n pieces. We call this process "framing a solution." The
framework provides the glue holding the pieces of the design together. The
creativity comes in filling in details and in dealing with inconsistencies when
merging alternative pieces. Such framing occurs in domains, such as bridge
design and engine design. where well-known frameworks exist and where
constraints holding the pieces of the problem together are quick complex.
In other domains, such as architectural design, creating the framework is a
primary piece of the creative process. The problem framework is likely to
be dramatically restructured as solutions are proposed and structural aspects
are inferred from them.
2. The problem specification provides constraints and criteria that are a primary
source of dimensions along which to compare and relatively evaluate solution
alternatives. The constraints also provide a description of what behavior is
expected of the solution.
3. While the specification explicitly defines what dimensions are relevant, the

solutions proposed so far implicitly determine what is expected. They implicitly form a baseline for comparison. The submarine missile launch example presented earlier is an instance of this. In this case, the dimensions of
comparison emerge or become expltCit only when an idea is considered that
"breaks out of the mold" by being ''gnificantly different from the rest.
4. Prototype predictions are anothl'r ,, )urce of expectations used in comparison. When an experimental prot1 •t'

I'~

is constructed and tried out, the de-

signer usually has certain expt?l r. al lt•ns about how it will behave. Or the
designer might have questions

;~

'• ·.t

will exhibit. These expected bt?h.s.
the prototype is actually run or

'I

r

•

\\

hich of several possible behaviors it

r'

form the basis for comparison when

a

ted and the outcome is examined.

~

·11r main subtasks. One is setting up the

organizational structure, based on the" "'I

., Jt?-;cribed above. Another is placing

The process of assimilation invoh ,.,
an entity in the structure- finding out \\

lal·rl· 11

tits. A third is doing the compare

and contrast to detect significant differL'r h. ·, .md expectation violations. (This task
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is straightforward for all the sources of expectations except for those implicit in
the solutions proposed so far (number 3 above), which remains an open issue.)
The fourth task is to resolve the interesting anomalies, perhaps by reformulating
or refining the problem resulting in a change to the organizational structure. This
fourth task is guided by strategic control heuristics that explore the implications
of the detected anomalies, as described in the next section.
The preparation and assimilation processes are complementary and feed on
each other. Preparation helps determine what is expected. Resolving conflict during assimilation often changes the specification or view of the problem.

4. Control
Designers must make many decisions over the course of a design: which idea to
elaborate or adapt next, which constraint to relax, how to set priorities. They also
move between various tasks, subproblems, and design processes in a flexible and
highly opportunistic manner. What a designer has noticed (e.g., incongruities, extremes, unexpected similarities) can have a profound impact on what the designer
can and should do next.
We have identified several strategic control heuristics that guide a creative
designer in deciding what to do next. Some strategic control heuristics are deliberate, based on reflection. For example, one heuristic our designers used was to
try quick, easy adaptations of a proposed solution first before stepping back and
reformulating the problem or relaxing constraints (Wills and Kolodner, 1994b).
Other deliberate heuristics include making non-standard substitutions, applying
adaptation strategies in circumstances other than the ones they were mearit for,
and merging pieces of separate solutions with each other in nonobvious ways
(Kolodner, 1994). (See (Ram, et al., 1995) for others.)
An example opportunistic control strategy is to let extremes distract. In the
ME project, when an alternative was proposed that satisfied some desired criteria
extremely well compared to the other ;dtematives, our designers directed their
efforts toward elaborating that altern at 1\ e (Wills and Kolodner, 1994a). They
optimistically suspended criticism or J 1"counted the importance of criteria or
constraints that were not satisfied as \\ c II. Suspending criticism like this is a
common strategic ideation technique \\ h1ch depends on willingness to take a
cognitive risk. 3
3

A similar mechanism is seen in creative stor~ Interpretation, in which the reader must suspend
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The full set of influences we've discovered so far on what actions a designer
takes are the following.

Letting extremes distract (described above).
Changes in the specification - the appearance of a new specification of a
subproblem, newly emerged constraints, or noticing that certain constraints
are not refined or operational enough - can direct the designers attention to
trying hard to satisfy the new constraints or refine them.
Current environment -e.g., being at a hardware store provided our ME's
with opportunities to buy, select, or test out materials, as well as search for
potential solutions to pending problems.
Measures of progress can be used to prioritize areas needing attention. For
example, pending problems t~at are resisting solution point out areas that
might need special focus and more resources. The importance or relative priority of the constraints and goals involved also factors in here. This depends
on how tightly coupled the constraint or goal is with other subproblems. For
example, the ME designers had to decide on the spring strength constraint
early since it was holding up decisions on other subproblems, such as how
much egg protection was going to be needed and how much breaking force
would be needed to stop the device at the appropriate location.
Often, creativity arises when a set of "normal" strategies are applied to a
situation in which a run-of-the-mill solution is not immediately forthcoming and
the control heuristics allow the reasoner to devote more resources to the problem, looking further and further afield for possible knowledge and strategies until
something results in a creative solution Examples include a problem
tion that takes several steps; an

analn~~

from a hybrid analog constructed

in~..

reform~la

to a far-off case or model; an analogy

rl'llh:ntally from more than one source; a

strategy imported from a different rr, ·hkm-solving culture; an unexpected and
novel opportunity afforded to the rea-. . ·rh:r by virtue of an unusual task context.
Many of these could happen during

\ll d H l .try

thought, but most thought does not

allow enough leeway to look that far '., ',' play with ideas for that long or it does
not occur in a context that affords sul'h .1n 11pportunity.

disbelief (Corrigan, 1979) in unfamiliar as pelt, · ' ,t, 1ry in order to understand it (Moorman and
Ram, 1994a; Moorman and Ram, 1994b).
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(case manipulation,
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data collection)
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Agenda
. . . . . . . .~-strategic control
heuristics
what to
do next
Figure 2. Architecture of Improviser.

5. Improviser: Experimental Implementation of Our Model
We are developing an experimental system to computationally model case-based
creative design, concentrating in particular on the processes of preparation, assimilation, and control of focus underlying perceptive observation. We are implementing this model in a system called li'.-1 PROVISER (Invention Modeled by Problem
Redescription, observation, and evaluation, Interacting SERendipitously). Its architecture (shown in Figure 2) has the It )I lowing primary components:
1. Problem evolution, which is

ke~ tn

preparation, is modeled using situation

assessment procedures co-routincJ \\ ith evaluation techniques. For example,
as an option is evaluated in accordance with the current problem specification,
there might be a constraint that is lltl! refined or operationalized enough for
the evaluation process to check it. This would reveal an opportunity for the
problem constraint to be refined in 1he context of a particular design option.
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Also as data is collected from experiments and desirable or undesirable
features are noticed, new constraints are added to require, prefer, prohibit, or
avoid the observed feature. This involves performing blame assignment by
tracing the causes and choosing what to constrain that will fix the problem.
IMPROVISER uses knowledge about what can be constrained and what types
of constraints can be possibly satisfied. It also uses knowledge about inverses
of features in order to generate constraints to prohibit undesirable behavior
or properties.
2. Solution transfonnation is a set of mechanisms that modify proposed solutions, or "options", (which are either previous design cases that have been recalled, objects that are viewed in external environment, or previously adapted
options). These typically elaborate the option by merging it with other options, by augmenting it with experimental data or results of simulation or
case-based projection, or by applying case adaptation strategies to it. They
may also remove features from the option or create an approximation to it in
the form of an experimental prototype that can be tested in limited, controlled
fashion.
3. The memory consists of a long-term component, a working memory component, and a focal store. The long-term memory contains a library of previous
design cases. The working memory component holds the design options under consideration for the design problem and its various subproblems. These
are held in structures called problem contexts, which are organized according to the current structure of the problem framework. The design of the
problem contexts, including how they interrelate, is a key part of our model
of assimilation and preparation processes and is described in more detail in
Section 5.1. The focal store contains information about the current state of
the reasoner, including the subproblem being considered, the task at hand,
the options currently in focus.
The two main operational componL"nts that work on the content of the memory
are memory retrieval and updllll' rrocesses. The evolving specification is
used as a probe to recall relevant design cases (for evaluation, elaboration,
etc.). It also informs memory urtbte . It is the main source of information
about the current problem frame\\' )rk and what criteria and constraints are
relevant. Memory update accumuLttes design options proposed (i.e., those
retrieved, elaborated, or viewed JJrL'ctly in the external environment) into
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problem contexts. Within the problem contexts, design options are organized
and compared with respect to each other, along the dimensions relevant to
the problem specification. This is described more fully in Section 5.1.
4. The control of IMPROVISER is quite flexible in order to facilitate the kinds of
opportunism inherent in creative reasoning and allow the necessary interleaving and c;ommunication among the component processes. Rather than a rigid
control structure IMPROVISER has a blackboard-style architecture, guided by
explicit strategic control heuristics. In particular, a set of monitoring procedures, called "noticers," are associated with each process which watch for
opportunities for a specific type of processing to occur. The opportunities
noticed are placed on an "opportunity" agenda, maintained and accessed by
strategic control heuristics.
For example, a noticer associated with the assimilation process watches for
an alternative to be added that is much better than any other alternative
proposed so far, along some desired criterion. This yields an opportunity
to change the problem description by increasing the priority of that criterion and/or by relaxing constraints that are not met by that proposal. This
simulates the behavior of changing the relative importance among criteria
to accommodate an unexpectedly good solution that is stumbled upon. An
example strategic control heuristic would be to pursue elaboration opportunities for alternatives that satisfy a desired criteria extremely well before
pursuing evaluative processes that would negatively critique the alternatives.
This simulates the behavior of optimistically pursuing an idea, suspending
all but constructive criticism.
5. Obtaining basic perceptual infornLtt t<m about the environment, the running
of experimental prototypes and l'rl ,, iding feedback about their results is
all done manually, through an orade that provides canned responses to
requests for experimental or en',, . nrncntal information. In other words, the
oracle takes the place of an e,r , .d agent (e.g., a human or robot) that
! "

physically interacts with the extL·r ' ' · '-·nvironment to perform such activities
as constructing actual prototype'
(External agents that are simulakd

. 11111 ng them, and making observations.
1

in Figure 2, since building them ',

the oracle are shown as shaded boxes
· 11,tde the scope of this research.) This

allows us to investigate in a high I: , .

' 1flll

focus of a designer's interactions'' rr ll

t IlL·

kd fashion what is the content and

'urrounding, physical environment.
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5.1. PROBLEM CONTEXTS

In solving complex design problems, designers break the problem into parts
and generate ideas for each. The subproqlems might be related by dependencies
between and sharing of constraints and by interactions among the variables of the
design. A simple example is the cost constraint in the ME design which restricted
the total cost of the device to be less than one hundred dollars. This resource
constraint is shared across all subproblems and the choice of a certain solution
to one subproblem, has an effect on how much of the resource can be expended
in solving other subproblems. Likewise, the choice of spring strength, which is
a variable in the spring launch device, has an effect on the launch force which
effects the ultimate speed during transport and the amount of cushioning material
needed in solving the passenger protection subproblem.
We capture the structure of the design problem, including its component
subproblems and their interrelationships, in a network of structures called problem
contexts. The content, structure, and interrelationships of problem contexts play
an important role in our models of the assimilation and preparation processes.
Each problem context represents a subproblem of the overall design problem.
It contains the constraints of the subproblem, the ideas that have been proposed

so far for solving the subproblem, and information about how well these ideas
satisfy the constraints.
Problem contexts are organized along two orthogonal dimensions, which can
be roughly characterized as "vertical" and "horizontal." Vertical relationships represent either component relationships (i.e., that one problem is a subprobl_em or
part of another) or conditional refinement relationships. Refinement relationships
represent an extension or specialization of the problem that results from making
some design decision. For example, if a decision is made to have a powerful,
sudden launch, the constraints on amount and type of cushioning needed become
more concrete. A child problem context resulting from a refinement has additional
and/or more specialized constraints th.tn the parent problem context. It also inherits all the constraints of the parent t h;1t are consistent with the decision made.
The component relationships capture the hierarchical decomposition of the problem, while the refinement relationshiP" ~.·apture the successive refinement of the
problem.
In addition to these vertical relation-.h1ps. there are horizontal ones that represent interrelationships between the component subproblems of a problem. These
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are encoded as relationships between design variables and the constraints on
them. A key role these relationships play is in explaining and modeling the control of focus during design, experimentation (or testing), and interpretation. This
is described in Section 5.2.
Each problem context contains these pieces of information:
1. One is a set of constraints that a solution to the problem must satisfy. Each

constraint specifies a design variable that is being constrained and which
concrete features of a solution it corresponds to (e.g., "launching spring
strength" is a design variable, while Hook's constant ("k") of a given spring
is a concrete, measurable feature of the solution object). In addition, the
constraint specifies a range of desired values and a range of forbidden values
for the design variable. These values need not be numeric. They may be
specified by a general unary predicate that is used to determine whether the
constraint is satisfied.
There are two other important pieces of knowledge associated with constraints. One is a binary comparator predicate which decides which of two
values better satisfies the constraint. This is needed in doing relative comparisons among design options. The other piece of knowledge is a unary function
for determining "direction of improvement." It determines whether a given
feature value is close to or better or worse than the ideal value satisfying the
constraint. This is important in specifying which end of a range of satisficing
values is preferred. This is needed to compute degree of match and to judge
whether expectation violations are better or worse than what was expected.
2. The problem context also contain" a set of options which are the solution
ideas considered so far for satisf~ m~ the problem's constraints. These may
have come from a long-term meml lr\ nf design cases, from externally viewed
objects, or from adaptations of

1

•I ha

options previously considered. Each

option contains case-specific knll"" k dge about the alternative, such as how it
has succeeded or failed in the pa,r .. \ h •.tt evaluation criteria it satisfied well or
failed to satisfy in the past, and Cll ll ' ~ \1uences of using it in specific situations.
It will also have any model-basL·d · ndw!edge about the alternative that has
been learned in the past. For exanq'k. rn our bending springs example, once
the toilet paper holder, viewed in t !11.: l ' 't~mal environment, was recognized,
a model of its typical behavioral ~md t ttrKtional properties was recalled. This
model and specific experiences fl .t'l'' l are part of the representation of the
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paper holder.
3. Finally, annotated relationships bidirectionally link each constraint with
each option explored so far. The annotations rate how well the option satisfies
the constraint. This graph structure makes it easy to compare options along
a particular problem dimension as well as facilitating the evaluation of a
particular option over all the constraints that bear on it.
4. Each problem context also contains a priority structure specifying the
current relative importance among the constraints. This is given in the form
of a partial ordering of constraints.
Problem contexts may overlap in that they may share constraints and/or options. Our representation of problem contexts is similar to the question-optionconstraint (or QOC) models used in capturing design decisions and rationale in
user-interface design (Maclean, et al., 1991 ).
Problem contexts are dynamically created and restructured with respect to
each other as the problem specification evolves and as proposed solution options
are explored. They are central to modeling preparation and assimilation. As the
problem specification evolves, the focus changes on the relevant descriptors (the
focus of constraints) to be used for organizing options in memory (e.g., shape,
construction cost, personal safety). When an option is entered into memory, it is
interpreted with respect to the descriptors in the subproblem contexts to find the
best place(s) to store the option.
Serendipitously stumbling across a solution and recognizing that it is relevant
to a pending problem is the result of storing the option in a problem context, in
relation to other previously collected options, and noticing that the new option is
a much closer match to the desired solution than anything previously considered
(Wills and Kolodner, 1994a). The structure of the problem context makes it easy
to notice when a constraint is satisfied extremely well or poorly, relative to what's
been explored so far.
The various subproblem context-. 1.:;m be seen as dynamically constructed
models of desired solutions, built Junng problem evolution. Recognizing an
option as a solution results when an alkrnative is stored that is a relatively close
match to the desired solution model.
The management of problem contc\1'- in working memory is an interesting
area of active research (Simina and KoloJna, 1995). The issues being investigated
include: how are problems suspended \"hen an impasse or interruption occurs;
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how are they recalled when something relevant to solving them is found; how
do they change as other related problems are addressed; when are suspended
problems forgotten? Recently, (Simina and Kolodner, 1995) proposed a new model
of working memory that augments previous models of opportunistic reasoning,
combining predictive encoding ideas (Patalano, et al., 1993; Hammond, 1989)
with active monitoring mechanisms (Birnbaum and Collins, 1984; Birnbaum,

1986).
5.2. DESIGN VARIABLE DEPENDENCY GRAPH

While working on a complex design problem, designers move fluidly between
the various subproblems, often seeing the relevance of some design option to
more than one problem at once. As decisions are made, their consequences are
propagated to other subproblems. The way that one subproblem is reformulated or
redescribed can have a profound influence on how another subproblem is viewed.
IMPROVISER takes a step toward understanding and explaining these shifts
in focus across subproblems as well as shifts in the focus of attention during
experimentation and interpretation of results. It does this using a representation
of relationships among design variables and the constraints on them, in the form
of a design variable dependency graph.
In this graph, the nodes each represent a design variable or parameter whose
value the designer needs to decide. Example design variables in the ME design
project were the "passenger capacity" (i.e., how many eggs would the device
carry) and "striking distance" (i.e., how far would the device travel from its
starting location).
Edges in the design variable dependency graph represent information about
which variables influence which other'-. The variable represented by the source
of the edge influences the variable represented by its sink. Edges are annotated
with information about the nature of the 1nftuence- direct or inverse. If x directly
influences y, then a change in the value 11f .r will cause the same direction of change
to occur in y (e.g., if both are values . .tn increase in x will cause y to increase).
Inverse influences, on the other hand.

~: ~IUse

if x and y are values, an increase in .r

\~ 1ll

changes in opposite directions (e.g.,

cause y to decrease).

Each design variable has a set of cott--traints on it, as described in the previous
section. Multiple, possibly conflicting

~: onstraints

often are imposed on a single
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Figure 3. A design variable dependency graph . Nodes represent design variables. Solid edges
represent direct influences; dashed edges represent inverse influences . Solid circles merging multiple
edges represent aggregate design variable influences . Small arrows adjacent to nodes illustrate
current direction of improvement constraints on design variables that represent quantities.

design variable. Figure 3 shows a portion of the design variable dependency graph
capturing variable relationships at one point in the ME design project.
IMPROVISER

derives relationships h~..·t \\ cen constraints based on the underlying

design variable dependency graph and
constraint specifies. (These are then

h . t,~d

ct~ th·d

on the direction of improvement the

1n the representation of the constraints

as the relationships are revealed.) Tht· ~ .\ ,, primary constraint relationships that
are derived are trade-off and concur
Two constraints

tl iPnships.

r,

c I and c2 trade-oil d f either

l. there is a direct influence relat1• ",

r

11

strained by C 1 and C 2, but an Of 'i '•

between the design variables con-

·,·direction of improvement sought by

the two constraints; or
2. there is an inverse influence rei at 1.

r , ...

h 1p he tween the design variables con-

strained by C 1 and C2 , with the '" ,., J1rection of improvement sought by
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the two constraints.
Conversely, two constraints C, and C2 concur iff either

1. there is a direct influence relationship between the design variables constrained by C 1 and C2, with the same direction of improvement sought by
the two constraints; or
2. there is an inverse influence relationship between the design variables constrained by C, and C 2 , but an opposite direction of improvement sought by
the two constraints.
For example, there is a trade-off relationship between the energy required and the
device speed in Figure 3. (Direct influence relationships are transitive.)
Design variables may be aggregates in that they are a set of design variables
that together influence other variables. The consequences of changing one of
them cannot be derived or judged independent of knowledge of changes in the
other. In the example graph shown in Figure 3, launching-spring-strength and
launching-spring-displacement

are aggregates, as are launch-force-magnitude

and launch-force-direction. When one of these variables is in focus, so are
those with which it is aggregated.
The knowledge captured in the design variable dependency graph is useful
for:
detecting trade-offs in constraints on the variables being reasoned about at
any given point in the design process;
propagating consequences of design decisions;
capturing connections between problem contexts;
- judging whether an expectation violation is good or bad (using the direction
of improvement for the constrainh 1nvolved);
deriving consequences of expectat1on violation (by following influences relations); and
defining the space of features
explaining attentional focus

th~1t

shifts~~"

are relevant in a design problem and
movement in this space.

These features are best explained in the cnntext of a demonstration scenario, which
is provided in the next section.
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6. Scenario
To show how IMPROVISER uses the computational mechanisms described above to
rriodel the processes underlying observation, we present a demonstration scenario
in this section. The focus of the scenario is the bending springs example described
in the introduction. The key issues to keep in mind while considering this scenario
are the following.
What observations are made at each point and how is focus directed toward
them? That is, what is noticed and why is that noticed over other possibilities? This includes focus on specific pieces of experimental data, focus on
particular consequences of what is observed, as well as focus on anomalies,
invariants, and extremes.
Which mechanisms prepare

th~

reasoner to interpret observations in the way

it does? For example, how does it learn what features to pay attention to,
what organizational structure and evaluative dimensions to use to compare,
contrast, and organize ideas?
How are departures from the current organizational structure expectation
violations detected? How are their consequences derived? How is their significance and relevance to the design judged?
Once "interesting" observations are made, how does the reasoner incorporate
them into the design, for example, by refining, elaborating, or reformulating
the problem specification?
The IMPROVISER scenario highlights these issues and provides initial answers and
explanations.
IMPROVISER starts with a partial spec1tication which includes specifications for
each subproblem in the current partitinnmg of the problem (launching, moving,
stopping, and protecting the eggs). Thl' I .1u nch subproblem specification contains a
partial specification for a spring launch

n 1l

'-han ism. (In the following,"??" denotes

incompletenesses due to pending del·l, l· ·n·-: " ... "denotes parts of the specification
not shown. IMPROVISER's output

i..., '1\ , ·

showing the data it is manipulating.)
<Spec:
Subproblem: Launch
Parts: Spring, Base
Attached(Spring, Base,
Spring:

<~

"n in bold face, with typewriter font
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??

;; force constant

; ; spring displacement
Launch-Force: (- ( * k x))
x:
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??

Subproblem: Protect-Eggs
Subproblem: Transport
Subproblem: Stop ...

;;

Hooke's law

...

. . .>

This specifies that the launch mechanism should consist of two parts, attached
to each other in a particular configuration (given in <position>). There is a
pending decision as to the choice of spring strength (k) and how much it should
be compressed (x) to achieve a certain launch force. (There are several other
constraints involving the launch force which are not shown, such as constraints
relating striking distance and launch force or relating the type and amount of egg
protection material with the launch force it must cushion.)
Note that the expected behavior is

incomplete~

there are no constraints that

ensure that the spring stays straight during compression (and release). Our designers did not think of the possibility that the spring would bend. They didn't even
worry about gravity affecting its horizontal position. They had a misconception
(or simplifying assumption) that the springs were laterally rigid. The pictures they
drew didn't show any required support around springs in any of the spring launch
mechanisms. The support requirement emerged later.
Bringing a new design variable into focus:
LAUNCHING-SPRING-STRENGTH (K)

chooses to work on the pending decision concerning spring
strength and to employ a experimental (trial-and-error) method to help make
IMPROVISER

the decision (i.e., examine the springs that are available and compare their
strengths to form a more refined con...,traint). These choices are based on the
knowledge IMPROVISER has about the design variables involved in the pending
decisions, such as whether sensory kcdhack is useful in collecting data about
which range of values would be

appllL.~tble

and whether the ultimate choice of

values is dependent on what values arc exist in available design pieces. These
pieces of knowledge are contained in

c~llributes

on the design variables (e.g.,

sensory-feedback-useful and avai ~ 1oi l i ty-dependent are attributes). IMPROVISER

also bases these choices on information about its current environment
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(e.g., the current location, a hardware store, is a place where design pieces are
available with a range of relevant parameters).
The standard way to refine a constraint using experimentation is to construct a
set of nearly identical prototypes each of which uses a different value for the design
variable whose value needs to be constrained. Each prototype consists of enough
of the design to measure and compare design variable values. Automatically
constructing these prototypes is an intriguing open problem which is beyond the
scope of this research (see Section 7). For now, IMPROVISER asks the oracle to
create the prototypes, run them, and report the results.
Nature of Oracle:
(PHYSICAL-MANIPULATION SENSORY-OBSERVATION)

Oracle has been asked to perform a[n) EXPERIMENT.
The object is: <OPTION FINGER-SPRING- PROTOTYPE> .
It has been instructed to:
1. "squeeze spring by moving thumb toward finger;"
2. "allow spring to push apart the fingers;"
3. "measure force pushing fingers apart."

In addition to
focus:

LAUNCHING-SPRING-STRENGTH

(K),

these variables come into

Bringing new design variables into focus:
LAUNCHING-SPRING-DISPLACEMENT

(X)

LAUNCH-FORCE-MAGNITUDE

(FORCE-MAGNITUDE)

LAUNCH-FORCE-DIRECTION

(FORCE-DIRECTION)

The design variable dependency graph is used to determine this.
SPRING-DISPLACEMENT

(X)

LAUNCHING-

is aggregated With LAUNCHING-SPRING-STRENGTH

(K),

so it is automatically brought into focus, since the two act together. LAUNCH-FORCEMAGNITUDE

is directly influenced by spring displacement and strength, so it is

brought into focus. LAUNCH-FORCE-or RECTION is also brought in because it is
aggregated with magnitude.
This raises the issue: how much of\\ hat is influenced by spring strength gets
pulled into focus? Blindly following tntluence relations will draw in nearly the
entire variable dependency graph. \Vh.at limits the focus is the experimentation
task. IMPROVISER will only focus on
imental prototype. For example,

th(h~

variables that are relevant to the exper-

strik1n~ - distance

and amount of egg cushioning

are not relevant.
Part of the information the oracle rm)\ ides IMPROVISER is the mapping from
features and variables in the design to those in the experimental prototype. This
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information is crucial in transferring and interpreting results from the experimental
world to the design world. Given this mapping, IMPROVISER tells the Oracle what
experimental prototype features are currently in focus.
Oracle should focus on the features:
(FORCE-DIRECTED-AT-FINGERS FORCE-SEPARATING-FINGERS X K)

The oracl.e compares several springs and feeds back experimental data to
IMPROVISER.

The data is augmented with causal information about how the data

resulted from the properties of the partial design. The oracle reports that the spring
bends, which causes it to exert a weak force in the direction of its axis.
Oracle's observations:
((BENT-SPRING SPRING-SHAPE BENT)
(FORCE-MAGNITUDE FORCE-SEPARATING-FINGERS 23)
(FORCE-DIRECTION FORCE-DIRECTED-AT-FINGERS 45))
Causes:
BENT- SPRING -> FORCE-MAGNITUDE
BENT-SPRING -> FORCE-DIRECTION
IMPROVISER

notices that these results are not what is expected. How does it

do this? First of all, the expectations come from the constraints in the current
specification. IMPROVISER notices that they are violated as it transfers data from
the experiment back to the design and uses the data to elaborate the spring launch
option. Note that only the data related to features currently in focus are transferred.
Also, evaluation of the option with respect to specification is a by-product of this
elaboration and assimilation process.
Transferring experimental datum since feature is in focus:
(FORCE-MAGNITUDE FORCE-SEPA ?~ T ING - FINGERS 23)
Transferring experimental datum sinn ft·ature is in focus:
(FORCE-DIRECTION FORCE-DIP :-· : ~~:J -AT-FINGERS 45)
<OPTION FINGER-SPRING-PROTC .
·-· =- violates a SPECIFICATION constraint:
Feature FORCE-DIRECTED-A-:·
·. ;ERS has NONMATCHING value 45.
<OPTION FINGER-SPRING-PROT
· · violatesa SPECIFICATION constraint:
Feature FORCE-SEPARATING
:.:RS has NONMATCHING value 23.

As the violations are detected, t hl· : r
how extreme the value is, compared

· 1 __. n i ficance

t. • h11'ie

(if any) and it's based on how diffcrl"ll
one, which is determined using the

CP il ,I

direction of improvement function . Dr! L
high, low, or uncertain and as having

,t

1,,

r

is judged. This is based on

of previously considered options

he Jctual value is from the expected
1111t'"

hi nary comparator predicate and

• .· fl(c-;

from expectations are labeled as

r

" 111 \

e or negative direction.
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Significant differences detected:
(<DIFF FORCE-DIRECTED-AT-FINGERS -H>
<DIFF FORCE-SEPARATING-FINGERS -H>)

Consequences of significant expectation violations are derived and used to
further elaborate the design option. These are of the form of general characterizations of whether a particular design variable is influenced in a negative or positive
way, based on how it is related to the variable involved in the expectation. For
example, the force along the spring's axis is weaker than the ideal launch force
(F

=

-kx), which will make the device move slower and not as far as desired.
Derived consequences of experimental results on:
<OPTION FINGER-SPRING-PROTOTYPE>:
As consequence of
<DIFF FORCE-DIRECTED-AT-FINGERS -H>,
noticing NEGATIVE impact on:
MOTION-PREDICTABILITY (PREDICTABILITY)
CARRIER-SPEED (SPEED)
CARRIER-STRIKING-DISTANCE (STRIKING-DISTANCE)
As consequence of
<DIFF FORCE-SEPARATING-FINGERS -H>,
noticing NEGATIVE impact on:
CARRIER-SPEED (SPEED)
CARRIER-STRIKING-DISTANCE (STRIKING-DISTANCE)

In addition, IMPROVISER traces the causes of unexpected features and updates
the specification to prohibit (or require) them. To do this, IMPROVISER uses the
causal information provided by the oracle. However, in general, discovering the
constraints to add to the specification which will require or prohibit some observed
feature of a device involves reasoning based on a causal model of the device
(Bhatta, et al., 1994). IMPROVISER also makes use of knowledge about what can
be constrained and what types of constraints can be possibly satisfied. It relies on
knowledge about inverses of features in order to generate constraints to prohibit
undesirable behavior or properties.
Adding a newly emerged constraint:
<C: LAUNCHING-SPRING-SHAPE=; .

~?.AIGHT)>

to <SPRING-4674>

In addition to revealing new constramts, this process helps draw attention to
existing constraints that need to be refined or satisfied.
Constraint to try harder to satisfy:
<C: LAUNCH-FORCE-DIRECTION=( C ~THOGONAL-TO-LAUNCHED-OBJ?)>
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Given a set of constraints that are currently in focus, IMPROVISER chooses one
to pursue, using strategic control heuristics. These base the choice on temporal
information (e.g., what major changes have been made to the problem specification? which constraints have newly emerged? which constraints have most
recently been pursued?), availability of methods for refining or satisfying the
constraint, the dependencies among the constraints, and constraint priorities. In
this case, IMPROVISER chooses to try to satisfy the newly emerged constraint on
spring shape, partly because it is a new constraint and partly because of constraint
dependencies: the difference in shape caused the other observed data.
Opportunity chosen:
<OPP: SATISFY-CONSTRAINT
(<C: LAUNCHING-SPRING-SHAPE=(STRAIGHT)>)>
Bringing a new design variable into focus:
LAUNCHING-SPRING-SHAPE (SPRING-SHAPE)
DVars(Features) currently in focus:
LAUNCHING-SPRING-SHAPE (SPRING-SHAPE)
LAUNCH-FORCE-DIRECTION (FORCE-DIRECTION)
LAUNCH-FORCE-MAGNITUDE (FORCE)
LAUNCHING-SPRING-DISPLACEMENT (X)
LAUNCHING-SPRING-STRENGTH (K)

A standard method of forcing a small object to maintain a desired shape:
holding it in that shape with your hand. l\1PROVISER asks the oracle to do this and
determine whether the spring stays straight.
Nature of Oracle:
(PHYSICAL-MANIPULATION SENSORY-OBSERVATION)
Oracle has been asked to perform a[n I ~:XPERIMENT.
The object is <OPTION WRAPPED- H;..: ;:J- SPRING- PROTOTYPE> .
It has been instructed to:
1. "wrap one hand around Si : . · 1 · "
2 . "with other hand, squee:
; ring by moving thumb toward finger; "
3. "hold spring uniformly
4. "determine whether spr 1 :
· :1ys straight."
Oracle should focus on the features:
(SPRING-SHAPE FORCE-DIREC--: .
·,:"'-FINGERS FORCE-SEPARATING-FINGERS X K)
This requires extending <LAUNCH- ..; ·
· design w/ a subspec for
additional structure: <SPRING-SU F: · - -i 7 2 0 >.

The results are that the spring sta1' , r .11ght, but its compression is hindered
by the wrapped hand.
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Oracle's observations:
((STRAIGHT-SPRING SPRING-SHAPE STRAIGHT)
(FORCE-MAGNITUDE FORCE-SEPARATING-FINGERS 10)
(FORCE-DIRECTION FORCE-DIRECTED-AT-FINGERS 0)
(LIMITED-DISPLACEMENT X 5)
(LATERAL-RIGIDITY BEHAVIOR RADIUS-CONSTANT)
(LONGITUDINAL-RIGIDITY BEHAVIOR LENGTH-CONSTANT)
(SNUG-FIT-R RADIUS 25.1)
(SNUG-FIT-L LENGTH 150)
(SNUG-FIT-SHAPE SHAPE CYLINDRICAL))
Causes:
STRAIGHT-SPRING -> FORCE-DIRECTION
LIMITED-DISPLACEMENT -> FORCE-MAGNITUDE
LATERAL-RIGIDITY -> STRAIGHT-SPRING
SNUG-FIT-R -> STRAIGHT-SPRING
SNUG-FIT-L -> STRAIGHT-SPRING
SNUG-FIT-SHAPE -> STRAIGHT-SPRING
LONGITUDINAL-RIGIDITY -> LIMITED-DISPLACEMENT

Agajn, the relevant experimental data is transferred and assimilated. IMPROVISER notices both positive and negative unexpected results. The spring shape is
now straight, but the spring displacement is undesirably limited. This will affect
device speed and striking distance.
Transferring experimental datum since feature is in focus:
(STRAIGHT-SPRING SPRING-SHAPE STRAIGHT)
(FORCE-MAGNITUDE FORCE-SEPARATING-FINGERS 10)
(FORCE-DIRECTION FORCE-DIRECTED-AT-FINGERS 0)
(LIMITED-DISPLACEMENT X 5)
Datum (LIMITED-DISPLACEMENT X 5) VIOLATES
<C: LAUNCHING-SPRING-DISPLACEMENT=(MAX-SPRING-COMPRESSION?)>
WORSE than expected ((100)).
<OPTION WRAPPED-HAND-SPRING-PROTOTYPE> satisfiesa
SPECIFICATION constraint:
Feature FORCE-DIRECTED-AT - :'" INGERS has value 0 rated E.
<OPTION WRAPPED-HAND-SPRING ? ROTOTYPE> violates a
SPECIFICATION constraint:
Feature FORCE-SEPARATING-:-·: :iGERS has NONMATCHING value 10.
<OPTION WRAPPED-HAND-SPRING ~ ?OTOTYPE> satisfiesa
SPECIFICATION constraint:
Feature SPRING-SHAPE has \alue STRAIGHT rated E.
Significant differences detected:
(<DIFF X -H>
<DIFF FORCE-DIRECTED-AT-F I:~ ;t:-:::\S +H>
<DIFF FORCE-SEPARATING-FING~RS -H>
I

I
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<DIFF SPRING-SHAPE +H>)

Derived consequences of experimental results on:
<OPTION WRAPPED-HAND-SPRING-PROTOTYPE>:

As consequence of
<DIFF X -H>,
noticing NEGATIVE impact on:
LAUNCH-FORCE-MAGNITUDE (FORCE)

As consequence of
<DIFF FORCE-DIRECTED-AT-FINGERS +H>,
noticing POSITIVE impact on:
MOTION-PREDICTABILITY (PREDICTABILITY)
CARRIER-SPEED (SPEED)
CARRIER-STRIKING-DISTANCE (STRIKING-DISTANCE)

As consequence of
<DIFF FORCE-SEPARATING-FINGERS -H>,
noticing NEGATIVE impact on:
CARRIER-SPEED (SPEED)
CARRIER-STRIKING-DISTANCE (STRIKING-DISTANCE)

adds new constraints to borrow features it views as positive (e.g.,
cylindrical shape) and to prohibit undesirable features (e.g., constant length). It
IMPROVISER

reasons about the causes of the spring compression hindrance and updates the
specification to require the tube to be collapsible (i.e., to allow its length to vary).
Adding a newly emerged constraint:
<C: L-BEHAVIOR=(LENGTH-VARIES)> to <SPRING-SUPPORT-4720>

Constraint to try harder to satisfy:
<C: LAUNCHING-SPRING-DISPLACEMENT=(MAX-SPRING-COMPRESSION?)>

Adding a newly emerged constraint:
<C: SPRING-SUPPORT-SHAPE=(CYLINDRICAL)> to <SPRING-SUPPORT-4720>

Adding a newly emerged constraint:
<C: SPRING-SUPPORT-RADIUS=(25.l)> to <SPRING-SUPPORT-4720>·

Adding a newly emerged constraint:
<C:

R-BEHAVIOR=(RADIUS-CONST.~T)>

to <SPRING-SUPPORT-4720>

Constraint to try harder to satisfy:
<C:

LAUNCHING-SPRING-DISPL,;· ::::-~ENT=(MAX-SPRING-COMPRESSION?)>

Constraint to try harder to satisfy:
<C: LAUNCH-FORCE-MAGNITUDE = : .-:..RGE-FORCE?) >

Not only did several constraints nc\\ ly emerge, but an entire new subspecification for the subproblem of supporting the spring was added. The opportunity to
generate options for this specification

1" L" hosen

next.

Heuristic used to choose next opportunil\:
#<Compiled function CHOOSE- :-::-:P LORE-NEW-SPEC 21010133733>
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Opportunity chosen:
<OPP: RECALL-OPTIONS
(<SPRING-SUPPORT-4720>)>
Constraints:
<C: ·R-BEHAVIOR= (RADIUS-CONSTANT)>
<C: SPRING-SUPPORT-RADIUS=(25.1)>
<C: SPRING-SUPPORT-LENGTH=(150i>
<C: SPRING-SUPPORT-SHAPE=(CYLINDRICAL)>
<C: L-BEHAVIOR=(LENGTH-VARIES)>

Using this specification as a probe to memory, IMPROVISER tries to recall a
device that will satisfy it, but the retrieval comes up empty.
Trying to recall options for current specification.
Retrieval results: NIL

Since no viable options are found, IMPROVISER suspends work on the launch
· subproblem and switches to a different problem context for the pending problem
of how to protect eggs. How this other problem is chosen and how suspended
problems are managed and resumed when an opportunity exists to solve them is
an interesting area of active research. (It is not the subject of this paper, but see
(Wills and Kolodner, 1994a; Simina and Kolodner, 1995).)
Switch problem context to egg protection.
<Spec <CUSHIONING-MATERIAL-2984>
Subproblem: Protect-Eggs
Parts: Cushioning-Material
Enclosed(Egg, Cushioning-Ma~erial)
Cushioning-Material:
Cost: cheap
Pressure-Resistance: Sc :·
Weight: Light
... >

While looking for objects that sat 1,
a toilet paper holder is observed. ThL· . ,.

I

this description, the oracle reports that

~ ·n' ation

is a mix of image features and

knowledge about the holder, once it hd" ' , ,·n identified through object recognition.
The most relevant, recent pending pr. t 1.- 111 context is retrieved and the paper
holder is assimilated into it, based l •n · ' 'tructural, imagistic, and behavioral
properties.
ORACLE: An object is viewed and rn"l.!nilt'd as a TPH:
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OBSERVED-TPH

Assimilating object into spec: <SPRING-SUPPORT-4 7 2 0>
NOTICING: <OPTION OBSERVED-TPH> greatly differs from
the rest of the options with respect to
<C:
<C:
<C:
<C:
<C:

R-BEHAVIOR=(RADIUS-CONSTANT)>
SPRING-SUPPORT-RADIUS=(25.1)>
SPRING-SUPPORT-LENGTH=(l50)>
SPRING-SUPPORT-SHAPE=(CYLINDRICAL)>
L-BEHAVIOR=(LENGTH-VARIES)>
in specification <SPRING-SUPPORT-4 7 20>.
<OPTION OBSERVED-TPH> is much better than anything considered earlier for
<SPRING-SUPPORT-4720> on all dimensions.

During this assimilation, IMPROVISER must check whether the tube length can
vary by referring to the behavioral knowledge associated with the paper holder to
see if its length changes over the states. During this process, IMPROVISER notices
that the paper holder fits the subproblem specification better than any previous
option. The results of this process are that the problem specification has been
refined and elaborated and that new knowledge learned about the functions of a
common object (i.e., a toilet paper holder has a new, additional function of keeping
its internal spring straight).

7. Conclusions and Future Directions
Our computational model, implemented in the IMPROVISER system, provides a
unifying way of modeling perceptive observation across multiple characteristic
activities of creative design. These include problem reformulation, the reu.se of
design pieces for new purposes, the interpretation of experimental feedback, and
evaluative criteria emergence. Central to the model are the processes of preparation, assimilation, and strategic control .
Our model is case-based in that these processes are driven by recalling past
experiences, and updating memory with new experiences, new indexes and new
organizations of existing knowledge. The -..tructure of the memory (particularly its
indexing scheme) is tightly coupled wilh the evolving description of the problem(s)
at hand. As criteria and desired propL·n tcs of potential solution to the design
problem emerge, they are used not on I y to retrieve relevant solution options,
but also to organize, compare, and contra-..t alternative solution options. Similarly,
these salient features help determine the focus and relevance of experimental data,
so that it can be responded to and incorporated into the design.
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There are several open issues yet to be explored, particularly relating to memory. One especially interesting set concerns how problem contexts are maintained
and managed in working memory. Some of these issues were mentioned at the
end of Section 5.1. Additional issues include: What influences which problem
contexts in working memory are active (e.g., recency, interaction between the
problems)? How do they change as related problems are worked on? How do
they decay? How does knowledge of functional properties of an object inhibit
the retrieval of a relevant problem context in which the object can be used in a
new way. (This is important in modeling functional fixedness (Duncker, 1945;
Maier, 1931; Maier, 1970).)
Another future direction concerns how we model opportunistic control and
its relation to working memory. We currently maintain an agenda of pending
opportunities for action, which keeps track of possible next steps IMPROVISER can
take. This "opportunity agenda" is currently separate from the working

m~mory.

However, its access and maintenance are tightly coupled with the structure of
the problem contexts that are in focus or that are pending. In fact, we have
noticed that there is a striking similarity between the heuristics and processes
used in recognizing an opportunity to resume a suspended problem and those
used to detect goal satisfaction opportunities in general. We intend to merge the
opportunity agenda into the working memory for a unifying treatment of both
units of control and units of problem representation.
In addition, our study of ME designers has pointed out the importance of
real-world experimentation as a source of both evaluative feedback and solution
ideas. In the process of constructing ex pt:ri mental, concrete prototypes and trying
them out, new constraints on the probkrn and new problems to solve arose. Being
able to do this experimentation requin:' hcing able to construct prototypes, each
an approximation that focuses on some ' uh,et of functionality. (For example, our
ME designers constructed

cushionin~

materials and become familiar with
not yet well understood.

, k , 1ces for single eggs to try out various

1h t·l r

properties.) But how people do this is

Prototype construction seems rel.t k d to the problem of setting up thought
experiments in scientific discovery (i'l·r-..t· -..-..,an , 1993). In fact, the process of isolating portions of behavior or function...~ 111' 1nlo an approximation or prototype of
the design seems to have a great deal
process (Clement, 1989; Nersessian.

111 ~ ,

·rn mon with the constructive modeling
I<~<~~. :'-Jersessian, 1993), being studied in
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the context of scientific discovery. In constructive modeling, new hybrid analogical models are generated by merging pieces of knowledge from multiple source
domains, through a combined process of analogical reasoning, visual reasoning, and thought experimentation. Exploring the connections between prototype
construction and constructive modeling may shed light on both.
Another interesting aspect of experimentation is that solutions often evolve
during the experiment as problems are found and the prototype is "patched"
?r quickly modified to push it through the exercise. Sometimes this involves
physical actions that respond to affordances in the experimental situation. These
are typically primitive, physical actions similar to those observed by (Kohler,
1925). For example, we observed this in the bending springs example when the
ME designer wrapped a hand around the spring to keep it from bending. This
suggested the partial solution of enclosing the spring in a tube. It would be
interesting to investigate how research on affordances bears on idea generation in
general.
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A Case-Based View of Case-Based Reasoning:
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Preamble
In early 1993, David Leake asked me to put together a talk for the Case-Based
Reasoning Workshop to be held at AAAI-93 (summer). At the time,I had just
finished writing my book, Case-Based Reasoning (Kolodner, 1993), and David knew
that I had in it an appendix of all extant case-based reasoning systems that I knew of.
He wanted me to speak about what I knew was happening in the applications world.
I told him that would be boring.
Then, it occurred to me that I had been reviewing a lot of papers for a variety of
conferences and journals and that I had been getting mad a lot about how cavalier
some people were with throwing around CBR terminology, criticizing CBR, and
making claims about CBR without obviously knowing a lot about it. In particular, I
was furious over a whole series of papers I was asked to review that made
statements like this (some written, by the way, by people who -should have known
better):
We have a parallel implementation of a case library, and we've
found that with parallel algorithms, no indexing is necessary .....
Then in their conclusions, statements like this:
Of course, it's still an open question how to compute and assign the
(choose one)
conditional probabilities
importance values

And I was mad about others, also often people who should have known better, who
claimed that indexing just didn't do the job or that retrieval algorithms were too.
slow for CBR to really be viable. My response to such claims, of course, is to
question how they choose their indexing and exactly which retrieval algorithms
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they are using. But people who don't know CBR as well don't know to ask those
questions.
So I told David I would talk about all the infuriating things I had seen in papers and
co~centrate on two issues that clarify all of it: indexing and representation. ·
But then I asked David who the audience was, and he told me that it was mostly the
CBR family, with only a few newcomers. So, I figured that talk would be preaching
to the choir and wouldn't work either.
As I was agonizing about what to talk about, Ashwin Ram suggested to me that I
should do my "fight." .. I had given a fight about what the CBR paradigm is and
what the components are of the cognitive model underlying CBR. Those of us who
have been part of the development and history of CBR know its underlying
assumptions in our guts. They form the basis for heated and deep discussions we
have with each other. We're qften good at passing those assumptions down to our
students (generally by osmosis), but we haven't been very good at articulating them
explicitly to the rest of the artificial intelligence and cognitive science communities.
I wanted to be able to articulate our assumptions for two reasons. First was the
reason I illustrated above. Case-based reasoning had caught on, and it wasn't only
people steeped in its development and history who were building case-based
systems. There were a lot of other people as well (and there still are). Those people
needed some nice concise statement or short list of things that define the essence of
CBR and its underlying conceptual foundations and assumptions, the things that
would allow them to use the methodology as it is meant to be used. My book,
which hadn't come out yet, was meant to provide that, but it wasn't at all short. I
thought something shorter that captured that essence was needed.
The second group of people I wanted to address with such a statement were those
(cognitive scientists) defining cognitive models at an architectural level. Often that
is done without giving thought to the functions the architecture needs to carry out
to engage in real-world reasoning \1any architecture folks thought CBR was
interesting, but they weren't taktn~ 1t all that seriously (and, alas, many still aren't).
I thought this was because we hJJ n t yet spoken to them in a vocabulary that would
make them want to listen. I wan tt·d to figure out how to present the cognitive
model underlying CBR to them 1n their language.
* A "fight," for those who don't "- n P w, is a presentation in which a presenter presents
his/her latest intellectual thoughts ,In J/or ideas to the community for scrutiny.
Since what is being presented, by . k fin ition, are half-baked ideas, the dialogue gets
heated and deep very quickly.
It 1' up to the audience to help the presenter better
understand his/her ideas, to identif~ the good stuff and - magnify it, to identify the
drivel and get rid of it.
A "good" fight is more like a free-for-all than a presentation.
The "Friday Fights" were one of Roger Schank's traditions at Yale, and those of us
who have experienced them have taken them with us to wherever we are on the
faculty.
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Related to this second reason, and equally important, in order for case-based
reasoning to be taken seriously scientifically, its underlying assumptions need to be
made clear. Science requires that others, besides the inventors and developers, be
able to replicate results, understand claims, and compare and contrast our
methodology, assumptions, coverage, applicability, and potentials with those of
other approaches.
These may seem like three different problems, and they may be, but most certainly
they are closely related. So, my goal was an articulation of CBR's assumptions,
foundations, and claims.
In the end, I decided to give all three talks in one, along with a preamble much like
this one. It could have been a bad idea, but the talk turned out just fine. This
chapter is based on that talk. I hope it works as well as the talk did. Chris Riesbeck's
.t alk and chapter are about what comes after CBR, now that it's caught on. This
chapter addresses an issue that comes first: what else do we still need to do to make
CBR reach its potential?

Two warnings are in order before proceeding. First, some of what you'll read here is
dated. I've tried to put all the things that might be dated in the past tense. I think
much remains fresh. My apologies in advance if I'm wrong about that. Second, the
presentation in this chapter might seem quite abstract and there is little in the way
of introduction to case-based reasoning. The talk, and this chapter, were written for
those who have some experience with case-based reasoning and who have tried to
understand its underlying principles. Those who will get the most out of it are
people who have become confused in trying to understand CBR deeply, especially
those who have tried to grapple with what is confusing.
I continue by briefly presenting some of the things I found out in collecting systems
for my book -- the good and the bad, the surprising and the expected. Then, I take off
from the "bad" and try to articulate the important parts of our paradigm.

State of the Art CBR: Early 1993

As of early 1993, case-based reasoning had caught on. When I put together the
appendix of my book (late 1992), I included descriptions of about 75 systems. Six
months later, I had heard about 30 more systems, and I'm sure there were many
more that I didn't know about. People were jumping on the bandwagon: jumping
to use case-based reasoning, to build shells, and to embed CBR in existing systems;
jumping to criticize CBR and to tell us that they have better ways of doing things;
and jumping to apply CBR to a whole range of reasoning tasks our community had
never thought about.
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I didn't realize how many fielded efforts there were until I put the appendix of my
book together. Their domains range from help desks of various kinds to autoclave
configuration to design aiding to stock screening, and more. In 1993, there were
three commercially-available shells for building case-based systems; today there are
more. Some systems are automated; some help people.
Some of those efforts were very interesting. For example, the NEC corporation in
Japan had a 20,000 case library on software testing called SQUAD (Kitano, ... ). A
partial matching algorithm allowed their software debuggers to use the case library
as a database when they encountered a new bug they needed to fix. They queried the
case library in SQL, and the system retrieved similar software bugs and their fixes.
They were very proud of their parallel algorithms-- even with 20,000 cases, the
system was apparently quite fast. They used a nearest-neighbor search to find
matches. I don't know anything about the basis by which they decided which
descriptors were more important to a match than others. Their major message to
the rest of us was that if you want a case-based advisory system to work on a large
scale, then you need to make sure you have the support staff available to make it
·
work. Their case entry staff included over a dozen people.
Perhaps the most surprising thing I discovered about applications was that many
real applications were successfully using very simple indexing procedures. The
most common way of retrieving appropriate cases was to use the equivalent of an
inverted index to pull out cases that shared features with a new situation. Then a
numeric nearest-neighbor matching algorithm was used to choose cases that
matched best. Many of those taking this approach were choosing the terms for their
inverted indexes wisely. Many were recognizing that the reason they could make
this method work was because what is important doesn't change much from
situation to situation. This was rather a surprise for me to find out. It is such a
simple method, one we often use to get around having to do anything more
complicated. But for fairly narrow real-world applications where there aren't more
than several hundred cases, it works just fine.
I was also pleasantly surprised by the extent to which many developers of the fielded
systems showed a good understanding of the role of situation assessment. For those
who don't know, situation assessment is the procedure of interpreting a case or
query, elaborating its representation to bring its description more in line with what
might be stored in the case library, enabling closely matching cases to be recognized
even if they are represented differently. I read many reports of interactive case
retrieval systems where the search was iterative and the user changed the
specification as items were retrieved and evaluated for applicability. Those who
understand this issue well, I think, are those who have experience using
information retrieval systems.
Developers are finding that building case-based systems takes less time than
building equivalent rule-based ones, and people like advice-giving ,systems better
than autonomous expert systems. In short, there was much to be excited about.
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On the other hand, there were far too many efforts that caused me concern.
Apparently, we hadn't been explicit enough about what our terminology meant or
what our assumptions were. This led to a whole variety of misinterpretations and
nonsensical claims, some of which are illustrated below. I leave these anonymous.
"With my parallel system, no indexing is needed .. ... Of course, we
still need a theory of hovv" to assign importance values and how to
allow them to change with context."
"In my system, we use conditional probabilities to determine what
to retrieve. With my parallel system that makes decisions using
conditional probabilities, no indexing is needed .... Of course, there
is still more work needed to discover how to assign conditional
probabilities well."
"I've got a new role cases can play. They can act as integrators of lots
of different kinds of knowledge."
"My system is just like a case-based reasoning system. After solving
a problem, it creates specific operators based on all the operations it
did and stores all of them. It doesn't have to figure out anymore
how to apply its operators."
"In the first pass of my scheme, surface features are used to find
cases that partially match. Then, in the second pass, we do more
expensive reasoning, choosing out those cases that match on deeper
features."

"We've all had the experience with case-based systems that when
the case library is sma II, retrieval is fast, but that after it grows,
retrieval gets so slow thJt case-based reasoning isn't viable
anymore."
"That's a nice looking "\ . . tern, but until you tell me you have
retrieval algorithms th,lt ~ Jn select from among 20,000 cases, I can't
take it seriously as a re.li -world system."
"But I can't support tht~ .h psychologically plausible. All the
experimental evidence "hl )\VS that people are reminded only on the
basis of surface feature ~
There were a whole variety of m ~~conceptions embedded in these statements:
misunderstandings about what a cJse is, about what indexing means, what makes a
good index, where the vocabulary for indexing comes from, the variety of retrieval
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algorithms available, the number of cases needed to produce a useful system, and so
on.
The state of affairs was scary to me. Some of the people making these claims knew
how to talk to the rest of the AI community better than we did. I told the audience
that if we Weren't more clear about the way we present our ideas to the rest of the
community, then we coul.d only blame ourselves when these folks misrepresented
our work. Equally scary to me was that some of this work was going on in industry.
Industrial folks would fail in building case-based systems because of lack of
understanding and then make critical claims about case-based reasoning that simply
didn't hold, hurting us in the future. Even scarier, some of the folks making these
statements were us!!!
Of course, these things happen all the time. But knowing that they could happen
and do happen, I told the audience, made it all the more important for us to do
something about it. I suggested this: that we cognize about case-based reasoning,
where it comes from, what its assumptions are, and what the things are that we only
know deep in our guts, and that, as a community, we make sure the implicit is
made explicit. We should begin, I said, by addressing the misconceptions inherent
in the statements I presented.
Making Misconceptions Clear
I listed before the major misconceptions that were inherent in those statements, and
I will continue by addressing each of those.
1. What is a case? A case; which represents some concrete situation, integrates lots
of complex information in a very concrete way. If it doesn't integrate, it isn't a case.
(Of course, there may be some kinds of integration we haven't thought about that a
case can do, but don't present integration to me as a new thing cases can do.) A case
represents a concrete experience. (Or does it? We'll come back to that later.) A case
worth keeping/remembering has a lesson to teach.
2. What does "indexing" mean? An index in a book is a pointer to a page. An
index in a database is a pointer to a record. An index in a case library is sometimes
implemented as a pointer to a case, and indeed, the earliest implementations were
pointer implementations. But that was back in the early 80's, and a dozen years
later, pointers are only one way to implement indexes; there are other ways as well.
• assign importance values to dimensions of a
representation and prefer as better matches cases that
match on more important dimensions
• label cases with their important or defining sets of
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features and choose cases that match on those sets of
features over those that match on others.
Perhaps "indexing" was the wrong term for the "accessibility problem," but we're
stuck with it. "Indexing" means more than assigning pointers; "the indexing
problem" refers to the whole set of issues inherent in setting up a memory and its
retrieval processes so that the right cases are retrieved at the right times.
People criticize pointer schemes for being too restrictive, or as being too hard to .
compute, so they want to do away with them. But the indexing problem isn't
solved when you do away with pointers; rather, the accessibility problem is moved
to a different part of the system. The same conceptual questions still need to be
addressed.
Accessibility depends on a combination of processes and representations: situation
assessment, recognition of w~at is important about a case, search functions,
similarity metrics, vocabulary, and matching functions. Different implementations
divide the work in different ways among these processes. A- parallel system divides
the work differently than a serial one because search can work differently.
3. What kinds of features make good indexes? In other words, which features are
the important ones to match on to retrieve useful cases? The "indexes" of a case,
sometimes called its "labels," sometimes its important features, are those features
that distinguish it from other cases, because they are predictive of something
important in the case. The "indexing problem" means finding labels for cases such
that each case will be recalled whenever appropriate in the future. In addition to
being predictive of something important, indexes need to be concrete enough to be
recognizable and abstract enough to make a case useful in a variety of future
situations.

This poses a potential problem, however, since some predictive features are hard to
recognize. To make retrieval effictent, we need our indexes to not only predict but
also to correspond to features that Jre either available, easy to compute, or that are
computed in the natural course l)t reasoning. Hammond (1989) calls these "easily
available" features.
Notice the words used to describe hood indexes: predictive (of something important
or useful), recognizable, provide J 1scrimination, provide coverage, ... The casebased reasoning view of indexing 't..)es these as the important issues in choosing
indexes. Thus, when we hear people argue about using surface features, deep
features, structural features, pragmatic features, thematic features, and so on, we get
confused. Our answer: Sure, use ,1ny of those that have the properties we've told
you are important. There's a difference between talking about "easily available"
features (described in the previous paragraph) and "surface" features.
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So what's wrong with indexing by "surface features"? Since surface features are
merely what's available without inference, they may not be predictive at all. Often,
it is some interpretation of the surface features that predicts. Indexes correspond to
those features of a situation that, if we see them again, predict some important
aspect of the rest of the situation. There may be inference required to analyze a
situation and figure out what it really represents. Once that interpretation is done, it
is easy to index the case based on its interpretation. And, in order to find a usefullymatching case in memory, it may be necessary to at least begin to interpret a new
situation to derive more meaningful features before attempting retrieval. This
process is called situation assessment. The necessity of interpreting or assessing
before attempting retrieval was made clear in CASEY (Katon, 1988). The closestmatching and most useful cases in making a diagnosis often had little or nothing in
common at the level of surface features. Thus, indexing by surface features on the
first pass and deeper ones later on might completely miss important cases .
.As to the statement about people indexing only on surface features, anyone who
goes back and examines those experiments will find that they test only novice
subjects, those who don't know enough about the domain to do situation
assessment well. ·Without the knowledge necessary to carry out situation
assessment well, only surface features are available for reminding. As the noviceexpert literature shows, however, interpretation by novices is quite different than
interpretation by experts (refs, Larkin, Chi, ... ). Thus, one would expect quite
different remindings from those who are more expert in an area. Our claims about
useful indexes are claims about the indexes a knowledgeable expert would
formulate. As· the analogical reasoning community begins to take this claim more
seriously, I believe we will see much controlled experimental evidence showing
that many of our claims about preferred choice of indexes hold up as quite
consistent with people. And as more of our community better explores the
evolution of indexes (as has been done in CELIA (ref)), we will provide more
foundation for running those experiments.
4. Where does vocabulary for indexing come from? A related question. This is a
complicated but important issue. Let me give you a clue now and discuss it in more
depth later. In answering the previous question, I stated that the most easily
available features are those that are computed in the natural course of reasoning. If
we understand the various different kinds of reasoning, it can help us to choose an
indexing vocabulary that goes beyond individual domains.
5. How important are retrieval algorithms? Real important, and one of the open
questions in CBR. For very large case libraries, we don't yet have a set of tricks up
our sleeves for making retrieval fast. On the other hand, we have lots of methods
for making it fast enough in situations that are not as drastic. If retrieval algorithms
aren't working fast enough, it could be that they haven't been implemented well
enough or that indexes have not been chosen well. We don't have all the best
algorithms yet, but there are some people who are making what we have work for
very large case libraries. Giv~n that, it requires only a bit of care and ingenuity to
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make them work for smaller sets of cases. All that being said, the CBR community
does need to get together with the people who know algorithms and search (e.g., IR
people) and figure out how to make search more efficient.
6. How many cases does it take to have a useful system? It depends on the domain.
There are many domains where hundreds of cases work just fine, and available
retrieval methods work jusl fine for those. A case library doesn't have to be very
large to be very useful. For example, MIDAS' (refs) case library of 36 cases performed
better on a trade-off analysis than people had performed without the system.
The Conceptual Underpinnings
Unfortunately, having made these misconceptions clear doesn't address all of the
conceptual underpinnings of CBR yet. Learning to do something well requires
knowing the concepts and facts involved and also knowing when and how to apply
them. I need to be far more concrete to make clear what a "case-based reasoning"
approach to any problem would look like. What I want to do here is to try to
uncover the tacit knowledge that the CBR community shares. I'll go back to casebased reasoning's assumptions and discuss some of their ins and outs,
concentrating, as I did above, on issues of case representation, index selection, and
indexing vocabulary.
Let me begin with the easy underlying assumptions; the ones we don't argue about:
1. The world is mostly regular; things tend to repeat
2. Small changes in the world require only small changes in
the way we interpret the world and only small changes in
solutions

Thus, though things don't repeat exactly, the small differences are easy to
compensate for.
Next, the process of case-based reasoning. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the process.
The first step is situation assessment or interpretation, the process of interpreting or
understanding a situation and figuring out what is important to its representation.
This leads to retrieval. Retrieval processes use partial n1atching procedures to
determine which of cases in the case library can be most useful to the reasoner.
Once a case or cases are retrieved, they can be used. An old solution might be
adapted to solve a new problem; pieces of several old situations might be merged to
create a new solution; predictions might be made on the basis of an old situation; an
old and new situation might be compared and contrasted to determine important
issues to focus on or what needs to be adapted, and so on. Use of cases for reasoning
leads to interpretations and/ or solutions that effect the way we or our systems
behave.
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The next step, then, is action based on those inferences, which leads to results. If
results are different than expected, there is a need to explain discrepancies, which
leads to learning. Many things can be learned: a new case, a new knowledge
structure, new knowledge learned through explanation, a new way to index, and so
on.
Of course, it isn't as sequential as what I've presented. Situation assessment and
retrieval processes can work hand in hand with each other. Case manipulation
might require retrieval of additional cases. And so on. But the diagram makes
explicit the major processes and their relationships to each other.
Aside from arguing about whether I've captured the relationships between all the
processes, I think most of the CBR community would agree with the analysis of CBR
so far. The arguments begin after we tease out the assumptions made in presenting
this process.
Let me simply list some of those assumptions:
1. Cases are primary in reasoning, and manipulation of cases is

THE crucial reasoning problem.
2. Reasoning is more a process of "remember and modify" than
"decompose and recompose".
3. Access to cases (reminding) is THE #1 issue, implying several
other important things:
• The best representations of cases are those that allow
relevant similarities between cases to be recognized
• Identifying, in a new or old situation, what it is important
to focus on is crucial
• Representation and reasoning are intimately conrtected
to each other
4. Learning and reasoning are intimately related to each other; one
shouldn't approach one without taking the other into account.
5. Failure is especially important as a trigger to learning -- both
failure of actions and failure of expectations.
This list still doesn't look all that controversial to most people in the CBR
community. But while on the surface, each assumption looks well-enough defined,
they all begin to look fuzzy around the edges when we try to be more specific about
what they mean. It is this fuzz that our community needs to make more clear. This
presentation represents my first pass at attempting to make the fuzz explicit.
Certainly more work is needed. I'll go through the assumptions one by one.
1. Cases are primary in reasoning, and manipulation of cases is THE

crucial reasoning problem.
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This was certainly the original assumption in case-based reasoning, but in fact, some
of the research most central to case-based reasoning's core uses knowledge structures
more general and abstract than cases in the same ways cases are used. For example,
SWALE (refs) uses XP's (explanation patterns). XP's are derived from cases, but they
aren't cases themselves -- they are large-scale patterns that work similarly to cases.
AQUA (refs), too, uses abstract XP's. One of SWALE's XP's, for example, states that
one explanation for an athlete dying of a heart attack after exertion is that there was
an unknown defect in .the athlete's heart and the exercise right before the heart
attack ove!Whelmed that defect. There are some concrete concepts in this XP (e.g.,
heart attack), but other concepts are more general (e.g., athlete), some are pretty
abstract (e.g., heart defect, exertion, exercise), and the whole explanation pattern is
just that-- a pattern extracted from one or several cases.
What, then, is the real assumption here? Is it that large-scale patterns are primary?
It turns out that isn't the assumption either. In model-based reasoning, for

example, large-scale patterns are important also, but the large-scale patterns used in
model-based reasoning are quite different than those used in CBR. The way models
have been used by the model-based reasoning community, they cover all options
(e.g., what are the different things that somebody might do with this doorknob?).
Cases seem to cover only one option at a time (e.g., when the doorknob is turned, ... ;
when the doorknob is pulled).
My first set of boundaries on which large-scale patterns can function like cases thus
discusses how much such a pattern can cover:
Chunks that cover one situation at a time are the primary chunks
used in reasoning.
Taking a case-based approach to representing a model, then, one would represent a
model of a device in a MOP-like w J y: each part of the device is like a scene of a
MOP; when parts are implementl'J in several different ways, each is like a script in
the MOPs scheme (a specialization df a scene); and MOP-like structures hold the
scenes together. This still doesn t r ~... present a single instance of a device; rather a
description of a type of device, .1g.un much in the way that the content frame of a
MOP or a scene represents the n( 'rrns for individual events that the MOP describes.
The individual devices, like indi\ 1d ual events, would be indexed off of the MOPlike structures, like events, in piect•.., that need to be re-integrated to create a
representation of the whole deVJ(l'
But we still haven't dealt with the 1"-"'ue of how abstract a representation can be and
still function like a case. A genen( device description is not as concrete as a
description of an individual device , but it is relatively concrete, and one can treat it
as one treats a case, comparing and contrasting generic device descriptions to each
other or adapting the description of one device to create a description of a new one
(e.g., as KRITIK does). In other words, they play a role similar to cases in reasoning;
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they are concrete enough to easily reason about them. My analysis of SWALE's and
AQUA's XP's and my analysis of model representation leads me to the following
treatment of the abstractness of useful, or primary, large-scale patterns.
Chunks that can function like cases in reasoning can be concrete or
abstract, BUT if abstract,. they must still be OPERATIONAL.
Of course, now we must deal with what "operational" means. To me, operational
chunks are those that are usable with little or no inference -- instantiation is okay,
and perhaps some minor adaptation. But if much inference involving chaining
and branching is needed, then the chunk is not easily used, and therefore it can't
play the same role in reasoning that cases do.
We can restate the first assumption, then, to refer to a more broad class of
knowledge representations as primary in reasoning: those that cover one situation
in a concrete enough way that they can be easily used or applied. These, we claim,
are the primary knowledge sources used in everyday reasoning, and their
manipulation, we claim, is the crucial reasoning process we need to focus on and
explain. Note that we do not claim these are the only types of representations, nor
that their manipulation is the only type of reasoning a system or person needs to do,
but only that these are the preferred representations and processes since they are the
easiest to reason about and the most concretely applicable.
Some now will ask what cases are for if more general knowledge structures can
function like cases as well. Others will now as about the role of MOPs (Memory
Organization Packets, Schank, 1982). Case-based reasoning derived from dynamic
memory, and MOPs are the means of representing a dynamic memory. Some MOPs
are concrete enough to be applied as just described, but some are far more abstract.
Whatever the level of concreteness or operationalization of an abstract
representation, it will never carry with it predictions that are as concrete and specific
as those that come from cases or individual instances themselves. MOPs, models,
and other abstractions play an important role in reasoning. They organize cases and
they carry predictions. Their predictions are generally less complete and more
abstract than those that come from cases. Thus, while they are sometimes the best
we have, and they can sometimes be used as easily as cases, they are not good
enough by themselves to guide reasoning, nor are they as efficient as cases are for
making very specific inferences.
Some may see an implication here: that everything should be represented in a
MOP-like way -- cases tied to small-scale integrated abstractions. I don't think I want
to go that far, but I do want to claim that all situated knowledge should most
certainly be represented in case-like ways. Our case-based systems have represented
three types of knowledge this way:
• the way things work
• how things are done
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• what happened when
But carrying case representation to its new limits, we should represent not only
simple situations as cases attached to MOPs, but also any other knowledge important
for efficient reasoning. (Such knowledge is situated in the kinds of situations it is
used in.) Two other kinds of knowledge come to mind for me here:
• use of design principles
• reasoning strategies
KRITIK-2 (refs) begins to do the first. Medic (refs) and meta-Aqua .(refs) to do the
second.
A caveat: Am I telling you that every case-based reasoning system needs to
represent its cases using MOPs? Most certainly not. Kris Hammond's chapter in
this book addresses that issue: He talks about several approaches to case-based
reasoning. Some are trying to take the theoretical implications of the approach to its
limits. The systems built under this approach need to take all claims about
representations seriously and study their implications and consequences. These
systems should represent cases in conjunction with MOPs. But many people are
engaged in trying to implement systems that work. These systems need to take
those pieces of the theory that seem key and implement those pieces in ways that
work efficiently. Since our computer implementations aren't up to where our
mind implementations are, our working systems may not use MOPs at all.

2. Reasoning is more a process of "remember and modify" than

"decompose and recompose".

Does this claim mean that we never advocate decomposition? No. Clearly, some
problems are large enough or con1plex enough that they have to be broken into
parts to be solved.
And what does this principle me.1n for case-based reasoners that are only part of the
system, such as Casey (refs), Router (refs), and Prodigy (refs)? In each of these
systems, the case-based reasoner ~..ullects up and reuses the experiences of a rulebased or model-based reasoner th.1t works by decomposing problems until the
available operators apply.
Operationally, this principle has the following implications:
• Decompose only when necessary, and then use a case-based approach to
figure out how.
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• Don't consider decomposition to be straightforward. It is a decisionmaking process, too, and a mistake might be made, requiring alteration of the
dec om position later on.
• Mal<e CBR primary and let the other components of a system revolve
around it (a true-faith approach in Hammond's construal). JULIA (refs), for
example, needs a reason maintenance system to carry out some of its tasks, a goal
scheduler because it needs to decompose sometimes, and a constraint propagator to
hold its pieces together. But JULIA is primarily a case-based reasoner. Those other
components are there to serve CBR.
• If the case-based component is only a piece of a bigger system (as, e.g., in
Casey, Prodigy, and Router), then apply these principles to at least the case-based
component and examine their implications for the rest of the system. (a hard-core
implementation approach according to Hammond). For example, one might give
t~e goal scheduler and decomposer a strategy of trying to apply CBR to the current
task or problem, decomposing it into smaller pieces only when the case-based
reasoner has no case that applies to the whole big chunk.

3. Access to cases (reminding) is THE #1 issue, implying several
other important things:
• the best representations of cases are those that allow relevant
similarities between cases to be recognized
• identifying, in a new or old situation, what it is important to
focus on is crucial
• representation and reasoning are intimately connected to each
other
This principle, like the first, is clearly incomplete. The best illustration of that
comes from an example from my creativity project (refs). In this project, we are
taking a case-based approach to understanding creativity. One of the ways we've
collected data is that my associate, Linda Wills, participated in a mechanical
engineering design class, recording everything that went on in her work group. In
one session, when students were trying to figure out how to cushion an egg to keep
in from breaking, one of the students suggested embedding it in an orange. She had
clearly never had the experience of embedding anything in an orange and using it
for cushioning, so why the orange? In other instances, people talked about how
different devices work or would '-"''Ork. One student explained why the orange
might work by making reference to a shock absorber in a car. Another time students
considered ping pong ball shooters as a model for something they were designing.
These students recalled plenty of cases along the way, but clearly they were also
recalling things that were not cases. This got us to thinking how knowledge other
than that in cases is made accessible. It is not only retrieval of cases that is
important, but retrieval of other sources of knowledge, predictions, and inference
rules as well. We might better state this principles as follows:
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3. Access to knowledge is THE #1 issue
This tells us that indexing is important not only for cases, but also for other
knowledge in memory -- knowledge of objects, adaptation strategies, models, facts
and so on. All are needed to reason; all must be accessible. When fact bases are
large, they, too, must be well indexed to make their contents easily accessible.
Retrieval and indexing are che key to knowledge access, whether cases or otherwise.
There's a challenge related to this, one I posed at the talk in summer, 1993: I'd like
to see someone take a case-based approach to what Doug Lenat is doing with CYC.
How would it be different? The major difference is that it would take access of
knowledge (indexing) seriously.
What does that mean: "taking access to knowledge seriously"? Let's look at
knowledge and case access together to explore that. What this means is considering
again what the indexing problem is. Here, I want to return to the earlier statements
about parallel machines, the statements I thought were absurd. When you continue
reading the papers that claim that indexing isn't important, they always tell you that
they are left with the problem of where the importance values or conditional
probabilities come from. What they don't understand is that those issues are the
indexing problem.
Which brings us to the key issue of case-based reasoning: How do we decide what
features and combinations of features to pay attention to in determining similarity
and/ or usefulness? This is the indexing problem.
In his talk at the 1993 Case-Based Reasoning Workshop, Roger Schank gave us some
clues about the answer to this. We build case-based reasoning systems and we
describe people as case-based reasoners. Yet the goals of our systems and the goals of
people are not to collect cases. Rather, our own goals and those of our systems are to
get around in the world- to perform the tasks we need to carry out. Cases are
collected as a byproduct of getting around in the world, and cases are indexed as a
byproduct of that.
So, indeed, we do have an answer: Representational vocabulary should match
processing needs. That is, the best indexes match the needs of the reasoner and are
drawn from the vocabulary describing the reasoning task, vocabulary that naturally
comes up in the course of reasoning about the task.
I left this question open earlier, and I want to return to it here. We can see this
relationship most clearly when we look at the Universal Index Frame (UIF) (refs).
The UIF, developed by Roger Schank and his students, records concepts derived in
the normal course of understanding stories about social situations. It provides a set
of dimensions and vocabulary for indexing that parallels what understanding
processes need to understand these situations -- situations in which people interact
with people. Understanding and acting in such situations requires tracking the
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goals and plans of participants and their interactions. Reasoning processes make
inferences about these features and based on these features as a natural part of the
way they work. These are the things the UIF records: goals, plans, and their
interactions. When one indexes based on natural reasoning processes, it is easy to
recognize the applicability of an old situation to a new one-- both are described
according to the same vocabulary-- one based on processing needs.
It turns out that the .UIF wasn't universal -- it covered only intentional (social)
situations. When filled in, the index frame didn't do much good as an index -- it
held too much in it and therefore didn't discriminate well enough. But it did turn
out to be an excellent framework for describing cases at a level of detail from which
indexes could be chosen.

We've been trying to apply this lesson in my lab as we develop indexing
vocabularies to support our design projects. We've been working in a variety of
domains and are aiming for a scheme that covers all of them. Our understanding of
design processes has allowed us to come up with five dimensions of an indexing
scheme for design stories that cuts across a variety of design domains (Zacher! &
Domeshek, refs): functional subsystem the story is about; physical part it is about;
issue it addresses; stakeholder it pertains to; and lifecycle stage it is about. We've
applied the scheme to architectural design and to airplane hydraulic system design,
among other domains. Of course, the particular vocabulary items are different for
each. Building designers refer to different subsystems and different issues than do
airplane designers. But the scheme applies to design stories from across design
domains just as the UIF covers intentional situations in a variety of domains.
The conclusion is this: Taking representation seriously means also taking seriously
what those representations will be used for. Representations that make sense with
respect to processing are the key to good reminding, knowledge access, and
adaptation.
Let me take the last two assumptH,ns as a set. I was out of time in my talk and
didn't say much about them, and I won't here either.
4. Learning and reasoning are intimately related to each other; one
shouldn't approach one without taking the other into account.
5. Failure is especially important as a trigger to learning-- both

failure of actions and failure of expectations.
I've said almost nothing about led rn tng, but one of the features of case-based
reasoning is the way in which it til's learning to reasoning. Since the case library is
updated with each new experience, learning happens as a byproduct of other
reasoning processes.
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The question here is whether every case-based reasoning system needs to learn.
Some radicals would say yes, but I am a realist. While every system might not learn,
however, they should be designed taking into account what we know about
learning. That is, anything that is easy to learn and useful should be in a system's
representations, and things that are difficult to learn might not belong.
The major implication about representation that comes from examining the
implications of learning is that it is essential to pay attention to outcomes. A system
that solves problems and remembers their solutions is a CBR system but does not
take a CBR approach. A system built taking a case-based approach represents at least
outcomes in its case representations. Even better is representation of an analysis of
those outcomes. Integration (somehow) with the outside world, then, is a crucial
part of the paradigm and a crucial part of what should be represented in cases.
Concluding Remarks

What should be taken away from this chapter? Those in the CBR community
should see this as a first attempt at uncovering our tacit knowledge and in making
the implicit explicit. This chapter is only a beginning to articulating the paradigm,
the methodology, and the cognitive model. We need to be more aware of what our
assumptions are, discussing them among ourselves and articulating them explicitly
to the outside world. Case-based reasoning has the potential to change a lot in the
way we look at intelligence and cognition. That change has already started. In order
to reach full potential, we need to articulate case-based reasoning, its underlying
assumptions, its conceptual foundations, and its implications in ways that the rest of
the community will appreciate.
I hope those from the outside who are reading this take away two insights, first, the
importance of focussing on representation and knowledge access both in building
systems and in addressing new problems, and second, the notion that seeing casebased reasoning as a driver of cognition rather than an add-on allows us to look at
important issues (such as chunking and knowledge access) in new and useful ways.
---------probably end here -----Let me end by repeating the two challenges I made earlier in the chapter:
1. I'd like to see a case-based approach to building a large knowledge
repository like CYC.
2. I'd like to see case-based reasoning redefine the notion of model-based
reasoning and mental models.

From Nat ural Language Understanding to
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In t !w 111 id -1010's. Bob .-\ h('lson .1 nd Roger Schank collaborated on what has hecon1e a
Cogn it i \"f' Scif'ttcf' clel~sic. T ht>y proposed definitions ~)r several types of schemata used in
uttdf'rst el nd i n.e; .1 nd rPelsoni 11g: scripts. plelnboxes. goals. and themes and presented t hen1 in
t!w hook .'·;('1"1 pt..... Plan .-.. (:on/.-.. nnd Cn der.c;;fanding ( SPG l). Researchers have taken that
work in tlleltl _\- difft·r('nt dirf'ction~. f'Xploring both its cogniti\·e a.nd practical irnplicat.ions.
, Onf' dirf'ct ion t ltc1t It as pro\·Pn fruit frtl has been an exploration of the further rnemory impliC eltion~ of thc1t st11dy. Rogt'r Scha11k hf'geln that study in the late 1970's. Dynamic .\lnnory
(Schank. l !l~:.!) ('Xplorf'd tlw rf'lat ion ship between actual events a.nd the different t.ypes of
sclwmeltel df'ftnt>d in SPGC. lookirll.! in particular a.t the phenornenol1 called reminding. From
that work. the \"f'l'Y practical fif'ld ,,f ca~e-based reasoning was born. A case-based reasoner
soh·f's Hf'W prohlf'ms by rern€'mlw l ' ! \~; (or being reminded of) old situations and eldapting
their solutions to fit the demand, . ,r· the new situation. It evaluates derived solutions by
projf'cting their outcomes .based .. ri ,11nilar situations it is familiar with. A case-ba.,wd reasoner uses old cases to suggest. soi ·, · , 'ns. to warn of potential prohl('rns. and to suggest ways
of getting elrouncl those problent"' l •>r the most part. case-based reasoning has been seen
as a way of irnpletnenting conlprtt, ·r ·,rograms: both autonomous problem solvers and computer programs tha.t can interact ,. , · ,! \. with people to solve problems. The cognitive model
nnderlyi ng case-belsed reasoning. ! 1.. .., ,,,·pr. has been largely neglected.
[n this pel pf'r. r presPnt the cogn ir : ·. ,. model that ties natural language understanding and
case- based reasoning together. T ! 1()1 l ~?;h the story hegins earlier, I begin with SPG C and
cont imtf' by focussing on Dynam1r \f, mory. I summarize the impact the cognitive model has
held on the practical issues of casf'- hA-.t'd rPasoning and then attempt to show the potential it
has to f'Xf'rt f'\'f'fl rnor~ i nfluf'nc~ ott h11r h 011 r theories of reasoning and the practical endeavor
of building intelligent. systf'lllS .
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Case-Based Reasoning

( ·n~f'-i>il~('c[ J'('ii~OllitiQ, llH'iHl~ lllilKillg inf('t'('JICP~ based Oil CO!ICrf'tf' f'XjWrif'tlCf'S. :\ CC\Sf'-basf'd
r<'aso1wr rnip,l1t sol\-f" proh!f'rns h_\· n'tllt'Jlli>Pring [Hf'\·ious situations similar to the curt·f'nt
Ollf' ar1d hil .s ing its :-;ulution on thosf' . . \ltf'rnatin:·ly. a case-based reasoner might ttse old
sitllatiotls to P\·aluatf' and dehug solutions it hils alrf'ady put together or to weigh thf' pros
ilrul cor1s of sf'\"f'ral dif[f'!Tilt ways of addrcssing an iss11P. C'ase-basf'cl reasoning can tllf'all
adnptir1g old solutions to llH'f't nf'w dP!lla!lds: usiug old cases to explain new situations: llsing
old cas('s to critiq11e nf'w solutions: or reasoning frorn precedents to intf'rpret a llf'\V situation
(tnuch likf' law_\·Prs do) or <Tf'atf' an equitablt> solution to a nf'w problem (rnuch like labor
mf'diators do) .. \n examplt-> will illustrate .
.-\ host is planning a tl\Pal for a sPt of people \\·ho include, an1ong others, several people who
(;at no !llcat or poultry. orw of whom is also allergic to milk products. several rneat-andpotatot>s tllf'tl. and lwr friend .\nnf'. Since it is ton1ato season. she wants to use ton1atoes as
il major i ngn'dif'n t 1n t lw nwa I. ,\s she is planning the meal. she ren1ernbers the following:
I once sf'n·f'd tomato tart (made from rnozzerella chf'ese, tornat.oes. dijon nntstard,
basil. and peppt'r. all in a pit> crust) as the main dish during the summer when I
had n~gt'tarians come for dinner. It was delicious and easy to make. But I can ·t
~<"'rn' that to Elana (the Ollf' allergic to milk).
han~ adaptf'd recipes for Elana before by substituting tofu products for cheese.
(could do that. hut J don·t know how good the ton1ato tart will taste that way.
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She df'cidcs not to .'-'f'l"Vf' tomato tart and continues planning. Since it is summer. she decidt>s
that gri llf'd fish would lw a good rni'l i11 course. But now she remernhers son1ethi ng else:
Last tinw I tried to sf'n·e .\rtttf' grilled fish, she wouldn't eat it. I had t.o put
hotdogs on the grill at. the let--r rniuute.
This suggests to her that she shotrl· lrt·t sen·e fish. but she want.s to anyway. She considers
whf'tlwr there is a way to sen·e R~h rltat .-\nne will f'at..
I rcnwn1her sef'ing .-\nne Pat rti<tlti-mahi in a restaurant. I \Vander what kind of
fisl1 shf' \\·ill eat. Tht> fish I sf'n r·d ht>r was whole fish with the head on. The fish
in t ht> rf'staurant. was a fillet arrd more like steak than fish. I guess I need to serve
a fish that is more like meat t h<Hl fish. Perhaps swordfish will work. I wo·nder if
Anne will Pat. swordfisl1. Swordtish is like chicken. and I know she eats chicken.
Here slw is using Pxamples and countf't· cxamples of a pre1nise (Anne doesn't eat fish) to try
to deri\·f' an interpretation of the premi"f' that stands up to scrutiny.
·)

lltf' h_\·potlwtical host f'lnplo_\·s c(lsc-hnsed reasorting Sf'\'Pral diffen'nt \\'<1 _\·s. Rt'tlWttlherrd
\nsf's nrr 11sed to sJiggf''>t n tllf'i1tlS of soh·ing tlw llf'\\' problem (e.g .. to sugg(-'st a lllain dish).
t(J SIJQ;gcst a means of adapting n solution that doesn't quite fit (e.g .. substitute n toft 1
prod1Id for ~- h('PsP). to \\'arn of possible failurPs (e.g .. .-\nne \von't Pnt fish). and to itilf'rpret
a ~ i t 11 n t ion lr .g .. w l1 _\· d i d n . t .\ nne e a t t he fish . w iII ~ he ('a t sword fi s It ';') .
If \\'t' \\·ntch the \\·a.\· pf'oplr nrotttJd u.s soh·e problems. we are likf'ly to ohsern' cnsf'-hnsrd
rf'nsoning in ltsP nil nrotJnd 11s ..\ttorne.\·s nrr taught to ttsr rasPs as prPrPdPnts for constntctillg and .iustil'ying argllltl<'llts in rtP\\' casrs . .\Iedintors nne! arbitrators are taught to clothe
samP. Ot lwr professionals nl'(' not taught to use case-based reasoning. hut often find that it
pro\·idf's n way to sol\'(~ probletns efficiently. Consider. for exarnple. a doctor faced with n
pntif'nt who has an tmusnal combination of syn1pton1s. If he's seen a patient with silllilar
symptoms previously. he is likely to rernernber the old case and propose the old diagnosis ns
a solntion to his new problem. If proposing those disorders was tin1e-consuming previously.
this is a big savings of time. Of course. the doctor can't assume the old -ansvver is correct.
flf' /she tllu~t still \·a Iida te it for tlw n~w case in a way that doesn't. pro hi hit con~idering other
Ii kely diagnoses. \' e\·rrt lwkss. rcttlPtlllwri ng the old case allows him to generate a plausible
answf'r f-'asil _v.
Psychologists observing the prohiPm solving and decision n1aking procedures of ·people see
t hcrn using rasP-based reasoning under a variety of circumstances. Ross ( 1986. 1989). for
PXample. hns shown that [Wo ple learning a new skill often refer back to previous problems to
rrfreslt tllf'ir lllP!llories ou how to do the task. Research conducted in rny lab shows that both
no,·ice atl<.l t'X{WrictlrPd car mechanics use their own experiences and those of others to help
t lwm gf"ll<'ra te h.\· pot lws<'s ahou t \\' !1 at is wrong with a car. recognize problen1s (e.g .. a testing
instrunwnt is not. working). and rPtnember how to test for different diagnoses (Lancaster &
1\olodner. l9~8. Redrnond. 1989. lql):2). Other research in our lab shows that physicians use
previot1s cases extensively to genernte hypotheses about what is wrong with a. patient. to
help them interpret test results, and to select therapies when several are available and none
are u ndPrst ood \·ery well ( Kolod twr. lln published). v\ie ha.ve also observed architects and
caterers recnlling. merging, and adiil•'ing old design plans to create new ones.
Klein & Calderwood ( 1988) obsen·t·d •·\pert decision rnakers in complex. dynamically-changing
sit nat ions. These experts use analu~, ru nnderstand situational dynarnics. generate opt ions.
and predict the effects of implem('1111!1~ an option in several different naturalistic decision
making situations. They observed l'\IH'rts using cases hoth to suggest solutions that were
thrn ndapted and to evaluate solut i"t~" and situations. In the naturalistic situations they
obsPrvf"d. use of analogs was far r1 1'" I ' important than application of abstract principles.
rules. or conscious deli her at ion a bor11 ,d t erna.t ives. Analogs or cases provided concrete manifest at ions of the rules or principles 1ft d t allow them to be applied easily. Cases also alerted
decision Inakers to causal factors operating during the incident, to anticipate what n1ight
happen if a course of action was inl!JI('!llented. to suggest options. and to reassure the decision maker that an opt ion has worked and can be relied upon. The primary power of cases.
clairns 1\lein (Klein. \Vhitakf"r & King. l ~)~~ ). is that they allow the decision-maker to deal

\\·it!t llllktJu\\·11 <11ld ltltrf'rtairl inl"on11ation . .\n <111alog rdlt>cts tlw \\'<1\·s ,.<1riahles <1fferted
in tht-· p<1st. [n thr s<1nw -.ttl<[_, .. [\lein and \\'hitakPr found that ca~P-hasPd Illcth od
i-.. tllttclt IliOn' rf'li<il)lf' th<111 llll~trurturnl!HPdiction whrn tlwre are n1any unkno\\·ns.

~<>lltli()n~

HeCld ( H<' rHI 1\: ('('"d. 11)!)0) ohs('n·f'rl fWoplP using old ca~P~ for P.\planation of C11lOtnalous
l)(Cill'l'f'll('('S. <111(1 fotJild rlwtll p<1rli(!J!<1rl.\· Cldf'pt (It doi11g thClt Wilf'!l thP altOlllCl[OIIS E'\'Pnt
n'tllitHl<'d tl~t-'tll of <1 pcrson<1l <'.\lwricnre.
( '<1s<'-hi1sf'd rf'<1soning is al~o ltsed f'.\IC!lsi\·Ply frotn da.\·-to-cli1y in support of both ('.\JWrt <-tnd
COilltnon-st-'llsP reasoning. In gPnPr<1l. dw sf'concl tinw soh·ing sonw problt=>m or doi11g sonw
task is t-'<1sif'r than tl1t-> Arst ht>c<1use we renwtnber and r<>peat the prP\·ious solution. \\'Par<'
tlJOl't-' cotnpt->tPnt t lw sPcond t imf' lwcausP we rPtllPmher our n1istakes and go out of our \Vay
to a\·oid tlw1n.

2

A Short Intellectual History

('asP- has<·d reasoning df'ri ves from <1 ,-jpw of unclerstandi ng as an expla.nation procPss (Schank.
1!)~2) .. \s \\'f-' re<1d a text or listen to Cl discussion. we use our knowledge about what is being
writtf'll or t<1lkf'd abont to help us tie the pieces of what we hear together. Our knowledgP
he! ps us prPd ict w l1a t \\'f' wi II hf'i1r· rwxt. dis a n1 biguate words, resolve pronouns. and rnake
con nPct ions hf't \\'<'t-'ll t lw d i~p<1 rat P r IIi 11gs hf'i ng tal ked a.hou t. Of particular i n1port in comprf'lwnsion is tnnki11g rontwctiotJs. ur t-> xplaining the interactions of the individual things we
h Par. ('on s id f' r. l'o r e.\ <11ll pIP. t hf' fo II u wing story:
.John Wf'tlt to a rf'staurant. If,.

~>rderecllobster.

It was good.

Our knowiPdgf' about l'f'staurant' ·' ' o\\'s us. first, to predict that .John will do what is normally donP in rPstallrants and t 1.
,. \vill play the role of cust01ner.
That allows us to
rPalize. o n !waring the second , , .. ·. · , .. that ""he" refers to John (since we know it is the
cus tonwr who normally orders i 11 · · _, 11u rant) . \Vc a Iso infer that .John probably sat down
at a table and that he had a. mPt i
· ~ )ok at. Our inff'rences n1ight. be wrong, but without
t lwm it would be impossible to 1) • · • 'l)~ct her the disparate pieces of the story. \Vhen we
hear that that ""it was good.'' v\'f' ,, · · :1 1' t lw "it'' refers to the lobster. that the lobster was
cooked and brought to the tablP . · ·' ll)hn ate at least some of it. and that he found it
tasty. ,\g<1in . onr knowlt=>dge of ,,-j,. · · ll l[>t ' llS in rPstaurants allows us to infer all that. \\'e
also i1SSUillP thC'lt .John ""-ill pa~· tl 1'
I <~lld eventually lea\·e , that he was hungry when he
Pntered tlte rf'staurant and probal1l·. "l un~er is. that he will leave a tip for the waiter. and
so on. Our knowlPdgc about what C!.• ' ii Trdlv happens in restaurants allows us to explain the
ronnf'ct ions lwt WE'f'Il the different Ill' ' ' ·-. . uf the story. In the process, we hypothesize pien·s
of the situation that were not Pxpli~ 1 h rnentioned.

Schel11k and .\lwl~on (Schank S.: . \lwl.~on [<)jj) propo~f'd that 011r g('twral kno\\'ledg(' nhout
-..itlti-11 ion~ i~ rccordf'd in :~cript.~ and that ~cripts allo\\. us to set up e:<twctatiolls ahor1t \\·!u1t
\H' \\·ill ]war about. which in turn. allow''" to infPr tlw rPlationships betwef.'n tlw thing;s we
lwar. But -.;cripts pro,·id(' onl.'· OIH' kittd of kno\\·lcdgf' toll" as we undcr"tand. and\\'(' al-.;o u-.;e
knowl('dg(' c-d>Olll gfJal~. plarr~. irriC'rpf'r~<)J!al relatiotJ-.;hit)~. tlw roles pf'op\P plel .\·. cltaractf•r·
traits. a11<i so 011. i11 011r llndcrstanding. HPprPs('JJiatiotl~ for all of tilf'Sf' t.qws of knowlf'dg;('
ha\·(' IH'f'll propo~cd rD.\·f'r l~)~:L Schatlk S,· .-\hebotl \t)ll. Ld1!tfTt [~)'~~- ('ullingford [qj~).
nnd computf'r prograrns that liSt-' all of thf'sf' typE's of knowledge to understalld hav(' i>ef'tl
\\·rilt('!l. (.Jldf'rstallding is ~('('ll as a knowlulgf application fHOCf'Ss in which t>xplar1ations
tlrat tif' togf'tl1er tlw indi\·idual things we encounter are forn1ed.
This \·i('w of IIIHlf.'rstandittg asst>rts that wlwn the appropriate knowledge structurt>s arf' a\·ailahlt>. undf'r.standing is a rrlatirrly .-.illlph top-down process. A\·ailable knowledge strnrtnrc~
allow tlw r<'asonPr to .rJfflfraff r.rpfrfation.-.. in turn allo\\·ing the reasoner to rfcogni::f how
something 11ew that it encounters fit.s into the rest of the story. \Vithout expectations. un<IPrstalldillg must be morf' lwttorn-up. i.f' .. explana.tions tying the pieces of the story together
lllllst he ge11f'rated each tirne.
This is a spPcializPd \·<"r~ion oft lw standard ·'schema·· view of reasoning that says that genrral k11owledgf' is resident in lllf'Jnory in ch11nks and that reasoning is a process of appl,y·ing
thosf' ch-unks to new situations. \Vhat was new and differf'nt about Schank's and Abelson"s
approach \\·as t !tat it spt'cifif'd sf'\·f'ral particular typt>s of chunks as being useful ones and
proposed n'asouing ('llgillf's that knew how to use Pach type of chunk. Scripts, being seq llt-'llC('s. are reasoJwd a hou t 11si ng a script appl it>r that knows how to fill in rnissing e\·ents
i 11 <~ seq 1wncf'. (;oa ls and plans are hand led by an engine that predicts the plans sonwonf'
will use gi,·eu a goal that. person wants to achieve.
SciH'I11a t lwories a.rP an old t.radi t ion in modern psychology (e.g., Ba.rtlt>t t. 1932. R un1elhart
l\_- Orton.\· 1911. Brewer~ ~akaruura l98:2. Thorndyke & Hayes-Roth 1979. Alba & Hasher.
1!)~:~) and han=' lwf'n proposed as rw>dels of hurnau rnernory. But. when we push schema

t lwories to account for t. he full ra 11 ~~, of understanding and reasoning behaviors. do they
hold up? Does Schank and Abelso11·-- specialized scherna theory hold up? Reet.ding a story
al>out a11 urulsual kind of restauroltl . for example. requires a fair an101.tnt of inference the
first time to tie tht> pieces together. I ) 111 understanding another story about the sanw type of
~it 11at ion is t>asier. The second t inw c~round. a person will generally be remindtd of the first
instanc~. which then perforn1s the >ntlw function scripts and other schemas do: It provides
t lw reasotwr with exprctations that r~ll,)w the reasoner to interpret the story in a. top-down
\\·ay - h.\· recognizing sonwthing tllrll happt>ns as something it is expecting rather than by
haYing to tif' thP piecf's together fro111 '-'Cra.tch.
\\.hat do sclwtna theories sa.v of this kirtd of behavior? If pushed. researchers might say that
i nst a aces t lwn1sel ves can be schetna t a too. and that it is an instance schema that is created
in tht> first instancf' and used to understand the second instance above. Oc they n1ight talk
about crf'at ing gent>ral schetna.ta from instances and say that a scherna (more general than

t!tf' instattn' its('lf) \ras ct'Pi'liPd from tlw Grst instance and usf'd in tlw sPcond onP. Tll<'sf' an~
illlS\\·er·..;. 1,11t Wf'i'lk otws. ThP thf'or_v of srripts didn't do much lwttf'r. Like scht-'_tna tlwor_\·.
script I hron· \\·as ittCO!ltpiPtf'. Scripts. likP schemata. hold normnti\·e knowledgP. but not
iII s t (iII('(' k 11 ()\\'I ('cl Q,f' .
[f rPllWtlllwrillg <111d ltsillg Ilot It grrtt'rnl kno\\'l('dgP st rttcl urf's and spf'cific instattcf's is cr11cial
to utHif'rstiirHiill,g. t h~·rt Oil!' sclwrtlil tlworif's JWf'd to acro11nt for retrif'\·al and usP of hot h. It is
this 11ot iun t hnt guid<'d rPs<·arch in Srhank ..s rPsearch lab hPginning in the late l910·.'-'. In tlw
satllf' spirit in which Scltnllk a11d .-\helson addressed specifics about types of schemata and how
to procf'ss tlwnt. rPS<'arrh in Schank's lab continued h.v addressing specific qupqiotts <1houl
organizational .s tructurPs and retriP\·al algorithn1s that had not been addressed pre\·iously by
srlwrua t lworist s. .-\ n assutll pt ion was made that the top-down undPrst and i ng process it self
rt>mains tltf' satne wltPthPr it is 11sing general knowledge structures or instances. Effort \Vas
then'forc dirf'Ctf'd at cldinittg r('trie\·al nlgorithms and organizational structures that rnake
t hP right know !PclgP. w lwt her gctwral know leclgP or a particular inst ancf'. accessible.
Tlw ha:-;ic question that. was asked was the following:
\\'t> havP ~o n1uch knowledge and have so many cases available to us. how do we
find the right ones'?
.-\ big piPre of t lw answPr to this 'I'IPstion is inde.ring. Our hypothesis is that people labrl
lllt-'lllOry structurPs (hot.h tl10se holding general knowledge and those holding instances) in
\\·ays that tllokf' t bf'Jil accessible \\·lw11 needed. :\!emory structures are labeled according to
t h<'ir fyJJf a11d fhf wny-" thry d1jjf r· from other similar structures. Thus, one way we might
lalwl a \·isit to t lte original Legal St•rtfoods Restaurant 1 is as a restaurant episode U'lnre we
pnid /ujnl'r wr ofr. The labPl sp('cili<·s a general context (restaurant visit) designating the
gPnPral nwmory structun~ it is a11 il !-'rtrlce of. along with a set of descriptors that distinguish
this instance frotll ot.lwrs like it ( \,,. •t~id at a funny titne). Labeled that way. the next tin1e
we ar{~ askt>d to pao\. hefore \VP ,.,tt ·, a restaurant.. we can be ren1inded of this first case.
\Ve tnight abo lalwl this inst.anr, · · · ., rfo"ffllll'flllt ,.j,..jf to Legal Scnfoods. This will allow us
to renwtHber it next tirne we art· · ' • : t' again. allowing us to remernber. perhaps. that the
fi~ h chowder or the smoked bltw tl•n t e is excellent, or that we waited for several hours
lwfort> being seated. It is these lil i" , or indexes. that allow us to differentiate cases from
Pach other. If both general know I·· '.! •' <l nd cases are labeled or indexed according to what
. differentiates then1 from other sitll l . . ~ IH'tnor~· structures. then both are equally accessible
b~· the same rt>t rie\·al rnechanisms.
0

0

The thPory of Dynamic ,\[emory(~.· .111K l~l8:2). proposed by Schank and his students in the
Ia t f' u:r/O's ( l\olodner 10tna. l\olod I " 'I l ()~:3b. Lebo\Vi tz 198:3 ). presented indexing a.s the key
to using ex periPnce in understand in!.! T lw pretnise was that remen1bering, understanding.
experif'ncing. ancl learning cannot I 1t' "f-'parated frorn each other. Our memories. which
1
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<1\'f' (j_\"ll<'lllliC. c!JntlgC' <'lS <1 ['f'SU!t Of Oil!' f'\:j>f'l'if'tl(f'S clllf' tO tlw !\('\\' things We f'tlCOilllter.
tlw (jlWstions th<ll nrisP in our llliJJds ns <1 w~u!t of tlwsP P\:[WriencP~. and tlw \\'<1\' wP
<UlS\\·er t lwse ·qttcstions. \\"e understnud b\· trying to integrate new things \Ve f'ncounter \Vith
\\·hnt \\'(' C~in· <HI.\· knO\\·. Thus . lllldf·rstnndirlg causf's us to f'Tlcounter old f'Xpf'rif'llCf'S as we
procf'ss IH'\\' <Jilt's . Those PX[Wrif'llCf'.'-i pro\·ide expectc1tions that allow the ltiHierstnnding
procf'ss to lw tllost I\· simplP and top-down. Indi\·idual f'Xperif'llCPs nnd general cl('scriptions
uf IJurrllatin"' cxpf'riencPs ar(' both f'ncountPrPcl as we understand: hoth [Ho\·iclf' thf' ~anw
-..orh of illfornl<'ltion to undPrstanding procPsses. Tl1e side effect of this procf'ss. of course.
i". t hnt c1 d.nlarnic nwmon· rw\·f'r hf'hnH"'s f'X()ctl .v tlw snme way twicf' . ."iincf.' it chnnges as a
rf:'sult of f'H'ry onE' of its expf'rif'I\CPS . RPasoning proc('ssf's thus ne\·f'r encountf'r t:'xactly tlw
~<'llllf' kno\\'l('dgf' on two tt·a\·ersnls through metnory.
Of prima t·y i !l1 port in this theory are means of selecting indexes and integrating general
knowlf'dge with f'\: [>f'riences t hf'nlseh·es. I he theory of dynamic memory proposed that
memor.\· is organized hy .\If rnory Q,·ga n i::at ion Packets ( :\10 Ps), which have two functions:
The.\· hold gf'twral knowledge. and tlwy organize. in a complex hierarchy. specific experiencf's
( c a~f's) of that gf'n~ral know !f'dge. Thus. a rF$Ia uran I l'i8if \I 0 P holds general know ledge
aho11t rf'stallrant visits (f'.g .. their ~eqlwnce of events. the characters) and also organizes
instartcf's of going to n'staurants. As suggested in the discussion above, however, every
instancf' of going to a rrstaurant. may not be worth storing. :\'lOPs store those instances
i11 \\'hicl1 upfrlalion ..;; ll'(l'f l'iola!fd or rwomalif.~ \Vere encountered. tha.t. is, those instances
i 11 w I! ic II <-'xt ant f'\: pf'ct at ions \.V('re inacleq ua te for understanding the situation. Cases arf'
index<'d prirnaril.\· b.\· t hosf' anomalies. so that if a similar anomaly is encountered. the case in
\\·hich it \\'<'ls prf'viotJsly f'ncountf'rf.'d can lw recallf'd and providf' its expectations. Rerninding.
learning. and undcrstandin~ thus go hand in hand.
T lw l('<l. p fr01n IlH.' tnory st rurt u rt-'s and retrieval algorithms that allow understanding to hap[Wn tot lw llse of c<1ses iu otlwr sort:-; of r('asoning is a short one. Once reminding wa.s made
cPntrnl to unclf'rstnndiug. as Dynatnir \len1ory does. researchers bf'gan to ask ho\v remindings mi~ht be useful for other cognir i\·e tasks. Even casual observations of people suggesteJ
t hn t rf' lllf'lnl>f'ri ng old situations \\. <'1" ('('lltra 1to problern solving. Further observation showed
that indeed cases were useful in pr(,l>lem soh·ing: in suggesting solutions to be adapted to
fit the 1\f'W situation and in warnir1~ ,,f potf.'ntial pitfalls.

This caused researchers to ask <'ltiut iJ('t' quf.'stion: Could the same retrieval processes and
memory structures designed to s 11 PI 11 •rt rem incl i ngs in understanding also support problem
soh-ing'? It s~erned plausible that t fH'\ could. and the first case-based problern solving programs nppf'arf'd soon after this q"' '"l i(>Jl was posed. LVIEDIATOR (Kolodner & Simpson
l q8q). which solved e\·eryday resou ret' disputes (such as two kids wanting the same candy
bar), showf'cl the breadth of inff'rC'rlr<''-' cases could support and showed that case-based inff'rf'llCf' could indeed shortcut rf'asotlitl~ processes . .Jt~DGE (Bain 198-!. Bain 1986), which
<l.Ct.f'd like a j udgf' st>ntf'ncing ju \·en i le otfenders. showed the relationship between understanding and prohlf'm solving processes. Problem solving in .JCDGE was primarily a process of
f'la borat ing a problen1 description in cnou gh dPta il to recall a similar case and then adapting

tlw ~olrrtiorl t'rolll th(lt ('(i~(' to ('J'('(-lf(' (\good ~ollltion to tlw liP\\" rnol>lf'm. CHEF (flar!l!llOJl(l
[qK()i>. l'J,-..;()). a ca~f'-basPd ple1nrri11g pro,gre1m that crf'atf'd tW\V recipe~ h·orn old O!lf'~. showPd
ho,\· cns<'s cCJrl i><' us('d to lwlp a l'f'CJsotwr anticipe1te and a\·oid old failures.
Brrt e1 llJii.jor· qr[('~tion r<'lllCJ:lls. _l.ndf'rc..;tCJnding. Wf' ':'nicl. is a process that combinE's the
rrs(' of casP~ ,,·it h t llf' 11~<' of gf'rlf'rCJl k11owlf'dgf'. pn~ferring whichen•r can JHO\·idf' t lw mo;.;t
"Pf'cific f'\fWdntions. \fOPS nn' Jllf'rllor.\· ~trrrcturf's the1t organizf' gerwrnl kno\\·!edgP and
Ci--l~e~ tog<·tlwr in rnernor.\·. rnnkir1g I>Ot lr f'(lllally ncce~~ihlc>. Cn~f'-hCJsf'cl r<>i"\soniug. lwwen•r.
sf'f'lll~ to fa\·or cases tot hf' neglect of gPneral knowledge. \Vhy '? The rf'ason is il prn_grnatir
urw r·e1tlwr tlri--ltl et tlworetical onf'. [n problem solving. as in understanding. the most spPcinc
prPdictions arf' gf'rlf'retlly tllf' n1ost useful ones. \Ve want our problctn solvers to tnake tt~<' uf
tlw uwst spt>cific kno\\'lf'clge nYailah\£>. OftPn. this is provided by cases.
C:in·tl t lint t lwrP ltas h<'en !lll!clt rf'sPnrch on t.he role of general kno\rleclge in reasoning but
lit t If' on t lw rol<· of s 1wc i Fie i 11 stances ( c a sf'~). it tnaclt> ~PilSf' to con cent rate on the role of cases.
( '<lst>-ha~cd rf'a~oning rt>sf'ardlf'rs hetH' thus emphasized the role of cases, and for many yt>ars.
df'-enlpllasiz<'cl tlte rolf' of general kno\vledge. Our case-based reasoners do make extensive
ttsf' of g<·twral knowlt>dge. bnt in a \·t>ry different way than do traditional problem solvers.
\\.hilf' case~ ;>rovide a starting point for sol\'\ng a. problt>m, general knowledge in case-based
syst<·rn~ [H'o\·idf's guidanct> in adnpting old solutions to fit new situations and evaluating the
goodnf'~s of dt>ri\·t>d solutions.
~lor<'

rf'Cf'llt l_\·. rf'searchers arf' !)('ginning to give the role of general knowledge rnore thought.
looking nt tlw rol(' of qt nr roli::((l r fJisorlfs ( 1\olodner & Sirnpson 1980) in reasoning. .--\.
gt>nf'ralizcd ca~e is tuore or lt•ss the cqui\·alent of a i\10P. It has the same structure as an
episod<'. hr1t rl<'scrihe~ il ge1wral t_\.(>f'. not a specific episode. It is alrnost. as specific as an
episodf'. lacking Olll_v t lw clf'tetils. In .JCLL\ (Hinrichs 1992). for example, a progran1 tha.t
plans lllf'a ls. gt>twral izecl episodes l t' .g .. I tali an meals, buffet meals) provide the program
wit l1 a franlt>\\'ork for i t.s solutions. <1n d it fills detail into the framework based on speci fie
cnst>~. CELL-\. ( Rednwncl UmO. t IJII·_! 1. to he described below, intt>grates the use of general
knowledgt> (in the fonn of model~ 1 \\ i r h case knowledge to both do diagnosis and to learn
how to do it better. It n1ay be i11 II'' •t r i- l n t to point out here that in moving frorn the use of
cases to the integration of genernl ~ 111Wiedgt> and cases. there are assutnptions and claims
lwing made about the form and cutl~··rrt of useful general knowledge. One clairn is that big
cltun ks rt>presenting descriptions of r \ pes of episodes are useful. ~lore on this later.
Psychological theories and experinw:Jt at ion have also played a role in the intellectual history of case- based reason in g. Sell e1 rd, 1 l 1 );S:!) cites Gordon Bower's experiments on scripts
(Bowt>r. Ulack & Turner 1~79) as it,il'tt-•ntial in showing that scripts were not a complete
eno11gh theory of nwmory rt>present i- l r il)n. A less acknowledged but equally important source
of inspiration for the theory of Dyll<~tttic \lernory can be traced to Don Norman, Danny
Rohrow. and nwmlwrs of the Li'iR r·p-.;earch group at the University of California at San
DiPgo. The L0iR group had a long history of doing research that paralleled that going on
iu Schank's lab. Early in the TO's. that gror1p. and Schank's group at Stanford, investigated

\onnan Plahoration process her<"'
Figur<"' l: \orman's Plaboration process

cortet'pllral ~'!'Pn'sertta· tions of K!lowlf'cl~e (Schank lq/.). \"orrnan. Runw!hart. ,1._: tlw L\"R
Hesearch Cro1q>. !~)/.)). In tlw middl<"' and late IO ..s. tht> L\R group hPgan df'n'lnping a
tlwon· or ll}('lllOI'.\' nitd t'f'C\SOI!illg rallf'd "descriptions" (Bobrow S,: \onnan 1~)/.). \orl!tnll S.:
l~ohrow I ~)jq ).
Tlw theory went sonwt It i ng like this: KnowiPdge is encoded in schernata. sonw of which a rf'
grrwral drscriptions of things. some of which describe specific things. The process of rt'trie\·al
front memory is an incrt>nwnt al process of clescri bing and redescri bing what needs to be retriPn'd. Th<' [HOrt>ss might retrit>ve something specific fron1 the memory, it n1ight reconstruct
sonwthing t !tat lives ill the mernory in ~f'\·eral parts. or it n1ight construct son1ething new by
coml)ining and rf'comhining tlw srne1ll sclternata that are retrieved. The retrieval process itself was nil inrrrrnrntal proc('ss wit lt a parallel st>arch at its core: gi\·cn a. description of what
orw is looking for (in tllf' shape of a srlwnta). it searches the mPnlory in parallel and returns
the lwst partial rnatclws. Surrounding the parallel search were evaluation and elaboration
processPs. Evaluative processes e\·a lua te what the search process returns, looking at how
close tlw ntatdws arc and wtwre the\· aren't quite right. That process sends its results to the
elaboration process. which updatP~ 1lw description of what is being sought in the men1ory
appropriate!.\·. There was more to 1hf' process: it took priorities and tirne constraints into
account in its search. But that is 11ut important to what \Ve discuss here. Figure 1 shows
the basic procf'ss.
This model was not the first to prup•'"e that people con1pose their kno\vledge into scht>mas
and reason with large composed ~ : ·trtks. but it was one of the first to acknowledge that
specific instances of schen1as play 1f,,. -,une role as schen1as holding n1ore general knowledge .
.\nd its incrf'!Iletrtal elaboration pr•" · , , for searching n1en1ory was novel. Looking at the theory of descriptions frorn the poiut · ·· ,.\,.of dynamic men1or.y, it suggested many interesting
questions. \\"hat kinds of schent;,r .. ···there in memory'? \Vhich are the most useful ones
for supporting inference and rea~"'
\\"hat role do schemata holding general information
play'? \VItat role do those holding - · · 'lc information play? How do the two interact? How.
rxa.ct ly. does the elaboration prort ''" · · ·rk·: How, exactly. does the evaluation process vvork?
\\"hat about the partial matching · .· · , ...,~
how is it defined? Does parallel search reall.Y
look at e\·er.\· schema in the memur·. i, r here really enough parallelism for that'?
1

\York on D.vnarnic .\IPnlor~.- and Cit-• '"'<'d reasoning is~ in n1any ways, con1plementary to
::\orrnan and Bobrow's t.heor!· of!(,-·: ,Ill ions. \Vhile the theory of descriptions proposed
gt>nt>ral nwchauisn1s for retrieval w1r : · •'It worrying about underlying memory organization.
D.vnarnic \Iernor.v and ~lOPs prop~, . . ,. ,~ rnrmory organization that supports reconstructive
processes along with \Vell-spcci fied p 11 ,. ' .... ,t'" for retrieval that depend on that underlying organization of infonnation and knowlt··i~·· 1 :tH'!llon·. For exarnple. ~like \Villiams (\Villian1s

.\: !I<JIIa11 ]q~[ ). one of \orn1an·~ ~tlldf'nh. P!Ctl)orated on tlw rnenJor.\· ~f'arch proce~s \or·rnCtrl
and l~ohr<J\\' propo~f'd. Ba:'ed 011 a ~cri('S of protocol studies. lw [dentified Sf'H'rnl typt->s of
st rategi<'s for sf'arching tlWI1\0ry - ~~ rategies that specified \\'hat tllPI\lOry should bf' lookin~
for. His r·<·s<'arrll wa.~ tlw <'OIIl\tf'rpart on thP psychology side to work on CYRCS ( [\olodner
[l)~:~a. 1\<J[odtwr ]!),-.;:~h. l~)~-l). on the .-\I sidP. All of that ,,·ork takPn togPthPr \)('gins both
to ans\H'I' tfl(' q1wstions pos('d 1>.\' tl}(' tlwor.\· of ··dt->scriptions .. and to P:xplain tllf' intirnatP
corltl<'ct ions lwt \\'f'('JI lllld<'r·st anding. l'f'Ctsoning. lllf'I110ry. and learning. 2

Dynamic Memory

3
T lw

pn'll\!Sf' 111 f)yn om ir .\I r nwry is that retnembering. unclersta ndi ng, experiencing. a ncl
learning cannot be separatf'd frolll f'ach other. A dynarnic nwmory changes as a result of
its f'Xperienccs. lt undPr~tands 1>.\. attf'rnpting to find the closest thing in men1or)· to what
i t i s t r y i n g t o 11 n d f' r s t a 11 d au d t he IL ad a p t i n g i t s under s t a n d i n g of t he old i t e 1n to fit t h P
nf'w onP. ln t lw course of understanding. then. old experiences are rernembered. providing
P:XpPctations that furtrwr drivf' tlte 11nderstanding pron·ss.

l"ndf'rstanding. in turn. allows nw1nory to reorganize and refine itself, in short, to be dyna 1nic. .\s rases and nwrnor.v structures are recalled and used. the men1ory gets a chance
to try out tlw knowledgf' as~ociated with its cases and categories. It may find that sonlf'
f'XJ>f'Ctat ions 1\Pn:-r hold up. This tna\· cause it to gt=>t riel of son1e category or case altogether
or to \\'Olldf'r how it shonld he rP-inclexPd so that it is rPca.lled only \vhen its e:xpect.at ions
vvill hole\. ·[t 111ay n11d that tlw e:-:pPctati<>ns frotn some categor.v or case are too vaguP. This
may call.'-'<' it to set a knowlf'clge a('(prisit.ion goal for itself or to exan1ine the cases that arf' in
that cat f'gor _v and find new generalizations across them. It may find that the expect at ions
[rot\\ some cast=> or categor.v are too ~pecific, always needing to be adapted in sirnilar ways.
This rna.\· caww it to hreak a catf'2;on· into several pieces or to decide that additional casf~s
I1ltlst I>P rPilH'lllhPred and stored.
This underst a ncl i ng and learning ( '' If' is not rnerely a process for language unclerst anding.
It is thf' process that. drivf's our J'('d"''ning. Knowing where something fits in with \Vhat we
alrPady kno\V is a prPrPquisit.e to ,, ..,,oning ahont it. \Ve find it hard to suggest a. solution
to a rrohiPtn until we nnderst.and t II!' problem. On the other hand. further reasoning about
the problem (based on our earlier i 1111 wrfect understanding of it) may allow us to understand
A final pi~'CP of tlw intt>llt'rtual hist••r\ · ,f dyua.mic memory belongs to t.he Sloan Foundation and thf>
visitor sPrif's it srtpportPd. During thP 1 ' 1 ~"-l'l acaJPmic year. Yalf>·s AI Lab hosted a different cognitivf>
sriPut.ist each WPt'k for an t:>ntirt' yt><H. [arll ''"'tor stayt>J a whole Wf>ek. giviug tlnef> lectures in that week and
making hims~-,lf or lwrs'"'lf ava.ilahlf> t.o thP Y,ti•' rognitive sciencl:' community for in-depth discussions. During
that. yPar. Schank's \lOPs and thPory of dyrr;Hnir nwmory (Schank 1982) werf> developed. and Jevelopnwnt
of C'Y R rs (KolodnPr 1!J8:1a. 1\olodnN Hl:'<lh. 19:3-l) and [pp ( Lt>bowitz 198:1) - two programs t.hat. modeiPd
dynamic nwmory and mnde t lw procPsses of choosing indexes and searching mPmory f>Xplicit - were in full
swmg. ~lany of thf> visitors inftuf'ncf>d work on Dynamic \lt>mory.
::?

\0

it lw!t('r. \\·r 11sf' what \\"f' know ni>OIIt a situation to flnd tlw clos~~t match in lllf'ln<n.\·.
a1Hl \H' 11sr that as thr basis for deri\·ing e~pectations and inferences. As \\'P l<'st those
f'~p<'ctiitioJJs and iuferenrcs. and as we gather additional information about a sititation. wr
Ill~\- firul closer llliitclw" in rJH'Illory. allowing us to deri\·e better expPrtati ons and in['et·rnn·s.
Tlw l't 'tlWtlllwrirlg. i>wdictillg. i'll!d lf'stin~ of prediction.<.; that we do as we understand and
soh-r prul>lt'IJis is ,.,,n· lllllch 1lw '-'iilllf' as t h(' r·ernetnlwring. prcdictir1g. and recognizing that
\\·e do as\\'<' t!ltd<'r..;t <-Jilcl slor·i< ·s that are told to tiS.

3.1

Reminding

Finding t lw right old thing in memory is. under this vie\v. tilt kfy to successful rf'asonmg.
The right t lL i ng 111 igh t lw a g('t!Pra l know ledge structure (scherna) representing a norma t i\·e
df'~cri pt ion of ..;onwt I! i ng. or it ·may lw an ins t.ance of that general know ledgt> structure (a
casf'). Tlw right on<' i~ the one that can provide the lwst inferen~es.
ldPntif.\·iug the right thing in tnf'mory is the process we call rEminding. Reminding, in
e\·eryday parlallcf'. is the phPnome110n of rernen1bering an old event in the process of thinking
a hou t or talking a hou t. a not lwr one. \ \'e not ice our own remindings \\'hen they are surprising.
ThP tlting wP rPnwtnher ma_v be so obscure or so old that we are surprised that we still
r<'Tllf'tlliH'r it . OftPn. ho\\'f'\·f'r. wlwn we are ren1incled. we find that whatever it is we are
n-·minckd of is tlsf'ftd. It. !llay pro\·idf' an answer to a dilemrna, it may suggest a new way of
looking at sullwthi11g. it may suggr'-1 a pit we are about to fall into. and so on. One premise
of Dynomir .\lr1nory i~ that our c<mscious remindings and the ren1embering that happens
unconsciortsly during tmderstanding nre products of the sa.tne retrieval process.
I said earlier that i nclexi ng or lalwl i r 12; allows such retrieval to happen. Both memory categories (sclwmas ) and indi\·idua.l in . . rtinces (cases) are labeled according to the category they
are in and tlw way they differ from r i w ,·ategory. Our discussion would not be complete withon t con~ idera t ion of t hf' kinds of c c1 • • ~· >rif's ( schen1as) there might be in a dynamic rnemory.
\\'lwn' do \W' hegi n i 11 ddi n i ng t j,, ,, ,
\Ve begin with anot.her pren1ise l "'· · ·:d,. 198:2):

Tlw structures in 1nen1ory tlltt l : e used for processing (i.e., the ones that provide
e~pf'ctations and suggest inf, ·r· · · , ..,)are the same ones that are used for storage.
This prf'tnise conlf's fron\ our di"t ' i · - . • 111 uf understanding. I gave an exan1ple above of
a person n-'ading a story about ii : · ·\ \ kind of restaurant. and having to make a. lot of
t>xplanatory inferencf's to underst ,, ,,.1 r lw situation. That sarne person reading a. second
story about the satne restaurant or '<~li!P kind of restaurant, I cla.in1ed. would have a n1uch
easif'r t i rne. The expectations deri \ ed from the first episode would guide understanding of
tlw second instance. The record \)f r It t• first episode serves two purposes: It records thf'

('pi~od('.

and it pro\·ides rxpectations for understanding the second one. That 1s.
for hot l1 ~toragf' and processir1g.

llw

it~~

used

pt'('Jlli~r .t rlls 11s to l)('gin with the ty1ws of sclwmas that we alrracly know arf' IISf'cl for

proc<'~sin~.

h>1· f'Xntnplt·. \\'f.' knuw that sitllntion clrscriptions. in tlw form of scripts. play a
largt' r·ule in ltllfif'rstnnding. \\'r can tilfltTforf' assume that situation dPscriptions arf' a ll~Pful
kind of tlWlllor.\· catf'gory. \\'t> know that knowiPdge structures reprPsPnting goals and plans
and tlwir n·latior1~hips play a large role in understanding. \h· th11s assume. too. that the
wlatiousilip~ lwt\\'ren goals and plans form useful rnen10ry catPgoriPs.
Tllf' pr('tllisr also suggf'st~ a tool to 11se in Aguring 011t more about tnf'tnory categories.
If storagr ~truct11rrs and pro(('ssirlg stntcturf's arc tlw same. then Tloficing nnrl nnnly::ing
rrmindinq .;.; call lw a pow('rf11l tool in ltnco\·rring thf' typf's of rnf'nlory categories people use.
\VIwn \H' arr r<'lllindt·d i11 t lw coursf~ of utldrrstancling sonwthing. we may have heen using
tlw e\·ent wr an' rclllincled of to [>rOCf'ss the new one. Analyzing thf' sin1ilarities between the
new itcn1 and the reminding rnight point us toward a t.axonorny of rnernory categories.
\Ve Pxamine sever<\! rerninclings hoth to show the utility of analyzing remindings as a. tool

and to bt->gin to explore thP kinds of processing structures that we use in understanding and
reasoning. \Ve hegin with Lflgal Seafoods . .-\t the original Legal Seafoods Rrstaurant in
Imnan Square. waiters presented tllf' hill after taking the order (before the food came). The
first tim~ I Wt'nt. there. f found this anon1alous. as most people did. I had never hef'n in a
restaurant heforf' w lwrr onf' both sat do\\·n a.t a ta.hle to order and paid hefore getting the
food. ThP sf'cond t inw I went there. I was ren1inded of the first, and was therefore able to
expect tIt at I would have to pay before eating. Ylany years later, when I went to the newer
LPgal s~afoocb. I was rerninded again of the original visit, and I again expected to pay after
I orclf'rcd. [ was surprist'd that t lwy had changed their rnethod of hilling and now asked for
paynwnt at thf' end of the mPal. ju~t as in other restaurants. I continue to he surprised to
this day each t. illlf' I go into LPgal St'n foods. The original index is still there, I suppose, and
pro\·ides mf' with the ~xpectation t lint I ..vill pay before eating.
This is a kind of acti\·ity-based rt'IJiitiding. \Vhen engaging in or reading ahout an actiVIty
similar to one we've encountered lwfure, we tend to be reminded of the earlier similar one.
The puq>ose of such ren1indings -.t·, · ~ 11-.; dear. They provide expectations for understanding
the Ilf'W situation or guidelines for 11,1 r t ici pa ting in it. Our con1 pilations of the variations in
recurrE'nt stPreotypical sorts of f'\'f'IJI . . 1 nme frorn first storing and then recalling the variations
in thPse activit.ies t.hat. we have S('cri \cti\·it.y-hased categories (similar to scripts) seem to
be usef11l Ollf'S [or processing.
Schank tdls se\·f'ral other reminding --ruries in Dynamic Jlcmory that show off other aspects
of mcrnory processing. One story !w r<'lls is of going to the post office and standing in line
for a long tin1e and then overheari 11~ the person in front of him ask for one stamp. He is
rerninded of people who go to a. sen·ice ~tation and buy onl.v a few gallons of gas. Both are
sit11at.ions in which the goal being achie\·f'd in the situation is a recurring one. ~ot only that.
but in each ~ituation. we know of a plan t !tat allows us to rninirnize the time spent fulfilling

this rf'CI!rrttlg go<il. 811 _\·ing n \\·hole roll of st;:unps at nrlf' tinw i'tllow'"i 11s to i'l\·oid going to tlw
post (Jifin' ctgain for i'l long whil<'. \\.f' Ci'lll snhs11nw tllf' goals iu,·oh-f'd in !lf-'f'ding sti'ln1ps to
<:;f'fld i'lll ilHli,·idui'tllf'ttf'r b_v i'l<"quiritlg sti'lnlps thi'lt allow us to send i'l hunch of !f'tters lwfore
,,.f' llC'<'d to ;Jc<1uirf' stcttnps ctgi'litL Filli11g tlw ti'lnk of the ci'lr with gas i'tllows us to go mall_,.
rnilf-'s IH'fotT twf'ditr~ gi'ls ctgi'lin . \Yf' stthsumf' the goi'lls of needing gas to go to indi,·idui'tl
pli'trf's hy i'lclri('\.illg thf' goi'll of filling the tank.
ll1is n'tninding shows 11s tltf' rolf' of goals in understi'lncling. fn undf'rstanding tlw post-officf'
sit11al ion. Sclli'tllk \\"i'IS n'mindf'd of tlw gas station situation. But wltat. is it i'tboltt goi'tls thi'lt
Wi'IS of it11port til this rf'tllinding ..' [t wasn't the goals themselvf's. In one instancf'. tlw goal
Wi'IS to i'lcquirf' i'l suunp to llli'lil i'l letter: in the other. the goal was to acquire gas to be
i'tblf' to 11sf' tlw car to gt'l sulllf'wlwn-~. Rather, sotnething about the nature of the goi'tls and
their rf'latiotJships to otllf'r goi'tls Wi'ls important. In both. the goa.l was an acquisition goaL
fn bot h. the goal was onf' t lii'lt rPcurs with regularity. In both. there is a well-kno"vn goal
thi'lt subsurnf's the recurring one. Schank expected the person to pursue the subsuming goal:
instf'ocl the pf'rson was pursuing t lw rPcurring one. Goals. their types. their relationships. and
tlwi r st i'l t us~s are i'tll sou rcf's of [Hf'd ict ions in understanding and grist for the construct ion
of Illt'lllor~· categories.
A not her story Schank tells is of his di'tughter searching for sand dollars in the ocean. Sand
clolli'l rs a rf' a sn1all ocf'an ani mal that. Ci'l n be found in knee-deep or higher \Vater in somf'
placf's. He finds her di ,·iug for the sand dollars in shallow water. and asks her if she's finding
au.v. She sa.vs no. He asks her why she's searching in the shallow water. She says it is
becausf' it is ci'lsi('r. Schank is rPtninded of the drunk and the lampost story.
Thf' drunk i'lrHl tlw li'tmppost story. for those who don't know. has a drunk looking for his
kPys 11ndf'r a li'tnlppost. A Ini'lll cotllf'S i'lncl asks if he can help him look. After some time
looking and not. fin eli ug the keys. t lw tnan asks the drunk if he's sure he lost them l here.
Tllf' drunk sa.vs that he actually lost the keys up the street but he's looking hf're because
t lw light is hettf'r.

\Vhy this rf'tnincling'? fn both of r ft•'~e cases. the main character has the goa.l of finding
son1f't hi ug. In both. there is a \\·('11 k no"vn plan for finding that thing. In both. the main
chi'tri'lctf'r is using a more convPni•·t tT plan but one that is unlikely to yield results. The
similarities in these stories are i'!IHJitt y;oals and plans. Plans. too, help us understand. The
intf'rf'sting thing about this rPmiJl•lir,g. ho\vever. is that it is not the particular plan that is
similar an·oss these stories. but ri'lt ft,·r the abstract characterization of the plan (look where
convenit"nt) in the contf'xt of simi le-n ~·Jcds (acquisition of something whose location we know)
with well-known plans (look in tlw p l c~cf' vvhere the thing is known to be). This reminding
tells us thi'lt whilf' plans ar(' imporL'Itt for ren1inding, they are subservient to goals. From
this and oHwr f'Xam plf's. the i nferenn· was tnade that plans do not form processing categories
thf'nlselves but rather inforn1 the rrention of goal-based categories.
Each of t.hf'se last t\VO retnindings is \\"lti'lt Wf' call ··cross-contextual." That is. the similarities
bet ween the situations are across sotuf't hi n ~ other than the type of situation itself. Buying

ftlt-'1 and hll _,·ing :-;tarnps nits aero:-;:-; two cliffPrPnt script." (post o[fin~ and sf'n·icf' station) .
.\rtd t lw -;torirs <-Hru't really aho11t f'itlwr '-'rript anyway. Tlwy c1re about tlw goals and plan~
of IH'opl(' doing thosP scripts. Tlw -;cripts arP incidt'lltal. SParclring for sand-dollars and
S('iHchirrg for ke_,·s han' in rornrno11 searching, but the similarities at thP r·aw situation [P\·el
('tid t ltf'rf'. Tlros(' ~·doric-;. too. an' about goals and plans and tlwir interactions. Rf'rnindings.
irr hot h t lw~t' irrst<-lJlCf's·. ..;Pelll to drpend 011 keeping track of the whole sequenn" of goals and
plnrts in t lw -;it trat io11 .
.-\nal_,·sis of l'f'IIlirtdings strggf'qs two \·ery differrnt kinos of memory structurPs. o11e kind
organizingsituatiorls with .'-'irnilnr activitif's. the other kind organizing situations tltat are
sirnilar in tlw irltf'ractions lwt\\'('('11 goals (l!ld plans of people interacting in the situation.
In Dynamir .\frmory. tlte nrst arf' cai!Pd }.lOPs: the Sf'Concl TOPs. Both kinds play t\VO
rolf's: t lwy arP rf'positories for sirnilar evPnts. and they are rrocessing structures. The major
i rn pi ic at ion of using men1ory st ruct ll res for hoth of these roles is that they rnust hold the ki nels
of inforn1ation that allows thetn to pPrform both roles. That is. they must hold expectations
and ot lwr descriptive inform at ion that rf.'asoning processPs need. and they n1U!.-it organ izP
tlwir instancE's in a \\·ay that allows thPm to be Pxtractecl easily.

3.2

MOPs

:\lOPs. or :\len1ory· Organization Prt.ckets. organize situations whose activities are similar.
Tlw gPnPral know lf'clge in a :\10 P i~ 111 uch like the knowledge held in the original formulation of scripts. It includes infor!llation about norn1ative sequence of events, setting, cast of
characters. props orw can expect to 'f'e in the situation, standard goals of someone entering
t lw sit nat ion. ilnd so on. Tlw lllrt. jl)r difference betwt>en the general knowledge in a script
a ncl that in a \I 0 P is in the le\·f'l ',f detail of that knowledge. \Vhen scripts were originally
dPvrlopPd. tlwy were defined as h··i·l:llg the complete sequence of events for a type of situat ion. Thus. thP visiting the d ::: _':.or script. for exan1ple. was defined as holding all the
clctails of the sf'qllPtlCP of event-.. · ·1 .:•Jing to a doctor. including the details of each of the
sccnPs. (lllcl a sPparate going to · .. P. dentist script was defined as holding all the details
of the sPqtwnce of f'Vent.s of goin~ · , dentist.
The itnplication of t.his reprf'seriL•'
,,·rt.s that details of script scenes \vere repeated across
all the scrirts that sharPd t>ach ,, · · · fhe waiting roorn scene, for example. was stored in
its entirf'ty in both visiting the : : : tor and visiting the dentist. Defining scripts as
big monolithic structures in1pliPd r · -· ·!,·,rtist stories and doctor stories would be processed
by con1p!Ptely difff'rPnt knowlecle.~ · -· · 11 tIt res and would be stored in completely different
places in n1Pmory. and the hvo \\< ,: . · r ::P\·er come in contact with each other. This turned
out to be problen1atic for several ,, . t,•Hts. First. it is uneconomicaL Second, it prohibits
tnaking genPralizat ions across simi J,, ,, ·('rws of disparate types of events (e.g .. it would have
heen imrossible to notice sirnilaritj, .... lwt\\'Pen a waiting room in a doctor's office and one in
a dentist's office according to the ul•l _,: :;~t rlwor.\·). Third. it is not consistent \Vith reople's

<nd<"ring

-;crnf'

lwre. nlo11g ,,·ith srripts nrtd \IOPs tl1c1t point to it
fig1tre :L .\

sn'rW

i'lrtd its contcxts

i'IIHl

spt'cializations

Order

prrso11 ,,·Ito cHI'\\\'(TS tlw coclc nurnl>f'l'S of what he or slw wants. where to mail it to. how to
l)a_,. for it. i'lttd ...;o 011. or the ('lirnt \\Titf's that information on an order form. In a !'nsf-food
r·('StilltrClllt. Ollf' looks c1t tlw nwnu on the wall above and tells somebody at the cortntPr ,,·hnt
lw or site Wi'lttls .. \nd so 011. Though the details of the sequence of events in tlw sCf'!lf' ar('
different. tlte goal i-l!ld ma.ior net ion are t lw satllt'. Figure :3 shows t!te ordering scenf'. \ote
t hilt it ltns its OWII gerwral knowledge describing ordering. tha.t it indexes several scripts
d<'srribittg pnrticTdar ,,·ays of doing ordering. and that it is pointed to by the sf'quence of
f'H'tlls of "f'n·'rnl different \lOPs.
\\"here do scripts fit in? Two paragraphs ago. I referred to old-style and new-st.vle scripts.
r 11 both of t lw pre,·iorts figures. se,·eral scripts were referred to: In its new style. a. script
is a sterrot.\·pic Sf'qiWIICe oi' f'\'f'l\tS CIS in its o'riginal df'finition. but rather thilll describing
sf'quencf's· of ('Vf'llts that con'r sr\·rrCll scenes. a. script represents a stereotyped sequence of
events t llf' ha.pp<"ns itt Oil(' set tinp; ur· scf'ILe. Thus. Wf' no longer talk al)out the restaurant
script
it is too Pll rom pi-lssi ng. \ \ ·r cc1n. however. refC'r to the restaur a nt-ordcri ng script..
where a tllf'Il\l is ttsed to sf'r whc1t i~ Cl\·ailahle. one waits for the wait<"r to ask what onC' wants.
and then onr trlls dw waiter. who \\Tit('S it down. \tVe can also refer to the restaurant- paying
script. where the check comes. and we put down a credit card or 1noney, and the waiter sees it
and t a kt>s it and brings back a sign e-ll 11 re page or change. Restauranl-orderi ng is a particular
way of achir\·ing the goal of the IJI'c!Priug scene: r<."staurant-paying is a particular way of
achir,·ing the goal of the paying ~ n·r1t' .
How do \lOPs. scenes. and script~ · •r ~nnize events so that those that· can provide the best expectations can easil.v be n1ade aYai L,I.It• to reasoning processes? This is where inde.ring rornes
in. Ceneral knowledge associated ' ·1!1 \lOPs. scenes, and scripts provides expectations for
norn1a t i \'f' sit ttations: cases [HO\ '' :• · · '\ pect at ions for anomalous situations. those in which
nonnati,·e expectations don't hoi,i \lOPs. scenes. and scripts thus need to index instances
s11rh that they are aYailable to !J' " .. ,, f'Xpt'ctations for dealing with anornalolls situations.
Cn.-.r .-. nn indr:.rrd by combinatio,, ·· 'l(rtuN.<:o that pl'rdict !htir applicability in an onomnlou..;;
::;ifuntion . .-\t the old Legal Seat'()\" , Ht''-'taurant. for exarnple. the paying scene can1e after
the ord<"ring scene. In other \Vii.,\'" • ' ·' .,~ Ii kP other restaurants. Indexing the Legal Seafoods
case hy t lw feature "restaurant is I' -~ d ~cafoods'' allows a previous Legal Seafoods instance
to lw reci-lllf'd. pro\·iding the expet·: .. · • Ill that paying \Vill come after ordering rather than at
the norrnal tirnf'.
Scenrs also index instances. but rc1t fwr· than indexing whole episodes, they index the pieces of
that pf'rtain to them. i.E' .. ! ! tq"f' that provide expectations that allow a rC'asoner to
deal with the scrtw's anontalies. (',,,t,idt'r. for example. the pa,ving scene in Legal Seafoods.
Because one pnid lwforf' getting ~cr \ , · •1. ir \\·ns inappropriate to leave the tip at that time .

epi~odes

. t,

Figure

~: .\11

f'\ '('llt indexed

Ill

i'l \lOP i't!lcl its scf'nes

Tlw tip. 1\orrni'tlly part of thf' pa,,·ing scetw. needed to be done at the end of the nH:>i'tl. as is
l!Slli'tll\· dotH'. Tlw rf'sli'tllri'lnt \lOP holds sequeltCf' of en'nts information and tlwrefore needs
to ii\(,('X tilt' L('gi'tl s('i'tfoods e\'('llt in such ('I way thi'tt tlw paying is E'XfWCted flllfl the tip is
l'('~twrtdH'l't'd. Tlw j>i'l.\·ing scetw. ltowe,·er. is the structure that needs to bold tlw PXp<'cti'ltions
i'tbotlt Pi'l.\·ing its(•lf. To storf' f111 tiJ(' PXpecti'ltion~ needed to pay correctly in Legi'tl Sei'lfoods
tlw s<·nmd tilll<'. the payi11g sc('ne stores both the initial paying component of the fir~t meal
ei!ld tlw tipping component at tltf' f'nd of that n1eal. indexing the pa.ving con1porwnt by "in
Lcgo I Sf'o fouds ..i nst ordt'red ·· and the tipping component by .. in Legal Seafoods, a.bou t to
li'o W' :· Expectations df'ri ,.i ng from a llOilla Iies at. the \[ 0 P level and at the scene level are
com hi ttf'd to pro\· ide the wl1ole sf't of expectations needed to process the second episode.
figu rf' -1 sho\\'s the \\'i'l.\'~ t lwse st rnct un~s ore related ond the indexing and expect at. ions that
derive frotH t fw first Legal Seafoods ('\perience.

It is perhaps time to Sll!1llllarize the way all these pieces fit together. :\'lOPs package scenes.
hy referring to tlwir sequence i'IS part of the \lOP's descriptive information. They indf.r
instances that provide expectations about setting. characters, and sequence of scenes - the
kinds of genf'ral information \lOP's hold. Scenes indf.r scripts and instances that provide
expectations obout how thf' scene \viii unravel in different cirnunsta.nces. Scripts art.' spFcirzli::afion ..;; of sc('!H's. and scenes arf' cornpontnf..::o of \lOPs. Scripts index cases t.ha.t specialize
t llf'm. i.e .. I hat pro,·id(' ex1wctations ahout \·ariatioi1s in the script. Figure .t sho\VS how sorne
of thf' scenes. scripts. and instancf's related to going to a restaurant a.re connected to each
other. ( 'i'tses can he spf'cializations of \lOPs or scenes - they a.re the instances that show
the specifics of sit nat ions that \·ar.\· from what is expected in a significant way.

3.3

TOPs

Tllf.' second kind of nwrnory struct IIi~' is called a. TOP. or Then1atic Organization Packet.
Likf' \lOPs. t.he_y both store getwr<~l ~nowledge describing the kinds of situations t.hey organizf' and they organize those epi-.,)cles. The situations TOPs describe and organize are
si n1 i Ia r the rna t ica.lly. They provide " 11 Wi'l ns of c at.egorizing sit ua.tions by the intentions of
part ici pants rat her than by the d('f.t 1l-.; of the a.cti vi ties of sit ua.tions. They capture the
similaritif's lwtwf'en situations occ1r1i11~ across different domains.
According to Schank. TOPs are r<'"'IH)l\sihle for several different understa.nding behaviors
(Schank. [q~2. p. lll):
• getting rerninded of a story that ill11"t1~ates a point
!-:-

• cotlling up wit It

ada~('~.

"iJtch n"i .. a stitch in tinw sau'." nittf'··. at appropriatr titTH'"i

• rrcog;nizing an old stor.\· in rww trappings
•

tt()ticirt~ C<HHT11t · rnrr~

of "iflf'Illingly disparate

e\·rnt~

and drawing

conc!u~ions

fro111

tlwir co-ucrltl"<'tle<'
-;urnrt hi1tg ,,·ill t 11rn 011t hrcause tlw stf'ps lt'ading to it

• knowittg
Iw l'o r<'

IH>W

• lenrnirtg

infonnC~ti()ll

hc\\T fw<'ll

st>en

front otw -.;ituntion tl1at will apply in another

• predicting nil o11tconw for n twwl.\·-ellcountf'red situation
\ Yhnt ·s nrcr:->sn r_v for nil of t lwsf' lwha\·iors is cross-contextual rer11inding. 1.e. rf'm i ndi ng
n(:ross dotllilin-.;. By ket'pillg track of relationships nncl conditions on goals and plans in a
~ituations. TOPs pro\·ide an organization and catC'gorizat.ion of events that allows such reminding. \Ve can think of Romfo nnd .ftdid and ~Vest Sidf. Story. for example. as both being
instancE's of Mutual Goal Pursuit; Outside Opposition. Cross- contextual ren1inding
a [:-;o rrq u i rrs kflt>pi ng track of t hr sc>q uence and relationships of goals and plans in a situation
\\·hi lf' uudrrstand i ng or doing other ki nels of reasoning.
·

If Wf' look at what dt>fint>s rt>lationships between goals and plans. we can begin to appreciatr
tht> \·ocahulcn.\· IIE'f<'ssar.v to descrilw nncl catt>gorize events thematically. First. of course>, we
ha \·e t ht> goa Is and pia ns t hernsel vrs. :\"ext. we know that goals ha.ve certain relationships
to each otlwr th('.\. lilll lw in compt>tit.ion or ran ,con1plement t>ach other: one can subsume
auotlwr: orw car1 l>e a subgoal of allot her. one ran replace another. and so on. \Ve also kno'vv
that goals han· a ~tat us- tlwy can lw acti\·f'. blocked. succeed. or fail. In addition. actions are
utrricd out as parts of plans to achit>\·e goals. Each action in a situation creates an outcon1e.
\\·hicl1. iu turn. provides conditions under which goals are achieved and plans are carried
out. The rt>lationships between {W(Iplt> involved in a situation also effects the ways plans are
carrird out a11d the kinds of plan..; rn1cl goals someone n1ight have. Analysis of ren1inclings
~uggt>st s that keeping track of t hi" f, d I complement of goals. plans. conditions. interpersonal
rfllatiollships. and outconws is a r1.d 11ral part of the understanding process. Thus. the full
srt of tht>sf' and thf'ir relationship.., Jllilke up t.he vocabulary set for the representational a.ncl
procr~sing categories Wf' call TOP--.
T 0 Ps arf' forn1ed hy cornbi ning g( 1c1 I dt>scri ptions with conditions. often about planning.
specific to those goal t.vpes. Ca._, .. , 1 hey organize· are indexed by features that predict
anomalous ~it ua t ions the cast's pr< )\ 1dt> PX pt>ctat.ions for. Mutual Goal Pursuit; Outs ide
Opposition. for example. is a goo/ dt ..;;cription.. condition pair defining a TOP. RomFo and
./ulirt and n·f..-t Sidr Story art> both indrxecl in that TOP by featurE's such as ··young lovers"
and .. false report of death." Tlw dr1t11k and [ampost story 1s an exarnple of acquisition

I"

goal. easy, but inappropriate search plan. T lw 1 \\·o ~tor it>" nl >ott t I>lt_\·i ng on!_\- c1 galIon of !'1wl i'lnd h11_\·ing only orw sta!llp i'lrt-> PXi'llnplP~ of recurring acquisition goal.
non-subsuming solution.
dn' cl('~criptions of goals tllf'mst>ln's (f'.g .. acquirt-> money). rt->li'ltion~hip"
lwt\\.1'('11 gonl'-' (<'._g .. llllitUi'll goal P''r~ltit). or t_qws of goals (P.g .. !'f'<'IIITing acqui~itiou goal).
Co11clitions df'scrilw t.lw pla11 or t_\-[)f' of plan being u~Pd to i'lrhif'\"f' the goal (e.g .. sParch
pli'lrl ). ciJi'lt'dft('l'ize t lw plrtll (f'.g .. f'a~y. hut inappropriate: non-suhsllllling: strn!lgP st ri'ltf'g_\·:
rlirt\· lrtctics). clf'scriht-> UllliSllnl conditions (f'.g .. outsidE' opposition: difficulties rt!ong the \\'a.\·:
C>IJtsi<l<' h<'lp: llot'IJJi'li solution won't work). describe solutions (e.g .. con1promisf' solution).
<l('~criiH' outcornes (e.g .. opponent quits: opponent gets stronger: apparent success: apparent
frtilnrf': crisis nhatcs rn_\·stf'riollsly). or describf' intents (e.g., evil intent).

( :oiil

3.4

ri<'~(r-ipt io11~

Indexing

\\-'e now know \\'hnt I he catf'gorics nrf' t hi'lt nllow episodt>s to be organized appropriately. V•ie
nlso know that Pach U1tf'gor_v indf''\('S its menll)ers such that tbe.v are available to provide
expectations in anornalous and !;pf'cinlizt>d situations. To better understand what indexing
f'Iltails. then. we nef'd to better understand what constitutes an anon1alous situation and
wlwn srwcialized sets of expectation" are needed.

('onsider again the Legi'll SPafoods e\nmple. Knowing that we are in Legal Seafoods allows
us to expect that we will pay lwfon-' eating. It also gives us expectations about what tastes
good (ftsh chowder and bltw flsh pnl(-'). The index "restaurant is Legal Seafoods'' allows
11 wn1ory to i'l<"et'ss this case when Lt'!!.i'li Seafoods is encountered again. allo\vi ng expectations
a hout this sit Urt t ion to he accesse( I .111 d used. \Vhat do \Ve learn from this exan1 pie? Two
things. First. thc1t indf'Xf'S that nul ·· 1pnte the sptcinl ustfulness of a case are good ones to
11st>. Thosf' that nnticipate usefulnt•,, · J c1 case are the ones that tell us that its specialized set
of f'Xpectat ions aw t lw ones that i'l r•
, '"t relevant. Here. the descriptors of the situatio~ that
anticipatf' t lw usefuln_ess of the fx~ · '•·~foods episode are those that speciali::e the norms of
restaurant-visits. narnely thi'lr
· ;,rtrticular restaurant is Legal Seafoods. Second. that
onf' t_qw of anon1aly. like paying i • . • ,. Pating. is a ciolation of predicted norrns. :-\nother
t.\·pe of anotnaly, not shown here. ;- ·rtte surprise. a situation in which something happens
that could not ha.ve been predict('•!
\\'hat ot ltf'r indexes allow anticipr~: ·. , ,f t~:Sefulness of this case? \Ve can answer that by
t hiuking i'll>oltt what this rase is '· -· · .: l•Jr. fn addition to telling us what will happen or
what we slH)Itld ordf'r in LPgal Sei'li•· ... , 11 tt>lls us how to n1anage paying before eating (i.e.,
when to lf'a\·f' t lw tip). Tlt11s. i'lllul ' · · ~uo<l index for this case is the anomaly itself- the
fact that we paid heforf' f'ating. H :.•' i1nppen to be particularly fond of blue fish pate. we
n1ay also ltse tllis cas(3 to lwlp us '''''1\t' (-''\pectations of when we will be able to order it
- perhaps iu st-'afood n·stanrants i11 1~')'11>11. Indexing the case as one that happened in a

'I

~('a food rPstattrant itt Boston will allow u~ to antiripatP orclt-'rirtg i>lltf' lislt patP upo11 t ltir 1 king
ai,<Jitt 2:oing to artotlwr seafood rf'staurant in Boston.
Itt g('tHTnl.

•

1\wrr at·f'

l\ro

kinds of

it~<(t'Xf's

that are usf'!'lll:

/)ijfrn/IN . . dlln,,· liS to n-'trit-'\T rasf''-' tltat spcrialize the nornts.

• . lllotnnllr .... pro,·idr e~pt'ctations for Itndcrstancling or acting in similar anotnalous ~it1 I i1

I j ()!) :-> •

f11 g<'IIPral. tlwsf' form tlw sit.u<ttion descriptors that anttctpa.te the usefulness of a casr.
allowing casrs to pro,·ide a(h-icf'. allowing a reasoner to anticipate problerns ltat might
<'lrist-'. to KilO\\" how to i'lct in a situation. and so on.

3.5

Reminding revisited

Tlw text so far has discusst>d rPminding as a natural implication of the procPss of understanding . .\s \\'(' undrrstand. Wf' comP across rnen1ory structures. both general and specific.
that pro\'ide PXpPrtations. This nat-ural process of traversing n1en1ory's indexing structure
to find tlw bPst f'~IH''Ctl'ltions pro\·idf's rPrnindings. Such rf'nlindings are unintentional or
accidPntal - tltt'y happPn as a naturl'll consf'quf'nC(" of understanding.
Otlwr rctninding is infrntional. \Vllf'n Wf' try to figur(" out who is the rnost farnous person
\\'f' ·,.f' t-'\'f'r ilwt. \\'P might at t~rnpt to recall going backstage at the t beat.re. In order to answer
([llt'st ions. wlwt her posed by an outside person or posed by ourselYes. we try to intPnt ionall_,.
r~tni nd ottrsPh-f's of things we know. \\'e do that by hypothesizing the frarnework for this
thing \\'P an" looking for. and we look for so1nething like it.
Tlw process oft ra\·f'rsing nwmor~· -.r rllctures is the same for both sorts of reminding. It is the
sou reP oft lw dt'-.;criptions t.hat cliff('lt'llt iates the two processes rather than the search process
itsP[f. This is an itnportant point lwcause. while our discussion has been of unintentional
rPtuinding. rase-based reasoning clcri \ ('" more frotn the intentional fonn of rerninding. \Vhen
\\'P want to solve a problenl, we tni _g l1r ltllintentionally think of an old situation that pro\·ides
part of our solution. But more oftPil. \H" must intentionally try to think of a situation that
is similar. \\'p might think, '·If onh- l could remember something relevant, ... ,.. and then \VC
try to he rf'tllincled.
The irnplication of this is that thr n'rrwrnbering process that drives case-based reasoning is a
two-part procf'ss. [t often rf>quires .- .tluotion asses::tmtnt. which is the process of elaborating
the problern ~·q)f'rificatiou in such a ,,-ay that something appropriate can be ren1en1bered.
along with retrif'\·<-d. \Vhile the origiti<-d theory of Dynamic Jhmory does not address. this
proct:>ss. it \\'as aclclrPssed early on in Heshing out the theory. The process of elaborating
a spPcificat io11 in order to be rPntinded ,,·as a rnajor focus in CYRl'S ( Kolodner l983a.

l q~ : ~ h. l ~L~ ! ) . <HIP of t hP fir~ t iIll p l<'lllPn tat ion~ of dy n a rn ic nwmory. ( ·Y R {· S ttsrs t'[ a bora t ion
st ratr!!,if's to rrf'atP hypothetical df'script ions of f'\"f'Ilh it want:-; to r·pt rien' . ft !llay uot know .
<'Xact 1.\· \\·\wre in nwmory to lind su!llE't hing it is looking for or e\·pn Pxactly what it ·is looking
t'or·. h111 it:-; t·,lahoration stratf'gif's guidf' ih pron'ss of ll\·potlwsis. ll1is is .silllilar in kind to
\\·h:tt \\'t' tllll'-'t rJft('ll du to .s oh·p pruhlrrns. \\.f' pose (jltf'stions to Ollrst·h·f's and incrf'!lWntalh·
construct ans\\'<'rs that <'\'f'tltltall .\· lf'ac! us towards ti1P sulutions \\"f' art' looking for.

3.6

Case-Based Reasoning's Premises

\\.hat is sttggf'stf'd hy all this is a ruodPI of reasoning tha.t incorporates proble111 soh·ing.
ttlldt->rstanding. and IParning. and intcgratf's all with memory processes. vVe can sununarize
t lw tllodrl as follows.

• H<'frn·nn' to old cast's is od l'n nl ngr o us in dealing with situations that recur. Reference
to pn'\·ions siruilar sit11ations is often ntctssary to deal with the complexities of novel
.sit na .t ions. Thus. remPmbering a previous case to use in later problen1 solving (and
intrgrnting that casr with what is already known) is a. necessary learning process.
• Bt->ra ttsf' df'srri pt ions of prohl('tJI ..;; are often i ncor: .plete, problern understanding or interpr<'lation is a tlf'n'ssa.ry prf'l'f'quisite to reasoning. A case-based reasoner cannot
rrrall a n'lr\·ant casf' trniPss it llndPrstands the nPw situation it is in. On the other
lrand. ns prohl<'tll snh-ing progr·t'ssf's. a reasonf'r tnay gain a. better understanding of a
situation. allowing mort-> rele\·artt cases to be recalled than could have been done earlier. This suggests that uncler ... r anding or interpreting a situation is a necessary part
of the rPnsoning cycle and 1>()1 lt a prerequisite to problem solving and a corequisite
during problf'nl solving. Bllt rltf' need for problern understanding is not specific to
ca~w-hased reasoning. Any f, o1 11 1 of reasoning requires that situations he elaborated
such that rtwugh detail is P\1•···---.pd and the situation is represented in enough clarity
and \\·ith appropriate vocah' 1 • r\ to allow the reasoner to recognize the knowledge it
tweds ( \Vhether general kilO\\ ·, ~P or cases) to reason about it..
• Because no old case is ever,. · ·· r ly the san1e as a new one, it is usually necessary to
orin pi an old solution to fit a 11• .·, --ituation. Adaptation compensates for the differences
lwtwPen an old situation and ,, · 1'\\. one.
• Learning orcurs as a natural (, · -•'(lllt'nce of reasoning. If a novel procedure is derived
in tlw cotrrse of solving a corll! • 1' \ prol>lem and all goes well in its execution. then. in
f'fff'ct. a llf'\V procPdure is lf'ctl :. •·ol for dealing with this new class of situations. The
procedure is en1bodied in the t' \ i"·rienced case. and the case is indexed in memory such
that it is retrievable when its l'r(H·Pdure can be used advantageously. If problems are
f'lliOlltltf.'red in using this nf'w ( "'t' in a new situation. the reasoner is warned that the
prorf'dure in the case is faulty r)r ri1<~T ih indexes (representing its range of applicability)

iH<' irliH·nrrntf' . .-\11 <ittf'nlpt i~ lll<idt> to anal.\·zt> tlw rt>stilts of tlw new situation and
to fi:-.: ih prohlf'JllS. Til(' IH'\\' -;ituation. stored in men1ory (the ca-;c lihrar.\·). end>Oclit>s
n tThlwtrwnt or rnodifiration of tlw reasoning knowledge fortnd in tht> original case.
[ts inrlt-'\:f's rle..:ignatf' wltt>n it i~ u~efui. nlld indt'Xf'S a~sociated with tiw old cast> are
n-fitt<'(l. IJiisf'd u11 this anaksis. so that it is retrie\·ecl only whf'n its procedurf' is known
to lw <ippropriate. This incrt'llleJttal learning process results in thf' learning of llf'\\.
procf'dltres. tlwir rdl.nt>ment. and the learning of when each is appropriatC'ly IISf'd.
• Ff'edh<ick and analysis of fet>dback through follow-up procedurt>s and explanatory ren-;ollillg nl'f' llf'Cf's~ar.\· part~ of tlw complt>te rf'asoning/learning cycle . \Yithout t>\·aluat iott proc<'~Sf'S based on ft>cd bi1ck. learning could not hap pen and references to pre\· ious
(':'\ JW!'if'lln's d 11 ring rf'asoni ng would be unreliable. Follo\v-up procedures i ncludc f'Xplaillirtg failllrf's aud attempting to repair tht>n1.

4

Beyond. intentional situations:
and model- based reasoning

Dynamic memory

Though UlSf'-l)ased reasoning's [>reJnises are general. the theory tha.t underlies it concentrates
ott reasoning a hou t. understanding. and retnembering i rzff nf ion a/ ::tit uat ions. the kinds of
situations in wl1ich agents with goals interact with the world around them. iVIOPs. TOPs.
scent>s. a 11 d sc ri pt.s hold the ki nels of general knowledge structures needed to hold know ledge
about t lwsf' kiuds of situations and needed to represent these sorts of episodes. and Dynamic
.\ h rn o ry co11n'u t ra 1es on ho\v t lwst> k i nels of episodes and knowledge structures are connected
to t>ad1 other through tlwir iudt>xPs.
But t h<' cogn it in"' rnod('l in1pli~d In· Dyorun ic .\If mory goes beyond intentional situations.
In specifying that t ltese sevt>ral ki 11 ds of generalizations are the i n1 port ant kinds. and in
spt>cifying that gf.'neral kno\\'lf'dgf' <ittd -.;pecific episodes are represented and indexed similarly.
the cogn it i \"t> tnodel gives guidance f, Jr figuring out the types of genf.'ra.liza.tions that n1ight
be expected in other kinds of dom.1tlls and how to represent their episodes.
Consider. for example. reasoning ctl )\Jilt physical devices. How can we represent these kinds
of experiences? The cogniti\·e mo• lt·l tells us that it is itnportant to represent knowledge
about speci fie t_ypes of sit uatious d r1c I the interact ions between their functional and i ntentional piecPs. Specific typ('s of sit IIi~ I tlltJs here might refer to specific types of devices being
rt>asorwd aiJortt: lighting systen1s. ltt · r~rt~. auton1obile engines . vVe can think of each a.s combinations of suhsysterns that. are shctwd across devices: e.g .. electrical subsyste~s, pumping
suhsysten1s. And each of these has components that are shared across subsystems: pumps.
pullt>ys. conduits. etc. So we might consider representing specific situations as device models
composf'd of device rnodel cotnponents. etc. These are equivalent to the ~lOPs and scenes.

Ir1 ndtlitiurl. tlwsf' slrhs_\·st('t!ls nl'<' r·<'lnted to ench otlwr. In intPntionnl situations. pcoplf'
fi.,,.P '-'<'\.<'1'<'11 goals. Ench gonl is !wing carrif'd out \)_\· sonw plan. ThesP goal~ and plans
intPrnct \\·ith <'nch otlwr. llwn' are nbo int~ractions betwPPII the goals and plnns of ~f'\·Prnl
pC'ople. TOPs cnpt ltrc t lwsP kinds of rf'lation~hips. In pli_,·sical cle,·ices. WP can find 1 !JP sanH'
ki11ds of inlt'rnrtiolJs. The electricnl stths_,·steln of tlw car intPracts with thE' W<'ltf'r circulation
"Y'-'t<'lll in scn,rnl ways. soltW f'\"!WitPd. somP not. The circulation s_vstf'm hns a p11n1p that
IIS<'S ('[Pet ricit _\· from 1 hf' (''f'ltriud '-'_\"Sl<'lll to O[H'r<'ll<'. [fa \\·at<'r Jtos<' IJ<'lS a [Pak <'llld [Paks
wntcr onto cotJrwctions in t!w E'lf'Ciricnl ...;ystem. the PlPctrical systf'Ill will fail to work . \VP
can think about sub~ystf'rns in tlw hunlall hody int('r<'lcting wit.h eaclt othPr in silllilar ways.
\Vf' can also think nhout the r<'<lsoning of sonwonP E'ngagPd in diagno~ing or designing a dt'\·ic<'
hf'i ng akin to tIt(' rf'ason i ng of sonwonP Pngaged in an intentional situation. ThE' reasor1f'r
has goab. d<'ri\·f's platJs to carry out those goals. sets expectations based on those plans. and
notic<'~ ano1nalif'~ \dwn tlw f'Xpf'ctations don't pan out. As in intentional situations, we can
think al>ortt tlw goals and plans of att ngent. in,·oln~d in reasoning about a devicP to interact
wit l1 f'ach other in intcre~t i11g ways .
.\n

exa1npl<~

I likP to gi,·e to 1ny classes is this: :\ doctor's car has just broken down. He
it to tlw nwchanic. who tPII~ hin1 tlw battery is bad and replaces the battery. It breaks
down again. II<' takes it back to the mechanic. who finds a short in a. wire, replaces the wirP
and t f'lls hi Ill the car is fixf'd. It. breaks clown again. At this point. the doctor is rf'rn inded
of a patient. Tlw patit->nt.. he thought. had an easy-to-fix problem. But after he treated the
problem and it sf'Pillf'd cured. it came back again. This happened Sf'VPral times. Eventually.
h~ fig11 red on t t Ita t. in fact. ht=> had been treating a. syn1ptom t.ha t was occuri ng as a b_vrroduct of a not her. nwrf' lllajor prohlf'ITI. one whose other syn1pton1s seemed hidden. He
takPs thP car hack to tlw mechanic. t<'lling ltin1 the story and suggE'sting that there n1ay be
somf't hiug dsf' going on in the car fron1 outside the electrical systPnL The mechanic finds a
short in the sa1ne wirf'. and this ti111f' tlw wire is \\:et. Sure enough~ the problern catne frorrt
a not lwr subsystPrn ..-\ broken hos<' j11st. above the wire was leaking.
take~

How can Wf' Pxplaiu a rPntinding s11< l1 as this one? vVe can explain it only by con1ing up with
a. way of dPscribing both the car pr• ,I ,\pm and the patient problem in thE' san1e terms. Both
arP ahout two subsystems interact 11 1 ~ in unforeseen \vays. Both in,·olve att.etnpting to solve
a. (sePm ingly) obvious problPnl ~I'\ • ·1"I times with poor results. The abstract rclat ions hips
hPt\vPen syst.en1 components and t lw1 r relationship to the process of carrying out a diagnosis
arc t lw \·ocabulary items that d('...;c r1 Lt' these two cases. These may be the dimensions that
define the analog to TOPs for rE'pw--c·rl t ing experiences with devicE's.
The discussion above tries to explai r1 rlw interactions ·between general causal knowledge and
spPcific casP knowledgE' by making ;ll1 nnalogy to the relationship between general and case
knowlt=>dge df'fined in the tlreory of ch rJan1ic n1E'mory. Is this stretching the point of dynamic
lllPinory hPyond what. it. was intPndt>d for or is it showing its rnore general applicability?
['d like to think it is the latter. th<1t Dynatnic ~vlemory is more than a way of organizing
intentional episodPs in lllPlllOry. In pa r·t icular. my own (perhaps revisionist) view of dynamic
lllPinory Vlt:'\VS \10 Ps. scenes. and TOPs as con1ponents of models of the everyday world.

Figurf' .): .-\ dist rihut<'d \lOP-Iikf' ruodPl uf the ftwl s_\·st<'tll of a car

\\-it hin .\rt i[ici<1l lntf'lligf'llrf'. nlf)r/rl-hn.,frl rfn..-.o11ing (Forbus 1~)~8 gt\·es an o\·f'n·if'w) rf'ff'rs
to t lw q r1tct 11ring arrd us<' of gf'tlf'ral causal knowlf'clgf'. usualh· to descrilw wf'!! -tJtJdt'r-;toocl
ralts;.-d df'\·ic<'s. snell ets circuits. el<'ctrical gcnPrators. and putnps. [n psychology. [)f'Oj>[f' talk
etiH)ltt r·<'etSfHtir,g 11sing nJrntol morlr/.-. (Collins & Sten.,ns. l9~:~ gin=-s an ovpn·i<'w). SfWcial
kinds of .sclwnti'ls that hold fu11ctional and causal kno\vledgf' . .-\ hasic assurnption of modelhi'lsf'd rf'asoning is that a singlf' general rnodf'l of a class of objects or clf'\·ices is sufficient for
r<'pr('sf'n tat ion. E vPn when I his is not the belief. this is the way n1odel- based progra rns are
g<'llf'rall.\· irnplcnwnted . .\single model is represented that includes in it every contingency
for <'\.f'l'.\" <'XCf'ptional sit11ation that the rnodel hnilder can t.hink oC3
Thinking ahout mod<_,ls in a rnorP \lOP-like \vay allo\vs us to be able to think ahout model
knuwkdgf' as n'sidiug in a st"t of r<'latt->d 1nernory structures. :\o one structure needs to hold
more than its limitt->d norruatin' \"if'w of tlw world. Sonw other related structure will hold its
cxcf'ptions. ( 'onsidet·. for f'Xctlllpl<'. l>llr understanding of an autornobile's fuel systen1. Son1e
ci\rs havP cnrhorators. others have f11f'l inj('ctors, and these make up the two major models of
fuel s_\·stcrns. But there C\re diff('rt'nccs between carborator n1odels and fuel injection systems
-- while tlw.\· work more or less t lw -..a me. differences in construction lead to differt->nces in
perforlllcttlcf' and differPnces in hreal.;down. \Ve can think of a hierarchical organization of
fuf'l s_\·stPms as organizing these di!r<'rPnt moclPis. Figure.) shows what these hierarchies
111ight look likt'.
So fctr. it looks like a traditional ---• ·rrl<tntic network sort of structure. But let's add to the
picturP ct lllf'ans of acquiring new cet'i'<~l knowledge. Suppose a new car comes on the n1arket.
It has n carhorntor that is a lot likt· · · ··nne on a. Chevy ~ova.. one that a. particular rnechanic
knows well. \\'hen tlw n1echanic "·, r he new carborator. he assurnes it will perforin like
tlw orw on tlw ~o\·a. and treats 1' · d \vay. It performs a little differently. This new case
is i ndex<'d off of t lw :.iova carbor, · · ' l >de and is available the next time a new carbu rat or
likf' tIt is OllP is encountPred. Rat It• ·
. ttl ctdding a new cont.ingPncy to a monolithic n1odel.
a llP\\" 110de is addPcl to the net\\·(.r ., · :tlodels that specializes a model that is already there
in an appropriate way.
In addition. d_vnamic

nwmor~·

add-;· . . · ·:·· <·onception of n1odels a view that models of different

Two notahlt-> t' X\Prtions are the wnr~o.
! ( ;. ;vindaraj an industrial engineer trying to use AI notions
of lnodt:' l-ha.'wd ref'\soning to implPmPttt • · . -· ·· rn to train engineers in the monitoring of st.eam plants on
ships and :\shok (~ot:>l · s rt:>n'nt work i nt · . :. : · · ! 1 ~~; 111odd-based and case-based reasoning. Govindaraj (refs)
found t hilt largt-> monolit hie modt->ls of dt' \ I· · , ._, ··rt-> roo cumbersome to manage when large-s\ale devices were
l)t>ing tuodt->lt:>d. hnt rh;:\1 lw could lllf'\h· r ,,. 111 wr)rk hy dividing modt:>ls i11to component parts (a :\lOP-like
approach). Cot->[·~ work. in h:RJTIK2 ( Bh 111 1 .\ < ;(wl, 1992. Stroulia & Goel 1992), takes the next strp in
arplying a D!Jnallltr .\/( wor!J-hr\st->d vit•\v 1. · r !,.. r··~·rr 'S~-'tttat.ion of modds. His system uses both :\lOP-type
and TOP-typt' models that art' similar til --~ · ,r:' • · .,, lt ;tt 1s suggested here.
1

- t

tltillg~

CC\11 shctre pctrt~. ctnd thctt in or·der to tllC\Kf' !Hf'diction~ C\cro~s ntodels thctt conf!gttrf'
t lwir parts in difTeH·nt \\·a_,·s. it ll1C\Kf's <.if'tl'-ie to WJHe~f'llt mocleb as pctrkctge" of' romporw11t
parts . .lust as tlw t·f'stnurant \IOP packagr~ togf'titrr inn \\'t•ll-kno\rrt sequentict! order a sd
of sperializf'd srencs tltat in tlwir tllO'rP grrwral fornts arf' shorf'd b_,. other situC\tiotJs. so too
docs t lw tnudt·l oft lw ftwl s_\·'-itf'lll of C\ CC\r pctckage toget lwr in well-known CC\usal order~ a set
of "P('Ci<ilized fttnctionctl conlpotwnts that in their more general forms are sharf'd hy othf'r
art i fa c h.
Tlw tlwor_,. ()f dyttatnic Illf'lli<H'Y tints adcl.s sen:'ral things to the conreption of rnodels:
• ft descriiH's I hf' kinds of components a rE'presentation of rnodels should ha,·e to hE'
gt•twrally applicable.
• ft pro,·ides a way of relating models to each other.
• ft pro,·idrs a way of integrating tnodels and instC\nces.

• It pro\·idcs a frntllf'Work for thinking about tlw way modrls are acquired.

Some running cognitive models

5

SPn."ral con1puter programs haYe been written with the intent of exploring and elaborating
t lw cogn it i ,.e model i Ill pI ied hy dynamic men1ory and case- based reC\sonmg. \'V'e discuss two
hf're:
•

([\olod ner 198:l. I\olod ner t 98c!). the earliest in1plementat ion of dynatnic n1emory. implenH"ntecl a simplifiPd \·Prsion of ~·lOPs. and included processes for choosing
indrxes. reorganizing men1orL 111aking generalizations. and searching memory.
< 'YR l'S

• CELIA (Redn1ond t992, Rt·llt11tmd 1990). a more recent project. is a learning pro-

grain that begins as a novic1' ,, tlcl learns from its own and its teachers' experiences.
It integrates the use of ca~t·" rtt!d n1odels in doing and learning to do the task of
t roublrshooting a car. It U"it'" r\ con1bination of case-based. explanation-based. and
en1pirical learning methods. 11--111~ knowlE'dge encoded in cases and in two types of
lnodf'ls (the rnodel of the de,·ict· !Jeing reasoned about and the model of the reasoning
jHOCf'ss). showing how the con11JIItation of incon1plete general knowledge in the form of
modf'b and experience cornbirw 1 o allow a reasoner to become more proficient. CELIA
11ses its experiences both to ctcld to its models and to augment its case memory.

5.1

CYRUS: A Model of Reconstructive Men1ory

B<'.tl!Ptlllwri!tg cortw~ naturally to pt>oplt' . .\·et p~ycltologists clo not flllly under~tand it. \tt11 wro11~ p'-' _\'< · lwlogi~ t :-: ltt1 n~ pL'opo~<-'d that nwn1ory is a r·econst ruct i Vf> process (f' .g .. Bcut l<'t t.
[IJ :t!: \ortlli'lll nitd BoiH·ow. l'l/IJ. Spiro, lq/0. \\"illiams & Hollan. l081 ). but tlw ~pPcifk-.;
of tlw rf'COtl"itrttcti\·c' procr..;s lti1.\'C' hf't'n tllo~tl_\· twglPctPd. CYRf'S (ColllplltPrized Y<'llc R('trit'\·<'11 Cllld l'pd<'ltt' Sy-.;1('111) (1\olodnrr l~) ,•:n. l\oloclnPr 19~-~) \vas ronceivt>d a~ a llloflf'l of
n'ron-.;trllcti\'l' dyttartlir ttwrnor _\·. [t t'ocust'S on thr processes involvf'd in renwmlwring. lookirtg at l>oth how it<'lll~ arP put into nwtnory and at hovv thf'y are recaliPd. CYR{'S stor<-'d
and tlwn rf'trirn'd r\·rnts in tlw life of (\rus VancP vvhen he was SPcretary of StatP of the
l'uitt>d State~ (ttndPr Presidf'nt .Jimn1y Carter). Beginning with a few well-chosen \lOPs. it
tlllder~t ood and i nt Pgra ted new episodes from Vance ·s life into its n1emory. indexing them
<'~ppropriatel_v <'ltHl cre<'lting lle\V \lOPs along the way. In response to questions. it. searched
it~ nwrnory rf'con~trurt i \·t>ly to· ret rie,·e the requested facts. Using the computer as a tool
<'lliow<-'d us to df'n tw <'~ncl i111 p Iemen t pi <'Ius ihie processes for reconstruct. i ve ret rie\·al.
Tlw invrstigation that lf'd to CYRCS was inspired hy several observations about human
nH'ntory. ·First. we h<'ld already 11ot iced that. people are reminded of old situations in the
coursf' of undt>rstanding. and\\'(' warllecl to explain the proce~ses that would allow that to
happf'll. Since we alrPady lw!if>ved t h<'lt general knowledge (in the forms of scripts. plans.
goals. f't c.) was inqwrtant in und<-'rstancling, this required an explanation of how general
• knowlf>dgt> that \\'f' kn<'w was iruport i1.1lt to understanding and knowledge about specific cases
werf> intrgratf'd ,,·ith Pacll otlwr. S('ron<l. we knew that recognition was easier than recall. and
an infonual inn'st igat ion of 011r ow11 -.!towed us that the more detail vvas presented in a query.
tlw easier it \\'Cls to recall whate\·er \,-,,~needed to answer it. For example. if we a.sked people
if t l1ey had e\·er met a fanwus per-.l)rl. rnuch search was required. while if we asked them
if they had f'\·er met a fan1ous per--~~n in a n1useum. they were ableto answer immediately.
Third. we ohsen·pd that recall of li--t-- of things is hard unless some order is imposed on the
list. So. for f'xanlple. people nanw'i ,I the people in their research group hy visually· walking
arounclthP ~pace that houses tlw :• -.· ,1rch group and naming the pf'rson who occupies each
desk or office. Pf'ople tended to :.. · ·· all the play·ers on a sports team hy enumerating the
positions (a ~horter list.) and the11 · :1 ing the players in each position. Fourth, we noticed a.
particular organization people lik, · · ,111t on recall when a.sked to do a rather poorly-defined
~f>arclt. \\'hen we asked people 'I • -'lOlls requiring a lot of men1ory search. they tended
to Sf'arch n1en1ory by proposing L-. : .. ot!JPtical situations in which what we were asking for
might h a ,.e happened, and then sec~: · :., n e; for instances of those hypothetical situations. For
f'Xamplr. whPn we asked people to 1 .•.:1e the most famous person they had ever n1et, several
of our subjerts reported thinking nf~<. : ir the kinds of situations in which they might have met
fClillous l>f'oplt> and then rec<'llling .. ,r ,,~riotts of those sorts a.nd checking to see if any farnous
pPrson was prPscnt in one (e.g .. p11/J ! 11 nl rallies. going backstage at the theatre). Fifth. we
noticed that pPoplt> often searched f•11 r hiugs different than what was requested in a question.
Sonwonf' asked a.hout nlUS(3llnl vi:;;i r .... t'ur t'\ample. might search memory for trips. The set
of obsen·ation~ n1akc it clear that r•'lli''' l''lf'rine; often requires reconstructing what probably

Tht• fir:-t ol· tlwsf' ob:-en·ntions It'd ItS to \\'OtHiet· ol>out how rf'tllinding could hap!Wll. Tlw
ut lwr:- lwgcltl to gin, 11 s c!Jws as tot he nature of memory st>arch. The last told us that t lwrP
Wo~ no tl<'•'d f<>r t lw procPssf's we canw up with to lw f'Xoct - in fact. we had an idPa thot
it. \\"f' COJtld <'<>lilt' It]> ,,·ith a sd of procf'ssf's that searc!IPd tllf'lllor.'· i11 a rf'constrttcti,·e wn.\·.
tlH'tl Wf' migl1t lw nbl<' to f'Xploin sornf' aspt>rh of forgdting as \\·rll os rf'nwmlwring . Our
goo! ,,.<Is to f'Xplain tlwst> plwnotlWTl<l con c r·f'tely in tenns of lllf'Cllon· :-tr11rturf's <~nd cogniti\·f'
pr·oc<''-'sf's. iind in such a woy tl1<1t would obo ollow 11s to rnakf' prf'cli ctions ahout otlwr ospf'cts
of ·tu<'tnor.\·. Tlw ('Xplor<~tion t hilt cnlminated in ('\.Rl·s thus had Sf'\·f'rill goals:
• To rnake specific the processes and principles for organizing cases and generalizf?d
f'pisod< 's (\lOPs) with rf'spt>rt to t>ach other.
• To ma k<' "pf'ci fir t lw {HOCf'sst>s o nd principles for t ra\·ersing those organizational s t ruclttrf's for retrie\·al .and insertion.

• To makt> spf'cific tlw pron'sst>s and principles for intelligently searching a conceptual
d.\ ·na Ill ic

11 H.'ll\Ory.

CYRrs· rctrif'\·al proc{'ss had se\·eral qualities to it:

• Rotlwr than dirf'ctly ennnwr<~ting items from n1en1ory. it constructed descriptions of
what it ,,·as looking for and t lwn confinned then1 by looking them up.

• It worked hy progressively nanowing in on a description of the itern to he ren1en1bered .
• It had strat.(>gi<"s for deriving tww target items from old ones when search for the old
one \ros not gi,·ing results.
Retrie\·al worked in a two-step cycl,· In the first step. a description of an item targeted for
rPtrif'\·al was constructed. In tht> . . ,.( 1>11d stt>p. memory was traversed to find the targett>d
t>\.f'llt. Failure t.o find \Vhot wa.s targ, ·tf'd resulted in returning to the first step and constructing a new target, son1etimes by incw r1 wnt ally elaborating the previous target, sometin1es by
applying st ratt>gies to transforn1 it i r\t l) ..;omething con1pletely different. T\vo things are of
in t t>rf's t in this procf'ss: tht> st.ratC'gj, .... t hat are available for construct ion and elaboration of
o targct itcn1 and tlw nwn1ory tro\t'r·-.<11 procf'ss.

_,

· )-

5.1.1

Suggestion contexts for search in CYRUS

('Yin· .~.)

held thrre '·'·pr~ of lwuri~tirs to efft:>ct construction and elaboration of contPxts for
Sf'<-lrch. <1lor1g \\·it h a sri of ext>cutin' sf'arch strategit>s to guide their application. Together.
('()t\st t'ltcti\·f' llt'lll'istic-.. cuuld s11ggt>st a typt> of event (context) hased on known cotnporwnt
parts and ir1stantiatP it (rolllJJ()llfllf-fo-conlr.rf insfn11finfion heuristics). elaborate or flt>sh out
cornporwnts ofsltggestf'd e\·c'nts ( romponrnt in,;:;fnntintion heuristics). and suggf'st culd instantiiltf-' <itt altrrnilti\·r t_\.!H' of C'Vf'ttl to sP<irrh for (ronlr.rt-to-rontr.rt in8/nntintion heuristics).
For f'Xarnple. whC'Il Ciskf'd if \.'arH·e h<id talkf'd to f3rf'zhrwv (who was then Pritllf' \linister of
tltf' r·sSH) rPcrnth·. ('YHI"S 11srd <l conlpotH'Ilt-to-contf-'xl inst.a.ntiation heuristic to ~uggest
that their d iscnssion 111 igh t Ita \'f-' lwt:>n in the context of a diplomatic meeting. .-\. componPnt inqantiation lwuristic \vas tlwn used to suggest. that the rneeting happened in the
l'SS R. If a rn{'et i ng with that description could not be found. a search strategy would suggest
S('Clrchillg for larger e\·ents it could have been part of and would call a context-to-context
instantiation heuristic to propose that th{' rneeting was in the context of a: diplomatic trip.
( ·~f' of all of tlwst> togd lwr can he ~f'f'Il when we ask C't'RFS if Vance's wife has ever met ~Irs.
Begin. To answer this question. ('YRL'S must first figure out what kind of e\·ent. to look for.
tlwn fill in f'!lough detail about it to differentiate the one it is looking for from other similar
ones. It ht>gins b.\· asking itst>lf wltat kinds of events it should be looking for . in men1ory.
The lw11rist ics it ust>s for this are cornpon.rnt-to-contcrt instantiation ones. However. it does
not ha \'f' enough in forr11at ion in the query to choose a context for search (since it keeps
track of P\'f'llts in the life of Cyrus Vance. and Vance is not mentioned in the question). Its
strat.f'git>s usc information about who the participants are. however. so it uses a. compont:nfin.-.tnntiotion lwuristir to inft>r that if :\Irs. Vance were at the event. then Cyrus Vance nntst
have been t lwrf' also. That allows it to use a component-to-conteJ·t instantiation heuristic
to suggf'st that it. should be looking for a social-occasion. This memory structure uses
an associatP.d COTTIJW11fnf in.sfanfwll()n heuristic to infer that ~Ienachem Begin must ha\·e
bt>en at the f'\·eu t also. Since soc 1 al-occas ion is quite abstract, (''{R US attempts t.o find
additional romponent-to-conff.rf ,,,fnntiation heuristics to help it make what it is looking for
more concretf'. Oue suggests that r lw event is also a political-event. Another suggests
that if the episode it is trying 111 ··--rablish should be both a political event and a social
occasion. then it n1ight be a state-dlnner. CYRUS now has a type of event to look for. It
nsf's romponn1f in.strzntiation hrlttl--r ics a.s~ocia.ted with state-dinner to fill in as n1uch as
it cau about the state dinner it i~ 1. Jl >ki 11g for. It looks first for a state dinner in Israel that
included all four parties: if it dot'--rl·t find one of those. it will look for one in the United
States. ( 'YR{.S finds a state dinrwr in Israel with the appropriate participants and answers
the questions. If. ho\vever. it did 1\\JI nnd a state dinner, a search strategy may have been
t>mployf'd to direct search to son1t> I>! her type of event associated with a state dinner (e.g .. a
diplon1atic trip) during which the di~o,cussion between Mrs. Begin and iV1rs. Vance might have
taken place. A confLrt-to-confE.rf lll ... frwfiation heuristic would have been used to construct
that al tt>rnate context.

fr01n 1\olodrwr hoo k. p. l:-'1. diplotll(llic llWPtings

5.1.2

Sea~ching

CY·R US' n1emory

c·

\I PllJOr.\· t ra \·Prsa l \\·as the srcond important piece of C Y R S· rrt rie\·a I c apa b iIi t _\·. I) u t t ra \'E'rsal can11ot hP discussf'd without discussing CYRrs· nwtnory organization. C'YRl·s· ntf'lltor.\·
structnres arr a \·arirty of \lOP-; (Schank 1~)8~) callf'd E-\IOPs. Like \IOPs. E-\IOPs han~
two fnnctio11s: they -;torf' gerwral kno\vledgf' about a typP of ew'nt. and they organizP in di\·idual t=>pisodt's 11sing a Wf'h of indexes. CYRI ' S further den~ loped the theory of \lOPs
hy proposing t ltat E-\lOPs and cases are arranged together in spf'cialization/generalization
hierarchif's. Thus. tra\·f'rsal of an index in an £-\lOP can lead to encountering an event. or
a s1wcialized E-\lOP. Figure 6 shows a schematic of one of Cl:'RUS' E-\IOPs.
Likt> \[OPs. specialized E-\IOPs in CYRl'S hold generalized knowledge that describes the
events t lwy organize. and t he_v. too. organize P\'en ts and specialized E- :\10 Ps through a web
of i ndexf'~. In Figure G. the cont.en t fra nw ( nonns. generalizf'd kno\vledge) of the E- ~~ 0 P
callf'd diplomatic meeting is Sf'f'll. The structure below that is its indexing structure.
TrianglP~ reprf'sent types of indexes (P.g., topic, participants' nationality), while the labels
on the a res lwlow t hern represent. the \·alue of the index (e.g., Arab- Israeli peace, SALT.
braf'l. Eg_q>t. l' SS R). Brlow those a res are pointers either to sp(>cialized E- \[ 0 Ps (e.g ..
:\IOPI. \IOP"2) or f'\'f'nts (e.g .. E\ ··2. EV:l).
Indexes in an E-\lOP net as gates. l'lrcy can be traversed if their \·alues are specified. For
E'Xamplr. il" a qLwry spf'cifies that ir i -.. looking for an event that included persons of Israeli
nationalit_\·. tlwn tlw arc rrprescrttltl~ Israelunclf'r participants' nationality can be
tra\·ersPd. f'llcountPring EVl. an"'' · ! 111 which son1e of the participants were Israelis.

CYRt·s· nH'mory structures parTI · .. tt t' in the retrieval process in two ways. First. the
st r11ct urt> of n1e1nory provides gu j, !. · .. , for retrieval processes, telling them which elaborations v\·ould be most productive. I·
\lOP knows what types of indexes it has (though it
can't enutnerate the specific one'-' !
·. ,'n tra\·ersal is stuck at an E - ~'lOP (i.e., there is no
additional specification in a qucn
.r i1llows further traversal), the E-~lOP reports back
the types of indexes it has. and el.1 . .. . · .II i1)!1 processes atternpt to flesh out the query along
those dimensions. Second. generali ; .. · ... ,, irt the content. ft·arne of E-.\lOPs help elaboration
processPs do thPir jobs. Diplomati c ~. eet1ng. for exan1ple. knows that its topics are usually
international contracts. An ela bor.t · • ., lt ru ristic at ten1pting to hypothesize the topic of a
tneeti ng uses that specification as ~~ :: ,,rttework and elaborates around it, trying to figur(>
out what particular international C1 11 r.1 ct the participants in a n1eeting might have been
discus ~ ing.

_•• i

CYRVS as a cognitive tnodel

5.1.3

C'YRI·s· <'~ppro<'lcll to long-tPrlll llH'rnon· \\'<'1~ !lOH'[ for its tinw. H<lther th<'ln looking at
('tlcodirJg. "t()ri1gf'. <'llld t't'trir\·<11 i1S ...:;epcH<'Itf' rntitie~. it PXaminPd ti1Plll in rel<'ltion to P<'lch
otflt'r. [JIIf'0;I"Clliotl of!]('\\' itt'l1lS intO lllen10r_\" (encoding) hoth rrfiPCt~ l"Ptrie\·(1[ Capctbilities we
ol>~('l'\'f'<l in pPopiP <'llld takes the underlying nwmor.v organiz<'ltion iiJio <'Iecount. Simil<'lrh· in
co 11 ~ i<I c r i ng 111 f' 111 o ry o rg n 11 iz a t io n ( ~ t o r age ) . we e xa m i rlf' d t h e co 11 s t r <'~ i n t s i m p Iif' d hy h u Ill <'Ill
rrtrit'\·<'ll
it" '"'''CCf'':'St's. f<'lilnres. <'lnd str<'ltegies used. It <'llso looked at nwrnor.v <'Is hoth
<'~ [>rOct>ss <'llld <'I stor('. ddining spPcific <'llgoritlun:-; <'llld tllt'Illory structurPs that togPthf'r
dPfiiw <'I fJI ·orr ..;; .... l/lorhl. In <1ddition. it PlnphasizPd mnnory orqnni::ation in a \'Pry concretP
wny. pro,·iding a Wct .v of orgctnizing schemata with rPspect to each other. defining the kinds
of ..;clwnlctl(l that ctrf' usef11l for storing episoc!Ps. Pxamining change in schetnata over timf'.
<ltHl st ttclyillg I h(' usf' of schf'tll<'lt<'l in organizing indi\·idual iten1s represented by (I. particul<'lr
sclwrn<'~.

rs

It \\'{-lS (-1\:-;o !10\·el iIl its \·iew of \V hat reconstruct ion is. (''{R
views reconstruction as a
process of const rncting a description of a target iten1 to he found in nlenlof_Y', adding features
to proe;rf'ssin,ly difft'l'('flli<'lt(' it frolll its nParPst neighbors. and finally finding its hiding place
in n \\·Pil-orgctnizf'd nwnlory. Tlw process is a t·No-step cycle: coming up with a description
ronws first. disco\·f·ring if it is in memory sf?cond. ~Ietnory's organization drives t.he process .
.\ co.gn it in' 1nodf'l is as good as the processes it explains and t.he predictions it makes.

CYH ( ·s set out to f?xplain reconstructive retrieval procf?sses. but in t.he end explained n1ore
than t h<'l t. [ n pc-l rt icuI<'~ r. its PX pIa nat ions of forgetting are interesting. According to C'\'R CS ·
model. forg<'tti11g ltctppriJS for sen'r<'ll reasons. Sonwthing n1ight not be retrie\·ed because
df'scription 1 hnt diffprentiat<'cl tlw targdecl event from other similar ones c<'lnnot be constructed. Sonwtinws this is hecausP :-.earch heuristics are not complete in their enu1neration
of plausihlc contexts for search. SomPtimes it is because aYailable general knowledge does
not allow PlaiHwat ion of a rele\·<'lnt IJO\'Pl descriptor. Forgetting can also happen because a
quf'stion incorn'ct ly specifies the dPt 1'\ils of an iten1 to be retrieved. Or. a. question rnight
specit\' cHl ('\·ent in <'I way that is ditf,Tent than the wa.y it was specified at encoding. \Vhen
t hc-l t h<'l p pPus. retrieval can ha.ppt-·rt '~nly if elaboration st.rat.t>gies can t.ransforrn gi vt>n descriptors into those that n1ight. ha,,· l)f'en recorded at the time the item was inserted and
indexed in n1en1or~..-.
<l

C'Y Rr S· f'Xplanation of reconst rue 1 1' e retrieval can be clescri heel

tn

a nutshell ( Kolodner.

l98-l):

.-\ few powerful st ratPgies for --Parch. combined with rich conceptual indexing,
allo\v retriPval without C<'ltrgon· Pnun1eration.

5.2

CELIA: A Case-Based Approach to the passage from novice
to expert

('YRI'S t'\plurt'd tlw e\·ol11tion of c1 rnen1ory c1s additional

experiencP~

were added to it. hut
it did lit tit · \Yitl1 t ho~t· t'\perif'tlCf'"- otter it ret rir,·ecl tlwm. CYRl"S wc1~ building models of
tht• f' \.f'r _,·d<1y world as it wc1s c1ugnwnting its n1emor.v with f'\pt>riences. hut lwcc11l~t-> its_ only
_goc1l wc1s rPt r·if'\·<1l. it conld 11ot lw lt'\ed as a \·ehicle for exploring tlw itllplications of nwntor _,.
c It <11\ g r o 11 ~ k i ll f' d p r r fo r 11\ c1 n c e .
CELI.\ ( Rrdrnoncl tq~)Q. Rrdmond t99:Z). a more recent project. explores the ways problem
soh·i ng 1wrfonnance ell a nges as rxtwriencrs are acquired. (' E LIA rnodels t. he men wry and
rec1soning capc1hilities of a novice troublt>shooter. In trying to be as realistic as possihlf'.
sonw of ('ELL\ 's knovvledge is encoded in cases. while other knowledge is encoded in two
t_q>es of lllodds: a modd of the de,·ice being reasoned about (here, a car's fuel systen1)
and a model of the n-·ason i ng process bf'i ng carried out (here, t_rou bleshooting). Novices.
we c1ssturw. lwgin with inco111pletr. c1n<l pPrhaps buggy. models of both the devices they are
rf'ason i ng about and the \\'<1Ys t lwy need to reason to solve problen1s. but with experience.
they both acquire rww casrs and update those models. CELIA thus begins with incomplete
rrw<kls of hot h device and process. and through experience, both acquires cases and adds
to its tnodels. \Vhat is particularly interesting about CELIA is that it inserts case-based
rec1son i ng c1nd the usf' of cases in reasoning into a broader model of memory that reasons
11sing se\·f'r<11 difff•rent methods ancl -;e\·eral different kinds of knowledge.

CELl.\ c1cts as an

<1pprf'ntin~

mrclri-lr1ic. It. solves problerns by itself. and in addition. it learns
by watching c111d listf'ning to a tea, ·ht->r explain his reasoning about particular cases. As it
listf'ns to atld ltndtTstands the traclwr. it integrates those experiences and what is learned
frorn t lwnr with \vhat it a.ln·a.dy kn• '"."· CELIA uses case-based reasoning, but it is not a
casf'- based rf'asorwr per se. That i, . i 1 uses several different kinds of knowledge to reason.
atnong t hrrn casf's. \Vhile it lt>arn-. · • \\' cases and new indexes. it also learns several other
things and uses a ,.c1riety of difft>n '''' ··,Hning methods.

CELL\ takes as input. several SC'(j'" · ·· "of teacher actions and explanations collected \vhile
observing tf'achers in an area voc~r ·, · ..! technical school. CELIA's n1en1ory. which is rneant
to hold the sarne sorts of knowlt>1l ~· • --t udt>nt rnight have, holds se\·eral different. kinds of
know ledge: an ( impoverisht>cl a.nd I'"" i h ly incorrect) causal model of how an automobile
engine and all of its parts work, a tll, o:•·l (also impoverished and incorrect) of the reasoning
process t'tnplo.ved in troubleshootin!:! . 1: d a -;et of trouble-shooting experiences (both those
of tlw student and thosE' of the stud· ··.· ·. \atching the expert) .
.-\sa result of its learning experienn•-. . ' LLL\'s knowledge irnproves in several ways. allowing
it to perforrn lwtt.f'r: it rf'finf's ancl , ·!, l•ur<1tt>s its n1odels of the device and of the diagnosis
{HOCf'ss. it collt'c ts new trou blesho(JI in ~ experiences. and it learns the applica.bili ty of its
t rouhlrshoot ing experiences.

\ i

CFLI.\ i~ ntl ndlt·r llllfllllo!Jn!lrnrllrr . .\sit \\'<'Itches <'Inc! li!:;tens to ct tectclwr 1wrforn 1ing
'-'OilH' troltl>lf'shootin~ t<1~k. it prrdir/ .') whctt the teaclwr will do or S<"Y next. It then nb-"fl'l'f .....
or li~t('n:-; to tlw f('<'lclwr. \VIwn predictions don't mcttrh what the tf'aclwr sa\·s or dof's. it
<1ttf'rnpt" t() '''fJin/n !IJf di . . . rTffHIIU'.'f and lf'arn from it. If it can't f'\ple1in <'~ discrf'pancy. it
-.;('hit :-;('lr ''P \\·i1l1 1lw ~t><li of <1cq'1irirrg \\'h<'ltt'\'f'l' knowledgf' it think~ is nece.;;"ary to f'Xplain
it. watcltirrg d1trirrg lat('r t'\l>('f'it'IIC('~ for the opportunity to acqHirf' thM knowlf'dgf'. CELL-\
rnilkP~ :'f'tt~f' ()f what tlw t('<'lclwr i-.; doing and sf'ts ihf'if up for acti\·e lf'arning at the sanlf'
t jIll('.

('i-l'-'f'-l><ls('d rf'asoning's n1ajor roles are in aiding the prediction and Pxpla.nation procf'sses.
PrPdirtious that thf' student makes often corne from previous troubleshooting cases rernemlwrPd in t lw co11rse of reasoning. Explanations of ho\v it could have avoided a mistake oftf'n
arf' oftf'n in t lw fonn of casf's it should have recallf'd that would han' allowed it to make the
rot-rf'rt [Hf'diction. [n addition. ('ELL\ internalizes its f'X(wrience ohserving the teacher into
a tro~thlt'shooting casf' and uses those in lctter problern solving.

5.2.1

Prediction in CELIA

('ELL-\ ·s pr('d ict ion process n1akes usf' of all t. he different kinds of knowledge it has avai !able.
It prf'dicts what a tectcher might do next by rPtrie\·ing cases that cctn make a prediction and
hy using its n 10dels. prd't-'tTi ng t l1f' predict ions n1ade hy cases over other predictions. This
is bf'cause ih tuodels are kllo\vn to be incon1plete and buggy. while its cases are known to
lw i nst ctun·s of t rou bl~shoot i ng SE'C[ uences that have heen carried out.. In essense, it predicts
t lw t l1ing that it wonld be rnost likely to do next were it doing the problen1 solving itself.
.\ ft f'r d isco\·('ri ng df'screpancies bet.\veen what it was expecting and what happened. CELl:\
uses c<'lses again to help it explain its n1ist.ake and repair its knovvledge. Of particular
importance ill tltis stPp is its proc('"" of figuring out how it could have avoided its mistake.
In this stf'p. it <1sks itsPif vvhf>tlwr it already knew wha.t it needed to know to n1ake the
cotTf'ct pn'dirtiorl. ctnd if so. wiJ,· it didn't make the prediction. Often. making the right
prPdiction dPpencls on recalling a <liff,·rf'nt case than the one it recalled. \Vhen that happens.
it considers why it did not. recallt !1.tt rase. In generaL it is because it had it indexed poorly.
CELL\ refines the indexes on th<1t r <1~e so that it would have been recalled in the current
instance. It also refines the index('" "f the case that made the poor prediction so that it wi II
not he recalled under similar circ'llll"t<"nces in the future. In this way, CELIA learns the
<"ppliccthility of its cases.

5.2.2

Making the teacher's cases its own

One other piece of CELIA related to cases is its process of making its experience watching
thf' teacher into a t.rouhleshoot.ing casf'. Though on the surface this may seem like a trivial
proc('ss. it. is in fact. quite com'plex. The rf'<"son is this. CELIA is trying to learn how to

do a task. [n:'ry cognitin· tnsk is <'Oill[>O'-'Cd of st>\·rral -.;tt>ps. eacl1 uf which has a co~llltlH'
stthgonl attaclwd to it (e.g .. I tl('ed to rnake a l1ypothrsis. I rwrd to explain snnwtlting).
lhr hettcr tlw ~tlldf'nt can do at rxplaining \rhy the teacher did \\·hat lw did and n·cordirrg
thnt. the rnorf' tlseful will lw the cases th~ student rcrnembers. Btll f'Xplaining sonwone
ci.._<,·s rnoti\·ntio11s is clifflcttlt. \\'p kno\\" ottr own rPasoning subgoals. httt vH' lta\·r to guPss
<11 '-iOlllf'OIIP <'lsr·s. \[akillg tlw tencllf'r·s rxperiei\1~ trouhle~hooting a rar illto a t!sf'frtl case
for tiH' '-'ttrdrnt rrq11in·s til<' sttJdt'llt to anal_,·zr ti1P thillgs tlw tPachrr dof's. Pxplain wiJ_,. tiH'
tf'nclter did \\-hi1t lw did. <1!t(l collll<TI togrtlwr tht> cliffrrent tltings the tE'ach('r said and did
ill <1 collf'r<'rll wa_\". 1
('ELl.\ 's prediction j)l'O\f'SS. briefly described above. is key to doing this. Its model or
t ro11hlrshooting allows it to prPdict the kinds of reasoning subgoals the teachrr might haYP
(e.g .. nl'tf·r cotni11g up with a hypothesis during diagnosis (one type of subgoal). one tries
to \·eri f_,. it (a not her type of s u bgoal): hypotheses about subsystems of a device might tw
r('Atwd into hypotlu·'sf's dirrclt'd at particular components of those subsystems (another type
of suhgoal) ). Its lllodrl oft lw d~\·icP allows it to further refine those predictions. For example.
if t lw ntrrf'nt hypot lwsis Wi1s that the bwl systern was faulty. CELIA can use its n1odel of
t lw f11f'l systrn1 to predict that t hP Ilf'Xt hypothesis will be that the carborator or the fuel
putnp is not working. Its cases allov-; it to n1ake predictions about things that are not yet
ir1 its n10drls. For example. if its tnodel of troubleshooting is missing the kno'<~ledge tha.t
otw must \·f'rif_,· h_q>otlwsis aftrr dt=>riving thetn. CELIA might still be able to predict that
t lw tf'aclwr will \"f'rify sornP hypollwsis lwca.use he's seen that happen before in a. particular
cnse. Siinilarl_, .. if its 111od<'l of tlw fu~l systf'm is rnissing some n1ajor component.. CELIA
tlligltt stilllw nhl<' to pr<'clict that tlw tf'acher will tnake a. hypothesis about that cornponent
if it has a en sf' ill w ll ich such a prE'd ict ion was made.

5.2.3

Representation of cases in CELIA

An issue that had to he addressPd ir1 CELIA to allow cases to provide such power was thE'
representation of cases. The reas<JIIrT needE'd t.o be able to recall not onl.v full cases. but
thP pif'ces of cases in which indi' id'1<1l decisions were n1ade. For exarnple. CELIA n1ight
ha,·e se\·eral cases in which t.herP j, .~ hypothesis that the carborator is not working. Each
might show different test results \\ lll'rl the carborat.or us tested. CELIA needed to be able
to skip frotn say. the prototypical < "'e in which the carborator is discovered to be faulty to
onr in which an obscure problem wtr h the carborator is discovered. To allow such access.
casE's arr rf'prPSE'Iltf'd as linked piece-- (,f cases. calledsnippefs (Redmond. 1991 ). Each snippet
corresponds to a prohlern solving ,,tf,~oal the reasoner encountered in solving its problem.
Tlw prohlE'nl solver (apprentice) hn" d\·ailable both large cases and their pieces as he solves
proble1ns. and oncf' a piece of a cast' j.._ a\·aila.ble. any other pieces of the same case that it is
4

This was an original goal of thf> EBL (11fllmunity in trying to build learning apprentices. but EBL f>m-

phnsis has sh iftt'J iu rt->ct->nt years from att1'III pt 111~ to understand the apprentice to generalizing explanations

thi1t

<H~-'

i'\lrPady formt>d.

connrctf'd to are <llso ;n·<lil<li>IP. Th11s.
('\t endrd '-'f'(jll~llCf' of <let ions .

C<l~f'S

C<ln fHO\·iclP

<l

singlP stt>p for· thP rf'<lsorwr or an

B11t f'ach suippf't is al~o indf'xf'd irlcli,·iclu<llly. Thus. ('ELL\ is not confined to rPc<llling
\\·hole ('(")~('S, rt ('(lll !'('Crtll,>it'Cf'S of CrtSf'S th<lt <lre re!P\'<lllt to its new situ<ltion. It Crtll do this
hf'cnttse Pilch ens(' ~nipper ~tores tlw rontext in which it took pl<lce <lncl records th<lt context
<l'-' nil illd~\." The rtf'Xt tinw the re<l.~O!lPr is in a similar situ<ltion. it C<ln rPrall <l piPrP of an
old C<lsf'. For f'\<llllplc. if CFLI.\ is in tlw situation dPsrribcd abo\·P. it rnay bPgin by using
its d('~cription of tlw ctl!Tf'llt prohlelll to n'c<lll <l l<lSP in ,,·hich the carborator is fault.\·. {"sing
the sarn~ C<l~f'. it rna_,. jH'f'dict thnt a rPrtain test should lw carried out to \·erify tlw problem .
.\fter tii<lf t('c.;t is r<ltTi('d out. IW\\'('\·Pr. it tn<lY see that the test rf'sult is different than the
test rPstdt in the casP. Thi~ trlb it tlt<lt the case it is currently using to make predictions is
110 longt>r <lpplicable. [t finds a snipprt of a different case by asking for a snippet in which
tlw carhor<ltor \\'<lS f<lulty. this particular test was carried out. and the result was sirnilar to
t lw one obt<lined. Finding such <l snippet from <lnother case. it can now predict what should
hP dorw llf'Xt.
In storing its cases <lS snippets <llld inclf'xing them indi\·idually. CELIA. in effect. implements
the \IOP/scenf' structurP origin<lll.'· ..;uggPsted in Dynamic .\funory (Schank. 1982). but not
<lctually irnplcnwntf'd in any of our c<lse-based reasoning progran1s up to now. CELIA also
tn<lkes clf'ar how to clt>firw sceiJes fur this class of problen1s: cases are broken into scenes
acrording; tot hf' n'asoning; subgoals of the task being carried out. The n1ajor ~lOP CELIA ·s
cases f<lll into is diagnosing and repairing a car. Its scenes include verify complaint.
generate a hypothesis. refine the hypothesis. verify hypothesis, perform test.
evaluate test outcome. and so r>rl . Such scenes are shared by other troubleshooting dotnains attd tasks. contributing to r fw capability of cross-contextual reminding in the troubleshoot i11g dorn<lin. ·'

5.2.4

Indexing in CELIA

Indf'xing is another issne CELL\ ·
·u deal with. In our discussions of indexing, we shall
make it c!Par that t.he more knowlt-· · _.. ··riP can use in choosing indexes, the better accessibility·
to C<lses will be. CELIA. howevPr. · _ : 1-.; as a novice and has no way of knowing which pieces
of the context in which a deci~i(Jtt · ·, made are the ones that should be used as indexes.
Thus. it begins with an indexing-.(' · ·· 1 lu~t discrin1inates poorly but that insures that cases
5

This is sonwwhat. difft<:'rPnt than til•
t· tt ' •ll of scenes presented above . There. scenes were definPd
according to t lw compont"nts and sub;-;~ , : · - · )f dPvices. That view of scenes concentrates on organizing
arrording to tlw modPI of the device . Ti t· . · 1\ r)f scenes here is in the same spirit. It is a view that derives
from the model oft hP process of troubiP-.h · . :111; This brPakdown facilitated learning the process. The other
hrt>akdown would facilitate learning the 111 ·1··1 In fact. Dynamlc Memory advocates multiple breakdowns
anJ multiple indexing of cases and piere:-; · .f L ... , .-. Mcording to the several point.s of view from which the case
can hP intPrprPted. A more completP 111· rt1• · r> rn ndPI would thus includP MOPs and scenes of both sorts:
CELIA 's casPs are rPprPSPlltPtl and inrlPx• ·I i•t ' lr· ·rn this one point of view right now .

\l

nlld ~11ipprts \\·ill l>r rrcnlled wlwllrW'r nny piPce of thC' context in wllicll thPy took place is
rrpcoted. fnd('X<'S. tlwtl. lwgill as llf'CPs:--nril .\· huge combinations of fE'ntures early in problf'tll
soh·ing hrcniiSf' thf' !lo\·icf' d<wsn't kilO\\. \\'llich piecPs of \\'hat is going on <He rclf'\'ntlt to
t ht' a]>plil'dl>ilit\· o!' n clrcision that \\·as made. Later. after using n ce~se or a case snippf't.
llO\\'f'\'f'l'. ( 'LLI.\ disl'on'rs its llsf'l'ulnf'ss. If a rf'trir,·ed case or snippet pro\·Ps inilpplicahlf'
,,·lw11 rcc<-1ll('d dt1ri11g liitf'r prohlf'llt sol,·ing. ('ELL\ refines that snippet's indexes so that it
\\'j][ttO lull,ger fw l'PC(t[[f•d ill SllC!J sit tJatiOilS . ff a CaSf' that should ha\·e been [f'triP\·p<[ is llOt
retrie\·f'd. ('ELL\ relines its indf'X('s so that it \\'ill fw l'E'trie\·ed latf'r in sirnilar sit11ations.

5.2.5

Integrating case and n1odel knowledge

CELL\ also makes Cl contriiH1tion to our understanding of the interaction of case knowledge
nncl moclf'l knowledgP in rf'nsoning. The goa.! \\·as to integrate the use of these two kinds
of knowledgf' in a we~y that is both A.exible (i.e .. either can be used at any tin1e and the
onP gi , .j ng t hP l>Pt tPr jHed ict ions is used) and consistent (i.e .. the rf'asoner shouldn't rna ke
wildly different prt"clictions in sirnililr circuntstances). CELIA's prediction process balances
the conflicting demands of consistency and flexibility. The reasoner makes it predictions after
it knows tlw n'stdts of prr\·ious actions. Thus. its predictions are always made on the basis
of rPnl-world occurenc~s rather titan hypothetical possibilities. In addition, the prPdiction
process fa\·ors cohf'siveness. specificity. and what ha.s been seen to work previously over
prPclit ions rne~de ou the basis of abstract general knowledge. [t would rather predict the next
tl1ing tltot haprwn~ in one.ce~se over predicting son1ething that happened in another ca.se. [t
would re~ther mnh' a prediction hasecl on what it had experienced in a.n earlier case over one
n1ade bnsed on its g~nere~l knowledgP of how one does diagnosis. Its prediction process is in
kecpin~ with the basic prE'rnise of CClse-based reasoning - that conc.rete. specific. operational
knowledgf' in t hf' form of cases is f'nsier and rnore beneficial to reason with than abstract
gf'nernl know ledgP. Its predict ion process iII ustrates a. wa.y to integrate the use of both sorts
of knowledge nnder that assurnption .

5.2.6

CELIA as a cognitive rnodel

In addition to making son1e of the pit 'rllisC's and lt,vpotheses of dynanic mernory and learning
more concrete. CELIA adds to 011 r lltlckrsta.nding of ee~rly learning of a task a.nd makes
predictions about successful instruct iun.
~lost

interesting. perhaps. is that CF.LI.\ provides a model of learning that happens withoi.tt
strong knowledge of a domain or t n ~k. CELIA's learning processes allow it to bootstrap
domain and task knowledge from its ('\ periences wa.tchi ng and listening to a.n expert problem
solver. Through rer11emlwriug those P\periences. the student. gets a good start toward being
able to function in the don1ain . .\t t l1e same tirne. he identifies places where he is lacking
knowledge. The student interacts with the expert instructor to acquire son1e of that. n1issing
kuowiPdge. Learning helps both future probletn solving a.nd future learning.

0 f co '' r· ~ r. i t is i 111 port o n t for t Iw s t u dPn t t o t o kP o n oct i H' ro If' i n Ieo r n i ng fo r t his t o ho p p r n .
otld CELL\ shows what ~uch oil octi\·f' 1·olf' tnPons. The studPnt should [Hf'clict_ whot tlw
instr11ctor will rio next. obspn·p tlw instructor·5 octions. ond try to explain descn'panciPs.
Solll<'tinws ilw '-dlldf'ltt will bP oble to Pxplain descreponcies. OthPr tirnes. tht' studf'nt will
1we<l to fi11cl Ulll lllOI"t' i11 ()["d(•r to P\j)loill. solllf'tinws b_\· osking thP instructor. somf'tinws
h_,. looki11.2; i11 a l)(>ok. sotlwlillws 1>.\. waiting for anotllf'r f'Xpn·if'!lCP thot wili[HO\·i<!t' it. If
(' \" p 1a II a t i() II is d 0 IH' \ \"(' II . t llf' 11 (-' \. (' ll ir i t c 0 rI II() t I)(-' (I 0 11 (' (' 0 nl [> It-'1 (' ly. i t c 0 n p 0 iII t t 0 t he. tIPP d
In arc1t1ir(' '-'IH'cific pieces ol" ktJO\\"I('dgt>. thus guiding leartling prOCPSSPS.
Tlw in-.trttctnr plct.vs a crucial r·olt' in opprenticPship !Parning. hut using the instr11ctor to
clirPctl_,. irnplant knowl(-'dgP in thf' llo\·ice is unreasonable. CELIA sho,vs that demands on an
instructor don· t have to lw f'xcessi H' if the student takes res ponsi hili ty for act i n~ly following
tlw instructor's rxonlple. ThP instructor's job is to soh·e problerns in front of students. to
[H'o\·id(' PXplanatiotlS at ti11ws whf'n he thinks studPnts tnay not kno\v all the knowledge they
rwrcl to t'ollow him. to an~wPr questions. and to gi,·e hints wlwn students are having trouble.
Etfecti\·e opprentic~ship rPqtrirP~ tlw ~tudent to osk questions an·d the instructor to pro\·ide
t hf' right lP\"Pl of hints and f'Xplanotions. Or course, morP effort must be put into giving
tnorP coiHTPte gu idf'l i il(-'S about who t t hos~ hints and explanations need to look like.

CELL\ al~o ~hows son1e of the rf'osoning processes that it n1ight be important to teach
to students. St. ucl~nt s should rwr hops he taught wha~ being an active intentional learner
!llf'o ns. hei ng coached at making [>rf'd ict ions. noticing descrepancie~. and explaining t hen1.
Quest ions thaI o Ilow Pxpla nat ions to he fonned should he encouraged.
\Yiwn f'X[H'rinwuts wPre run on CELL-\ (Rednwnd. 1992). one of the interesting things they
~l1owf'd was that t hP acquisition of cases was n1ore useful in ensuring successful prohlenl
~olvi11g during early lt'arniug than f1112:tnentation or refinetnent of domain or task kno\vledge.
Ca.ses [Ho\·ide tlw specifics used in prediction and explanation, and. if acquired. they can
guide prohlf'ln solving and predict j,,n well. Experirnentation with (~ELIA shows that early
in learning. r~nwrnh('ring cases i~ r i ,,. t11ost powerful form of learning and other forn1s do not
pro,·ide as lllllch of ar1 adva~tage. l ; , is due partly to the lin1ited don1ain kno\vleclge a novice
hos. \\"it l1 littl(' domain knowk·l~· ' novice can't fonn explanations easily about \vhat is
going on. Acquisition of cases. II"·'- • . t·r. allows the novice t.o store new domain knowledge
a~sociatPd with tlw kinds of sit11,·
, it is useful in. Later in the learning process. when
tlloll_\· casPs have been acquirf'd. r
·ll)llloin kno\vledge can be migrated out of the cases to
funn a general rnoclel of the clonltt 1: 1-:orh· on. howe\·er, the student does not know enough
about applicability of the new pif'( ,., ·,(knowledge he is acquiring to build a coherent model.
\luch PXpt>rience is required fort lit' ··q»>icability of knowledge to he learned.
1 .•• ·

CELL\ ~hows that an itnportant 1-. ·i \)f PXperience comes fron1 watching and listening to
an instructor solve problerns. :\loll\ · ·t t hP skiiiPd professi~ns employ this kind of instruction
already. e.g .. the trades en1ploy opjHt'llticeships and n1edical doctors are required to serve
iutPrnships and re~idencirs. ('ELI.\ ,11ggt'~ts that such experiential situations be integrated
early into the curriculurn. CELL\ ,!Ju\\'-' that even when the student knows little. such
ex pf'riences can br enlightening. mu ,,, '( 1. ! H'l" haps. than the mere accutnulation of facts.

( 'FLf.\ ~lso "'tggcsh sonw rninin1al ~mount of kno\r!Pdge that tht> studt>nt shotLld. KilO\\. in
<,rdf'r to 111~KP tlw most of such rxperieures. The student should ha,·p at least sornf' idf'a of
tl1c set of steps in,·o[\·pd in the reasoning process and the reasons the steps are donf' (e.g ..
diil,Q;!losi-.. IJW~lls rollliti .g ''P with ~ hypot hPsis and checking it out) and should ha,·e sonw
I>~Si(' KllO\\'I(•(lQ,<' ~~)()Itt tlte Slli)S)>tf'TllS and compotlf'llt parts of tlw dP\·ire rwing l'f'asonPd
cdH>Jtt (t'.g .. th(' ('~r h~s a f11f'l s.\·stem and an electric~! s.\·stern: the fuf'l systPlll is rnadt•
''P of~ 1'11<'1 P'llllp. ~ c~rhorator. ~nd so on. rormectPd to t-'ach other ir1 CPrt~in ,,·~.,·s with
certnill kit\(ls of cond11its). It is lf'ss illlportant for thP beginner to haYe a strong kno\rledge
<{ tlw dor11ni11 ntHl task. ho\H'n'r. than to ha,·r had comnlOll-Sf'llSP experiencPs with the
rf'a.-..oning process ~nd with df',·icf's. For example. a student who doesn't know tlw steps
o[' In!' din ,gllOSis. hut who !J~s !Jar[ the PXpPrience of having a problenl with SOillC de\·ice
t>xplairwd to hilll nnd fi11dillg it was an inaccurate description. will he able to understand the
importancP of ,.Prifying a clit-'llt·s complaint. when hP sf'cs the teaclwr doing it and will be
able to ~del that sltht<tsk to his modf'l of car diagnosis . .-\student who doesn't know exactly
how the fuel ptllllJ> is connt--'CtPd tot lw carborator will be able to make inferences about what
111 ight he going wrong If he undPr~t a nels the general concept of rond ui ts. perhaps through
cx:p~riPllCP with conllllOil household plun1bing.

5.2. 7

CELIA's testable predictions

('ELI.-\ tnodf'ls t lw idf'al apprPnticP. It doesn't mod('[ t.he student who is having trouble. nor
dot>s it model t lw orw \dlO dof'sn't. follow what the teachPr is doing. As a n1odel of the ideaL
howf'\·er. it can tf'llus much about t lw kinds of situations that enable successful learning. In
pari [cular. it rnakPs the following tE'stable rogniti\·e predictions:
• Lf'arning by observing and listPning to an expert leads to significant increases in perfonnancP after only limited f'x:rosure to exarnples if the student plays an active role in
11 nderst and i ng what the ex [)f'rt i" cloi ng.
('ELL-\· s rf'rformance incrt'ased c' 111 ... id~ra. bly as a result of its experiences observing the
tP~dwr solve problPD1S. v\'e Cal1fltll dairn, however. that merely collecting sequences of
act ions is what nutde CELIA's rwrl1 'rrnance in1prove. Key to its itnprovement was that it
analyzPd those cases. explaining to ir . . t·lf (as best it could) the teacher's actions. and making
those PX pPriPncPs its own. That is. ir r1l ways explained to itself why each step of the process
was heing carriPd out. This is ronsi-.tt·rlr with research on self-explanation (Chi & Van Lehn
LDq2. Chi. B~ssok. Lewis. Heimann l'~'--7).
• During early lPArning of a task ~11d dornain, collecting rases is the single most useful
type of knowledge acquired. Rt·fiuing and adding to models of the domain and task
rPstdt in fa.r lPss in1proveuwnt in r~pabilities.

( 'LLf.\ adds to its !llodels and refines its inde'<es in addition to adding cases to its ca~f'
lihrar\·. a!ld it has accf'ss to all of that knowledge when it reasons. ( 'ases pro\·ide only one of
it" krtowl<'(lgf' sourrf's. Rut \\'h('n ablation ~tudies \\'Pre run to Sf'f> wherP CELI.\'s incrPasP in
j>f'rforlltiillC<' ,,·as corning from. the most significant incrPasPs \\'E'l'E' roming from ha,·ing tll<>l"f'
c(ls(''-' n\·nili:il>l<'. \\·h~11 it" al>ility to liSP its casPs during prohlPn1 soh-ing was rctnoH'd. so \\'as
tltltclt of its capal>ilit.\·. \otf' that ('ELI.-\ is not biased toward use of cast=>s or collection of
ens<' krt<l\\"l('dgf' such that this r<'sult is hrtilt in. It IParns as much as it can from each of its
f';\pcri('JICf's. rollf'cting casf's and adding to its models each time. \Vhile it prefers to makf'
pr<'dit ·t ions hasPd on casPs. it is ablP to llSf> its other kno\vledge fully. Early in learning. that
know ledgP is hugg_\· and i 11 con1p [Pte. It grows n1uch slo~;ver than the case library does.

• ft is difficult to impro,·e tlw accuracy of case retrieval C'arly on. Attetnpts to make
st11dcnts a\\'arP of wlwtl tlwir knowledge is applicahlt=> rna,;' not succeed because they
are missing crucial domain knowlf'dge . .\s domain knowledge acrues. this problem
aha tt's.
This rf'sult says that early in lf'arning students will put poor indexes on ca.ses because they do
not have f'nough knowlf'dgf' to he able to cletern1ine the applicability of their kno~;_Vledge. One
could poi 11 t it out. but they may not ha Vf' f'nough knowledge to understand the explanation .
.\s thPy n1akP mistakes and are forced to analyze the indf'Xf'S on their cases, indexing becomes
bet tPr. And as st udf'nts lf'arn more. they a rf' bet. ter a hle to index cases appropria t.ely the
flr~t tin1t=>. Thus. f'Xperience is a key to improving accuracy.
• It is lwtter to presPnt. a. varif'ty of types of problerns early on rather than concentrating
on ~f'Vf>ral \·ery sirnilar ones.
• Rf'peatPd prf'sPntation of t.!w -.;anw problen1 will not lead to long term improved performancf'. Variations on a prol>IPm work better.
ThesP two rf'stdts comf' simply rt·orrt t lw statistics of experiments that were run. but they
make a lot of senst=>. Experience wit ll " wide variety of problems seeds the space of experiences
broadly. implying that cases \vill ! used often to make predictions. The use of cases to
lllakP predictions, even if the wrong [>redictions are made, is important, because it gives the
rPasoner an opportunity to refinP it~ i nclexing and learn when its experiences and the things
it knows are applicablt=>. Sf'eding t lw casP library with many similar cases means that la.ter
in problcn1 sol,·ing. cases will be !'l'(dllt>d to make pr.e dictions less often. At the same tin1e.
experience with \·ariations of a prohl,·rtl allows a particular piece of the spa.ce to be exarnined
frorn 1nan_v cliffPrf'nt pt'rspectiw's. al\,)\ving the applicability of the knowledge acquired to be
leanwd. ;\ re t. hest> two results contradictory? ~ o. The first says that broad exposure should
bt=> gi\·en early on. The second says that if a student is having trouble with some concept.
then give \·ariations of the prohlf'nt to t ht=> student to work on as drilfs, not the same one
over and o\·er.
H'

Of cottr~P. also <1t i"sue is tlw sPquPncing of proh!Pnts. CELIA has little to se'iy C'ibotlt the'it.
h11t ot lwr \\"ork (P.g .. PROTOS) ~11ggests that s~quf'tlcing from tllOI"f' to !Pss prototypical
pruhlr!lls \\"Otdd rPsldt in tlw most PffPcti\·P learning.

Summary of claims

6

T lw cogn it i \·e 1nodrl heh i nd casP- basf'cl reasoning. ins pi red by Schank and A bel son· s Script .....
fJ/an .;.;. (,'on/ .... and r·ndrr:~fnnding il!ld b~· Sch<1nk's Dynamic .\/emory and its clescendPnts.
111c1ke claims in se\·eral arPas:
•

[ t proposrs a lllf'illlS of organizing and retrieving episodic know ledge~ both general and
COIICT<'tf'. ill rt llWnlOr_v.

• It proposf's a sf't of primary processes required for reasoning using cases.
• It

propo~f's

a natural \Ya_v of intf'grating learning \\'ith otht>r reasoning proct>sses.

• Jt proposf's a

s('t.

of

principl~'"

for d('trrmining the kinds of genera.lizations that are

US('ful to l('ilrii.
• It proposrs a \·ocabulary for (j('..,cribing events in a memory.
( ·a~·w-hilsed reasoning takes the next -;tep. looking at the ways in which retrieved events are
tLsPd for reasoning.

6.1

The structure and organization of knowledge

• I\ nowlrdg(' is in the fonn of , · .. · :tic events and generalizations of specific e\·ents. Both
arP organiz~d in the san1e Ill• · ., \ structures, both are indexed in the same ways. and
both are accessed by the sat L• ··! rieval processes. vVe refer to specific events as casf8.
Dyamic Jlunory tells us that but · :··nf'ral knowledge and case knowledge are important
in understanding and reasoning. I : - ',\·hile case-based reasoning concentrates on the role
individual rpi~odes play in reaso11i .: · .i tT!' i::; no commitment to cases being the only form
of knowledgP in memory. Rather. 1 ' • . <Jittillitment is to cases being the prin1ary generators
of inferPncPs and to considering 011 i . · ' ;tl'-'f' kinds of generalizations that can directly derive
from casf's. i.e .. those that can be ttt.r ~ · t•d in the normal course of understanding and solving
prohlf-'ms. \\"f' shall return to that 'l.~trtt fwlow.

The othrr major comn1ituwnt is to ltw llll'i'HlS of accessing knowledge in memory. This is a
cornmitmt>nt to indr .ring. The claitn :, · !,.,r ''ilrh knov. ·ledge structure in memory. whether

gc11('ral knowledge or c<1~e knowledgP. is l<1lwled lA illlportant combinations of ih
Thi" claim t'ttrtlwr "l<'ltf'-.; tlu'lt f'\pPt 'i('!lCf's !"f-'corded itt memory include l>oth
dr-.;rriptors that \\·rre ol)\·io11s and ('\·ident wlwn tlw r\·rnt wn" percein'd nnd also inferred
df'...,rript()r-.; df'ri\·f'd in the proces" of rea"oning nhout tlw f'Xjwri('ncP <1ncl creating !he knowt('dg(·' "t ruct 11)(':--. it rt'"ide" in . .\n_\· of that knO\\-lPclge i-.; <1\·ailable to Jt-.;e in an incle\.
it

hold~

(lf'~rript()r-.; .

Ft~rtlwnnore.

tlw clai111 implies that gi\·en a sperification of something to be retrie\·f'd from
tltf'nH>n·. f'it lwr i'l g('llf'ral knowledge "tructure or a case might be retrieved. As in other .-\[
progrntll" n!ld rogrtiti\·r models. \\·hate\·er matches the mernory probe most specifically i"
rf' I 11 r1 H'cl.

6.2

Primary processes

• l ' nderstanding and assessment underlie all reasoning. Iten1s in men1ory are renlenlher:f>d beca11se they are f>ncotmtered as part of the process of understanding. The basic
n'a"oning procf'ss. then. is rr/11(/nbn· nnd manipulate.
Knowlt'dgc <1ccess. or rPruetllhf'ring. is a key part of reasoning. And. since specificallya ppl ic a hlf' it ems <Ht-' prPff'rred by retrieval processes o\·er less specific ones during retrieval.
primary r·ensoning processes must include those that know how to manipula.te cases, 1.e ..
thosf' thnt c<111 rPason hasf'd on the specifics of cases that are retrieved.
( 'asf's \\'(' <1re rf'll1inded of arP euco11ntered b_v our rnemories as they are trying to understand
a ne\\' _,j t uil t ion. {'ndt'rst a ncl i ng is a process of integrating a new experience with what is
alread_v kno\Vll. finding the place in memory where it would reside if we already knew it.
Figuring out \\'hf'rf' a new iten1 fits into the general scheme of things we already know allo\\·s
appropriate inff'rences and predictions to he made.
\ \'\wn rnemory is gi \·en a partial df'"cri ption of a new sit nation, it uses that description
to guide nwn1ory search, looking f()r the n1ost specific place in n1en1ory to place tlie new
expPriencf'. But often. a partial df'-.:r 1 ~t ion is not sufficient for useful search. and elaboration
is rf'quirt=>d to allow the rnost usf'f1rlh similar extant knowledge to be found. Elaboration
is a pr ,<·ess of felshing out a descrijd i~)!1 of a situation. often n1aking it more specific. It is
guided by general strategies of the "( >rt CYR CS irnplements and highly dependent on what
is <1l reacl _v in tnemory. Elahorat ion. <1! --n called situation ass£ssm en!, is an in1portant part of
rf' m emlwri ng.
1

In t Pgra tin' processes that. are key to IHlderstanding allow a reasoner to determine where a new
itern fits into the general scheme of things that are already known. These processes stop their
~earch at particular places in memon·. C~nd knowledge that resides in those memory loca_tions
is available for reasoning. \Ve refer tot his knowledge as being refrieued. Reasoning processes
usf' knowledg(' that is retrieved to make inferences and predictions. If search processes make

!0

<1\'<til<thlt-' tlw most stwrific similar ilerns in IlW!llot·\· (e.g .. cnsf's). 1lwn re<ts<>IIJilg pron'sst>s
rll!Ist lw C1hle to nl<tllipulate those "'Pf:'cifir it<'IllS.
Tlie rase-hi'scd wasorrir1g CO!ll!llllllity lt<ts spent considf'r<tblf' timf' studying the in-.; <tnd outs
of t\\·o kin(!" of llln11ip1ilat ion prou's-.;ps: nrlnptation processrs <tnd infflprtfnfion procf'ssr-.; .
.\d<tpt<ttion procc""f'" !llodih· <Ill old soltttion to fit <1 ne\\' situ<ttion. f<~cilitating C<tSf'-basf'd
prohlf'tll soh·ing. E\·<tltt<ttion i>roces-.;rs compare <tnd contrast <1 new situ<ttion to old ones th<tt
arf' rf'trir\·r<l. fn.cilit<ttiug tlw anticip<ttion <tnd <t\·oid<tnce of old probiPrns <tncl the e\·illu<ttion
of 1 II<' goodrw<.;s of proposed decisions and so!utions. 6 .\not her type of case-manipul<ttiotl
process th<tt .;;rilln<"Pds attf'ntion is IIIFI'(Jing. the process of taking suggestions from sf'\'f'r<tl
differf'nt casrs <tnd Illf'rging thf'rn together into a solution.

6.3

Dynamic memory and learning

A n1<tjor claim of tl1f' cognitin" modPl is this:
• .\lrn·wr.\· is d.\·narnic<tll .\· chauging with e<tch new f'Xpenence .
.-\s <~ rPsu!t oft his d:,:n<tr1lic changP. \\'f' can't expect our memories to act exactly the sanw way
any t\\'o t inws. en"n gi\·f'n the sanw 1>rob!em to work on. \Vhile a. reasoner might understand
and soh·e 1 lw snnw problt"m the "<'~lllE' way a. second t.ime. the experiences it has had rn
bPtwt->en n1ight rhangP it such th<tt it \\·ill act diffPrently the second time than the first.
Dynamic changP i:; learning. and tlw rognitivf' model nt<~kes claims about particular kinds
of learning th<~t <~re useful. One cntl think of this dairn as a. specific clain1 about the ways
nwmory dynamically changes ovf'r r i rne.
• A clynatuic lllf'nlory with i r1• •· \ ed general and specific knowledge lea.rns m several
di ffprrnt wavs:
it acquJrf's new cases
it re-indexes cases it

<~I

r• ..

it creates ne\\' generali;"!

has

\

to l l'-'

it learns what to pay <1 r t,

: ; !I[)

it learns new ways to in<J• ·.
it !Parns new wa.ys of <1 <I .q"

to

'rt ...;es

:11 ~

cases

hDescriptions of tht>sP proct>SSI'S can h· · t. ' IIHI in papers describing the systems they are implemented in.
for ~n in-dept It discussion of the many dilf· ·r· rrr kttJds of arl.aptation and interpretive processes. see Kolodner
( lWl3) .

!

'

\e\\' casf'"i are arq11irPd \\·it h ('acll !If'\\' PX[wrif'n<'f'. \f'\\' f'Xperif'!ln'" n.re under-.;tood !)\·
n.crf'<.;sing nwmory "' l'llC't tin's (hot l1 general and spPcific) t hn.t pro\·ide f'Xpf'ct at ion-.;. TlH.>sf'

cn.st'" n.n· indPxf'd into lllE'IllOr.\· according to tlw \\'ays they \·iolate eXjWC'tations that pre\·totls
('\pf'rif'lln' has compilf'd.
SollwtillW'\. an ul<l ens(' is rf'cn.llf'd in tlltderstanding or solving a new one. and it is found uot
to lw <'tpproprintf' tu t lw ne\\' situ<'tt ion .. \sa result. the rele\·atJce of that rase is rf'-<'tll<'ll.\·zed
<'I!Hl it is rf'-indt'Xf'd l>n.scd 011 our !lf'W ll!ld('rstanding of it.
.\~

sen'rill sin1ilar Pxperienccs <HP f'!lC'Ouut.ered. their sin1ilarities are extracterl to O'f'<'lte nf'\\'
1llf'ltlOr.\· st n wt 11 rf's (\I 0 Ps) ..\s described abo\·e. these getwral st ruC't urf's hold nortiJ<'Itiu' k11o\rledg(' that rn.u hf' used to dirf'C't search of metnory. to help with reconstruction.
to <'Ills\\'('!' qtwst ions. to pro\·ick expeC'tations. and so on .

gPtH'r<'~l

hf'gi n If'<'~ rn i ng <'I new domain. we pay a.t tent ion to the things our previous experienC'e
tells 11s a rf' i 111 port <'Ill t. \\"f' don· t understand new domains \\·ell. however. and our old expf'rif'lllf' r11a.\· not lw ahlt' to predirt e\·er_\'thing \vel!. As we ma.ke mistakes and enC"ounter
failurPs . . lio\\"('\·f'r. "':f' t akP t hf' opportunity to explain to ourselves \vhat went wrong, in the
pron,~~ 1111 covering rn isn>n n'pt ions in our thinking and deriving new expectations. These
P~peC'tations 111on' us toward paying attention to the right details. They also point to new
ways of indf'xing C'rt.ses.
.\s

\\' f'

Final! _\·. we use our old experierKes to solve new problems by m{'rging and adapting old
solutions wit It eadl other. \Ye begin with a set of sirnple adaptation rnethods, and as we
liSP tlwn1 and <kbttg tlwm. we index them hetter and refine the1n. as a result getting better
at adaptation. Some adaptation guidance comes frorn modifying or refining old adaptation
heuristics: ot lwr guidanC'e C'On1es through the C'hanC'e adaptation of a case that works - that.
case providf's guida nC'e for adaptation under similar ci rcun1st.ances.

6.4

The structure and role of general knowledge

.\not her clairn concerns the kinds ()f r-Ppresenta.tional structures we ca.n expect to find 111 a
dynamiC' lllf'tnory and the kinds of ~· · r1t>ralizations that play a first-class role.
• ThP kinds of generalized
two sorts:

knowlt·rl~e

structures we can expect to find in memory are of

gf'ncral desC'riptions of p;ut irtdar kinds of situations
gf'nera liza tions of t be vV<'I\" in tent ional and funC"tional components of situations
interact with each other
They can he found in two
- indi\·idual uuits

sizf' ~<

- composed units
\\.ithin the framPwork set up in Dynnrnir .\lunory. the two kinds of gPneralized kno\\'IPdge
cntTP'-']H)JJd to t hP \lOPs a Tid TOPs. \lOPs arf' general descriptions of ~pccific typPs of
~it11ations. e.g .. gning to r<'slallrnnls . .going on trips. ,·isiting a rnttsf'lltll. TOPs dPscrihP tlw
\\'(1_\' iutf'tttionnl contpottC'Ilb of -.;it11ations intf'ract witb ('ach otlwr. that is. the rclation-.;flips
IH'twrrn goals and pla11s t !tat e1re actin:' in a sit11ation.
Dynarnic tiH'tllor.'· olso tf'lls tts abo1tt breaking up larger episodes into smaller parts. ('otnposPd 1111its (\lOPs) descrihc particular kinds of Ppisodes. Individual units (sccncs) dE'scril)('

t lw rom ponf'tl t. parts of these episodes that are shared across com posed units. Ordcri ng.
for f'Xa 111 pIt'. is sonwt.h i ng WP do in restaurants. at several different kinds of .s tores. through
ciltalogs. atHI through decorators. The particular setting of the situation is different for each.
hut the basic intent and major action is the same. The intent is to let sOineone who can
fulfill our dPsire for something vve want to buy know what it is we want to acquire. The
major act ion is to comnll!nicate what wP want to that person. \Vhether we write it on an
ordf'r forrn. tell <1 waitt'r. tell someorw a.t a counter. or tell son1eone over the phone, whether
we do it in t lw context of ordPring in a rt?staurant or ordering fron1 a catalog~ the intent and
l>a~ic act ion iHP the same.
Orw add it iona.l t.vpP of gerwra I kno\\'IPclge predicted by case-based reasoning's cognitive model
is adaptation ntPthod~. o11r knowiPclgP about how to modify an old solution to fit a new
sit11ation. \\"hilf' \VP prPdict such knowledge exists in the rnen1or.v. we haw" fewer specific
claims to tuake about the structures it li\·es in. \Ve assume such knowledge is indexed
according to thP situations in whiclt it can be appropriately used. and we a.ssun1e that indexes
are modified a~ adaptation rnet.hods are used and fail. vVe also know sornething about the
way some adaptat.ion n1ethods are created. For example, CHEF creates adaptation rules as
a restdt of analyzing failed situation~ and noticing that had a single small modification been
rnacle in the failed solution it w<mld ha\·e worked. vVe know much about specific kinds of
adaptation met hods that work. \{t,rP work is needed. however. before we can ma.ke clain1s
about E'\:actl.\· when' tlwy fit in lllt'ltttJrv's networks.
1

6.5

Vocabulary for describing episodes and episodic knowledge
structures

Oynnmir .\If mory provides us with a. model of the kinds of specific events and general
organizational str.uct.urPs that rPsidt· 111 memory. But it is the framework provided by Srripf.c;;.
Plans. (,'on/..;;, nnrl Cnrlu·.'>lrznrliflg (<'Ill SPGC) that supplies the vocabulary for both describing
those struct.urPs and for describing rlw kinds of events they organize. The vocabulary derives
frorn t hf' tnodel of underst ancling proposed in SPG U. That model proposed several kinds
of know!Pdgc that take part in undf'rstancling. Activity-based knowledge. in the form of
.'\r rip/.-.. a !lows in fprences to lw made t Ita t group individual actions into events. Then1e- based

•
ktlO\\·If'dgf'. in thf' form of goa/..:;. elonbo.rr ..-. nnmrrf p/nn ..:;. illlcl thrlllr ..:;. filcilitiltf' in[.Pn't\Cf'~
tiJiit nllow f'pisodPs rf'lilting f'n,nt:-; to e<1ch other to be recognized during unclPrst<111ding. t-'111
SP(;{. proposf's that gonl frnd·iny. tlw procf'ss of nnticing and keeping tr<1ck of tlw go<1l:-; of
i1ctors in.il -.;ituntion <111d th('ir progress tO\\·ilrd ilchie\·ing thosf' goals. is <1n integral pilrt of the
liiJclerslilllclitl_!? procp-.;s. [Is thf'miltic kiiO\\"If'dge structttrf's organizf' tlw kuowlf'dge llt-'Cf'ssiln·
for cloi ng t h(~ t.
The \·ocalndilr_\· of tlH''-'f' tllf'tlliltic kllu\\"lf'dge structures infornls thf' \·ocilhulilr_\· for dt-'scrihing
intf'ntioual -..ituiltions. or illtPutional Cilses. Intentional situations are situ<1tions in \\·ltic!J
ag('llh with go<1ls intPract with t ltc world or with othE'r agents with goals. SPGl. slwcif1es thilt
goals. t lw plilns orH' attempts to CillT_V out to achif'VE' tht'nl. and the problenls f'liCOlllltf'red in
tlwir C1rhif'\"('l1Wtlt. <Hf' required to understand such situations and tie their individuill piPcf's
tuget lwr. Dynamir .\lr mory goes one step further in declaring that spE>cifications of goals.
platJs. il!Hl prohlellls t->ncountf'red should be used as fhf I'Ocabulnry for drscribing inffltfional
sit unf inn..;;.

TOPS. which organizf' intf'ntional ~ituations. and intentional situations themsf'lves, are describf'd h_v relationships of goals. pl<1ns. and outcomes. SPGU points out the different kinds
of goa 1- hi1sf'd know lf'dgf' that onf' lllltst use to understand intentional situations: the part icula r goills of agPn ts (e.g .. achieve r 1 ches). the types of these goals (e.g .. achieve111ent goals.
acqllisition goe1ls). thf'ir relationsl1ips to other goals (e.g .. some goals subsun1e otht'r ones.
some contlict with otlwrs). plans fur· iirllie\·ing differE>nt goals and different types of goal~. the
status of goals. t hf' inlf-'racl ions lw1 \\"('f'll plans and goals (f>.g .. a plan for achieving one goill
tnakcs another goctl hilrd or irnpos-.il)lf' to achieve). and so on. Dynamic ~Hemo,·y tells us to
rf'rord t hf' knowkdgf' usf'd in undt->r·--r <111cling a situation and to use that record to dE>scribe
the situatiou. Thus. one describf'<.; r flP drunk and lampost story as a situation in which a.
tllil in chnract er ha~ a goal of find i 11 ~ -.qrnet hi ng but lit tie understanding of thE' mechanics of
finding. Instead of using the plan t l ,.~r is known to yield results. he uses a more convenient
plan that can only lf'a.d to fail11re !1. ·-.cribing the situation this \vay allows this case to he
rf'callf'd in other thernatically-silnl ·.. . ·!lltiltions.

7

Challenges

The cogn it i \"E' model presentf'd i 11 ·
• h<1 pt f'r is \V hat some ps_ychologists call an in a ntul
nwrlfl. That is. ins pi red by obsf'n, · ·., 'Jf human behavior. a plausible model was created
to explilin 1hat lwhavior. C'ornputt ·' . ·~ranls built to mirnic observed behavior contributed
to ftf'shing out oft hf' rnodel. \lod~'l• · · .r l)r-.; rtlwa,ys kept their eyes on what was known abont
pt->ople to nlakP snre that inventP<i ·· , ,, [t·l was consistent with v:;hat is known (e.g .. Bower.
f't al. 191q. Gr<1esser & ~akamuril :·~"'~. Lichtenstein & Brewer 1980) and particular parts
of the model have been tE>sted exper Jittt•ntally on people (Barsalou & Bower. 1984, Reiser.
l08:l. l08G. Reiser. Black. & Abt>l~ntl l'l-...-) l. But the model as a vvhole has not been tE>sted.
Do people haYe \lOPs in their hea<l-.' IJf) r Itt'\. have TOPs? V./e don't know .
• t

\\.c do KllO\L ho\\"f'H'!'. thnt prople find case-hased and analogical rcason1ng a natitral \\'a\·
t() rrii-.ort. t'"lwcial[_\· wlwn tllf'n' i." trntcll IlllCPrtniuty or man_\· llllKllO\\·n~ and duri11g earl.\·
lt·;nning (f'._g .. Ho-.-.. l'l:-\(). [q;-.:.q: I\lein \.\..:Calderwood!!)~ ,"': [\lein,\· \\"hitacker. l~J.~S: Read\.\·
('e..;a. l'ltJO). People KrlO\\' \\·elll10w te1 \!'if' analogs to rea'iOll. and It:-:;e of analog" in r·ea'iO!lln~
r('-.;ll[t-. in \\. lii'K<·ll~l<' ..;ollltion'i.
Tlw"<-' ()1)-.;en·ation". couplrd \\·ith Dylu/Tnlc .\lfli/Ory"s approach to indexing. ha\·e pro\·idf'd
tllf' cc-J-.;c-ha..;f'd r·rasoning contmunity with its impetus t'or research . S.\·sterns ha\·f' lwen creiil('d that plein (e.g .. CHEF (Hammoncll986. U)89)). design (e.g .. .J{"LL\ (Hinrichs. lqq:!).
C'.\DFT (Sycara S: \a\·inc!tandra. U)89). I\RITII\ (Coel. l989: Cof'\ ,\.: Chandrasekaran.
lq8!))). diagno"e (e.g .. C.-\SEY (I\oton. l!l88). CELL\ (Reclrnoncl. Ul~)"2). PROTOS (Hareiss.
Ul89)). and interpn't (t'.g .. IIYPO (.-\shle.\· & Ri"slailcl, i988)). These r·fforts were primarilv
influenced b.\· ,c..,·p(;{-s and Dynnmic Jlunory"s cleiims abont primar.\· processes, indt:>xing, and
lt'arning. wit l1 litt lr ronsiderotion of its claims about organization structures. the integration
of gPilt'l'rtl rtlld cast' knowledge. or \·ocabulary. Out of these efforts has conw considerable
underst ei rHI i ng of adaptation and interpretation processes.
\ow that we ha\·e begun to understand those processes. however. case-based reasoning is
f'ntrring a llf'\\. stage in its lifP. It is now incumbent on the CBR con1nnmity to apply CBR
to p rol) !('Ills of rf'nl- world corn p lexi ty. As \Ve rnove into more con1plex don1a.i ns. the issues
that D_IJIIOlllic .Hrmory and SPGC addressed are becoming rnore irnporta.nt to consider.
( 'on'iider. for f'Xatnplc. the representeition of cases. [n most running systems. cases are stored
as singlt' ttnits. a11d reasoning is \Vith whole cases at a time. KRITII\. for example. designs Ci
llf'\\" cooling system by rf'membf'ring a single old one and adapting it. CHEF creates a new
recipe 1> _\. rf'rlH'LllLwring a single old one and adapting it. Each addresses the use of cases
to sol \"f' a sturtll \\'('11-ri rnttnscri bed problen1. But in rnany situations, problerns are much
larger. lf'ss wC'II-defirwd. and require the use of pirce." of many casu•. Consider. for exa.n1ple.
the design of a high- rise officf' build it 1.2:. Reference to a. single old case won't do. Rather. one
case rn igh t lw II~f'd suggest ornanwn tat ion. another might suggest where the elevators go.
anot hf'r tnight suggest the insulatiotl t"t'quirecl when putting a garage underneath a building.
another might suggest the type of [i~hting needed in a single special-purpose roon1. and so
on. Such a reasoner needs to be abt,· to access the pieces of cases easily without the details
of other parts of the case getting i:1 r he way. If our systems are to do such reasoning or
to jHO\·ide cases to people to help t fwn do such reasoning, their cases must be segmented
coherently and their access mechani-..ttl'-> must kno\v how to access pieces of cases.
In such o cl01nain. too. use of casPs !,, t hernselves is insufficient for solving problen1s. In
ad eli t ion. general knowledge is llf'f'(lecl. e. g., about n1aterials, about cause and effect, and
about how t l1iugs work. Causal and functional knowledge about how an elevator works. for
exarnple. rnight. be needed to adapt c=u1 old elevator design to fit a new situation. It would
be nice. of course. if such general knowledge 'v\'ere accessible by the same mechanisms "that
access Ceise knowledge and if case knowledge and general knowledge related to it could be
found in close proxin1it.v in rnemory.

S11ch tlf'f'ds cHP not "lwcific to nrchitf'Ctltral dPsign ilnd its comporwnts. 0f'"igning; a C"ilr
Pngirw h<'l" thf' silnw rf'(jllirt'IIW!lh. So does df"signing a lf'sson plitll. \or Ctff' thf'sf' nE'eds
conf1rwd to drsig11. Di<'~gtJosing a car. diagnosing a lllt111itn pittient. rnonitoring Ctlld trouhfrshootill_g; it nriclr<'lr t"('C\ctor. gi\·ing httlllitll connsf"llillg it(h-ice. and othE'r tasks hit\·e tlw
sotlW rrquin·rlwnts . . \ new soltttion rnily rwed to he deri\·ed frorn piect>s of srn'ritl otlwr
CC\Sf'"· requiring <"i1'-'f's to he ..;egtncritNl coht'l"f'lltly: C"Ctses may be litrge enough thitt thf'ir fttll
set of det it i Is wo1tld get i11 t lw \\"C\Y of reCtsorJing. also rf"quiring coherPnt segment itt iori: CC\SP
pi<'C<'s tllit_\" lw ilpplicitble C\(Toss it \\"ide \·Ctriety of situCttions in which the case as it whole
dof's 110t pro\· ide rnucb g11idnrle<'. rf'quiring meCtns of Ctccessing pieces of citses inde1wndf'nt ly
of t lte w lwle: it nd gf'nf'ral k IlOW ledgf' lllilY IH" nef'ded in addition to speci fie case know lf'dge.
rPquiring tlw intPgration of casP kno"dedge and general kno\\·ledgf' in memory along with
rt'asoning strategies thitt CC\ll seilmlessly integrate their use.
The cognitin:- model itnplied by SPGC a.nd Dynamic .\ltrnory makes claims about eCtch of
these requirenwnt s. Ctnd citn tHo\· ide guidance for representing, segmenting, accessing, and
reCtsoning Ctbout tnitn.\· kinds of cornrlex cCtses. In considering the representation of encountf'rs with complt'x de\·ices. it suggf'sts segmf'nting cases is according to component parts and
suhsystf'lllS that Ctl'P shared across devires (a. :\lOP-like representation). It suggests integrCtting specific knowkdge (cases) ,,·ith generitl knowledge (models) by using packaging and
speciitlization hierarchies of the sort proposed by :\lOPs. One permits access to pieces of
casf's iliHl to S(Wcializitt ions of de,·icP parts and subsystems by indexing each by combinations
or frilt ures t hitt describe the wCtys they violate or specialize norms and by combinations of
[f'Cttllr<"s thitt describe situCtt.ions in which the knowledge they hold is likely to be useful.
0 ne can us<' SP( ;{ -s model of undcr·st an ding to explain remindings across domains by positing C\11 unclf'rstilnding systf'lll that tracks the interactions between parts a.nd by proposing
memor_\" strncttlrf's siruiiCt.r to TOP, that organize cases that share model-independent relationships with rilch other (e.g .. r1 problem in one subsystem manifests as a problem in
it not lwr sul)syst('J11 ).
\\"h ile ."iP(;( -s it nd Dynam ir Jh //It" ., · " specific claims are about intentional situations. they
Cit n pro\· ide broad guidance in hf'll' : · '1 11s approach understanding, reasoning, and representation problen1s in a broad range of, .· plex don1ains. One challenge we face is understanding
their broitd claims well enough t() ;
! lwtn into practice and allow our systems to deal with
cCtses in their full complexity.
I

'

.\not her challenge conws fron1 t.lw -· · •)r ohsen·ations that tell us the difficulties people have
in using cases to reason. Son1e t>e< •1 I·'· : 1"-f' cCtse- bit sed reasoning blindly, relying on previous
experience without vi\ lidating it i rt • · ,. r1ew situation. A case- based reasoner might a. !low
cases to bias him/her/it too much · --nlving a new problem (Gilovich 1981). And, often
people Ctre not retninded of the tll••'' itppropriate sets of cases when they are reasoning
(Holyoak U)8;), Gentner 19~~J). In rtcl.i1t ion. when there is much to remembeL people cannot
itlwit_ys C\CCE'ss the right cCtses when t fw,· need them.
:.:ovicE's hit\·r it \"Ctriet.v of other pruf.\,'rTh . They cannot do case-based reasomng well for

otlwr ['('(!SOils. First. th<'.\' <Hf' tuissing the PX[Writ'llCPs they nerd to rnakr good casrhn'-'f'd cl(·cisiotts. St•cond. t lwy ar<' missing the experiPllCPS that tells t ht>m which parts of a
"'it 1tation nre tlw important orws to fonts 011. i.e .. th('ir critPria for judging similarity of ca~Ps
is dt>fic i<'ll t.
t\\·u

Tlris s<'t of oh'-'<'tTdti()ltS has ir'd so!llf' tnf'mlwrs of thP case-hasf'd rf'asoning cornznunity to
look al tlw \\·a.\·..; \\'(' rniglrt liS(' caq·-hasf'd rf'asoning to hPlp rwoplf' rf'ason bPtlPr. Tht> fact
tl1ilt pc>oplf' 11s<' crts<'s <'il.'-'il_\· hut don't al\\'a _\·s kno\\' or H'lllf'tlllwr tlw right orws. cottpk'd
with tlw !'act that \\·r k11o\\' ho\\' to h1tild casr lil>rarit>s that do renwmlwr casf's at the right
t imPs. ltas led t lw case-hast>d n'nsonillg conununity to concentrate recPntly on thE' d<:>sign and
crc>ation of intf'l'clcti\'f~ casf'-hasf'd aiding and decision support syste!lls (Kolodner. lq9la. h.
DonwshPk 8-: I\olodrwr. l~Jql. lq~)2. Ferguson et a.l.. 199:2). In such systen1s. the computc>r
l1old~ a stor(' of cases and makt>s then1 available to people at appropriate tinlf'S. leaving it
Ll.P to t lw lnunan user to make decisions based on the cases that have been providPd. Such a
systf'lll can augnwnt tlw nwmory of its hunlcUl user by providing. at appropriatf' tin1es. the
r('le\·ant f'Xp<"ri<"nces of otlwrs. But since reople are better at dealing with esthetics, ethics.
creatin=- adaptation.· and judgmellt. dw real decision-making is left to the hun1an user. The
computPr pro\·idPs casPs to hnman problern solvers at appropriate times to help them \vith
such tasks as co!lling up with solutions. adapting old solutions. critiquing and evaluation
sol11tion~. and \\'arning of potential prohlPnls .
.\not ltfT rha llt>nge is following up on the model's implications for education and tram mg.
Cas<"- hasf'd education is .hasf'cl on the not ion that stories tend to make the facts we hear
ruon:' coTnp~lling. a.ud wet lwrPfon·' rf'mf'nlber them better. A systen1 that can teach facts in
au int~rf'sting \\·ay will makP IParning more exciting. Several syst.en1s at Schank's Institute
for t fw L<'arn i ng Sc it'nces are lwi ng dPH'lopt>d with this in mind. Ad vise- the- President and
.\sk-Tom ( F<:'rgnsen Pt al.. UJ9:2) arf' :;;fory-bastd systen1s that index interesting stories in a
casf' li l>rary. They t h~ll allow the st ttdent to browse the library, controlling their own learning
t>:·qwrience. [n gPneraL these systems are configured as browsing systems. The user has a
prohiPm to soh·e and browses the s\·..;tpzn for advice. The system teaches and aids the user
at the sanw time.
Case-has<"d training. on the other lr<~rlCI. has as its goal in1plant.ing appropriate cases in the
head of a student. cases rc>presen tin~ ' !11' k i nels of situations the student will encounter on the
job. Training of thjs type is hy no r1w.1ns nf'w. vVhat case- based reasoning adds. however.
is the notion that giving students r~·presentative experiences alone is not enough. Each
experience 1nust be presented such t !1,11 it will be indexed appropriately by the student. The
big research issue. of course. is figuritl!!. l)llt strategies for doing that. CELIA provides a first
attPrnpt at doing this. sho\\-·ing us l!u\\. rrucial knowing the need to learn something is to
lf'arning it and indexing it.. CELL\ t !tits suggests that we put students in situations where
they have the goal to learn "vhaten'r i" !wing taught before we try to teacb it. Still. there is
more rPsearch to do in dealing with this issue.
The creation of case-hasf'd advisory and training systen1s has begun in earnest onl.Y recently.
and it is too Parly to say exactly what thPir contribution will be. The potential bf'nefits

are q11ite PXCII 111g to think about. ltowPn'r. For noncPs. such s\ - qf'l11~ ,·ar1
pro\·ide t lw 1·aup/' of P\pPri<'llfC~ th1 han'n·t l1acl. allowing thPnl to ~oh·p problcins ha~cd on
t \w wi"'don1 of f'Xp('rh. There arE' .'-'e\·Pral reasons no\·icPs should lw ab!P to perform i>ettf'r
IJ~i11g ~111'11 i'li(ling ~\ - ~I<'Jll~ than without tlwnL First. with morP rases a\·ailablf'. tlwy will
l)<' C~i>if' lo r<'<'!>!!,Jiil<' tlJOI'f' ~ittJations and tlw solutions or E'\·aluations that go with thos<'.
SecorHI. if case~ tl1i1t ar<' a\·ailabiP inclucl<' failPd casE's. novicE's will he able to l)('!lf'!it frotn
t lw t'Cliillt·es (Jf ot h('rs . Third. tlO\·icPs will ha\·e a\·ailable to then1 thP unauticit)ated successf'~.
atHl tlwr<'fo['(' til(' tricks. of f'Xtwrts that tlw_\· wouldn't haYP otherwise. Fourth. retrif'\"<' d
c(l~t'~ will allow Jlu\·icf's to lwttPr rf'cognizP \\'hat is intportattt in a new situation. ('as<'<;
indPx<'d hy <'XpPrh and rf'trif'\·e<i otJ thP basis of a df'scription of a new sittJatioJJ will hP
thosf' that f'Xp<'rts would rf'rall and will show tlw uo\·ice ways of looking at. a prol>lf'lll that
lw or ~lw migl1t not hcH'f' tlw <'XpPrtisf' for without thf' system. Fifth. the ability to recognize
wl1at is itnp(Jrtant will allo\\' for hf'ttPr critiquing of solutions and situations. Additionally.
tJo\·icf's willlta\·e access to obsctlrP casPs that thP _v othPrwise would not be able to make use
of. Thesf' ob~cure cases can hdp vvith any of tht> tasks listed above.
of '-'llrh

\\-~tf'Ills

{ ·~ing intPractin:' case-based systems during a training period additionally pro\·ides students
with a modf'l of the way dPcision making ought to be donP. e.g., what things ought to be
takPn into account. and pro\·id<-.'s t ltetn with concretP examples to ha.ng their m_ore abstract
knowk·dge off of. \I uch oft lw expert decision-making skill people haYe con1es fron1 observing
experts and discussing with ex pPrt s why t he_y soh·ed probletns in cPrtai n ways. CasE'- basPd
a(h·isory systf'llls can provide at [Past some of that experiPnce.
8Ptwh ts of t hPsP systPms a l'f' not j nst for novices. howe\·er. In some domains. tht>re is much
to n-'11 H'tlll)('r. For tasks wlwrP t lwrP is much to remember, case- based aiding systen1s can
a ugttl<'ll t t lw t nemoriPs of even ex pert decision makers. In addition. as discussed pre\·iously,
hot h f'Xlwrts and no\·ices tend to focus on too few possibilities when reasoning analogically
or to for us on t lw wrong casPs. ('a<;t'- hased aiding systen1s can help alleviate these problen1s.
Tlw chai!Pnge in building such sy'-'t•'tlls is to be able to represent. segment, and index cases
appropriately so that they can lw rd rieved at appropriate times and presented to ust>rs in
accf'ssi hle \\·ays .

.-\s wP nlo\·e toward achieving t lw , hallenges of applying case-based reasoning into n1ore
cornpiPx domains and tasks. Srnef, elan.-.. Goals. nnd Cnder:;land1~ ng and Dynamic .\/emory
haYe thP potPntial to suggPst an'-\\1 '!' to many of tlw hard questions that arise. \Ve should
continue to consider t.he lessons tlw' lf' ach.
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